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How inviolate

is th© human

boay?

with the rapid,

nanifold advances in asdicai scieuce has come a concomitant
host of
what

problems

boaily

-

legal, ethical, theological

intrusions'*

of

a

-

as to

medical nature are to be

This thesis i3 an attempt to look at these

accepted*

problems from two basic perspectives*

First, from the

perspective of the individual in society, how far he alone
may

uetermine the extent of physical intrusion to be

accomplished upon his bo ay
from the
it

medical means?

perspective of the state

or

secondly,

of society, how far

regulate, limit or impose medical intrusion upon the

cay

human

^y

body?
It was felt that the answers to these two fundamental

questions cuuld best be illustrated by investigating their

application in selected areas of currently controversial
surgical procedures.

As a result, the practices of

sterilisation /

x

"intrusion" here is not meant to imply lack of consent
fe. but only physical encroachment, with or without
consent*
LK.r

2#

sterilisation, sex-alteration, experimentation, trans¬

plantation, and euthanasia were selected for study.
All are
of

controversial, not merely from the medical point

view, but also from the legal and moral points of

view.

Few, if any, enjoy a settled or even very clear

place in the ayes of the law.
In such circumstances and with

available at

resources

the human

ana

material

Edinburgh University, a comparative

legal approach to these subjects was indicated,

the

English speaking legal systems, for obvious reasons of
linguistics and materials availability, and more partic¬

ularly those systems nearest at hand
the author

-

case

and comment

from other countries have

-

Where possible,

from continental

from South ifrica's Roman-butch

comparisons /

best known to

Scotland, the United States and England

comprise the bulk of the comparison.
relevant

ana

jurisdictions,

system, and occasionally

been drawn upon

for aid.

These

comparisons, though iimitea, will hopefully prove elucidatory
This paper,

being a aeaico-legal analysis, is composed

predominantly of information drawn from theae two uisclplines
The

medical comments ere meant to

and

their

be

solely introductory

superficiality will be only too clear evidence

of the author's limited training in ana

Clarity acid reacsibillty ere the keynotes here and

field#
if

knowledge of the

some

depth ha3 been sacrificed to achieve them* then

perhaps it has not been done ail in vain*

keligious beliefs and feelings have been prominent
in the

rules

to

*

or

-

of legal

given some degree of prominence in this paper if

realistic understanding of current legal attitudes is
be

gleaned*
.•

inally, Che author has fell free to state his

views and conclusions

the designate©
because

/

own

throughout this paper, but has

attempted to limit them
to

conspicuous lack thereof

governing these controversial medical practices and
b©

must

any

development

-

at least in more blatant form

•

conaiuoing remarks in each of the chapters*

Because of the
to

the

limited case ami statute law relevant

subjects of this paper, and because of its topical

nature, heavy reliance h&s been placed on periodicals
both
ana

nodical ana legal

-

-

and on various public lectures

discussions, not to forget the responsible pres.
It is hoped that this paper will go some distance

toward

accomplishing three related purposes*

that of

stating the general, existing legal position in the areas
uiscussed, that of raising at least the legal issues that
remain to be

resolved in these

areas

and that of

suggesting

general or specific me as to reform and appropriate legal
treatment insofar as those

topics discussed are concerned.
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A,

INTROoUCTIQN
Sterilisation is a medics!

male
It

LTION

or

in

operation, perforaiable on either

female, whereby the ability to procreate is eliminated.

no

way

precludes further sexual intercourse from a psysio-

;logical standpoint and does not, as 13 sometimes erroneously

thought, desex the individual.

The sex drive, potency and

capacity for orgasm remain, ana are reported sometimes to increase
as

a

result,*"
In the man,

is

called

the most common surgical method of sterilisation

vesectomy, accomplished by cutting and tying the vas

deferens above the testis.
five minutes, may

This operation takes only about

be performed in a doctor's office under local

anaesthesia, requires no abdomenal incision and results in
cutting off the seminal flow to the penis.
In the woman,
somewhat more

the operation, es might be expected, is

complex.

Similar in risk and severity to

an

appendectomy, it is performed normally by cutting and tying
the

Fallopian tubes between the ovaries and the woiab.

The

procedure is called salpingectomy or tubal ligation and requires

opening the abdomen.
There /

Gamble, "Sexual if feet s of Vasectomy" 1M+ d .A,c«A.
woodside, §tfgUUftUQ.aJUl
SffffgUfltt Pnlv*
of N«G,Press, Chapel Hill,
N,C7U950)p,13^| Glanville
Williams, The Sanctity of Lite and the Criminal Law, bondons
Faber a Fober Ltd,,195&»p.77;
^QQrt ft! jfltBlsSaatt* 9Q
Sterilisation (Brock Committee),193*+ Cmd,MKi5»p,29,
Garrison &

2^3(1950)5

.

There is

some

controversy as to the reversibility of

sterilisation operations,

only in the male,

Sven so, the aale reversal rate has been

estimated at only
recent

estimates

rate above

it generally being considered likely

thirty-five to forty
based

on

per cent*,

although aore

understandably Halted data place the
2

fifty per cent.

Castration is to be distinguished from sterilisation.

involves

complete removal of the primary sex glands, the testes

and the ovaries

often

It

been

in the

male and female respectively.

It has

thought that castration oesexes an individual, rend¬

ering his Impotent as well as sterile, but modern medical

opinion does not invariably support this
castration is performed

position,"*

Where

after puberty, desire and ability for
if

sexual intercourse
an

can

remain.

irreversible surgical procedure,

Castration is, of course,

though at least

one

teat-

jlcular transplant has been reported,
Sterilization /

or,G,.4,Phadke of India, reporting to the Proceedings of
the 7th Conference of the International Planned Parenthood
federation In Singapore in 196 3 ®ava evidence of successful
restoration of fertility capability after vasectomy in 21
of 37 (57>) cases, after up to a 15 year lapse.
Blacker

3

Jackson, 'Voluntary Sterilization for Family welfare"1,
1966 The Lancet^ 9731 V,J ,0*Conner, ". nastoaosls of Vas
.deferens After Purposeful division for Sterility", 136
J.Am u*.»162-163(lQk8)$
a recent remark by a Canadian woman
doctor that all males be sterilised at age io by vasectomy
end undergo reversal surgery at the time of their aarrisge,
aside from any other criticisms that might be made, seems to
quite incorrectly assume that reversal*vasecto;ay is certain,
See The Times, fpril 19,1966,
Jaaieson & Key, iuralcal Physiology, .dinburght Livingstone,

"t

IDid.

&

1965.P.735.

7.
Sterilization may be performed on a

number of indications.

The motivation for it

nay be siaply therapeutic or curative.

Sterilization may be,

and has indeed been, practiced for eugenic

in

reasons

an

attempt to improve a particular stock or race on

aedieo-socio-cultural criteria may be determinative.

whatever

It

can

of

punishment or retribution to criminals or other societal

and has been

practiced for punitive purposes, as a for®

deviates.

might think that at least in its "therapeutic* uses,

One

sterilization would be
or

preserving health.

clearly acceptable as a means of improving
However, such is not the case.

Jteril-

tisation, along with a small number of other surgical procedures,
most

of which wlii be discussed

the deep

subsequently, is tied up with

cultural, moral and religious feelings ordinarily

iated with the

assoc¬

sanctity of she means given man for the repro¬

duction of life.

Plainly and simply, surgical procedures

involving the human reproductive organs and thoir capacity often
may run afoul of prevailing moral and religious
have

an

inevitable way

attitudes, which

of making themselves felt through the

given society's legislative acts o£ judicial machinery.
would

see a

practice.
of

the

whether

with sterilisation.

/

Catholic theology opposes the

So does Orthodox Jewish theology.

operation

-

So it

sterility without impotence

The end result
-

causes many,

8

whether

rightly or wrong!y» to fear licentiousness as its

inevitable

It Is

by-proauct#
probably true that "therapeutic'* sterilization is the

least-frownea upon,

by society ana its juages, but just what does

"therapeutic' encompass in the eyes of medicine and the law?
reference to a

A

surgical operation beset by similar, if sore

severe, problems

-

abortion

-

night be helpful here#

It re¬

presents the only operation which in itself has been considered
6

Initially, there was no therapeutic

illegal by the common law.

exception to the illegality of abortion in Jngland#
the courage

.ngland, similar in scope to that con¬

tained in the Infant Life Preservation Act of

the

was

1929» which

legal termination of pregnancy when necessary to save

life of the mother.

abortion

necessary

"mental wreck"#

9

In

8

The defence in Bourne was that

to avoid the young girl being rendered

a

icotlaad, abortion has not been so res¬

tricted, thanks to the Crown Office's discretionary
prosecution#

It took

of or# Bourne to graft a therapeutic exception onto

the law of abortion in

allowed for

7

powers

while Bourn® may or may not be the law of

"therapeutic1 abortion has long been

synonomous with

of

cotland,

all such

operations /
u

i.H.uoruor., The Jrlnlnsl Law of .Scotland, -ulnburgfi:
&

SOQ,1967,P.77S.

7

Offences Against the person

8
9

|Muu Samoa, (1939)ik.B.687,
See Ooraon, op.cit.«p.^79#

Act,l86l,sj?8#

.Green

9

operations performed in reputable medical fashion
in

hospital safety, by registered

»

practitioners,1,0

above board,
In America,

legally accepted "therapeutic11 abortion has long been narrowly
limited to cases where it was thought necessary "to preserve the
11
life of the jother",
but recent legislative refora has widened
the

definition to include protection of the

aental and physical

12
health of the mother

abnormal uirths,

~

and

prevention of liicely deformed or

13

I**
Most

recently in Britain, the Abortion

ct of 1967

has

greatly expanded the indications for legal termination of
15
pregnancy,

without expressly

stating the a to all be "thera-

speutlc",
i/ith

sterilization, it would seen that unless and until

legislative enactment, in prudence a reasonably narrow inter¬
pretation must be given "therapeutic' indications for the
operation, similar to those granted doctors by the Bourne case,
if the

from

surgery is to

fall clearly within the

common

law exemption

liability for assault provided by medical necessity,

Whether, in sterilization and other controversial, morally
coloured /

f#B,Smith, "Law and the Human Body;
The nelevance of
Consent", Address to the Royal Medical society, Edinburgh,

kov«17,1967,
11
12

Calif,penal Code
California

127^(18725,

(196?).

(1967)5 No,Carolina (1967)#
.iiz.1967, Chap,87,

13

Colorado

lb

11

15

expanding on the Indications in the above-mentioned American
statutes by allowing consideration of the effect of the
birth sought to be avoided by abortion on existing children's
heaith#in

the

family, based

on

actual and reasonably fore¬

seeable environmental considerations.

10.

coloured, operations, "therapeutic" will eventually come to
16
have the broader scope many would assign to health
In its
full

sense

regains to be seen*

therapeutic sterilization is or is not any more

whether

defensible
it

moral

on

^

rounds than other reasons for the operation,

at least the form of the operation most

is

in the eyes

of the law.

clearly justified

While non-therapeutic voluntary ster¬

ilisation is either illegal or open to serious legal doubts in
most

Western

countries, its therapeutic-counterpart appears to

d@

almost everywhere

B,

SCMd TH3QLOGICAL VISWS

judged or opined legal,

17

Theological thought and observation differs quite widely
in the
be

Western World as to whether

invariably aondeained and punished.

sterilisation

as

a

mutilation which

normal vital function of his boay

not

sterilisation is to

Catholic thought regards

deprives the person of a

and being.

It is considered

and immoral conduct unless carried out in the interests

grave
of

or

she

health of the while

authorities

on

18

One of the leading Catholic

body.

medical ethics

aas

stated,

"...a /
1

Z

defined by the
, as
• a state of complete physical,
eaenfcal ana social well-being anu not merely the absence of
disease or inforaity",
L,C.Green, "Sterilisation anu the
la* % 5
105(1963).

17

18

As, further reading will show, appears to be the ess© at
least in America, Canada, Snglend,
cotland, 1 ranee, Belgium,
wanaark, Germany, Scandanavla, Switzerland, Japan, Singapore

and Inula,
Charles d

..-icladden, O.g.a.
Oatos, 1961,p.299.

.euieal, ethics.London: earns a

11.

"...a treatment or mutilation of the reproductive
organs which results in sterility is morally

justifiable only when these conditions are fult filledt
(1) the purpose of the treatment or
operation must noc be (directly) contraceptivej
(2) the procedure must offer some hope of benefit
to a patient who suffers from serious pathologyj
and (3) a less drastic procedure which offers more
or less equal hope of benefit is not reaaoneoly
available."

19

In other woras,
undertaken
his

life

means"#

or

20

the sterilisation of an individual may be

only when there exists a present, serious threat to
health which cannot be "averted by any other lawful

Under this Catholic Rule of double Effect, sterilis-

jatioa is not

regarded as wrong when it is the

'unintended" by¬

product of an operation performed for another legitimate thera-

jpeutic purpose (as to remove an ovarian carcinoma).

This

Rule is said to be enforced in Catholic Hospitals, even when
the

surgeon ana

patient are both

non-Catholic.*""*"

Protestant

opinion does not

denounce

In what is
medical
proper

21

of the

leading of the few Protestant works

on

ethics, voluntary sterilisation is considered to be

a

/

deraid

nelly, C.Jnedioo-Ioral Problems, fublim Clonaore
Reynolds ltd., 1955*p.£l.
John Marshall, Hedioine and Corals, London: Jurns and
Gates, I960,p.73.
dlliams, "Consent and Public Policy" (1962) Orim.L.R.
15^,lp8.
R*e also ethical and Religions directives for
(latjaolic Hospital-;. Catholic Hospital Assoc., St .Louis,
Ha. 1955» la Solly*
.FtofrtoS* aublin* Clonaore
& aaynolds Ltd., I9?5*

&

20

one

sterilisation per se.

12.

subject for the individual*s free exercise of choioe

proper
end

responsibility, functions claimed necessary to any concept

of

morality.

C.

THE AFRICAN POSITION
several American states

specifically provide that voluntary

sterilisation undertaken for therapeutic reasons la
t the same

23

legal.*

time, the three states with specific statutory pro¬

hibitions against voluntary sterilisation in

forco all make

exception for therapeutic sterilisation performed In the face
2h
of "medical

necessity".

Two states have recently
statutes

passed a comprehensive set of

providing for voluntary sterilisation without iitait-

jatlon to therapeutic indication.
As
no

for the

remaining states

25
-

the vast majority

-

there is

legislation whatsoever concerning the legality of voluntary

sterilisation,

positive,
offer

an

Rome sparse case law exists, but is not dis¬

As a result, the American lawyer to-cay can only

"informal guess" as to how the courts would treat a

criminal assault

charge or a civil damage suit brought for the

performance of, or submission to, a contraceptive (non-thera-

jpautic) /

23
2'+

25

Fletcher, dogals and Hedlclne, London: Goliancz, 1955,
see especially Chap,5#
i>r, Chas, nieser, "Vasectomy 5
led, and Legal spects",
79 J. of Urology. 1^8,lWO-l*frl( 1958K
Gonn,G@n, tat. aev, §,>3-33 (195o) 5
Lao, Gen, J tat, inn, 876-155
(19*9)? btsh Code Ann. 16^10-12(1961),
Virginia (1962), No.Carolina (1963).

13.
26

(non-therapeutic) sterilisation.
However, this uncertainty has not seemed to have a very

significant deterrent efxeat
sterilisations that
United

are

on

the estimated 100,000 voluntary

sought and obtained every year in the

States, as aany as fifty per cent perhaps being for non-

therapeutic, solely contraceptive indications.

27

There are

no

reported figures to challenge or corroborate these estimates.
In

questionnaire sent to soae 1,000 practitioners of the

a

merican

Urological Association the following questions were

asked anu

responses

for purposes
seven

elicited*

of sterilisation?*

par cent, no, one per

encountered any

(1) "no
-

perform vasectomy

you

fifty-two

per

cent, no answer;

cent, yet, forty-

(2)

'Have you

legal complications incident to this operation?*

Sighty-flve per cent, no, tan per cent, yes, five per cent, no
28
answer.

Just how widespread the

practice reaily is

no one

29
con

say

with any certainty,

in /

27

28
29

>hartel & Plant, Tftq W Pf
Springfield, 111*
Thomas, 1959 ,p#l¥+.
Blacker & Jackson, "Voluntary sterilisation for Family
welfare*, 1966 The nancet 9735 sddgeway, "Birth Control
by Surgery", lp'l hew aopublio. t«ov*l1»y19oVfp*9t discussed
in Foots, et al. ia-aiiy ^aw. Boston* Little Brown & Co.,

i966,pp.62b-29.

Rieser, AftfttOM*
nees, In 82 ■'■mTj.of 0b«& Gyn. 572(1961) reports on 6?0
voluntary sterilisations - mainly therapeutic (including
"multiparlty") - performed »t one hospital alone between
193+6 and 19>'6 and states the operation is "fairly common*
yplace" in most parts of the United States,
,

v

!>•
In light

unusual that

somewhat

in the

of these rather startling estimates, It seems

law reports

only three .American cases

are to be found

dealing expressly with the legality of a

surgical sterilisation operation.
The

cases

are,

(193**), ohaheen

v..

1957)» and ball

v,

civil cases were
haa

who

Cfrrjpt^sw. Yt, Thp.ffldy (4inn,)

M 620

Knight, 11 P,a.b, & C, 2d hi (C,P,(Lycoming)
udce (Wash.) 391P.2d 201(196*0 •

breach of contract

actions

All three

brought by husbands

voluntarily submitted to vasectomy at the hands of their

respective physicians and subsequently, to their chagrin, impreg¬
nated their wives,
Christensen

plaintiff sought damages against his physician

for failure to insure
fto

plaintiff's sterility is allegedly promised,

neglect in performance of the vasectomy was alleged, only a

deceitful

The sterilis¬

representation of permanent sterility.

ation was performed with the consent of both plaintiff and his

wife, in order to avoid dangerous predicted consequences resulting
from another pregnancy
;withe

due to the wife's impaired health,

Not-

lancing, a healthy child was born to the couple without

complication.
The

case,

iinnlsots

Supreme Court held that under the facts of the

the voluntary sterilisation was justified

grounds due to the wife's poor health.
it

/

on

therapeutic

In such circumstances,

15.
held neither the contract nor the operation

it

itself to be

against public policy and void or illegal on that basis.

he

Gourt, in concluding plaintiff had not stated a cause of action

deceit, aid not feel obliged to rule on the propriety

in

or

legality of a voluntary sterilisation performed without medical
indication*
'Ghristensea

cited with

which also involved

sncra*

for failure to

an

irate husband

permanently sterilise

on

WnlPiht.

v.

suing his physician

breach of contract

operation,only plaintiff's desire for permanent sterility
uii'th of further children

to avoid the

(had four), so that he

'support his family in comfort and educate it".

coulu,

Whan laced with the defence
a

approval in ihaheon

however, in ohaheer^ no nodical necessity existed for

grounds*
the

was

that

such a contract

HO

to perform

purely contraceptive at riilsatiou was coatracy to public

policy and therefore unenforceable, the Pennsylvania Gourt

stated,^
"We

of the opinion what a
is not void as against

contract to sterilise
public policy and
public morals*,*It is only when a given policy is
so obviously for or against the public health,
safety, morals or welfare that there i3 a virtual
unanimity of opinion in regard to it, that a
a

arc

man

court

may constitute itself the voice of the
community in ueciaring such policy void..,there
is no virtual unanimity of opinion regarding steril:

isation*"

This /

30

31

The case

la;U«

is

reported in Foots, oo.clfc. pp.619-630*

16 ♦

This Court

was

relying

on

the general Pennsylvania rule

regarding a court's power to declare a practice as one oonsistent
with

or

contrary to public policy, as stated in

fa-alin

v.

Genoa.

3**GPa.320 325, 17 /L2d 1+07»i+09(19l>l), in the following, oft-quoted
terms,
'The right of a court to declare what is or what is
not la accord with public policy does not extend to
specific economic or social problems which are con¬
troversial in nature and capable of solution only
the

result of a

study of various factors and
policy is so
obviously for or against the public health, safety,
lorals or welfare that there is a unanimity of
opinion in regard to it, that a court nay constitute
itself the voice of the coanunity in so declaring.
There aust be a positive, well-defined, universal
public sentiment, deeply integrated in the customs
and beliefs of the people and in their conviction
of what is Just and right and in the interests of
the public weal,"
as

conditions.

labile

It

is only when a given

holding the contract to sterilise was not void es

against public policy, the Court ir. '.ihsheen did hold that public

policy forbade the recovery of damages for the birth of a healthy
child to
contract.

plaintiff and his wife as

a

The most recent

case

derling with voluntary .terllisetion

in America Is
contract

result of the breach of that

32

Likewise, breach of

to st.rilise was alleged,

as

a

well as the defendant

physician's /
dee

review of dhaheen in

19 ,1a P& I'll*s,.Wi»

d02U9b'b).

physicians negligence in performance of the vasectomy.
itiff sought carnages

Plain-

for expenses of delivery ana rearing of

a

healthy-born fourth child*

gain, as in the two earlier cases,

defendant

in his favour#

doctor had judgment

«biie

opinion

on

Ohahqea was cited, the Court in Ball expressed no

the question of whether a voluntary sterilisation was

against public policy.

However, as in Christansan. radical

indication was present, plaintiff's wile already having
toe

delivered

normally suggested maximum of three children by Cesarean

section*
these three cases
for

tauea

voluntary sterilisation

wife's health

together iauicata that
on

a

cant react

therapeutic grounds (for the

protection) is not against public policy.

Only

lhahaqn reasons similarly where the purpose of the voluntary
sterilisation is non-therapeutic.

The other two

cases

arc

silent.
One

appellate court in hew torn has stated in

upholuing a ban on the showing of

&

an

opinion

ilia about sterilisation,

"The content of the picture is uevoted to an illegal procedure".
33
S93£ t'rsn^cUffM ,v»,..WW.us. 3 M.I.B.dd ^73,
it has not appar¬

ently been expanded

upon or

discussed in subsequent opinion.

There /

^

>ee

and

i.J.Holaan, Medicolegal Aspects of sterilisation, A/I
Aoortion", 136 J. A. -..A.. 1309-10(195/).

IB#
There appear
any

to be no reported American decisions imposing

clinical liability on a physician for the performance of a

sterilisation operation, whether therapeutic in nature or not#
The result

is, that absent statute, the legality of non«*

therapeutic voluntary sterilisation in the majority of the
United States is open

alike to little

more

to some doubt, leaving doctors and lawyers
than guesswork regarding the

criminal

liability or civil unenforceability that might result from a
contract for the
absence of

performance of such

medical

to and will not

an

operation#

In the

indication, most physicians aro advised not

perform such operations#

The recent voluntary

31*

sterilisation legislation enacted in

Virginia and dorth Carolina expressly negates any civil or
criminal liability
ance

of

a

of physicians for the non-negligent perform¬

surgical sterilisation within the procedures set out

in /

Joya Woodside, op.cit.. p#155; also sources mentioned at
67, B9 infra.
Perhaps because conservatism prompts them
to guide their conduct by comments which consider voluntary
sterilisation contrary to public policy and consent as no
defense.
witness the following,
"...Here we are faced with asocial conduct,
not performed to advance any valid primary
interest, intentional in character and full
of risk of physical injury to the subject,
as well as to the public interest in mainstenance of the reproductive capacity, and
we look in vain for any reason why society
should consider consent

justification#"

Smith, * ntecedent Sroonus of liability in the Practice of
surgery", It .tooky Mt-L.a.

19.
the two

1

ions

the purposes

on

The legislation contains no restrict¬

siailar acts.

for which a voluntary sterilisation may he

It does, however, require a

sought and legally performed.

by the patient to the doctor, consent of the

written request

spouse,

performance in a licensed hospital, only after a full

explanation of the operation's consequences to the patient by
physician, concurrence in the decision to sterilise by another
35
practitioner and a thirty day waiting period.
Other states may
the

well follow suit.
There

has

its lack of
in the

been

some

criticism of this

legislation, such as

provision for psychiatric examination and concurrence

desiribiiity of voluntary sterilisation where unaatis-

»factory effects are potential, particularly where the subject
is

unmarried, young, has few children or has a past history of
•jz

psychiatric difficulties.

The Constitutionality of these two

iicts has not

been

challenged as yet.

tation would

seem

unlikely when less rigidly safeguarded schemes

for compulsory

However, their nullific-

sterilisation have been upheld.

3uck v. Bell.

27^ US 200, k7 s.ct. 5^(1927).
There

are

a

number of

possible grounus of civil liability

to /
} e

See
,

36

generally, Chaaplin & Winslow, "elective sterilisation",

113 i{.?f

^15(1965).

"oegal and Psychiatric Aspects of Voluntary Sterilisation")
3 J.of Paa.haw 103, 122-123(1963).

20.

physician flight yet be held liable for the per*

to which the

xformance of a sterilisation.

Aside from breach of contraot»

subject sterilised might conceivably try to recover damages

the

from the

performing physician on any one of the following
assault, negligence (malpractice), intentional or

theoriess

negligent infliction of mental suffering and distress, invasion
of
j

privacy or interference with the marital relationship.

ever,

How-

in ail but the coritrsct cause of action, consent of the

suing party is decisive and if voluntary, knowing, without fraud,
free

from

mistake, and accompanied by the necessary capacity, it

negates any civil liability for the invasion complained of in
law.

American tort
Even if

a

court

invalid and void
the

37

on

held a consent

to

voluntary sterilisation

public policy grounds, so as to characterise

operation a criminal assault, it is unlikely any cause of

action for civil assault

would lie, as

plaintiff wouia have been

equally a guilty wrongdoer by consenting to such an unlawful
physical intrusion.
It might be Es&ed if medical
the absence of
ed

aeuicai

malpractice may be found in

negligence, because it is measured against ''accept¬

practice" in the community, not simply non-negligent

performance /
37

William

Prosser,
he Law of Torts. t.Paui,Hinn.t -est
Publishing Co,,19pp(2d ed,), lio,p.82, (see Il8, 3rd ed,,
196^).
/merican Law Institute, ..(estate aent of the Law
2d S'f9 (referring to 889^ of the Restatement of
the naw of Torts 1st),

21,

If othar local physicians do not perform voluntary

performance.
sterilisation

on

»ian guilty of
of fault
As

principle, would this make the offending physic-*

malpractice, the subject's consent and the absence

notwithstanding?
to the

The situation is somewhat novel.

contractual liability, there seems to be no reason

why a physician should not be held liable for reasonable, fore¬
seeable damage resulting to the plaintiff from the
breach of a contract for voluntary sterilisation

sstab.lah
be

a

doctor's

(Jhaheen and

warranty by the physician that the operation would

successful in sterilising hia and, more

carnages as a result

of its breach.

difficult, compensable

ko

If the person sterilised is married and has proceeded withsout the consent of his

spouse, voluntary

sterilisation may be

grounds for a civil action of some sort by the non-consenting
spouse either against the party sterilised or against the per-

tforming physician.
the doctor for loss of
iisation was

The nonconsenting spouse may try to sue

consortium, but will fail if the staril-

performed non-negligently and with the subject's

consent, as these elements make it nontortious.
such relief has

to /

been granted

i+1

Anyway, no

previously by the courts due only

INDUCED

to a

spouse*a^sterility rather than his impotence*

spouse

sight also sue the physician for interfering with the

marital
of

fhe irate

relationship, but is unlikely to succeed in the absence

showing an attempt to actually underline affection between

the

,

couple*
If

spouse conceals a pre-marital

one

be grounds

States

^2

a

sterilisation, it nay

for annulment on a fraud theory*

In the United

unilaterally undertaken sterilisation without the

consent

or

knowledge of the other spouse may be grounus for

divorce

or

annulment

on

the

basis

that

it constitutes

'cruelty"

to, or "constructive desertion" of, the unknowing spouse.
American Court
a

husband to

has held

be

the

persistent use of contraceptives by

grounds for divorce, ..revling v., krevling

CR,19^2), 23 A*2d*803j

An

(N,J,

unilateral submission by a husband to

non-therapeutic sterilisation would tppear no different,
la

practice, there ere probaoiy few dangers of civil liab¬

ility resulting from the performance of, and submission to, a

non-therapeutic voluntary sterilisation*

this result

explained and is proba-ly why so few cases

are

can

be

litigated in prok-5
•portion to the alleges prevalence of the practice.
First,

few /
^

*+3
it

*5

Ibid.

Ill8,

miller & bean, "Civil and Criminal Liability of Physicians
for Sterilisation Operations', 1930 A.S.A.J. 128,159s
113

JUttaUS, H5,^38(1965).

H*J*Smith, 'Antecedent Srounus of Liability in the Practice
of Surgery", Id ftaakv Mtn.L.R. 233(19^2);
113 ka£&^xik

>+15,*38(1965).
->ee

footnote 27 and accompanying text*

23.
few doctors would

perform such a procedure without the written

consent of both the patient end
and women would not

be

his spouse.

Second, most men

likely to want to publicise the voluntarily

bringing suit ©gainst their doctor or

incurred sterilisation by

against their spouse on that ground.
The American
The daw

position remains unclear in the final analysis.

department of the A, ..A, states non-therapeutic voluntary

sterilisation is against public policy and therefore that consent
to

it is lively to be held

invalid,^

This conclusion is probably over-conservative,

'better safe than sorry".

motivated by the thought,

but perhaps

It is, how-

not typical of a medical profession generally conservative

tever,
on

**7

questions of legal liability.

physician's remarks
suit by

on the

performance of

a

Witness, for example, one

doctor's dangerous

exposure

to civil

voluntary sterilisation,

"The unpredictable time of disappearance of sperm
from the semen, the more thaivrare occasion of
spontaneous x'e-ana stoma sis of the vas deferens
(natural recanalizatlon of severed tubes result-

sing in mala post-operative fertility once again),
imply unplanned pregnancies.
The trend for the
public to falsely assume that physicians ©re
financially sound, heavily insured and would travel
to extremes to avoid publicity, brightens the tcap¬
itation to Institute suit.
The physician would be
well advised to abandon the procedure entirely except
for legally authorised eugenic reasons and specific
therapeutic indications,* kS
The /

47

kb

A,.i,A,Law Dept., Medicolegal Forms with Legal Analysis (1957)
2, discussed in 3 J,
liy,
103,119(1963).
Shartel & plant, jgfi, clt*
Rlescr, oa.cit.. p.141,

2»S
situation in

The

America, with several exceptions noted

above, waits to be clarified by legislative or judicial action

dealing specifically with voluntary, non-therapeutic sterilis¬
ation,

TH3 BRITISH P03ITI0N

b,

U bravery
The

v.

merlean

Bravery and tho issue of criminal assault.

uncertainty

on

the legality of non-thera-

jpeutic voluntary sterilisation is shared by Britain, where a
oainous cloud

somewhat

decision and

was

cast over the whole issue

dissenting dictua by Lord banning in Bravery v.

(195^) 3 A.3.a,59, 1W.L.B.1169.

Bravery

by the split

I'he mist has yet to be

cleared away,
la that case the wife
of

brought a divorce action on grounds

cruelty, alleging her husband had obtained a vasectomy In

1938, after the birth of their first child, without her knowledge
or

consent, and had thus caused her health to suffer, her maternal

instinct
The

to b©

frustrated and

sterilised husband in turn

wife had consented to the
members of

the court

found the wife
a

case

of

to

cruelty.

Addressing /

fall apart.

her married life to

alleged as a defence that his

sterilisation

operation.

The majority

(Sir Raymond Bveroded, >i,B,, and Hocson, b.J.)

have consented and denied

that

she had made out

25.

Addressing himself in dissent to the sterilisation operation*
Lord Justice

Denning opened up what is probably the most difficult

legal question related to voluntary sterilisation.
the oieans and the ends of such
to

an

Namely, is

operation sufficiently contrary

public policy and comion. decency so as to make consent

no

defence to its criminal characterisation?

To this

issue, wanning, L.J., stated at pp.67-8i

"♦..a sterilisation operation.
«hen it is done with
the man's consent for a just cause, it is quite law*
iful, as, for instance, when it is done to prevent
the transmission of an hereditary diseases
but
when it is done without just cause or excuse, it is
unlawful, even though the man consents to it.
Take
a case where a sterilisation operation is done so as
to enable a man to have the pleasure of sexual inter*
:course without shouldering the responsibilities
attaching to it.
The operation then is plainly
injurious to his wife end, to any woman whoa h© may
marry, to say nothing of the way it opens to licent*
jiousnessj
and, unlike contraceptives, it allows no
rooa for a change of mind on either side."
It would be difficult to find support

manning's remarks*

for some of Lord

Other, clearly legal, methods of contra*

jcaption could have exactly the sane results as those ascribed
L.O

to sterilisation in

particular, aside from its relative ' lrrever*

ssibiiity.*^
The two majority justices felt obliged to comment on the
above /

iee Phadkc &

50

O'Connor at footnote 2.
on Consent in the Criminal Law",

Hughes, "Two Views
2& ,4ft4tit2

(19&3)

26

above observation, of Lord

Leaning, by stating at p#63*

"We also feel bound to dissociate ourselves from
the

more general observations of Denning, L#J#
(not in fact necessary to the resolution of the
case)..,in which he has expressed his view (as
we understand it) that the performance on a man
of an operation for sterilisation, in the absence

of

'just cause or excuse" is an unlawful
assault, an act criminal per se, to which consent
provides no answer or defense#"
To

some

support his position that the patients consent did not

relieve the

sterilisation of its criminal

character, Denning,

L*J,, cited the old English prize-fight case of ae.^lna v. Coney

(1882)8

in which

3wift, J#, commented that the

spectators to the fight were all guilty of assault
and

51
as

aiders

abettors, the consent of the contestants to the fight not¬

withstanding#

However, the assault, because of its prize¬

fight nature, was also considered to constitute a breach of the

public peace, for in the words of Stephen, J#, at p#?1^, "prize¬
fights are disorderly exhibitions, mischievious on many grounds".
Lord
to

Lvershed, ,t#R# and Houson, L#J», again took exception

this analogy brawn by

oenning, L#J#, in Bravery and stated at

p#6lf*
"In our view, these observations are wholly inapplictable to operations for sterilisation as such, and
we are not prepared to hold in the present case that
such operations must be regarded
public interest#"
A,

51

e no log

/

as" injurious to the

27.

penning, n*J#, want on in uruvarv v. oravery to cits the
case

of

nex

v.

ition that
a

the

(193*02 k#U# **98, to support his

voluntary vasectomy performed

on

criminal assault which puoiic policy would not
In uonavan the defendant

excuse#

seventeen y . ar
He

vonovaa

was

4r, Bravery

was

allow consent to

charges with caning a

old girl for his perverted sexual gratification#

pieaued the girl's consent as a uefence#

conviction for indecent
in the

propos¬

On appeal from his

assault, the reviewing court fauna error

suuaing up to the jury mace ay the court below

—

the

question for the jury using haiu to he not one of consent or no

consent, but rather whether the blows were likely or intended
to

do

bodily harm (i#e# & hurt inferring with the health or

comfort of

the victim)#

Justice

bwift, speaking for the Bagiish Court of Criminal
52

used the tautologous "

appeal in
urohiulta

consent
at

jq

distinction to determine the issue of the

girl's

being a defence to the criminal assault charge, stating

p#iK>7 that,
"If
a

an act is unlawful in the sense of being in itself
criminal act, it is plain that it cannot be render-

ied lawful because the person
is done consents to it#'1

to whose detriment it

Swiftt J., further commented at poG7 that,
'AS /

PP#103-ig5#^

"Cia hhl

26#
"

general rule, ?Ithough it is a rule to tvhich
well established exceptions, it is an
unlawful act to beat another person with such a
degree of
that the iLfli?Upn_oO>pdUy
harm is a ; rotable consequence and when such an
act is proved, consent is imaterial, (emphasis
added)"
a

s

there are

Once

again, the rajority justices in sravery vt Bravery

countered Lord justice
in monovan by

stating they found none of the examples of criminal

assault In that

for

uennihg1® reference to the above remarks

case

to "bear any

close analogy to an operation

sterilisation, which was nowhere mentioned1'#

'zxm&zli

gnasai

uravarv v.

at p#6V#

That Justice Swift's

quoted remarks in Donovan were intended

to-aay's voluntary sterilisation operations

to cover

unlikely.

seems

highly

His remarks were directed toward "violence" and

"beating" and the *infliction" of bodily harm, terms hardly

ro-

tconclliable with the uncomplicated, hospital-perforaed, consented
to and

asked for

vasectomy involved in bravery v, nravery*

Furtharaiore, aside from abortion, the common law has not chosen
53
to treat surgical operations as Illegal in and of themselves.
Lord

consent

meaning did, however, limit his remarks reg rding the

issue in

.

ravorv

to sterilisations not

performed for

"Just /
51

Gordon, oa.elt.« p*77i\ of* Professor Keith Simpson, who
rather aiiXiadingly states, "Sterilisation is forbidden
by the law of criminal assault "*
Taylor's Principles and
Practice of iled, Jurisprudence. London* Churchill, 19©?
(12th ed.), p«Id#

•just oaus® or excuse".

5k

He goes on to give one exaapl© of

"just cause" for sterilisation,

such

a

dark

as

Ho less
»illis

us in

the

uthority on the criminal 1 w than nr. Gl&avilla

an

h s criticised

s

but leaves

general area this limitation encompasses.

the

to

55

lex v.

^onovar.,

finding its reasoning

tautoiogous, too wide, unsup.orteu by prior authority and of
doubtful wisdom,
criminal Law,

vr.

Gordon, in his recent work on Scottish

consistent with his theory that

sees the case as

consent

is

another

crime, provided that a Halted degree of injury or hara

a

good defence to assault where it does not involve

He does,

however, state that just what that degree

is

caused.

of

injury is is "undecided and unknown".
Another writer

on

the

57

subject feels the bonovan test of

bodily harm is a reasonable criterion for determining the effect
ilveness
feel3 the

or

test

to a classic

"Consent

not of consent

a

law review article

In the Criminal

cases

uefenee to criminal assault, but

is in need of greater

theory may be found.
"•In

as

Law",

59

ay

refinement.

58

He refers

Professor Beale dealing with

wherein support for Dr. Gordon1

Beale states,

of actual

personal injury, whether hoaiciae,

iaayhem or battery, consent of the injured party is no
excuse to the wrongdoer if the act consented to tends
to a breach of the peace or to severe ooaftily tiara,"
(e:a„ hasis adaed)
In /

^
55
j6
57

58
59

£Uas&££ v.. Bravere, gaatfti p.67 (eugenic reasons).
IbifiL.
tfilliais, ioc.clt.
Goroon, QQ.cit., p.77}*.
Hughes, "Consent in Gexual offences", (1962) 25 lod.L.ri.672,
8
317(1895).

3d.

reality, it is subaitte-, consent will or will not be

In

acceptor as a uelence to the characterisation of a surgical
intervention

in this

-

instance, sterilisation

-

as a

technical

60
based on a brood test of

assault

injury involves is not the decisive criterion,

of the harm or
but

is rather

not

the

The degree

public policy#

only a major element in determining whether or

Surgical

operation is contrary to public policy.

operations, by their very nature and though thought beneficial
to

the

short

patient, Involve injury or physical harm at least in the
s

run.

should not

a

result, the criminality of a surgical procedure

simply be judged oy the degree of injury caused, but

rather oy its

effect

on

the individual concerned as a responsible

member of society and on other members
social

policy decision.

of the public.

Consent is a relevant factor in the

matting of this decision, but the question of necessity
immediate raeuical

ano

a

It is a

broader social context

-

-

in an

is perhaps the

61
conaiueration that
These
was

should be

determinative.

considerations, it is suggested, are what Lord donning

struggling to formulate as a test of consent in bravery v.

bravery.

nuoaeily stated, the question becomes one of how anti¬

social /

^

§226a

61

of the German Criminal Code

instructive, "On© who
physical injury to another with the other's consent
does not act criminally provided that the act, in spite of
such consent, doe3 not offend against (good norals) general
morality 1 ieebchonke - dehrdder (13th ed«1967).
Hughes, (1963 ) 26
oa.L.4.>-HU237.
does

Is

31.

social, distasteful or "indecent** a particular physical invasion
must

be in order to

negative any defence that the victim

or

patient's consent would normally constitute for the harm

or

involved?

The only consent

defence to

community
what

a

or

intrusion
For it

that will serve as an absolute

criminal charge

is, of course, the consent of the

of the state.

However, it must be considered to

the

extant

individual's consent to the otherwise-criminal

deprives It of its disrupting social or public effect.

is this latter effect that

It is further submitted that

question

injury

can ana

justifies criminal penalty#
this broad,

public policy

shouiu not be answered by the courts in any

given case, out that the question should be answered by statute#
In the

meantime, consent should nullify any criminal liability

for tne

performance of a voluntary sterilisation.

aosence

of

in a

some

statute

maximize

on

In the

compelling social justification, as eviaeneed
this

subject, it is the desirable course to

personal freedom#

63

While the lew of Jngiand and Scotland regarding voluntary
sterilisation remains to be
v.

..rav-arv

with

a

seated

authoritatively and nravery

clarified, some fundamental observations

reasonable degree

of certainty.

can

be made

initially, if a sterll*

iisation /

62
oj

Q#H# Hughes, Co .went, 33
uranviiia Williams oa.eit..a.lQ6.

..fitVlH 88(1955).

62

32.
sterilisation operation were

carried out in Britain to-day

without consent it would be considered an unlawful mutilation

assault.**1*

constituting criminal

However, in a iedieal-sur-

igloal context, consent and medical necessity ordinarily operate
initial characterisation of the operation as

as

defences to the

an

assault, presuming the object of, or the motivation for, the

sterilisation is
the
as

"lawful".

lawfulness of the
we

have

J

surgery

The difficult issue lies

as

to

and the question is open to doubt

seen.

tfhat then is

a

lawful

Aside from the obiter

(as he then was) Denning in Bravery,

dictum of Mr* Justice

the easeiaw in

purpose?

supra,

Jnglarxu and Bootland is barren of authority.

As

already seated, the issue of lawful purpose Is intimately tied
up

with that of consent.
In

of

a

i960 deport, however, the

led. and uen. Defence Union

Scotland felt confident enough to state,

"...if

a sterilisation operation were performed with
full consent of the patient by a responsible
surgeon ana if the reason for uoing it was substan¬
tial anu not obviously immoral by present-day

the

standards, It is exceedingly Improbable that the
ret to be criminal."
66

Court would hold the
In /

6^f

Leith Simpson, Igq.ffit.j
John dleister,
and toxicology. Edinburgh* 3« & S. Livingston.® Ltd*

(12th ed.
Oeraiu H.dox'don, fittaisiji* »P»3^2| J.w.G.
Turner, xisaqjLl on Crime. London* :t evens d Sons Ltd. (12th
ed., 19W ,p.boO}
Uianviiie «Uiiams,

1966) ipp.3ii-jp2.
general part.

6$

uoi-uon,

66

I960

lo.la. }

Lo don*

atevens & Sons Ltd.

Turner. loid. 1
2,lt>lo.

(2nd ed.?L9ol)p.732,

Williams, Ibid.

33.

In the
further

sarae

Report, the English Medical defence Union went

reached

ana

similar opinion regaroing non-therapeutic

The opinion of junior and senior counsel was

sterilisations,
that

a

such operations were

ct, 1661,

Person

not within the Of.ences

67

gainst the

-

.-.hich requires by

Sl8 endf20 that the wound-

sing at issue be "unlawfully ana maliciously" caused, but they
did

recognise that

the

issue

"unlawful"

ex v.

oonovan cast a

if the purpose of the
mala

or

shadow of doubt over

sterilisation were held to be

la se.

deferring to this i960 opinion, the Secretary of the Sngilsh
69
Medical Defence Union has x'ecentiy stated, rather boldly,
"In view of this

opinion we now have no hesitation

in advising members of the medical profession in
Britain that sterilisation carried out merely on
the grounds of personal convenience, in other
words as a convenient method of birth control,
is a legitimate legal undertaking."

Whether such advice is

justified in view of the unsettled

present legal cliraate remains as yet for litigation to prove.
Lord nevlin in a

i960 address to doctors, seems to have

accepted the opinion of the English Medical Defence Union that
non-therapeutic voluntary steriiis tion is lawful if proper consent
is /

'

66

ihe

Act applies o.JLy to England,
-ee vecii Binuey,
spects of Sterilisation", (1957 ) 25 Med,Lag.J,III,

it

is

questionable whether

assault

crime

69

in

uue

cots
to the

r>.

y,

^onovan

'legal

would constitute

law, although it might welL have been a
of iaoectncy in the case,
Brit,

element

,:ea.U. 1960,2,1516.
adaiaon, "oegai <*opects oi
(1967) 35
16^,

sterilisation ana Contraception",

31*.
is

given and the operation is performed for a purpose "not
70

otherwise criminal

He also felt that if

•

lation was to be unlawful,

it should be specifically so declared

but that "the law should not try to catch it as a

by statutej

form of assault %

71

This latter observation

by Lord bevlln raised what, in the

is a major failing or ais-direction of the criminal

eyes of many,
law

voluntary steriils-

namely, that it should feel compelled to treat surgical

-

operations as orlma facie assaults, to be justified only by the
saving grace of consent or necessity#
called

Such

a

viewpoint has been

"insulting, misleading and anachronistic",

one

fit for

a

"crude", earlier period of uedieai history when surgical pro¬
cedures and

precautions were not safe and satisfactory to the

extent /

?

J

P.nevlin.

§AMi&i Jit JOJmMtUl* London* Oxford Unlv.Press,
1962 (I960 Lloyd Roberts Lecture to Medical Society of
London),p#9^| (the full statement of Sir Patrick,
"X would suggest as a broad principle that
an assault should not be treated as criminal
if it is done*
(a) for the purpose of
averting danger to life or grave and immediate

injury to healthj or (b) with the consent of
the other party and for a purpose which is not
otherwise criminal#

Abortion, for example, is a crime in
Itself

anu

irrelevant!

so

consent

to it would remain

the act would have to be justif¬

ied under the first head.
If it is thought
that sterilisation, although done by consent
should ue prohibited except for grave medical

reasons, then it should be aaue a crime in
itself and the law should not try to catch
as a form of assault#")

also, *11U*M, (196a) Crla.L.B. 156,158.
laid.
See

71

it

35.
72

extent

The thrust of the law, It Is argued,

they are to-day*

should consider bona fide medical procedures as

the

desirable from

outset, with only certain deviations or practices being

prima facie unlawful,
It
treated

is

probably correct to say that surgical operations are

by the criminal law as prima facie assaults in Scotland

just as they are in England,
the Scottish

sees

The

However, some legal opinion

position as not being identical to the English*

i960 Scottish Medical and cental Defence Union opinion

claimed the elements of "evil intent" and "attack" necessary to

criminal assault charge in Scotland are missing in the surgical

a

operation context*
In any

75

event, the generally negative approach to surgical

practice by the criminal law has served to impede
a

a

clear under-

standing of the legality of controversial operations like ster¬

ilisation*

In such

a

climate the lawyer can often only guess

at

results, caution, and leave the real risk of performing such
76
operations up to the physicians*
Such uncertain circumstances
can

only prompt the medical profession to avoid these operations.
Aside from

problems due to the above approach of the criminal

law /

73
7**
75

76

T,B.Smith, "Address", loc.clt,
1UL4*
Gordon,
Williams,
(1961) p*73^*
I960 mum*!* 2,1516,1517 (The Opinion refers to AUiaaia
Jill» tf.l» P*175 Tor
support, which does not appear to be there),
Cartel & Plant, loc.clt.

36,
surgical operations, others are created because of the

law to

aoral overtones sterilisation has for most of

western

society

If, for instance, the practice were considered

to-uay.

sufficiently "antisocial" by current standards in Scotland, the
Supreme Criminal Court, according to one view, could exercise
its

declaratory power to characterise the operation as

cr.ae, the

patient's consent notwithstanding.

Medical and Defence Union suggest this

77

a new

The Scottish

sight occur where

voluntary sterilisation were performed on a prostitute in order
78
to aid her in the

While

no

plying of her trade.

such power

well be cautioned that in

very

exists in England in theory, It might

practice, at least since 1961,

79
a

similar discretion exists in the House of Lords whero the

behaviour at issue has
Gordon has

strong taorai overtones,

sum.ied up

the Scottish legal position in the

following terms:
"Questions have been raised in England as to the

legality of operations for sterilisation or cas:trotion, but the question has not arisen in
Scotland.
It is unlikely that the courts would
to-day create new crimes of this kind, so that
unless and until they are made illegal by statute,
operations for sterilisation or castration will be
treated in the same way as other surgical operations."
As

7?

80

/

Gordon, 2IU&U-»P»21; I960 flglWteAaiL* 2,1516; T.B.Smith,
^
JfopfrtAafr SPntftbqUffl* London: Stevens,
1961,p.90,
Once voluntary sterilisation was declared a
crime in and off itself, the subject's consent would provide
no

an

excuse.
ioi'uoa

o

commit

Pu

grievous bodiiy harm;

discussed in Gordon at p»77**«

37*
As

to sterilisation this

However, it is respectfully submitted that

wisest course*
nr.

suggestion appears to be the

(tordon perhaps overgeneralizes by speaking of sterilisation

and castration in the

ease

Whereas sterilisation has

terms,

debilitating physiological or sexual effects,

no

has

castration

long been used historically to weaken the so-called resolve

of enemies to
i

81

\

only),

fight (perhaps due to its psychological effect

82
considered castration a

blacks tone

mala, resulting in

deprivation of that physical part which gives a man his courage
and

resolve to

'fight for the king",

8}

sir Jaaies Fitzjames
8U.

Stephen concurs in this opinion in his Commentaries,

Several

fairly recent asisrican cases have held the loss of even
testicle to constitute

charge of mayhem.

a

iaia, and to be grounds for the criminal

believe that where castration is

non-.aedical purpose, even with

still amounts to

single

85

Some authors
a

a

performed for

the consent of the subject it

mayhem.

Under more modern statutes which have extended criminal

liability /
81

82

Moodalda.

op.ci^.«p«1^2-1^9. reports from sterilisation
eugenic) studies in No,Carolina, no general drop in libido,
general health and vigor, or ability for orgasm, as a result
of the operation,
(1926) Leonard linty, "Unlawful ooundingj Will Consent Make
it Legal?',2^
JgftTOl 5*#
dee medical reference
at footnote 3,

83

k- ,:,l,Conm«2Q1>*

b)

Peo. v. Kooke

b't
,

86

stephaa, Jaaaantai-iaa. Bi.IV,p.79.

^

I 11.171. U ...S.2d

2i6f 19^1)=

laylor 319 111.205,149 M.£.767(1925).
Miller &

vaan

loc.clt.

Pf9.

y.

38,
87

«9R

liabillty„.aaylies to include the disabling of any member or
it is not unreasonable to even consider sterilisation as

organg

mayhem,

89

though most opinion has dismissed this suggestion,

the malicious

element of the crime being absent#
It would appear then, that while the present-day extent of
90
the crime of mayhem is unclear,'
it may well continue to apply
to

castration, but probably not to sterilisation#

distinction between the two is appropriate in any
of the consent
defence at

Consequently,
legal analysis

question, for consent was traditionally not a

common

law to

a

91
charge of mayhem#'

2, The issue of civil liability
The
tsiclan

potential civil liability involved

-

both to the phy-

performing a sterilisation and to the subject spouse

submitting

-

appears

likewise to be problematic in 3ri:aln,

although perhaps to a lesser degree than the question of criminal
liability.
is

in American Tort

of civil

law, consent will negate the imposition

liability under maglish Tort Law

92
or

Scots law of delict#

However /

87

Okla. olat Ann#tit

21.§751(1958)*

88

1H U.pa.L.ii.

89

JI&PIJ
'
Shartel
& Plant,
dee Minty, loo.clt.

90
91

Witness,

^15^28(1965)

Cal,Penal Code §203.

tP#H5#

rUhV.,3.^
Sc&Mi Co.lltt 127a, 1 Hawk P#C,lo8(l60^),
mayhem for striking

the accused was held guilty ox
off the hand of a 'lustie rogue '• to

where

92
93

enable hi a to beg more
effectively, despite the request of the others Perkins,
Cria.Law. Brooklyn: Foundation Press, Inc.l957»P#853|
Glanville Williams, op.clt.,pp.102-3,
Clerk & lindseil, Torts. Londoni Sweet 8c Maxwell ltd,, 1961
(12 ed«),p,52,
*».M.Walker,
j^f
.HTOUPQfa Edinburgh!
Green and Son Ltd.,l966(vol.II),pp,50l—s#

Q-*

39*
However! if the physician in Britain operates to sterilise a
married person on

non-therapeutic ground without the consent

of the other spouse

he may well lay himself open to a civil

action for damages.

The 1966 Annual Report of the English

Medical Defence Union indicated
loss of consortium to the
the

lack of

such a

course

unconsenting spouse

might constitute
-

notwithstanding

authority for finding loss of consortium from an

impediment not to intercourset but merely to conception.
The

qi*

neport did, however, express the view that a voluntary

sterilisation

operation, if carried out with the patient's

consent, is lawful and the consent valid,
-side

from the loss of consortium

submission to sterilisation in Britain

action, unilateral

probably would afford

the

unconsenting spouse grounds for divorce by reason of
95
"cruelty" - both in England and in Scotland
- though the

wife /

94"

*966

95

i&igl

n

V,

A* 729.

'art (1958) 1W.B,R,693, i'Qr^s v, Eflfteg

(195j) 1.1.8,531,
195^ S,C, (H»C, )W«

(1952) A.C.W,

M),
wife

<ay have a

slightly oasiar time proving her ease*

is

interesting to note in this regard that the

on

bivoree

It

oyal Con mission

Report (1956) thought the fact one party hau been

sterilised before
for a

.

96

decree of

marriage should not in itself be the basis

nullity#

97

8 /

96

compare towlur.Vt jj«U4& U95J) f.L«a*M, wherein Lord
-j* banning stated et pp*i>7-ilW|
'where one party tais.es contraceptive setiaftt}
or insists on them, against the will of the
other| this is not itself cruelty*
It only
becoaes cruelty when there is no reasonable
excuse for ltf and It is done out of a desire
to inflict misery on the other**•If a man
takes contraceptive measures against the will
of his wife*••without reasonable excuse for
so ooingf then it is easy to Infer that he
doss it with intaot to inflict alsery on her**.
But

when a wife

herself takes contraceptive

measures| or asks her husband to take thes9
her conduct

can often be attributed to fear
of the consequences to herself# without any
intention of injuring hia.
She fears the

pains and risks of child-birth*
This is
unnatural and unfortunate, but it Is
not cruelty unless she has also on Intention
to Inflict misery on her husband**
It is interesting to not© it was also Lord Leaning lit
bravery v. bravery who opined that a husband's submission
to sterilisation even with his wife's consent» might sabisequentiy constitute cruelty as to her when she realised
the full impact of the consent*
Criticised in Blnney, o;>.clt.#p#ll9.
very

97

**L.
£, THu COMPARATIVE POSITION
I* Canada
In

in

Canada| voluntary sterilisation is allowed by statute

alberta and hritish

Canadian authority on
in the

Columbia, but otherwise there is no direct
98
the legality of the practice*
However,

unreported Ontario Sup re tie Court case of Shiver a A Chive re

Yt

■-•qftYqy

be

the

the question of valid consent was held to

only issue of relevance in ruling on an asssuit action

brought against several doctors for the performance of a volunt¬
ary

The implication would ssea to be, therefore,

sterilisation.

that the Court
valid consent

felt

the

existed.

Of course,

operation itself was not unlawful if a

99

the legality of therapeutic sterilisation is not

questioned in Canada, although the operative procedure must be

properly authorised beforehand or justified by an emergency
100

condition requiring immediate treatment
-

and

during other surgery,

private Parents Information Bureau operates in Canada

arranges

for vasectomies with co-operating doctors, appar¬

ently on the presumption there are no legal restraints on the

practice,

2>G

men were

sterilised under this programme in the

first /

98

Black,

(1961J.

99
100

' bortion & Sterilisation", 33 Manitoba Bar Maws 33
Sea comment

in footnote 2#

Iuid«
4qrrsty v*.,3cfmy.qtg (19W 20. L. 11.1*2.

1*2*
1962 alone

six months of

first

#^i'

2# Germany
In

Germany to-aay there is no legal prohibition which

threatens the surgical practice of voluntary sterilisation
with criminal penalties#

102

Certain sterilisation laws passed

during the Nazi period from i933-19%5 were abolished by the
103
Allies after the war.
Thl^ post-war abolition repealed

^226b of the Criminal Code, which had been used by the Nazis
to

punish unauthorised sterilisations, but made no mention of

§226a,

which de.lt with crimes against good morals ("Gute

Bitten"), but fell into disuse during the Nazi period#
The famous ^r#
whether or not

sary

case^-7

iJohrn

§226a

has

sterilisation.

to

Or. Akel oohrn was alleged to have per-

some

sizable

families in Germany

1,3^0 sterilisations

on

consenting women with

between 19^7 and

1961» but the

brought agrinst hia on grounds of criminal assault

(sea 3t#G#B#

§2 J+,225)

court found Dr.

was

limited to i%9 cases.

wohrn guilty in forty cases,

ations to be criminal assaults against
where

as

application to the practice of volunt-

iformed

indictment

skirted the issue

both husband and wife

had

The lower

finding the oper¬

"good morals",

freely consented#

even

In the other

IG9 /
1QL

102

103
10%

105

C#P#Blacker, "Voluntary Sterilisations Transitions Through¬
out the "Orid', 1962 Gugenics Heview 1%3,1?6#
B#0#H#St#20f8l} |&W 19bp ,355#

,30/lA6).
60, at p.30#

Gesetz 11 (kontroilrat
nuotsd in footnote

Cited, io2#
research and

Acknowledgement,

i.Gchanze of Frankfurt for

translation assistance.

*o.
109 oases, only two of which were justified oti strictly medical

grounds, ho was acquitted.
On

appeal to the B#6,H., (Federal High--ourt or "Bundes-

jgerichtshof *), the issues

were

whether the woman had legally

(ail
and
it

were

stated oy the court to he (1)

consented to the sterilisations

sexually experienced, wish at least four children),

(2) whether voluntary sterilisation was criminally punish¬

a^le,

In reversing the rower court conviction and acquitting

Br, -uohrn in all cases, tne 6#G,H,, claimed it neeo not decide
whether the

§226a

had

'against good morals1' test of

been superceded

by

1226b

as

1226a

applied, as

regards sterilisations

during the nasi period ana the latter had been aooiished by the
/.Hied Kontrolirat

criminal law
anu

in

19^6,

As a result,

the court stated, no

provision in Germany covered voluntary sterilisation

if this gap were

to be filled, it was for the legislature to

accomplish,
There is

feeling that

i22oa

does indeed still apply to

voluntary sterilisation, as to other corporal injuries, not having
been

specifically repealed by either the Uazis or the 19^*6 hont-

;rolirat, and that it should be judicially decided if voluntary
sterilisation /

sterilisation is,

morils,*"^
are

In fact, criminal as an act against good

In the application of

said to look to the

i.226a,

the German courts

objective qualities of the act per¬

formed, not to the motivations of the actors.

the act

decency,

morally good reason for consenting wili not excuse

a

jquenca,

at issue if

it

is

felt, nonetheless, to offend common

W

Schboke-:chrbber, after
the

s a con so-

co

raont on the ^ohra case, states

present law in Gormany including

voluntary sterilisation

on

§226a

does not prohibit

medical, medico-social or grave

eugenic indications, but does condemn voluntary sterilisation
108
for

social, non-therapeutic reasons.

mere

"he Draft Penal Code (1962) seems

to make, in more general

terms, a broadly therapeutic definition the criterion to avoid
criminal
In
a

young

liability in ail surgical procedures.
a

still

tore

recent

comment

on

109

voluntary sterilisation,

0era an jurist has suggested that only

proper consent

to

the /

107
108

109

ochdnke-dehrbder, (13th ed,1967) dt.d.B.Komaentar
margins! numbers 13-18.
hughes, (1963) 26 od.i^v. 233,237.

§226a,

Ibid,

'8161 hed,Treat .ent.
Operations and other treatments
which accoroing to medical knowledge and experience and
according to the principles of a scrupulous physician
are necessary and are performed in order to prevent
diagnose, cure or alleviate illness, suffering, body
damage, physical complaints and psychic disturbance
are riot punishable as physical harm,"

*5.
the

operation should be a subject of the lew, but that other*

:wise the

state has

no

right to intrude upon the private free-

;doa and conscience of an individual by
his

aecision

to, or not to, procreate#

Relying largely on Artiete 6,
wulfhorst

sees

law#
a

il of the Grand Gesetz, Or#

it as isolating the means

contraception f ro

i

attempting to control

110

of personal, family

the reach of the State and regulation by

The Sittengesetz requirement of Article 2,

fl,0#0#

means

practice may be prohibited if widely felt to be offensive to

"simple morality", and as such ha feels it cannot be used as a
basis to

prohibit voluntary sterilisation#

that the German Constitution
from

prosecution,

112

111

He concludes

protects voluntary sterilisation

it remaining for the courts to agree or

disagree#
3# France
In France,

criminal

tne operation for voluntary sterilisation is a

offence, unless it can be clearly shown that it was

carried out

only to preserve the patients life or health#

Otherwise, it is considered a substantial battery, "Illicit and
ilk

incompatiDie with human dignity",

which eannot be excused

or

Justified /
Wulfhorst, ' are eine Atrafbarkeit der frelwililgen^
jteriiisienuig verfassungs » widrig?, s 1W t*fl I96?,6^9|
Acknowledgement to il#P» :ackay,H#A#,for translation

HI

112
113
lib

assistance#
Ibid# ,?#651.

Ibid.,p#6*&#

G#Hughe3, OP.cit., p. 2^-2#
Green, fiEuaU*, noting from Lloyd, fiafcUff ?9U9g>1953»P«29.

V6#
Justified by the consent or request of the subject#

Anglo-American common lew's characterisation of consent

to the
as

a

defence to some-ctherwise

considers consent

must be

1958

criminal-assaults, the French law

Irrelevant and no excuse to criminal con-

as

tduct of any kind#

A

Contrary

115

The Justification for surgical operations

sought In some legislative pronouncement of public policy#
case

convicted

a

in the criminal chamber of the Cour de Cassation

physician under Article 309 of the Penal Code (re~

Mating generally to offences of battery and wounding) for th©

performance of a vasectomy#

LL6

Scandanavia

In Denmark,
or

under a 1935 statute, voluntary sterilisation

compulsory sterilisation may be carried out

offenders with

an

eye

on

certain sexual

toward facilitating their early release,

117

118

as

is also the

case

in

Norway under a 1931* Act#

Some 2,000 people are said to be sterilised a yoar in
119
Denmark for
much the

medical, eugenic and social reasons#

same

sterilisation

situation
on

In Sweden,

exists, most permissions for voluntary

eugenic, medical or social (i.e. incapable of

burdens of additional childbirth and care)

grounds being given

by /

lli
116

Hughes, iaa*£U*
ibi(ja

117
118

See Chapter on Compulsory Sterilisation

119

Blacker/1962

Green, 00#alt. #e».1Q6,

J&gUM 1**3»159.

(leWhinnie)#

*7.
by the board of Health, but some by two concurring private
,4

„

physicians,

120

Japan

p*

the Eugenic Protection law of 1948 some

In Japan, unbar

121

340,000

were

sterilise J in the first aaaade of its operation,

besides medical and

eugenic reasons, the act allows for voluntary

sterilisation when the another's health might suffer adversely
from another pregnancy because

of poor living conditions or the
122

simple anxiety of having

more

children,

6* Inula
In

India, more than <1,3 million have been voluntarily star*

jilised since the

1951*

1?1

country's really Planning Programme began in

Prime minister .Irs, Indira Gandhi has stateu that

*

"Family Planning,**is at the base of our whole endeavor of
national

development" and has

sterilisations oy 1970-1971*

en corses

124

the goal of six raillon

Sterilisation is largely a

local matter of each of the fifteen states and safeguards attend*
;ant

upon

the procedure vary*

In Maharashtra, for example, the

spouse seeking voluntary sterilisation must have at least three

children, one of whom is a male heir and be given tine to consider
his /
120

121
122

123

124

J&iiU»pp* 157-158 •
ibid, ip*i. «G,
fold.* (cf*Abortion ..ct,19&7»at footnote 14)*
'The Quiet Pevolutioni
Family Planning in India'*,
Embassy of Inula, Washington, 0*0*,19^7*
-jome reports
put the figure at 4 ailiion mothers alone,
The Times*

reb*7»1968,p,5.
iklii.

**6.
bis or her decision before it is acted

upon,^

7, South Africa
In South Africa there appears to be no legislation or case

reports on the legality of voluntary sterilisation,
Turner and Price ta&e

Ooruon,

quite a strong stand on this matter,

"It is often said that to sterilise

a

patient siaply

to prevent him or her from having children is, in
the absence of definite clinical indication, an

illegal act.

It must be plainly and categorically

stated
such a

that there is no aodarn legal authority for
statement and it does not seea to oe based

on

definite rule of Uoman-Dutch law,"

any

On the

basis of

this

authority it would

126

appear

the meaical

practitioner is left to prevailing professional ethics and hi#
own
as

conscience when

performing non-therapeutic sterilisations,

in many other

he is

jurisdictions.

In Its domestic relations
that unilateral submission to
consent of the

marital

other evidences

aspects, Hahlo has suggested
sterilisation by one

of constructive desertion,

intent to end the normal

an

relationship and as such

a

basis for oivorce on grounds

lm7

conflict of authority appears to exist

4,

divisions

ot

the

spouse without

~>©uth African

Sup rone Court

between two
on

the related

point /

lackey 1962 Tiu g, .mr, i;2.
The Indian cove rodent hopes
to sterilise i,p million mothers with throe or more
b

children in

126

12'/

1968,

,

Feb.7,1968,p,5,

Gorcon, Turner & Price,
Edinburgh! 3.
& 3, hivlagst ne Ltd,,19p3,p,68,
ii,ii,Hahio, "dteriiisation as Ground for the Dissolution
of ferriage?", 72
3. f.u.j. 19-3(1955),

k9*
point where sterility of one spouse, known only to hi:a or her,
existed before

aarrlago*

Vgntot (19^9C^) S.A.

In y.mte*

I23(w), it was held that pre-marital sterility itself provided
no

ground for setting aside a carriage.
Mekerk

van

at

In van Mekerk v.,

1959(*0 3, #658(G.W#), the court held (per Weasels,

671),
!1ln no.nan- wutch law immo tenia pro ore audi (whether
or not it flowed from y mot otitis coeuadl) was a

ground for setting aside a marriage, and this is
still

our

law

to-day#"

proviso was adued, however, (De Vos Hugo,J#, at 675-676)

The

that the

rule

should be confimed to

of children is a clear

cases
i. L.

*

the

can Lo

distinguished, however,

fraud, concealment of sterility by

whereas /enter did not.

finds Venter to

issue#

The cases

Mekerk involved

'ffscted spouse,

the

S.

van

where the procreation

object of the marriage and the woman is

of child-bearing age.
because

cases

Comment

on

the

represent the proper .toman-outoh law on

126

CONCLUSION
Aside from the

sterilisation,

legal uncertainties surrounding voluntary

129 & 130

there are other criticises often voiced

to /

J.c.Scholtens,

159(1961).
129
130

'Sterility or Impotence?", 78 So.Af.h.J.

Ho mm 3t • J biin* -> t evas, ^iye* death yid the lav# Loridonj
rr-i) t'- yre £ Spottiswoode, 1961 ,p, 1$3«
Olanvilie Williams, The mnctitv of l&fg ago the Crim#Law.

pp#10^,106.

S>.
to Its

Several thoroughgoing psychiatric studies

practice.

caution that careful advance consideration and

before submitting to a
the case of women, as

thought is wise

voluntary sterilisation, particularly in

it is "impossible to prepare any schematic

principles as indications for sterilisation" and the result tnay
be undesirable

in

a

substantial minority

(c.10/.) of

Aside from undesirable mental effects

on

111

oases*

the parson

J

ster-

siiised, if married, his or her spouse might be tempted to fear

promiscuity due to the operation eliminating any fears of
pregnancy.
in

On the other hand, it may be that recent advances

birth control technique have largely negated this argument.

Though literature of the voluntary sterilisation of males
is less

profuse in the psychiatric ar^a, it also indicates the

operation may not always be helpful, or at least not harmless,
to

health and that in all cases

jation of

the man and wife

a

thorough psychiatric ©xaain-

should be

preliminarily undertaken.

1*2

Recentiy /
3

132

-ec, T!ans Binder, 'Psychl: trlsche Untersuchungen uber die
if'olgen uer operativen dtariiisierungder Praia durch part-

slelle Tubonresection', 1 j
MWQlQ&te
Md.WfiMdlKiU l-*+b,2<*9-276(1937)?supported by Holnnsstein, *Kaohuntersuchungen bei 9b auf uruna psychiatirlscher Indication sterilisierten Frauen'% *+1 Prattis
^13(1952) and .>9, 'Mental ffoots of ligation ana other
iter, operations", 36 J.of the Indian ted,.-ssoc> 95(1961).
Binder is extensively discussed in, "Legal ana psychiatric
-spects of voluntary Sterilisation", 3 J.of Family Law
103(19635 at 109-115.
3 J.of Family Law 103(1963), citing from Hinderer, "Uber
die Sterilisation das Marines ana ihre
uswirkungen", 60
vf^wej^er rqfrly, f us
jjasL.£3rqfritftiii&,g 1W i9W.

51.
Recently, an American, doctor wrote that In his experience a

voluntary sterilisation,
"♦••never is requested merely as a contraceptive
measure,
There are invariably deeper and usually
unconscious reasons for the operation*
These
just as invariably require psychiatric evaluation,"
This

psychiatric opinion obviously represents but a segment

of medical

opinion.

of voluntary
on

J>r, blacker in England, long an advocate

sterilisation, suggests the operation be performed

aether or Xother where contraception has proved iapractie*

any

table

133

or

unreliable resulting in the birth of unwanted

where the

children,

physical or cental health is liable to suffer or

deteriorate from the

birth of future

offspring

or

where the

living standards or well-using of existent children would
suffer.
The

traditional Christian view

sterilisation
on

-

can

be

found In the

"Christian Marriage"i

-

proscribing all direct

encyclical of

op®

Pius XI

115

"Christian teaching establishes,..that private
individuals have no other power over the members
of their booles than that which pertains to
their natural enusj
ana they are not free to
destroy or mutilate their members, or in any
other way render themselves unfit for their

natural functions, except when no other pro:vision

can

be made

for*the

goou

of the whole

body,"
The /

Eriekson, "The ray etiological significance of Vasectomy
Abortion (Rosen ©d,, 1957) ,p* 57*
I"966 IB
past! donnubll, hew York,1931,p.33,
xheraocutic

13s*
135

52*
fhe Church of
the

England takes a basically similar stance on

issue,1'^
From

a

philosophlcai*;aorai point of view, the question

becomes under what

circumstances the

state is Justified in

circumscribing Individual liberty by prohibiting voluntary
It is certainly doubtful whether present pop¬

sterilisation*

ulation growth

-

in

;ngland or elsewhere

-

could Justify the

intervention of the criminal law to

compel fertility by threat
137
of sanction oU grounds oi public policy or social need*

However, if the state has a right or responsibility to maintain
a

certain standard of

criminal

com

on

morality through its use of th©

law, then perhaps it is justified, once it determines

voluntary sterilisation co be contrary to, or inconsistent

with, the prevailing moral or social consensus, to prohibit
its

practice*

1 3B

On the other hand, perhaps the state has no

moral right to enforce its conception of

5inal law, absent a showing that the
a

harmful effeet
If this

is

on

the

others in the

morality by the crita-

proscribed behaviour has

society.

139

position to be taken, then it must be asked

whether the voluntary nature

of the sterilisations removes any

danger /
lib

3tm&- Sterilisation! Some Principles of Christian
iris
ithlca*
published by Church Information Board for the Hiuroh b
England ioral Welfare Council,l$pl,p,3*
Hughes, £J3xai&,,D,2J9.
otephen, Criminal Law, wevLin, fl
uxxord i:ress,19p9,
Mill, ga
__

137
136

139

53#
Ganger of the harms against whose occurrence society has an
Interest In protecting

Itself*

Considerable speculation has been raised
since the

Supreme Court decision in QylTOM

U.SA79, V* L.ed* 2d 510, 85 S.Ct. *8Ml965).
Court

in American circles

struck down

a

In Grlswold. the

Connecticut statute making it criminal to

dispense information ana instruction to carried persons on con¬
traception to prevent conception,
Mr* Justice Bouglas halu the

Xhe majority opinion by

petitioner's right of marital

privacy to be protected eg inst unwarranted governmental intrusion
by a "penuabral" emanation from the basic Bill of Bights guar:antees in the Constitution,

The

cast

is significant for its

wide-ranging dicta, evidenced by Mr, Justice Goldberg's coni**0

;curring opinion remarks

at l1* L,ed, 2d

M*,,the intimacy of husband and wile if necessarily
an accepted and essential
feature of the institutiion of marriage, an institution which the state
not only must follow, but which always and In every
age it has fostered anu protected.
It is one thing
when the State exerts its power eit er to foridd
extra-marital sexuality*,»or to any who may marry,
but it is quite another when, having acknowledged
a marriage and the intimacies inherent in it,
it
undertakes to regulate by neana of the criminal law
the details of that intimacy*"
whether this decision indicates the

ittpreue Court may dis¬

tinguish married from unmarried persons when ruling on birth
control /
ikn

Joined by Chief Justice Warren and Justice Brennan,

control practices

ception?) is

(and is not sterilisation

not, a3 yet

,

control

cannot be

-

form of contra¬

It can now at least be

clear,

argued, however, that sterilisation

one

being

-

one

foria of birth

prohibited by the state when it la the
iki

decided upon

course

and consented to by a narried couple.

Perhaps the best conclusion regarding the legality of

voluntary sterilisation is provided, strangely enough by an
opinion of the Wisconsin /ttorney General's Office, now aore
than

thirty years old,
".Oven if we assume that the scientific and socio¬

logical view should prevail, nevertheless, the
follows science, in some fields by perhaps a
generation, for the law can reflect the advances
of science only when they have been accepted by
the people generally,..the consequences to a
physician fro a the performance of an opex-atlon of
this uind should the courts hold it illegal could
law

serious.
Until the law is settled, it is not
prudent for a physician to perform a stsrilisation
be

operation, except within the ancient field of
surgery, viz,, when it is a therapeutic measure,*
i'he

opinion, undoubtedly thought conservative oy

the

time,

the

law

aay

aiiaed

-

settled and the

physician Is still secure

filial

purposes.

analysis, trie balance vili be struck at varying

points /
dee Footnotes 110-112 re
1 email author in :<.-7.h.

l*+2

-

only when the sterilisation is performed for recog-

"therapeutic"

In the

many at

have been too optimistic, for ©fter several decades

still is not

relatively

lk2

same

conclusion reached by the

1967.6^9,

Holman, 15° J .A. A". iTT^lLQClSbH-),

55*
points along the continuum from state control to individual
freedom) aepenaing on the existent system of religious, cultural
and moral values in any

given society#

In practice, continued

improvemeat in means of mechanical and chemical contraception,
it

is

submitted, wiil very largely moot the need or desire for

voluntary aoa-therapeutic sterilisation#
number of cases where voluntary
be

but, in the limited

sterilisation will continue to

desired, a favouraoie legal climate is predictable in to-aay's

secular

ana

impersonal worlu, barring the positive showing of

harmful results to others in society as a consequence.

56#

ISttMFUwtff
A#

CAsraamm

IHTHOjjUCTIOH AHii BACKGROUND

Compulsory sterilisation is an involuntary or unconsented

to1,
or

surgical operation in present times, rendering the patient
victim

sterile

depending on one's characterisation of the practice

-

or

incapable of procreation, though not incapable of

a

coitus#

Castration, the predecessor of surgical sterilisation,
was

practiced in biblical times and before by the Assyrians,

Chinese, Hindus, Egyptians, Greeks, Persians and Romans for
various

reasons

criminals
and

the

of the

or

of security, punishment and control of captives,

slaves#

In Java, the

Malay Peninsula, ■ustralasia

Amerindians, the aborigines have long practices excision
sex

glands for religious

purposes#^

oe-sexing was introduced into England, primarily as a
if

punitive measure for rapists, by the Hermans#
common

However, at

law, private acts of de-sexing were considered to con¬

stitute /
1

The nature or quality of consent that is, or should be,
necess&ry to constitute the operation as truly voluntary
rather than involuntary in fact and practice is a difficult

problem and will be discussed subsequently In this Chapter.
explanation of surgical sterilisation in Chapter on

2

Bee

3

Voluntary Sterilisation, p#5#
Joseph Fletcher, oa.cit«« pp#l^r3""l^*»

>f

Ibid.

-

i>7.
constitute grave
the Scottish

demembration.

baton of Pitaiedden, expressing

position in the iste seventeenth century, charact¬

erised the lav dealing with castration in the following terras*
"Castratis virilium is

one

of the most atrocious

ueaambrationsj anu when a man does it to himsself, he is Ml jmUisia.
And so punishable
with death and confiscation of Goods, And it*s
equivalent if one suffered himself willingly to
be castrated by another."
j
Seton

understandably does not mention surgical sterilis-

tation, for it did not exist as a medical art in his day and
is, in practical terms, a twentieth-century development.
Nonetheless, his learned remarks

on

6

mutilation seem just as

applies bie to sterilisation as mutilation in his words was
'Cessation and privation of the
distinct

office, and

Operation of a Member, albeit no
particle of it to be cut off." 7
Mackenzie

felt that mutilation

or

the

disabling of a
8

aerober of

the

body was a capital crime, but Erskln©

takes

exception, saying by statute Hob.II, c.il, mutilation was to
be

punished by the same form of process to be used against

a

manslayer, but that the punishment was not to be capital.
In his American work,
Mackenzie's view with

Professor Perkins supports

com ion

law

authority, stating that the

early /
>

Supplement in

ir George Mackenzie, Jqjim agq

Scotland in Matters Criminal.

6

7
°

Fletcher,
Mackenzie,

ggafrlnf't

~
P#6(supp,),

^

1699, P*I6.

MjgUPttfl, Bo°k IV»

p8*
early penalty for uayhaa was .nut Hat ion, except in the case
9
of castration, where the punishment was death.

Home, in his Cojaaentarl«» seems to concur with Srskine's
the Statute Robert II*

discussion of
had

an

intended jja terroren

showed not

fact

a

effect and that the record In

single instance of a capital conviction for

the

offence of mutilation thereunder*

ana

banishment forth of Scotland*
There

is

no

sterilisation and

He states the statute

as

Hume cited
the usual

'scourging
10

penalty*

modern Scottish discussion of compulsory

castration.

However, Glaister has stated

flatly that the only lawful sterilisation is therapeutic
sterilisation, the consent of the patient notwithstanding*

11

Goreon, on the other hand, feels that, barring a statute, both
consensual sterilisation and castration would be
other

surgical operatloni

treated as any

lawful if

'recognized by the profession as appropriate and
carried out

in accordance with proper

professional

standards." 12
B, SOHS THEOLOGICAL VI SWS
•*

The

contemporary German theologian, Haring, does not

merely /
'

Per&ins.

SftlnlnfliLp.l**6» citing 1

ed,,17oo).

10
11
12

Hawk.P.C*cLL-,l3(6th

Note that under some American state statutes,
the penalty for mayhem by castration is death* Ga*Code Ann.
C26-12 (19B).
Hume, £aaaflttfc&Slpi Vol.l» l8Mf, P*331*
Glaister,
Goruon, op.cit.. pp.77h~75.

59.

merely denounce the practice of compulsory sterilisation
itself as wrong,

but condemns participation in any such

procedures by the judiciary and the medics as sinful#

He

states,
"More difficult 13 the case in which the law
is not only unjust but actually ueoanus that

something sinful in itself be done#
a

sad

instance

in the

laws of

those

We have
states

requiring sterilization#
wen worse would
law demanding denial of the faith#
No
judge may co-operate in enforcing or applying
these laws - particularly when the law requires
be a

sterilisation of individuals who have never
committed the slightest crime, but who are eon:sluered '"'unfit'' for marriage or parenthood
because of heritage or mental deficiency!
-hat
shali we say of the ueoision of the court which
must determine that a certain individual is to
be classified as "unfit"?
Some writers are
inclined to doubt the guilt of a judge who must
apply the law by a lag a uecision according to
the terms of the law, always proviued that he
does ail in his power to avoid "passing the
the

sentence"#
However, it seems to me that the
official who is primarily responsible for the
actual procedure, the physician or other official
who iais.es the "certification" that this Innocent
individual is fit

only to be a descendant*, is
guilty of for sal co-operation in sin#
The law
In this instance is no defense, for it requires
something unjust, something no one is par ait ted
to do#
Obviously, those who actually carry out
the -aw and perform the operation -are principals
in

'-he crime."

13

(From Chapter: "Sins gainst i.ove
of Neighbour ', subpart d, "Coop¬
eration in Svil by Juuges and

Attorneys'#)
■ieverenc

/

Bernard Ha ring,

Herder

C#SS#.i,, The uaw of :hrist. Coriu The
Press, 19&3 (translated by OSbwin G,Kaiser,

G.PP.S.) p.plO.

60 •

Reverend Fletcher pays

of tha morality

of compulsory sterilisation in his bock,

Professor Paul
has

scant attention to uhe question

Ramsey of Princeton Theological Seminary

expressed the view in. his contribution to a recent sympos-

jlum

"Morals, Medicine and the Law' that, "not

on

simply by being, has the right to propagate"•

everyone

15

He does,

however, temper this remark by questioning whether proper

safeguards can be established by the law to insure that this
type of philosophy does not become subject to "mlsSuse" by
16
"errant

humanity"*

Ramsey is apparently fearful that man, given the power

by laws to deny certain members of society the right to prospagate, is not c pable of formulating satisfactory criteria
for the exercise

wouio bo

of such powers

that inevitably, such a law

Inospaole of fair, impartial administration*

In the

same

Symposium, aabfol Smaaael Hackman indicates

Judaism*s general prohibition against sterilisation,
to

the

requirement of ^elf-preservation#

subject

viscussing s*ate-

sponsored eugenic -teriiisution, he expresses similar uoubts
to /

ilf

ip
16

Fletcher, qd.c^.. pp. 169-171#
iia sey, "rroeaoa ana Responsibility in medical ana
ex
itiiicsj
A Protastent View", jl R.Y.U.L.R. 1189,1199
(1956).
Ibia.«

p.1200,

61.
to

those of Professor

tiaasey, saying,

"I uresd the extension of the State*s police
power to include control of the procreative
faculties of one person for
he benefit of

another',

i7

C. TH; AMERICAN POSITION
lawfulness of volun ary,

While the

non-therapautic

sterilisation is unclear in the United States in the absence

18
of

statute,

there a.e twenty-six states with eugenic star-

silisation laws, twenty-three of which are of a compulsory

11 of the various laws designate feeble-minded or

nature,

mentally retarded persons as within their ambit, ail but two
include the mentally ill,
twelve
not

on

sons

fourteen inciuue epileptics and

specificsiiy include criminals
punitive grounds.

There are,

-

most on eugenic grounus,

19

however, two notable exceptions in the laws

of California and Washington,

California Penal Code

i6h-5

20

provides for sterilisation as a penalty for the crime of carnal
abuse of

a

female under tan years

old,

Washington has

a

similar /

18
19

dac^an, 'Morality in Medico-Legal Problems* k Jewish
Via*" 31
,U,L,ft,120*3.1212(19t>6).
Sao Chapter on Voluntary Sterilisation,
Harry Kalven Jr.. "A Special Corner of Civil Liberties*

Legal View'S 3! n.f.U.L.R,122^12V>(19c6).
"Whenever any person shall be adjudged guilty of carnal
abuse of a female person unaer the age of ten years, the
court may, In addition to such other punishment or con¬
A

20

finement as may be imposed, direct an operation to b®
performed upon such person, for the prevention of pro-

screation,"
Cal.Penal Code

§2670 also allows sterilisation of

recidivists convicted at least twice of rape, assault
with intent to commit rape or seduction, or certain
other crimes and who show while inmates they are "moral
or sexual degenerate or pervert".

62*
similar statute#
seventeen of toe

state

iionalised, nine to both#
sterilisation statutes

lavs

apply only to the ixistitut-

lost of the twenty-three compulsory

provide for notice, a hearing and

judicial appeal, but six states still do not require a hearing
three make

and

makes

no

provision for judicial appeal.

23

California

provision for a formal hearing only If objection is filed

by the patient, but It Is the practice of the department of
Mental Health to authorise sterilisations
the inmate "consents'1

thereto#
doctor in

A United States

only in cases where

23

Pennsylvania claimed to have

performed the first sexual sterilisation to prevent procreation
in

1889#

In Indiana,

tised by or# Harry C«
even

before passage
In

600-700 reform school boys

the

staril-

Sharp, who devised the vasectomy operation

of the State*s sterilisation Act in 1907#

1897 the first eugenic sterilisation bill

:duced into

were

was

Michigan legislature, but defeated#

vania passed a similar law in

Intro-

Pennsyl¬

1905$ but it was vetoed in a
25

strongly worded message by the governor.
In

Si
22

23
2b

25

/

ashing,on Kev«Code Ann# §9#92#100(1961)#
Ferster, "Eliminating the Unfit - Is Sterilization the
Answer?", 27 Ohio St.L.J. 591,597(1966).
C4.if#lept# ofMeiuHealth Policy and Operations Manual,
83520.2, "Sterilisation will not be authorised in any
case unless the patient consents thereto"#
Ferster,
> P*59<2.
Ibid.* p.593.

63 .
la 1907 the first

sterilisation law was successfully

enacted in Indiana and although subsequently

:stitution6l,

26

was the basis for other laws which by

had accounted for the

sterilisation of

America, 20,000 in Jd ifornia alone.

63,676.

total had reached
sterilised

on

declared

grounas

over

27

50»00Q

uncon-

1950

persons in

By 1964 the eu mlative

Of these persons, 27,917 were

of mortal illness, 32,37*+ on grounds of
28

iental deficiency and some

2,317

on

other grounds.

Notwithstanding these formidable figures, in recent years
the

practice of state-inspired sterilisations has coae under

increasing criticism#
was

seventeen

nation with

29

In 1963» the figure for California

sterilisations, Virginia stood second in the

thirty-nine, surpassed only by North Carolina with

24o sterilisations performed.
While it
to

30

is unclear how much of

this decrease

Is

a

response

outside, public or social pressure and how much is due to a

change of belief of those actually administering the eugenic
sterilisation

laws, several factors may be sugg.stee as account-

:ing for the decrease in yearly starilisations performed under
statutory authority in the United States;
attitude

26

27
28

29
30

a more

humanitarian

/

190 Ind,526,131 N.8.2(1921),
iilia as, UmaaaS-Aty -ftl.Crlulnawrvw, p.84.
idrster, oo.cit.. p.632.
Wllllaas

f bid.

v.

i.alth,

I5M.> p.633.

6H>
attitude towa.ro the treatment of institutionalised patients,
an

increasing awareness of the Halted state of man's under-

tstanding of huaau genstics and hereditary transmission, and

partly as a result, an increasingly unclear and questionable
legal oasis and support, particularly unuer the American
Constitution

,

for the practice of state coapuisory sterllls-

satIon,
The

legal decisions r garding sterilisation begin in

1912, shortly after enactment of the first United States
statute by Xnalana in

1966,

(is

1907» a*vu are reported as recently as

.ariy as I872, however, the 6th Amendment's "cruel
u

and unusual

punishment 5 clause

was

held to have been enacted

to

prohibit, among other practices, castration,

be

notea also that

:isation laws

authorises

of the

it should

twelve states with eugenic steril-

specifically applicable to criminals, none

castration,JJ)

The early cases decided before 1925
al,,

struck down most of

the

in the

in basic

courts

32

-

not

statutes

when

they were challenged

principle, but largely for

pro-

scedural /

-»•**

32
33
jM-

quoted footnote 37*

«)U,t*»Y. a&atl '<-76 At J. 296,302(1872), in 15 Srra L.K.

7+1(1964-).
15 3vra L.H. 739(196+).
State v. Fallen 70 ash. s>5,126 Pae.75(1912), appears
to be the only case before 1925 upholding a compulsory
sterilisation law.
Here it was applied to a man con,

;victed of statutory
cruel punishment.

rate and was held not to constitute

65#
procedural deficiencies which were heiu to deny "cue process
35
oi

law' to the persons

involved,

una

notably different

approacbf however, which r-centiy has been receiving some
36
attention,
was used by a lower federal court in
ickls v.
37
wherein the

HanrlchBt

performing

state of Nevada

a

epileptic, the Court hoLding it to

mutilation which constituted ''cruel or

jaiant under the
stated

restrained from

compulsory sterilisation (vasectomy) on a con-

a

svlcted rapist ana probable
be

was

state constitution.

38

unusual" punish-

The Court in •Ucftla

39

that,

'vasectomy in itself is not cruel...but, when
resorted to as a punishment, it is ignominious
and degrading, and in that sense it is cruel",
Because

the relevant state clause was in the

rather than in the

disjunctive ("or")

conjunctive ("and"), as is the federal pro¬

hibition, the usual or unusualnsss of the punishment was not
m>
decisive
faueral
the

J

on

the

result.

However, in ^avls v. oerrv

,

the

conjunctive prohibition was held to be in issue with

/
As required by U.S.Constitution, amendment XXV (and most
state constitutions), which asserts that no state can

deny a person of "life, liberty, or property, without
process of law".
This guarantee is essentially on©
of procedural fairness in the administration ana applicsation of government authority.
Note 1 "The Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause and the
Substantive Criminal Law", 79 Harvard Law Review 635,
due

36

637(1966),

37

38

39
kO

icKie v. Hanrichs. 262 Fed,687 (D,Nev.191&).
The state c institutional provision doing derived from
U.S.Constitution Xaend,Villi 'Excessive nail vhall not
be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
ana unusual punishment infiicied".
Lavis

Vt,
v.

Berry, 21b

at p.690.

Fed.413 (S.o.Iowa 191 f).

66*
the state

coapulsoxy sterilisation statute which

punitiveiy to recidivistic felons*
*While it is true that there

was

applied

The Court held,
are

differences

between the two operations of castration and
vasectomy, anu while It is true that the effect
upon the ran would be different in several
aspects, yet the fact reaains that the purpose
and the same sha ie and humiliation and degradation
and mental torture are the same in one case as in
the other*
and out conclusion is that the infliestion of this penalty i3 in violation of the Con-

istitution, which provides that cruel and unusual
punishment shall not be inflicted.''
As

applied to defectives and the insane lor allegedly

"eugenic" rather than punitive purposes, the courts have not
regarded compulsory sterilisation as a cruel and unusual
*+1

punishment*
Between 192p and 1933 a rush of cases Involving state
sterilisation schemes
came

before the

-

both eugenic and

courts and

were

1,2

punitive in nature ~

-

all upheld against various

legal /

££&73B,752(196i+);

O'liara & Banks, "Lugenic
Geo.L.J. 20,25(19,6).
Perhaps the use of these terms here should be deiinedi
"eugenic" sterilisation neaning that performed to prevent
tne likelihood that some mental or physical uefect, disjorder or abnormality will be passed to future offspring
uy hereditary transmission or to prevent those already
effected with such conditions from undertaking parentjhood|
"punitive" sterilisation meaning that performed
for penal reasons, whatever they iay bo, as for retrijbutton or punishment, or revenge, or deterrence (another
penal purpose - that of reformation or r habilitation of
the offender - would appear to ba more eugenic than penal
in nature, but these fine distinctions are beyond the
scope ox this paper.)
T?

Sterilisation",

4-2

67.
Then, In 19ii the trend showed some sign of

legal attacks.

shifting ana lost of the decisions found dealing with eompulsterilisation since that time have invalidated the laws

»sory

and orders

Involved, thus casting considerable doubt on the

continued

legality of compulsory sterilisation in the United

States,

These cases all

In

19^5, the

lerit soae discussion.

lichlgan Supra

jation of a sixteen year old

as

Court upheld the sterllis-

feeble-minded girl, with the

con-

of her parents and after notice and a hearing had been

iseat

*+3
provided, '

The Court reasoned as follows,

"There i3 no element of punishment involved in
the sterilisation of feeble-minded persons.
In
this respect it is analogous to compulsory vaccin¬
ation Can analogy to be soonaftar used by Mr.
Chief justice Holmes in the landmark u,S,Supreme
Court case of Buck v. Hell, oiscussed Infra.3
Both are nonpunitive.
It is therefore plainly

apparent that the constitutional (state) inhibjltion against cruel and unusual punishment has
no application to the
surgical treatment of feeble¬
minded persons,"
ir,

in the

justice

case,

aiest filed

a

vigorous, thoroughgoing dissent

stating bluntly,

"This act violates the Constitution, goes beyond
the police power and is void,,,The bodies of
citizens may not, under legislative mandate, be
cut into, and the power or procreation destroyed
by ligation or mutilation of glands or carving
out of

organs,"

The /

^

frqUfaJTa, CPTfflWa (Mich) 20*+ N.W.l'rt>(1925).

68,
The

jftalth case set the stage for the most well-known
dealing with sterilisation, Buck v. Beiy

American case

In Back. Kr# Chief Justice Holmes upheld a
under which Carrie

hi*

Virginia statute,

Buck, au eighteen year old-feeble-minded

girl who had shortly before given birth to a feable-minded
child and who herself was the daughter of a feeble-minded

mother, was sterilised.

The law was challenged on due

process grounds, but weathered the attack by providing
notice and

a

for

hearing to the subject and by allowing for appeal

to the courts.

The Virginia statute wa3 more carefully drawn

than those earlier state laws which up to Buck v. Bell had
been overturned on due process

The

of law grounds#

opinion in Buck was remarkably short considering its

significance.

It finished with the following comments,

wwe have seen more than once that the public
welfare may call upon the best citizens for
their lives.
It would be strange if it could
not call upon those who already sap the strength
oi
the state for these lesser sacrifices, often
not felt to be such by thosa concerned, in order
to prevent our being swamped with incompetence.
It is better for all the world, if instead of

waiting to execute degenerate offspring for
criao, or to let them starve for their imbecility,
society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit
from continuing their kind.
The principle that
sustains compulsory vaccination is broau enough to
cover cutting the Fallopian tubes.
Jaeobson v.
aassachuse11s. 197 U.->.ll,
>«et 020#
Three
generations of imbeciles are enough." 4-5
ftuqfr /

4$

j&ffft.y. b^u 27b u.3.2do, w vet.5&M 1927).
274 U.S.200, at 207.

69,
duck

Mir,
to

has been criticised o

.ten, but never overruled,

Chief Justice Holmes' analogy of compulsory sterilisation

military service is faulty, for the latter involves the

country calling on its citizens not for their lives, but only
to expose

them to the risk of loss of life.

sustained

court

a

$5

In Jacobsen the

fine for petitioner's refusal to accept

compulsory vaccination, it did not order submission.

vaccination has an uncontostsdly beneficial effect on

more,
the

Further¬

subject aau

of any

on

the society, without depriving the former

of his capabilities, contrary to compulsory steriiis-

jation,
number of state

A

of duck

v.

oell.

court

decisions, following in the wake

upheld various sterilisation (and at least one

castration) statutes,

**7
■+8

In
state

Y,

Sqfrafcto

institutionalised

,

compulsory sterilisation of certain

inmates

was

upheld against challenge on

grounds it violated due process, was an excessive use of state

police (legislative) power and was unfairly discriminatory.
^•9
In vavis v. nalton
,
the compulsory ssexualisation (castration)
of
was

***

an

"habitual sexual criminal'

was

upheld against charges it

/

^

2j i.-e.aaie „paw *a&r$erl;K 306(195'G),
Gee annotation on " sexu. lization or Sterilization of
Criminals or defectives" in 87
2H-2.
state v. Schaffer 126 Fan 607,270 pac, 60^ (1928).

^9

uavls v.

k-7

See

~alton7^

Utah

80, 276 Pae 921(1929).

70.
was

cruel and unusual

punishment or that It denied the convict

"equal protection of the
e

50

laws",5

y,

compulsory sterilisation statute valid, stating that,
"•..if there be any natural right for natively
mental defectives to beget children, that right
must give way to the police power of the state
in protecting the common welfare, so far as it
can be protected, against this hereditary type
of feeblemindedness."

The

case

of He Clavton

p2

validated

a

statutory directive

providing that certain feeble-ainued and insane inmates or
habitual criminals could not be discharged or paroled without

first

submitting to sterilisation.
Two years

later, however, in Brewer v. Yalfc

53
,

a

statute

providing for the sterilisation, at public cost, of any mental
defective upon

petition of his next of oin or legal guardian

to

specified state authorities was overturned, the court holding

it

an

unconstitutional violation of due process of law for fall*

;ing to provlue the subject with proper notice and a full hearing
in oruer to

insure having his

The uecision uid not
sterilisation of

position fully and fairly heard.

question the legality per se of the state

defectives, but rather limited itself to the

laauaquate /

51
■)2
53

ll.S.oonstitutlon, amend, XIV, no state can deny any person
'equal protection of the laws" (in their enactment, inter¬
pretation and enforcement)♦
otate v« 'Trout.ilan 50 luaho 673, 2?? Pac. 668(1931).
He Clavton 120 He6. 68o, 234 N.Vi, 630(1931).
drawer v. saLk 2o4 a.0.166. Ib7 % -.638(1933).

71.
inadequate procedural safeguards contained in the statute
at

issue in the case,
.the ^rewer case

did, nevertheless, give ambitious augen-

slcists in the United states a

renewed warning of

with which the courts would examine
statutes.

Ueport

critical of the limited

sterilisation-^

5lf

In

England#

and in favour of

i6

legislation

ue

cane out;

.eport

as

compulsory

statutory provision fox* volTwo years later,

merlean Neurological Association,

Abraham ; Iyer son,

^he

aerican experience with

juntary sterilisation only,*'
the

compulsory sterilisation

The y;ar following saw publication of the wcll-

knova Brock; Canjittee

of

the scrutiny

a

com.nlttee

chaired by

or,

with a similar recommendation that

limited to voluntary sterilisation:

careful

application of such laws was suggested in certified cases of
iseases, such as schizophrenia, manic-

hereditary-linked

57

depressive psychosis, fe.bie-minuedness and ^ossibly epilepsy,
Not

long after publication -mi discussion of these reports,

the United States
most

recent
v.

Supreme Court handed down its second and

opinion dealing with sterilisation.
The case,
58
oxiaho.aa
,
reflects a considerable change in the

High /

^
58

56
57

58

1931** Cnd i^+85.

IfcLUt p.36»

IsM-» P.37.
Abraham Hysrson, "Certain iiedical and Legal Phases of
ugenic Sterilisation", 52 Tale Law Journal 6l8, 6286 ji(195+3),
SI; inn or v. Oklahoma 316 TJ.3. ,35,62
,Ct. 1110(19+2).

72,

High Court's attitude from the position it had taken fifteen
years earlier in jack v. Dell,
the Oklahoma

moral

or

10re

turpitude",

and embezzlement,
jatiori as

on

the equal protection

issue defined habitual criminals as

at

convicted two
"

basing his attack

the

clause of the Unites States Constitution*

laws

statute

Skinner challenged

law, which provided for eompulsory sterilisation of

"habitual* criminals,
of the

sqpra,

crime

a

tines of

those persons

felonious crimes involving

It then distinguished between larceny
including only the former in its classific-

involving the necessary

'moral turpitude",

though both crimes were very similar ana both punished the
same

by state law,

Mr, J stlce bouglas,

iter opening his

majority opinion with the highly appropriate phrase,
case

touches

went

on

to

a

sensitive and

important area of human rights",

invalidate the contested Oklahoma law,

the Fourteenth

'This

roiying on

meaanent1s equal protection clause.

He con-

sciuaed,
"... strict scrutiny of the classification which a
makes in a sterilization law is essential,
lest unwittingly or otherwise Invidious discrim:inotions are made against groups or types of
individuals in violation of the constitutional

state

guaranty of just ana equal laws,
when the law lays an unequal hanu on those
who have committed intrinsically the same quality
of offense and sterilises one and not the other,
it has lade as Invidious a discrimination as if
it hau selectee a particular race or nationality
for oppressive treatment,"
59
Mr /

59

316 u.a, ^35, at 5^1•

73.
Mr,
chose

Justice Jackson, in a separate concurring opinion,

emphasize what may «eli have been the real, unstated

to

foundation of t e decision,
and the

namely that of bodily integrity

limits of state-sponsored

infringement of, that integrity.

interference, with, or

He stated succinctly,

the extent to which a
legislatively represented majority nay conduct
biological experiments at the experts;; of the
dignity anu personality anu natural powers of
a minority - even those who have been guilty
of what the majority define as a crime,"
60

"There

ire

limits

dkinaer has had on

effect

just what

to

No further hints have come from the

unclear ana unstated,

United States

Bell is

uqk

Jupreiaa Court, although state-sponsored steril61

•isations throughout the country have decreased
The
down

the

two
a

specifically at oads;

not

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, whereas

upheL. a compulsory sterilisation statute which was con-

;tested

only

Amendment,

on

due process grounds under the Fourteenth

Nonetheless, Mr, Justice Jackson's quoted

scarring remarks hint at
such statutes
As

51

-

that

an

of the

can-

alternative ground for invalidating
cruel and unusual

62

punishment clause,

/

3lb
p3p, at 3^6,
birnbau.il, '.iugonic Sterilisation^ A discussion of Certain
Legal, Medical and Moral Aspects of Present Practices in
Our Public

62

Skinner struck

compulsory sterili ation statute because it violated

equal

Jack

re

cases

in the interim.

Mental

Institutions, ' 173

quoted at footnote 38,

,>

,ki.k.9ol(196lK

7>+.
As

noted, prior cases in the lower courts have split on
63
the question,
but the Supreme Court has recently shown
signs of giving this long-overlooked clause of the

some

(eighth Amendment of the "Bill of Bights")

Constitution

and wider scope#

6U.

decent academic comment

sisatIon is
if not

in its

contravene

because
to

one

the

new

form of

has

also suggested that

punishment

eugenic form

-

ataril-

et least in its punitive

-

light well soon be held to

that

protections against cruel and unusual punishment,

it nay

well in soae cases at least be so degrading

subject,

'as virtually to

daveral recant

/raerican

the defendant's humanity"

cany

have suggested that a new

eases

justification, based on economic considerations, may be sought
for /

63

Compare
i'

61:-

65

ei^ea«

flgEK&g.ha*
footnote 60.

„Y»

suora.

sJAttfa,

p.6, with £tqt.t

.fa,

v. California 370 U.S. 660(1962);
riuaoinh v.
laoaaa 375 0.3.559(1963), dissenting opinion of
Justices Goldberg|
and Brennan to grant review).

."ioblnscn

;ouglas

G35» 637(1>66)«
in U9P^s, 396
1.3.86(1958), the us C indicated that the 6th Amendment
79

be"within the limits of
standards", which the Court defined as those

required all punishment to
civilised

"evolving standards of decency that mark the pi'o grass
e
maturing society". (31 ':.l^anv L.q. 97, 101(1967).
this definition of the "cruel and unusual punishment"
clause is broad enough to cover sterilisations, which,
while perhaps cruel, because of their wide-spread practice
of

could not

be

considered

also

as

unusual within

the literal

meaning of the 8th Amendment.
tate 196 A 2d 399 (bela
imposing whipping, rely
jing on the 'cruel and unusual punishment" clause, which
It stated was to be construed oy 26th century concepts
of severity of punishment#

The

state court

in Oannon

1963) refused to uphold

v.

a sentence

75.
for

compulsory sterilisation laws in the future.
Two judges pr

sterilisations despite the absence of any sterilis-

ordered

satioa low in
was

siding over probate courts in Ohio have

the

warranted to

state, expressing judicially that such action
reduce

the most notable of
two

public welfare costs.

their decisions,

Beginning with

In Be Simpson*

db

these

judges have ordered the sterilisation of five mentally

retarded females.

At least

one

of the judges has indicates

67
an

intention to continue

di r.;3Q^
the

with

involved sterilisation

chis practice.

ox

a young

re

imbecile mother,

juuge relying on his discretionary interim power at law

and in

The

on

equity to provide for tha welfare of incompetents,

case

has

bean severly

criticised as an abuse of judicial
68

discretion, but apparently has not been overruled.
In all
no

three of

the

recent California cases

were

statutory provisions cppiloaole or relied upon by the court,

but nonetheless

submission to

sterilisation

judge as a condition of probation.
bos

there

angeles County» ^nuraua v. ,-o

the defendant

uecideu upon

was

ordered

by the

In the first case from
69
Pasadena runic Court,

probation after suuaiasion to

sterilisation /

^
67
66

In He ■■■f.nns^n. 180 N.

753(1964),
69

2d 206 (Ohio Probate Court 1962).

Faratwr juibtfiAi., p.607.
note, 61 llohig n L.,t. 1359(1963)*

iterator, qo.qit,., p.609.

15 Syraouse L.R.738.

76,
sterilisation rather than

a

jail sentence when he pleaded

guilty to a charge of non-support of his children.

Sub¬

sequently he regretted his choice and began litigating,
Cndrada asked and was denied habeas corpus

Supreme Court,

by the California

He asked the United States Supreme Court to

review the case

ana

decide if

''conditioning probation

upon sterilisation
constituted cruel and unusuol punishment and
violateu procedural due process6*,
70

The

Supreme Court denied certiorari, In re Andrada.

trial

72

practice in non-support cases,'
73

in the next case, jjqQ^e v,

of welfare fraud
of sentence
a

the

judge involved has also indicated he will continue to

favour such a

or

71

ware

involved.

a

couple convicted

They were offered a reduction

contingent upon filing of a stipulation by counsel

report from the Santa Barbara Co* Hospitals that the

defendants had

operations.
lost

71,.

"voluntarily" submitted to the (sterilisation)
nc

The matter was not appealed,'

recently, In the Matter of Hernandez,

76

was before

the /

?U

71
72
73

7h
75

76

Y'

C.WKt, 33

-riftSE 327-8

Andrada 380 U.S. 953 (1965).
Fcrster. p,6l0,
gftQBilS Y* .i'apU, Hecord Case No*73313« -anta Barbara
■Superior Court, July 7» 1965.
Probation Order,
ift&Efti August 30,1965.
F«?rster,
the

iatt,erIol4$ia3a^&»

Court, June 8, 1960,

No

76757 ^anta Barbara Superior

77.
Her® again, a twenty-one year old

the California courts*

girl was offered the
nation

anu

'choice" between submission to sterills-

immediate probation and a six months jail term,

which was the maximum

where narcotics were being

room

fhe
It

penalty for her offense of being in a

subject had two daughters

- one

illegitimate

her first offence and her probation

was

on

the sterilisation requirement at

without apparent
On

-

on

welfare*

report recoraended

The municipal court judge, however,

straight probation.
adued

unlawfully and knowingly used,

the probation hearing

reason*

prompt writ of habeas corpus appeal to the Superior

Court, the writ was granted, the sterilisation provision was
stricken from the
to the

probation order the defendant was released

custody of her probation officer*

held the trial

The Superior Court

judge had no authority under any state statutes

to

impose sterilisation as a condition of probation and that

in

so

that

uoing he had abused and exceeded his judicial authority*
final

the New fork Times

In

one

an

unwed taother convicted of

case

old son agreed to be
he would reduce

recently reported

incinerating her four day

sterilised on the Judge's promise that

her sentence

for murder if she did*

79

All /

77

78

ne

79

na 2,1966, in Piipel, "Birth Control and a
i re.uom", 27 Ohio at*d*J. 679,682(1966)*

New

Birth of

9, 1966, p.lG*

77&78

76.
Ail of these

cases

Indicate that the emphasis in com¬

pulsory sterilisation or pseudo-voluntary sterilisation
e&ses

be shifting fro a a scientific basis grounded on

nay

genetics to one grounded simply on soci i and economic conIowa's statute is indicative of

tsiuerotions.

this trend,

providing for ~teriligation of any persons within the state
who would

procreate a child lively to "...become a social

menace

(economic) ward of the state".

fiA

or

It would
this

is

area

that the

seem

statutory approach of Otah in

Its recent statute provides for

superior.

compulsory sterilisation of those "ilnely" to be incapable
of

assuming parental responsibilities and only in such ca3es

operation would also "benefit1 the subject.

where

the

least

this

»t

approach, though vsgue, Looks to the individual

concerned and his
burden the

8X

welfare, not j st to the potential economic

state will

be

saved

by sterilisation of the subject.

Legally speaking, this seers to be the unsettled position
that

the

decreasing practice of compulsory sterilisation finds

itself in in the united
situation

after

we

and
have

ipulsory /

the

had a

states

to-uay.

outlook for the

The morality of this

future will be uiscussod

comparative look at the practice of com-

79.

compulsory sterilisation in other jurisdictions of the world*
D. THS CQffPAHATIViS POSITION

1* Britain
There is
sterilisation

no

-

modern statutory reference in

compulsory or voluntary

-

Britain regarding

or its .nore severe

£) O

counterpart»

castration#^

The comprehensive deport of the

Departmental Coaaittee on Sterilisation is, however, well
worth

considering, though its recon ienoations have never been
83
implemented by legislation#
The Committee concluded vol¬
untary sterilisation should be permitted by legislative safe*

sguards in medical esses where recognised opinion thought it
would advantage

defective couples by removing the fear of

procreating more of their klnu, where it would allow certain
institutionalised patients to be

released, where it would

prevent such hereditary uefects S3 blindness, deaf-mutisa,
haemophilia and brachydactyly, shown to be transaissable and
In other cases where

for

family history gave reasonable ground

believing mental defects and disorders lively to be trans8i+

jalctea.
The Committee felt
unwarranted

compulsory sterilisation would be an

intrusion upon

personal Integrity in the existing

state /

^

83
8«f

ies

the

'Introduction and

1934- Jad.W5«
Iblu. ,p.30-'+i.

Background" text at pp#56-o8.

80
state of genetic knowledge ana thet

it wouia tend to associate

aentai institutions with compulsory

sterilisation rather than

with humanitarian treatment#

8

■

J

/.gain, os recently as 1966, opinion in Britain has called
86
fox1 laws

on

the subject

of voluntary sterilisation,

The Brock Committee ueport
clear procedural s:

feguards if

stressed the importance of
any

legislation, even that

dealing only with voluntary sterilisation of those in state

It feared, and rightly

institutions, was to be enacted.
the
to

unreality or j|£ facto involuntary nature of many
sterilisation given in circumstances of

sing the mentally defective#
reduction in detention
the

result;

It

of

87

so,

'consents1'

confinement involv-

^his is particularly so where

period, parole or discharge is to be

submission to sterilisation#

88

has, in fact, been questioned whether in any circum*

institutionalised patient or prisoner is really
89
capable of giving fro©, uncoerced consent#
It would appear
:stances

an

clear that

ouch

circumstances, at least when the patient or

prisoner is mentally defective or disordered, give rise to the
objectionable /
ibid,
86

"Report of the Council of the aoyal owt !«>:«, of Obstet-

b/

193'+ Ciud h^+o5» PP«37*id»

So

Gee

89

example.
i'«B#Sf3lth, Address, loc.cit.

iricians and

footnote

Gynaecologists" 1966

^ee also,

850,85*+.

GlanvlLle Lillians,

.o| .,W? aq«j .Ate..fofiii PP. 108-109.
?3 and accompanying text (p#77) as a recent

objectionable inference, in the words of Dr. John Marshall,

that,
"one group of individuals is assuming the power
to interfere with the bodily Integrity of
another group who are unable, by reason of
their impaired facilities, to meet them on
equal terms."
90
91

Glanvlile Williams has sugg
castration of

a

sted a situation

sexual psychopath who pleads

to

obtain relief from his uncontrollable

he

feels the voluntary nature

•

for the measure

abnormality

-

where
92

In such

of the procedure is clear#

circumstances, he is of the opinion that the English

judges would not regard such a ce-sexing operation as unlaw93
He draws attention to the recent

jful.

where the

of Cowburn

postulated circumstanced did, in fact, exist.

However, the Court of Criminal
assurance

case

that

such

en

ppe&i refused to give any

operation would be lawful}

Williams

explains this result as forthcoming because the question was
9**
not properly in issue before the Court*
Such
what
a

91
92
93

questionable

of voluntary castration is exactly

the West German

/

Marshall, aatsii., p.73.
(1962) erla.i..K. 156.
But as to its effectiveness, see note ie-5
IbsjaMay u, l9>9\ 1959
1090.

S^eLfef^'l'b
95

use

Ministry of Justice is hoping to enact in
95
new
1
newly-proposed
bill.
The castration is to give convicted

sex

^

a

&ranft * wUe.,.

3ee

comment

on

Cowburn in

Jami» oct.26,i967,p*8.

(1959)

82,
criminals

sex

an

alternative to incarceration,

despite Dr,

Williams' observations, it is contested that a truly voluntary
96

consent oan be given

in such a situation*

2, Denmark.

Similarly, in Denmark provision is made for voluntary
as

well

as

compulsory castration of sexual offenders and psy-

jchotics, but again where release is at least in part dependent
on

submission to such

an

operation, its true consensual or

voluntary character is missing,
castrated some 600

men

97

Unuer such laws, Denmark

between 19-9 and

1956,

98

The

aora-

jpulsory castration provisions of the 1935 vanish Act have
never

been used,

99

Cven with the

so-called

voluntary castration of sexual
10i

offenders, less than ten cases occur annually at Herstedvaster,
In early

1967

a

with the intent

bill was introuueed into the Danish Parliament
to

"amend" the current law relating to compulsory

sterilisation and castration by
of

abolishing certain instances

compulsory sterilisation,
3* Holland,
There /

96

^orald Gould,

"Castrating into Conformity", to^Sim§Q»

Gct,27,1967,p.51+0.
97

Louis he Maire, "Danish experiences Regarding the Castra¬

tion of -exual Offenders", 4-7 kj&dWU of

(1956),
96
99

Xbid., p.29J,
James 3,HcWhinnie,

I,3,T,D,,1961,p,6,

100
101

"uenmark

-

Lqw 2?*

New Look at Crime'*, Londonj

Ibid..a.12.

'U^enpe, Jan.25,1967,p,7,

?he fate of this

Bill is not, at the present time, known to the author
(Bulletin of Legal Developments, Jan,25»1967 to Nov,11,

1967,)

83.
There is only one
on

reported account in Dutch case law

compulsory sterilisation.

instance) at

osmond convicted a man with homosexual lnclin-

tations of a sexual crime

(unspecifred) and ordered hia to

submit to curative treatment

retained in custody#
on

The Rechtbank (court of first

The order, however, was made conditional

defendant1s refusal

court rejected the
human life couiu

for an indefinite period while

to

submit himself to castration.

The

argument that 3ueb a serious intrusion into

only

oe

warranted oy express legislative

authority, which aid not in fact exist.
1^3
appeal from the case,
Learned comment

IGU.

has

102

There was no

strongly criticised the decision,

inuicating that express statutory authorisation would have
been

indispensable for such an order, the preparedness of tha

patient at the time of trial for castration (as opposed to at
the

time of
H-.

operation) being irrelevant.

Germany

Germany had

-am

compulsory sterilisation laws during the

iiazi period from 1933 until

193+5» but these laws

were

abolished

by /
102

103
10k

September 19^7»
19^8»138#
Acknowledgement to Mr. J . LJ .Chorus of ...eiden and
Edinburgh University.
dee Vemeer,
U9^3),p.3p2.
decision of 9th

8L,

19*+6.

b^ the Hies in

105

It is interesting to not© in this

regard th*t the Nuremberg v/ar

trials condemned compulsory

eugenic as well as punitive sterilisations

but in many instances there was no true di¬

Nazi Germany,

stinction in practice between the

two.*"^

As a result of the

laws ana in the absence of new legislation,

abolition of these
the

carried out in

general prohibitions of she criminal law against

corporal

bodily injury and destruction of one's ability to procreate
fcoula

prohibit compulsory sterilisation in West Germany to-day,
5# France

Carbonnler,

state's interest may,

restriction of the
control of one's

of

discussing the French law of natural

inviolability of their bodies, suggests that

persons and the
the

108

in limited situations, warrant

exercise of individual free will over

body.

He mentions only the

narrow examples

compulsory vaccination and arrest, giving no mention to

sterilisation,
Penal

Castration is

mace

a

felony by the French

Gode.^0^
6, Belgium
Under the Belgian law there is

authority for the view¬

point /
105

des<tt2

Ho,11^of the Kon troll rat (Jan#30,I9^6)»

dee

comment, Gohonfce- ehjttder, Strafgesotzbaeh Kommentar
tilth ed,1967)s esp, 8226a, aarginal19V
dee U.3.

10b

109

;,.•••

rl Brandt

et

al.

I &

2 Trials of War

Criminals, discussed in Oonntily, Goldstein <1
B ¥ ,» Glencoe Preaa,19t>2,p,62 t£•

Grim,Law.

107

v,

,

vol.!. Title KL957),
French Penal Cod© (Art.12$),

chwarts,

85.
viewpoint that sterilisation is only justified when it is

perforata for therapeutic purposes, "pour iiberer ie patient
110

grave'.

d'une affection physique

It would appear, there-

jfore, that no legal provision is jade for compulsory steril¬
isation in either

Belgium

or

France.

7, Inula.

Inula, perhaps the exigencies for compulsory steril¬

In

isation are

most pressing,

The country's population now stands

burgeoning population.
st

about

due to grinding poverty and a

JQQ million and is expected to treble in the next

forty-six years (during which same period mainland China's
population of 710 millions is expected "only" to double),
has considered

India
more

of

compulsory sterilisation of couples with

than three children,

been ruled out

the

111

because

but the prospect has now apparently

it would violate the

"conscience clause'

Indian Constitution which insures religious ireoaom.

Ho

However, voluntary sterilisations are carried out on a wide
scale

on

both males

ana

females, with government incentives

anging from a few rupees to transistor radios.

113

Again /
110

111

112

iiobert Grose yens, "considerations juridiques et deoatoijoglqucs sur las sterilisations oporatiores sur I'hoaae',

4-1.

^(19ow)» discussed

la Tha.Times, bov.u, 1967» p*5«
..he Irish rimes.
ug,3G,1967,p.5.

Indian Const,, Clause
a5(l) "subject to public order, morality and health ana to
the other provisions of this part, ail persons are equally
entitled to Ireeaora of conscience and the right freely to
profess, practice and propagate religion".
Jources coniferred
ith by this writer indicate no basic elements of
Hinduism would be violate- by ..he imposition of compulsory

tion in India,
oonaia Gould, ioc.clt. f
blacker and Jackson, •'Voluntary
bteriiisation for
aily
rxow .,he Lancet 973*
StOTiii

ili

tig dralt Hml 675*b9&(1961).

waited Nations

86*

Again, under prevailing conditions of severe poverty and
lacs of

education, do not such inoueeients make the voluntary
such sterilisations at

characterisation of

the decade ending .'apt ember 1965, saw more than

In any event,
one

million Indian citiaens

male,

ill*

least questionable?

sterilised, sixty-eight of them

1965 alone,

In May of

more

than >7,000 Indians

(eighty percent males) sub dtteu to sterilisation ana govern¬
ment ambitions

run

to much higher

figures*.part from

private clinics, there are over 3,000 hospitals and institutions
and

some

256 "mobile units' equipped for free voluntary steril¬

isations.
haw

,

y

March 1967, at least 2,3 million such operat ions

been achieved,

116

8* Italy
In Catholic Italy the

practice of sterilisation has been

punishable as an offence under the Italian Criminal

Code*11'''

However, in April of this year the Minister of Health reooaasanaea

abrogation of the offencej

slative act ion has
t

due

T.

aoes

not

been taken
*

appear to

on

■*

have been*

whether any positive legi¬
this

proposal is not el ;ar

118

9 /

llk>
lip

Blacker &

116

;'lhe

Jackson, iroc*cit»

i.oiq*
,:Uiet devolution ; Family Planning in India'4, The
ambusay of Inula, Washington, b*C*,1967*
Other sources
put the figure at k ail lion mothers alone*
.The times.

Feb*7,1968lp*5.

87.
9*

South Africa.

In South Africa there

sterilisation.

119

is

no

provision made for compulsory

decently, a candidate for parliament ther®

advocated the compulsory castration of sexual offenaers after
their second

conviction, hut his proposal eld not receive

sympathetic or favourable press coverage anu he was soundly
defeated in his election bid

There

120

partly because of it. "~

is, finally, no .mention in the

of sterilisation and, perhaps

inuicative of the esteem in

which the Louisiana Civil Code holds the
olscussed

.uebec Civil Code

subject, it ia there

only in r letion to the castration of bulls.

£» THE PROPRIETY AND MORALITY OF CD MPULdQRY STERILISATION AND

CASTRATION.
1.

eugenic

Sir 1 r&acls Caitoa cefined

Eugenics

''...as the study of agencies under social control
which impair or improve the racial qualities of
future generations."
121

Assuaing, for the moment, that man has the right to
legislate for the improvement of his race or stock by the use
of /

119

120

1^1

Acknowledgement to Mr.D.Carey Miller, Attorney-at-Law
from Natal.
Neither Hahio and Kahn (I960) nor Gardiner
and Lansdown (1957) in their respective
o.African texts
discuss the question.
Mr.D.Cerey Miller.
("here is Go.African authority to
the effect that voluntary sterilisation is not illegal
by any definite rule of Roman-Dutch law, Gordon, Turner,
and Price, Med.,:urlsorudence«n.68«
See Chapter on
Voluntary Sterilisation for further discussion and So.
fricaa authority on the issue of sterilisation as a
ground for marriage uissolution).
97 (1997).

SO*
of compulsory
to the stage

sterilisation, genetic science has

"advanced"

to-day when it is no longer possible to determine
122

those

"manifestly unfit"

sance

they will transmit serious mental, physical or behav-

iloural defect

or

to procreate because of the assur-

abnormality*

In the words of one physician,

"we have made just enough progress in the field
of genetics to realize how little we ao know
and how vast is the unonarted area'.
123
At the

same

time, it is probably true enough that,

"controversial as may be the extent to which
mental defectives and certain categories of

psychotics contribute to the annual budget
of crime, it is beyond doubt that their
contribution and that of their offspring

considerably exceed the average rate."

121*

brahaa Myerson, one of the leading authorities In

Or*
the field,

has stated that most so-called subjects for eugenic

sterilisation belong

rather in the unexplored areas of psych-

jiatrlc understanding, not at the hands of such an
125

science

as

"incipient"

genetics.

Genetically, it has bean learned that nearly all serious,
/

com :©n

122

123

Chief Justice Holmes in

Jt 4q,U> 27j* US
(see quotation in text at p./, footnote '**5)*

200, at 207

ur*Philiip$ Froteaan, "vexing problems in Forensic Medicine»
Physician's View", 31
1215,1220(1956),

A

12*

Mannheim,
London:

125

Crimlnal.Jjjs^a^id.,,iSSMLjiggOAfllWUbA«

negan

Paul, french Tribner &

,-iy arson, ipQ^qU.

Co.,19*0,0.22.

»9.

heriditary tils

coa son

mess

and the like

-

•*

are

instantly, £eo ble-raindedness, blindcarried by recessive as well as

multiple genes, with the result that the person showing no
sign of disease or defect nay transmit it and he who hiaseif
is affected may
for

The end result 13,

produce normal offspring.

example, that the majority of feeole-minded chiidx*en are
126

the

product of normal, healthy parentage.
Such facts have made it

s

clear that

compulsory sterilis-

at ion. of ell sufferers of mental defect or abnormality

jIoos of

its

shown

-

ragard-

hereditary transmission more often than not

-

would have only a limited effect on the total incidence of Iniherited mental uefeets in the
estimates indicate

mental patients
between three

that

community.

127

Furthermore,

sterilisation of all institutionalised

would only make it possible for the release of

and five per cent

128

while at the same time

hindering the cause for voluntary lastitutionalisation by
making such confinement at tines synonomous with compulsory

sterilisation.^2^
These /

126

127

illiams, the Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Lav.o.66,
nucleating some sources pus this estimate as high as 89.*) •
According to Carp-Launders, a fairly substantial reduction
in congenital mental deficiency could be expected "in a
century or so" through use of sterilisation;
Professor
J

«B,3«iialdaua has sale the sterilisation of all mental

defectives would only cut

128
129

down their general incidence by
10> in the next generation and in some categories no
noticeable effect could be expected before 30 or more
generations,
.-lauaheim, on.cit. ti>, \2.

dt,John-;»tavas, on.cit.,pn.l80-it>2,
193^ Cmd
hot so under such acts
Health (Scotland)
ct i960.

as

the Cental

90,
These consiaerations

notwithstanding, it

still he

can

argued thrt a "slow rate OX progress" is better than none

when, for example, mentsl defectives or haemophiliacs are
involved*
one

130

The issue in these types of cases becomes

of whether

a

desirable but

"slow rate" of progress

in

eliminating the incidence of these conditions Justifies the

personal invasion of bodily integrity that unquestionably is
also Involved?
One

affected

eugenic argument for compulsory st riiisation not

by present lack of genetic understanding is that the

feeble-minded are not capable of rearing healthy

offspring

endowed to them and that society and they themselves
benefit
in

such

would

by preventing the bad effects of children neing reared

unhealthy or undesirable environments,

Glanville

Williams considers this argument alone strong enough to justify

eugenic sterilisation, though only in eases which he considers
to

be

voluntary,*^

Tailing issue with Professor William®,

another author has citeu authority for the
the

feeble-minded just as often

parents,

132

proposition that

xa'&a good parents as do "normal*

Williams does, however, recognise the

ae

facto

compulsory /
130
Ipi
132

annhei 1, loc,clt.
Williams qu.oit, ,dp,o6-o9«
Bligh, 'Jterilisntion and ental

1059>1062j(1965),
citing
tedness 5(19^9).

ietardation", 51 A.B.A,J«

.armer, Textbook of

iWoie-niad-

91.

compulsory nature of sterilisation when offered the inmate
a3

a

condition of

release, hut nonetheless considers this

between continued institutionalisation and

choice

with loss of the

right to procreate as the only realistic

alternative available

in these circumstances,

Catholic dogma is in

It

supervision the less drastic

only moral way to deal with the problem of defectives,

eugenic sterilisation is sought to be carried out only

whether

pursuant to the individual by the state,
restrict

it

l ^it-

Jhe right to

personal freedom when necessary for protection of

the individual concerned or of
but

133

disagreement with this position.

considers confinement ana

and

freedom

the

state is

acknowledged,

said not to include interference with the

is

bodily

integrity of the subject by mutilation of the physical, Godgiven ability to procreate.
The heverend Joseph

135

iiassett, S»J,, raises an interesting

point in an article, saying that,
"no person has the moral right to procreate unless
he can assume his subsequent obligations with
reasonable cax*e, (
roes

133

/

williais, loc.cit. ,pp.8S-89.
The Brock Committee --sport
points up the need for such a choice in slightly different
terms, ay saying, *.,.no person unless conscience bios,
ought to be iorced to choose between the alternatives of
complete abstinence from sexual activity or of risking
bringing into the world children whoso disabilities, will
make them a burden to themselves ana society '. (193*+
.;ld
, p • '^0 ) t
John iarshall, oo.clt.,p .7k-7d$
Joseph Hassett, f.J.,
ire adorn and Order Before C-odt A Catholic Viuw", 31
v

13^

136

,

J

■:X..

135
136

.wi,.

1170,ll8l-ll8W(1956).

laJU.
Hassett, op.cit.

,

p.1183.

92.

woes

this

aean

blind urge,
in fch?

is immoral if his undirected physical urges result

defective

or

mentally disordered has the

capacity to act immorally?

statement

to

uery
necessary

dove rend Hassett uses the

support his view that the state aay properly

confine certain
or

defective, copulating by little other than

procreation of offspring he cannot care for?

whether the
mental

a

defectives, when necessary to protect thea

society from hera.

piscooalian Reverend Joseph Fletcher takes issue with
the Catholic distinction between

confinement and sterilisation,

arguing that both, In fact, involve loss of the Individual's
right to procreate
He states,

-

the former, often, oy less humane -sans,

1 *7

"the

argument that ail people rugarules3 of
persons, have a natural-law
right tu their precreative faculties and that
we aay not rightfully take them away, is Just
as fully circumvented uy segregation
s by
their stature as

sterilisation#

difference between
compulsory sterilisation and compulsory segr¬
egation#
The latter quite effectively takes
away sexual freedom ana destroys procreation#'
hare is

no

That instilutionaiisation constitutes
;atioa for most

subjects is probably true.

ae

facto steriiis-

It is not,

however, an irreversible situation, as is sterilisation in
many

instances#

nonetheless, ih~re is somet ing to be said

in /

137

Fletcher, oo.cit., p.168.

93.
in favour of xieverena Fletcher's

viewpoint in that institute

;ionai confinement is a gross interference with mental and

physical freedom anu integrity, while in cases where stariiiisation wattle warrant release only tha latter invasion
of

physical integrity occurs, hut only for the benefit of

personal freedom from confinement#
Since the
lack of genetic
can

field of eugenics is

understanding,1-^

well afford to wait;

what may

for

a

be its own potential.

severely limited by man's

it would appear that society

time before legislating against

One only has to look at a

previously proposed eugenic sterilisation statute in the
United States to confirm that there is at least

some

truth in

this /

138

One of the uoat rodent developments to corae to light in
man's slowly progressing fight to understand human
genetics and heredity concerns studies carried out by
or,Patricia Jacobs (1965) and Drs, Price and whatmore
(1967) in Britain and by or. Mary Telfer in America

(1968) attempting to relate male chromosomal abnormality
(xxy or xyy) and predisposition to criminal behaviour.
These studies, thus far, "appear to confirm British
observations that gross chromosomal errors contribute,
in small but consistent numbers, to the pool of anti¬
social, aggressive males who ere mentally ill and
who become institutionalized for criminal behaviour,"

They uq not comment on hereditary transmission of such
chromosomal abaonudities (see 159
cience 12'+9 (March
15,1968), The. Times. March 19,1968 and March ah-,1968
and Price and Whatmore, "Behaviour disorders and Pattern
of Crime amongst xyy males identified at a Maximum
ecurlty Hospital", (Carstairs, Scotland, a paper,1967).

9*+#
The proposed lav Intended to cover the

this observation#

followingj

"(l.) Feeble-minded}

(2) Insane (including the
(i> Criminalistic (including
the delinquent and wayward);
Os-) Epileptic:
(>) Inebriate (including arug-habitues)j
(o)

psychopathic)t

(including the tuberculous, the
syphilitica, tu@ leprous, and others with
chronic, infectious and legally segregstble
diseases)} (7) Blind (including those with
seriously Impaired vision):
(8) deaf (incjlulling those with seriously impaired hearing)}
(9) deforced (including the crippled):
and
(10) Dependent (including orphans, ne'er-dowells, the homeless, tramps end paupers.11 139
diseased

The
have

compulsory sterilisation laws already In existence

been accused of this

law too

some,

being an example of

quickly adopting popularised scientific principles

without adequate
this accusation

purposes is not

divided.

fault by

scrutiny and reflection.
•

The verdict on

gainst compulsory sterilisation for eugenic

yet in#

One of the

a or

la opinion, is still clearly

best evaluations of the

practice has,

perhaps, been succinctly stated by Professor Harry ialvea in
the

following terms,
"The case against sterilisation of the insane
then is that t h re is no urgent social problem
that will be solved by It, and at present the
scientific basis for it is too much in controiversy to warrant acknowledging even, here so
formidable a power in the state#
this Is not
to say that same day the scientific predictions
may not be so high as to outweigh the invasions
of /

139

a-'erater, aSUfiii.,p.6l£, quoted from Laughiin,

iltgxu^s&UffOsLiire

jagffligliL

?tatea« M*6-^7 (19225,

95#
of personal dignity involved.
that they -a not yet.
.*© can

It is to say
afford to wait.11

Finally» it is the author's opinion that if Suck v.

ipell ware to
for

cone

before the United

tates Supreme Court to-morrow

decision, it woula be overruled, or at least not cited and

followed as good

authority, by the high Court,

2, Punitive

Compulsory sterilisation

ana

castration continue as

punitive measures in some countries though clearly on

a very

1^1
limit,ad

or

reduced basis.

recent statutes

more

providing for compulsory sterilisation have

been careful to avoid
the

In the united states,

any

reference to the criminality of

subject, due to the Supreme Court's decision in Skinner
Qki^homa, suora. and because of increasing cognizance of

the

potential effect of constitutions 1 guarantees

and

federal

a

-

-

against cruel and unusual punishments.

both state
1^2
as

result, when compulsion is used it is invariably for avowedly
iks

"eugenic" purposes,

J

Repeated sex offen ers are those most commonly proposed
as

suitable

And,

subjects for compulsory sterilisation or castration,

somewhat surprisingly, the practice has been supported as

ethically sound when employed by society to restrain the conjvicted /

1*K>
i^fl
142

kalven, on.cit. .pp. 12Y2-W.
MoWhinttie, iQ.c.ett.

ih-3

Kalven,

See text at

pp#73-7}+ (footnotes 62-6 J).

ioc/cit.

96,
convicted rapist fro a procreating.

Contrary to oft-stated

opinion, neither sterilisation nor castration insures that the

rapist

or

sexual psychopath will no longer be motivated to

commit further sexual offences*
sometimes

Either operation merely

removes

the

ignancy

in such instances by inducing sterility in the actor,

no

more,

complicating factor of resultant pre-

In any event, such operative procedures are attempted

physical solutions to a problem basically mental and psycho¬

logical*

The cause of, and answer to, the sexual psyoho-

ipath's abnormal urges lie in his oranian, not in his scrotum*
Castration, like sterilisation, Insures neither a reduction in
libido
ol

the

F.

/

1M*

1^5

luJ*
—

* —

nor

in sexual act

capability*

l*f5

The only certainty

operation is that its effects are 'very variable",

liiX

Fletcher,
»PP* 169-171.
wliliaa F. Ganong, M*l>,, te,q»KhY3W9g.V, « Blackwell
scientific Publications, Oxford & Edinburgh, 1967,
pp*190-191*
dee also jaaieson and Kay, Surgical
dmXQlmL*
Edinburgh: <£.& 3,livingstone, Ltd*,
1965, P«735» wher© the authors state that, "Castration
after puberty is followed by atrophy of the seminal
vesicles and prostate, but not of the penis.
The
extragenital sex characteristics, having developed
at normal puberty, do not regress.
Sterility is
invariable, but desire may persist.
Impotence is
therefore not invariable, but is common t s a result
of the psychological disturbances
it could probably
be avoided in most cases uy sympathic discussion
before operation.4
1QtSK

-SSS

HbH
Jflrf
r,
tf.fl.l.i.ai-i-MiTltWn*
.

1.
*■ 1

ft
GO,
-ft*

97.
F. CQNCUJSIGN

Compulsory sterilisation and castration will exist

blatantly and in their cloaked "voluntary" forms
any

-

-

so long as

given society prefers the invasion of bodily integrity and

aignity entailed (at least when not undertaken freely) to the
added soeial burden and
car®

of those thought

responsibility of confinement and

to be "unfit" to procreate.

In man's

present state of knowledge* it is submitted that such treatjaent of any

Individual is only medically and morally justified

when carried out pursuant

the full

implications of the operation have been brought home

to him or to those

private persons closest to him and respons¬
As one eminent name in this field

ible for his welfare*
has

to his free* uncoerced request* once

concluded*

l*+7

"There should be

no

castration;

neither of sexual

offenders* nor of other categories* neither on a
compulsory nor even on a voluntary basis* unless
on strictly medical grounds.
Moreover, steril¬
isation should be on a voluntary basis only.
It should have no penal character whatsoever;
therefore* it should not be applied to lawbreakers
as such and should, in particular* not be made a
condition of their discharge from a penal instit¬
ution* great as the temptation may sometimes be
to do so."

final

In the
to which a

analysis, the question Is

particular society is willing to

respecting /
1**7

Mannheim, on.cit.. p.3*+.

one

of the degree

go in

insuring and

96.
respecting the huaan dignity and bodily integrity of a

certain, less fortunate minority within its midst,
free

Society, the question of who is

should not have to be asked,

In

a

'fit1 to be a parent

Staphasis should rather be

placed on socialisation, treat sent and supervision of
individuals who are
sive
as

disordered, not on sterilisation and castration so

or

to make it

with

sexually, mentally or physically defect-

possible to "turn the® out" into society again

minimum bother or

ca.aiot

compassion on the reasoning that they

reproduce their kind or that they have bean rendered

docile and

'harmless" thanks to the

British commentators have

scalpel,

recently observed,

As several
ikg

"the too ready use of

castration could hinder
development of other methods, such as hormone
treatment, psychotherapy or institutional regimes.
In this country research, and not legislation, is
the

needed,
There
have

surely must cotae

it

point, to which medics! advances

perhaps already brought us, where society

by a legislative majority
its

a

-

no

represented

Longer has the right to use

knowledge to manipulate and mutilate the bodies of those
feels
we

somehow
Know

do not

fit the desired social mould,

pitifully little about the Mendellian trans lission

of criminality,

rental defectiveness and abnormality and

physical /
1*6

-

(1959) 2? fttflffctfijj* 136, 136-39.

99»

physical defectiveness.

in such circumstances, who is to

what

judge with any certainty those unfit to procreate.
are

the criteria?

such an insecure
law

insure

Who can qualify as an

foundation,

can any

expert?

Based

compulsory sterilisation

against arbitrary ano abusive interpretation and

implementation at the hands of 'errant humanity"?

.his

danger is too high a price to pay, for,
"...the time has
we

can

come to question just how far
saiely go in the process of bending the

nature of Man for the sake of social comfort and
convenience.
We need the natural product warts and all."
1V9

1H-9

on

douiu, loc.cit.

100.

PROBLEMS OF GSX

A,

o7T ?HHIHATIOfl AflD ALTERATION*

iNiaoiAJciOia MSDICAL ASPECTS
L

Transsexualism)
understood term*

little
on

sometimes called eonis.n, is a little

Medical comment is sparse, and there is

than an inconclusive

more

transsexualism*
.hat

does this

infrequently heard terra mean?

sexualism has been called a
the

and

male

has

smattering of legal comment

an

"split between the psychological

morphological sex.,*'1)

body"*

3

Trans¬

2

Ha female personality in a

The individual concerned) in most cases

intense, usually obsessive desire for

a

a

male,

complete sexual

transformation /

1

The term seems to have been coined by or* Harry Benjamin
of the United States*
His works on the subject include,
"Transsexualism and Transvestism As Psychosomatic and
Soma to-Psychic dvndromes'} b American Journal of Psychoit herapy

219(1954-), "Clinical Aspects of Transsexualism
Female", 18 Rmer* J. of Psy, i+58(1961+),

In the Male and
and

2

3
4-

The^Transsexua1 Phenomenon. N*Y»» The Julian Press,

welne.?» 270 H*Y*3, 2d 319,321(1966),
from nr. Benjamin ireproduced In full in
ppenaix

anonymous y_,..

quoting
X),
Hamburger and Sturup, "Transvestism! Hormonal, Psychiatric
and Surgical Treatment', 152 Journal of the
aerioan

Medical association (hereafter j»A. i*A.) 39lCi953).
i^arr and HoUbs, "whromosoaai Sex in Transvestites", 1955*
The uaacet 1109|
One commentator indicates the .male to
female ratio is about 3*7 to I (6ujM to 162F cases).

Pauly, "Male Psycho-sexual Inversions Transsexualism",
U Arch* pen* Psychiatry 172,179(1965)*

1

IQU
transformationi

physically, mentally, legally and socially*

5

Contrary to the transvostito, who merely desires to, and is
gratified by, "enacting" the woman's role by dressing himself

clothes, the transsexual wants to "be" a woman, to

in women's

"function" like
one

as

is

a

woman, and to be

only one means to this

"accepted"

end,^

as one j

dressing

dome authorities feel,

however, that the urge of the tr nssexual male to be "all
woman' is

normally, in fact, the result of a rather shallow

distorted view of what a woman is

and

really like socially,

sexually, anatomically and emotionally.

a

The male transsexual has the feeling of "being in reality
8
woman", whom nature by some cruel mistake ha3 burdened and

embarrassed with male
sex

he

7

organs are

removed",
*sexuals

arc

S©

As a result, his visible

objects of disgust and deformity,

"only lives for the
9

genitalia.

uay

Consoq ently,

when his hated sex organs can be

long as they live with these male organs, trans-

miserable, morbidly longing for the "conversion"

surgery they think will make them look as

they really should.

If /

5

Bowman ana Cngle,

6

Benjamin, b MSLU jL-StlJJBL+ 219,220(195^)•
Worden and Marsh, "Psychological factors in leu Seeking
3ex Transformation", 157
*„rA. 1292,1293(1959)♦
Hamburger and Sturup, op.clt., pp,391-392.
Benjamin, JL8SsAl&*

*Sex Offences»
The medical and Legal
Implications of Sex Variations", 25 T^w aqd lotrtqamogaa.

292,306(1960),

7
8

9

ioa.

If such conversion surgery is not

reauily available, which

is

normally the case due to the many legal dangers attendant

to

the

operation(s),

10

the transsexual may well attempt self-

castration, other mutilations and even suicide, or fall into
a

reactive

phychosis,

11

Such self abuse is apparently not
*

12
at

all rare#
so-called "conversion"

The

surgery

sought so obscessively

by true transsexuals actually consists of

procedures.

evaral operative

Normally, however, they are advised only after

psychiatric and hormonal treatment of the patient has failed,
while

the

problem is not physiological, but psychological

13

-

psychosexual, there appear to be no satisfactory curative
lb
methods

the transsexual's "mind cannot

that
the

currently at the disposal of psychiatry;

psychiatric and hormonal treatment i3 ruled out as

ineffectual,

10

11
12

13

lb
15

(accept)

body",^
If

may

be adjusted to

it is felt

or

prescribed along with surgery, the operation

/
Of 100

cases reviewed by Pauly, *+8 were successful in
obtaining some alteration of sexual anatomy;
bZ were
surgically castrated, 30 obtained penectomy and 20 an
artificial vagina,
Pauly, op.elt*. p,176,
Bamburgar and iturup,
f Benjamin, op.oit, .p.229.
In discussing a selection of 100 r ported cases
involving transsexuals, Fauly reports that 6 performed
autocastrstion, J amputated their penises and 9 attempted
self-mutilation,
Pauly, op.cit., p#l?6,
Bee, for
example, the a|scussion of a Swiss case in 1963 Bxeerota
I1066, at footnote 67.

Hamburger and Bturup, loc,cit«

Ibid.

Benjamin, 18

saer. J.

of Psy. ^58,**68(196+),

103,

barring legal complications

may -

involves

into

It

be carried out*

castration, pcotoay, perhaps formation of the scrotum

female, i&bia-like folds by plastic surgery, and even

include3"^

may

-

formation of an artificial vagina by inlay graft*

sing,
once the

surgery

has been performed it is far from a

foregone conclusion that the patient's problems and anxieties
will

o®

That

solved,

quite another matter,

The subject's femininisation cravings

continue and meet tragic frustration in the realisation

may
that

he or "she"

cannot acquire

child-bearing ability, but

accomplished only a change in the secondary sex character17

:istics« '
or

relief

patient is true, that It will bring lasting relief is

to the

has

"conversion surgery" will bring

ioae patients demand the implantation

of ovaries

isLteri, thinking they can thus become capable of pregnancy,
"There

seems

which is

to be

an

endless

clearly impossible,"

pursuit of a goal

18

Sven informed enthusiasts of "conversion"

surgery concede

such /

16

17

18

Sometimes, in young transsexuals, the sexual motive for
the operation to include creation of a vagina may be
quite strong.
The transsexual may well be attracted
to normal heterosexual men and perhaps even to
promiscuity,
Benjamin, 2M
PIWWATO* pp,U3-U*f,
Benjamin, 8 Bm^.„u^orf Psy. 2ZWT^
Pauly, $£*£&, ,p« 17®»

such a realisation on the

patient's part es the possible

"trageay and the pitfall" of such
conversion surgery

is not a

ifused*

a

is

to

transvestism#

whereas all transsexuals

19

After

a

Li,

be

extinguished from another,

The two are not
are

It

but only an "alteration'#

mild sexual deviation with which it

more

are

garaoie.1^

produces only a eunuch, not a woman#

'conversion4 of sex,

Tranasexualis

a

is

sometimes

con-

synonymous#

transvestifcss, few of the latter

/

Ibia.r to the present,

full long range studies have
post-operative patient
adjustment#
In one sampling of
patients who had
undergone "conversion" surgery of varying decrees,
20 felt themselves definitely improved, 6 definitely
not, ii were equivocal ana there was no follow-up
uata on the other 11#
Pauly, oft.oit.. p«177i
Woruen and March, op>cit,f p#l298#Pauiy refer#
to cases where resort to prostitution and serious
depression have followed "conversion" surgery as
indications that claims of "success" for the practice
been undertaken to

are

no

scertain

sometimes over-stated#

iiiii., p.J-78.

105.

are

the former.

has

no

The

more

mildly disturbed transvestite

desire for conversion surgery.

organs are a source

of satisfaction, not disgust and hatred.
20

tie is

normally heterosexual,

more

in relatively normal marital sex ana
outlet merely
go

rments.

For him, his sexual

often than not engages
seeks his deviationai

by dressing in women's unaer and/or over

His problem is largely one of social and legal

undorstending, as will be aeationea, not of obsessional
urge

for full acceptance as a woman.

transeexual recognises himself as a
is consistent with his sex organs

He, contrary to the
man, or woman,

whichever

and secondary sex character¬

istics,
fhe transsexual will have homosexual inclinations, but
not

consider thera as

such because he feels himself to be

"in reality a woman" and consequently such desires, if in
fact they

exist, will be interpreted as quite natural and

consistent with his true
The incidence of

sexuality.

transsexualism, while uiffieult to

estimate, is clearly very low.

Hamburger, et al.. have

reported knowledge of a mere five actual cases in all of
Denmark,

21

five such cases and their treatment are reported

from /

20

Handeli, ""fransvestitisa and Trans-Jexualis-a (A study
50 Coses)", 1959 Brit. ;ed.J. 2,lM8,lWl.
Hamburger ami Sturup, loc.alt.
of

21

106,
22
from

at least several have been reported in Britain

bweden,

in the

^ast uaead© or

two,2"*

and Br# Benjamin, reporting on

forty-four cases of "conversion" surgery, estimates there
are

no

States.

more

than several hundred transsexuals In the United

Zk

The most

publicised transsexual ease was probably that

of Christine Jorgensen, a young nan

who went to uenraaric

shortly after 1950 and eventually succeeded in undergoing
"conversion" surgery for

'change-of-sex".

A thorough report
25

of his case has
who

been published by his attending physician,

operated only sftar insuring freedom from legal liability#
The transsexual may,

from the

and in most instances will, differ

hermaphrodite or intersexuai, who is possessed of

bisexual organ, characteristics,
will

be of a

any raale

Normally, the transsexual

unitary sexual phenotype and karyotype*

few if

transsexuals have been found to possess a female
26

chromosomal constitution.

The hermaphrodite, on the other

hand, will always have a contradictory sexual constitution,
Xlebs first classified

hermaphroditism in 1876 into three

basic /

22

23

Benjamin, is Wfft ,J* 9$ ,fgy» **69.
Luklanowicz, "burvey of Various Aspects of Transvestism
in the

light of our Present

forvflftg
and

2**

tupuo,

Kjaowleuge", 128 Journal of
36, 57< 1959)} Hamburger

OD.cit,«

Benjamin, loc.cit.

See footnote 12 where Pauly discusses

100 reported cases,

2$
26

Hamburger and bturup, loc.eit.
Hanueii,
Warden and Marsh, iaSaSlk# $
v.

welner.

AmxmU

W•
three basic
there

categories*

(1) 'True hermaphroditism', where

both testicular and ovarian elements in the gonads

are

(one gonad

be a testes, the other an ovary)}

may

(2) male

pseudohermaphroditism, where there are testes, but an otherswise

more

or

less feminized status;

and (3) female pseudo¬

hermaphroditism, where there are ovaries, but an otherwise
virilized status#

27

whereas the transsexual may be consid¬

ered as raising the problem of bringing the Individual's
mind into

harmony with his body, the intersexual or herma-

sphrodlte raises the problem of bringing the individual's

body

by surgical alteration

-

tful"

-

into harmony with hi3 "right-

sex*

The

haraaphrodit© may pose severe problems of sexual

determination, from a medical
legal

-

point of view*

-

not to mention Just yet a

The problem is basically

one

of

determining biologic sex, whereas with the transsexual the
influence of psychologic sex on evident biologic sex must
be assessed*

The problem is alleviated somewhat by general

agreement that there exists on^y two biologic sexes

-

male
28

and female

-

and two

genders

-

masculine and feminine*

The /

27

"Intersexuol States ana Allied Conditions", 1966
J- 1, 12$p.
Stoller, 'The Hermaphroditic luentity of Hermaphrodites",
139 J. Herv*. ten. ois* ^53(196^).

Bishop,
Brit.

28

Hed.

108.

The evidence for

biologic (intersexuelisii) or psychologic

(transsexualism) bisexuality is seen not to contradict this

assumption, but rather only to show that there ere

basic

within the two sexes many
and of

degrees of raaleness and feaaleness

masculinity ana femininity.

iexuai determination is
no

less than eight

29

complicated by the existence of

recognised criteria of sexs

chromosomal

gonadal sex, sex hormone pattern, internal sex organs,

sex,

genital sex, hapitus. assigned sex and sex role.

30

The first

normally thought to be crucial in
31
determining ultimate ^©nder identity.
two of these criteria ere

acquaintance with these criteria of sex is essential

dome
to

appreciate the complexities involved in ruling on the

"proper*

"rightful" sex of an individual.

constitution

isome

use

or

of the

rex

(Karyotype) of

chromatin test.

jceptlon when the female egg or
the male sperm
can

be

seen

as

(x
a

or

y).

dark

mass

a person

The sex chroao-

is detected by

It is established at
ovum

con-

(x) is fertilised by

The xx female chromosome match
in the nuclei of certain body

cells, such es the skin or lining of the mouth, whereas the
male /

29
30

31

Ibia.
Moore, "\econt Developments Concerning the Criteria of
Sex and Possible Legal Implications", 31 Man.Bar news

1Q*K1959).
Stolier, loc.olt.

109.
mala xy

cannot.

32

Because of unusual chromosome matches or

mosaicism, such as xo, xxy, yxy or even xy/xx/xxy, the sex
chromatin test nay not
even

must

If

sex

be uispositive,

constitution is

chromosome

stili be decided how decisive this is

sation of "rightful* sex.

x

the determin-

on

male, regardless of the number

chromosomes that may accompany

nuclei.

determined, it

The y chromosome is Oenorally

considered to exist only iri a
of

33

it in the cellular

As such, the y chromosome is probably the most

important sex determinant and is possibly the carrier of
35
strong testes - promoting genes.
notwithstanding this

fact, there are reports of male pseudohermaphroditism (biilateral

testicularity), yet the presence of

a

normal female

karyotype without the presence of the male y chromosome.

36

And, contrariwise, cases of 'true hermaphroditism• with

apparently normal xx (female) chromosome patterns
without

In

32
33

satisfactory explanation.

are

reported

37

/

lO^.

Moore, 31

toore, "Sex determination,
©xual differentiation and
Intersex development", 97 danad. led, ass. J. 292(1967)j

ivlay, .parkss & aagasse,
ssoraal

QlMtsft

aosaicism in

3^

Moore.

35
36

laia.»p*^93.

a

'Generalized xy/xx/xxy chroiaohermaphrodite", 99 Ab.J,

male

WU967).

loeTclt.,p.29**.

Cleveland & Chang,

Male Pseudohermaphroditism with
Constitution", 36 Pediatrics 892,
896(1965)* (male genitalia were constructed and the
Female Chromosomal

surgeons stated no assurances about the development
of appropriate secondary sex characteristics at puberty).

37

Bishop, oa*s£i.»p.l^S2.

1X0*

In light of this
chromosomal

sex

knowledge, it has bean suggested

cannot be considered

that

dispositive and that

various intersexual conditions are produced
variable circumstances and

38

aeehanissass

by a number of

chromosomal^ genetic,

endocrinaX, body conflgurationaX, psychologic and environmenttal*

The

answer

In the normal

remains to be found.

situation, gonadal sex, which refers to the

reproductive sex glands evident, will be consistent with chromtosomal sex (i»e,
rare

ovaries in xxj

testes In xy),

instances where both ovaries and testes

39

In those

develop in the

4-0
seme

person,

he will b© hermaphroditic.

The

hormone

sex

pattern refers

to

the male hormones pro-

jduoed by the testes which result in masculine gender characterjistlcs and

female hormones

in feminine gender

produced oy the ovaries which result

characteristics.

produced in abnortaal amount.
male

These hormones can be

The testes can under produce

hormones, resulting in feminization*

the ovaries or the

sdrenals

In the ieaaie,
la

iay

have the opposite effect.

The /

38

.4oare, 00.cit. «p.29*h
Worden and Marsh, loc.cit.. make
following remarks in regard to transsexualism in
particular, '•These psychological findings make It difficult
to conceive of this condition ss the result of any single
causative factor, be it psychological, physiological,

the

endocrinal or chromosomal#
to determine the relative

39
kO
^1

iurther research is necessary

significance of these possible
contributing factors,"
Too re, J1 &a*Mg
106 •
Jee footnote 27 at page 107 and accompanying text,
Moore, op.cit., pp.106-107,

111.

I ho

femal© pseudohermaphrodite is the

the foetus, whereas the male

influence

on

is due to

resist

androgens,
The

result of androgen

no©

of the tissue to

normally circulating

1^2

tatQTflflJLjMfli; .ftfjjftBJg other than the gonads may prove

to be inconsistent with other criteria of

difficulties in correct

sex

female internal organs are

flx*st

pseudohermaphrodite

determination.

sex,

again posing

The male and

sexless or "undeclared" for the

three months of in utero existence.

If, thereafter,

development of the foetus ic abnormal, either or both kinds
of internal

sex

organs

destined Individual.

develop in an otherwise sexually

aey

A male pseuuohersaapbrodit®,

for

example, may have female breasts, external genitalia and a
blunt-end
more

than

or

pouched vagina, yet at the mm time possess no

rudimentary internal female organs such as the

uterus, fallopian tubes or ovaries.
1,if
a raaie karyotype and testes.
Genital
or

genitalia.

of

/

sex

He will, however, have

Is the character of the external sex organs

It is not invariably reliable as a determinant

Bishop, iqc^lt,.
Moore, gat.SU*, pp,lQ7-108,
Morris, ay ley and Brbach, "The Testicular Feminization
Syndrome ', 93 y^d,
v * yop'Uyoy),
,

112,

It may agree, or disagree, with most other

of proper sex#

criteria of sex#
The habitus or

individual

secondary sex characteristics of the

comprise his bodily form and appearance (phenotyp©)#

The

individual*s habitus will normally agree with iWtanqfl

sex

or

sex

of re

.ring, for the latter is almost inevitably

assigned at birth based on the appearance of the external

genitalia#
.ex

rolef the final of the eight recognised criteria of

is always inconsistent with genetic sex and normally

sex,

inconsistent with chromosomal

sex

in the case of the trsas-

The intangible, psychological

isexual#

factors of habit,

like and dislike and the paychoaexual makeup of
constitute

sax

role#

the person

It is this criterion that is probably

predominant in causing the conflict of the transsexual.
medical science

comes

to

How

judge this criterion will perhaps in

large measure da terrain® the attitude which the law will take
towards the transsexual and his surgeon,
B#

LEGAL ASPECTS
1,

Britain

In Britain
can

**5

to-day

-

both in Scotland and Sngland

-

one

/

I&Mo
p«109#

Cleveland and Chang, xQC.cit.?

floors, Qp.oit,,

113#
can

find

and oooueat alike

case

dealing with transsexualism

of its various ratifications*

There is, however,

in

some

no

legislative or judicial authority respecting the legality

of the

operative procedures involved themselves,

nor

of the

legal liability to which a physician performing such operations
sight expose himself*

hamburger and Sturup report that two of their British
traasvestifc©

transsexual

-

patients have informed them of

"understanding" treatment at the hands of the British authortitles in question,
the

to the extent of having

"legally registered'1

patiecus as women despite the presence of normal male

genitals*
a) England
In

England, "conversion" surgery is reported to have been

performed on one Robert/Roberta Cowell in 1953 without legal
4-6
incident*
be

considered

The reporter concluded that the procedure would

legitimate there "in some exceptional cases",

This guarded conclusion may
no

or*

dispositive authority.
G,

be true, but still there is

It is respectfully submitted that

Williams is skating on very thin ice when he states

simply /
46
*7

4*7

Lukiatiowicz, loc.cit.
<ULi#» Bowman and agio, jog afrit.*

U4#
si iply,

"Ivan the 30-aailed change-of-sex operation has
bean thought of as raising

not

legal problems,
although it involves surgical interference with
the gaoitil organs#"
48

It would
accorded

seam

that

one

neea

surgical operations by the Com .on Law as

criminal assaults to eoubt Lr#

iment*

49

to

,v

imams*

facie

at her bold state-

The law on voluntary sterilisation is far from

clear in
as

only look at the treatment

Britain, so one hesitates to accept his conclusion

the much more drastic demembration involved in the

ehange-of-sex operation.
Two reported English cases

deal v;ich problems closely

allied to transsexualism, but neither appears

directly in

50
point#

In B v. B«

the husband for a number of years was

granted annulment from his wife, with whom he was unable to

accomplish consummation by noma! penetration.

His wife,

apparently an hermaphrodite, had undergone surgery for creation
of

an

still

artificial vagina to facilitate

proved impossible.

consummation, but it

The legality of the surgery was not

uiscussed#
In

a

more

recent

case,

I

v.

X, the husband was granted a

divorce /

48

G,

Williams, "Consent and Public policy41, (1982) CrimL.B.

154, lt>9.
+9

50

-ea rale/ant discussion in
jation.

(i95>)» P#42j

chapter on Voluntary

torilis-

uiscussed in Edwards, 'Recent Developments

Concerning the Criteria of Bex and Possible Legal Impliorations", jl
H5sil6-il7(1959)#

115*
divorce in

an

undefended action.

51
He

alleged his wife

refused normal sexuai relations and dressed and acted as

all to the known detriment of her husband's health and

an,
the

a

viability of the marriage,

divorce

on

The husband was granted a

grounds of cruelty, it appearing the wife was a

transvsstite

(not

a mors

the settlement of the

severe,

usually male, transsexual),

legality of the ''conversion' operation

in ongland must wait for the appropriate test case.

It is

unlikeiy that a problem of such infrequent incidence and

dealing with sexual matters, which legislatures are notorious

circumventing rather than aeeting head

for
or

solved by

statute.

on,

will b© clarified

It is at xeast arguable, that if the

patient truly consents to the surgery and it is considered
souna,

professional; therapeutic treatment by practicing

physicians in the community, that the prima facia assault
characterisation of the
consent and

operstion(a) will ba

this matter nay

physicians
fact

exists.

The concurrence of medical opinion

attribute a greater faith among practicing

and surgeons towards psychiatric opinion than in
But

wit nout it, the

"therapeutic" justification

for /

51

by

good motive, necessity or some other legal defence

acceptable to the court.
on

overoo te

discussed in 105

J.

933(1961),

116.

lor such a

controversial, distasteful to mapy, operation would

undoubtedly fail and criminal (and perhaps civil) liability
would follow as the

performing surgeon's fate.

Finally, it is well to remember, that barring the showing
of

a

recognised therapeutic indication for the "conversion"

surgery, the consent
held

of the patient would almost surely be

invalid, the operation being a severe and "unlawful" phy¬

sical invasion and deemed harmful to the ill-fated trans1

sexual*

52

b) Jcotland
In

Scotland, as in

.tutorial*

Stair

51

ingiand, there is little relevant

mentions hermaphroditism

only incidentally

while aiscusslng the validity of marriage, characterising
as

a

condition, "where the one sex doth not eminently pre¬

dominate"#
mentions the

his

it

The only early commentator on Scots daw who

problem of sex classification is Forbes, who in

'little known and not very authoritative"

text states,

"The Sex is Male, or Female, or an Hermaphrodite,
i.e# both Male and Female, which is esteemed to
be of that
ex, which is most Prevailing in the

Person*"
as
a

mentioned

earlier, the hermaphrodite is often not

/

af* m„Yt

>3

jb
55

fasWttU*3.* ii^t^*

(193*0 2K#B.**98#

T'.B.oaith, "Law, Professional ethics and the Human Body",
1959 l*ka£»(News) 245,247*
Forbes , IpjjJLttSAI JBi %M JtSBLM JagUfl&fl (Edinburgh 1722)
Pt»l, Bk*l, vbap.i, p.16.

117*
a

transsexual*

Forbes apparently relied on

digest for bis statement of Scots Law, which

justiwan's
scribed the

beneficial sex of male to .hose of doubtful sexual

more

56
identity at birth*
has

the issue of "true hermaphroditism*

been considered in modern times in Scotland*

this issue

in

an

unreported case decided by a single judge which

involved

an

individual originally

arose

a

(at birth) registered

as

fstale| but whose sexual iuentity had bk-en subsequently

ordered

changed to male in "fhe Register of Corrected Entries"*

Later it became necessary because of third party interests to
seek

judicial determination of this individual's sex*

fhe

Judge was referred to a number of old authorities, none of
which were In

point on che question of how to determine sex*

Benches, in Ma

iftmtrtlaaaa

(wisputatio 071, p.J&G), had suggested that in cases of "true

hermaphroditism*, where male and female characteristics were
equally existent In the person, 'he* shoula be able to make a
final and Irrevocable choice

as

to

preferred sexual status*

dejecting such a suggestion and mellowing civilian thought in
this area, the judge
male

or

concluded that persons born are either

female, but added,

"this /

56
j7

i>. 1*5*9|
f.B.daith,
See Smith, ^hort Off

loe.cit.

p.^50*

ii8#
"This Is not

self oviaent, since#,,it -ight
plausibly be argued that a trad hermaphrodite
was actually of both sexes una therefore legally
of neither,
Alternatively, he law might
theoretically recognise a third category of
hermaphrodites - neither male nor female,
These
solutions law ana public policy, must reject in
present conoitions ana allocate all persons to
either the male

The

or

female

sex,"

58

judge called upon medical evidence, which suggested

four fundamental

criteria of

sex*

chromosomal, gonadal,

apparent or phenotypai and psychological.
concerned

The individual

allegedly possessed the normal female chromosome

constitution

(**6 xx), testicular as well as ovarian tissue,

predominantly female appearing (though predominantly male
functioning) genitalia and generally male psychos ©sua*. attitudes.
After

weighing these medical considerations, the judge
though the party involved was a so-called 'true

concluded that

hermaphrodite', male characteristics prevailed and ho should
thus be allocated to the male sex.
There is

one

reported Scottish case dealing with an

alleged transsexual, A
brought under

^UUWg?9«

ft involved a petition

163 of the B gistration of Births, Deaths and

Marriages (Scotland) Act of 18 51* requesting alteration of

petitioner's

name and sex as it appeared on the

male to female,

58

X was the father of two, but was separated

This conclusion would seem to be in conformity with preven¬
ting medical opinion on this issue;
namely, that there are
only two sexes (male-female) and only two genders (rtasculine-

feminine), but that there
59

Register, from

are many

Stoiler, loc1cit>, at footnote
1957 julul* °U h.Ct.).

degrees of oach,

28, p.lG?,

ise

119.

from his wife,

his facialm characteristics having caused a

breakdown of the

marriage*

While raised as a male, he had

long since been a transveatite, had developed feialnine breasts

was

At the time the petition

atrophied male genitalia*

and had

brought he was an Infirmary patient where he was quite

happy to act like a woman*

The petition was denied,

*63

being interpreted to allow only changes of entries originally
entered

In

incorrectly, not incorrect because of alleged changes
subsequent to registry at birth*

sex

If for

no

other

reason

than the

infrequency of judicial

pronouncement in this area, the Sheriff's words are worth
60
quoting*
He concluded,
"The doctors

are

careful to stress that this is

not a case of hermaphrodism, but is a genuine
case of the very rare condition of transsexualism
and that the changes which have taken place are

quite irreversible*
For the present purpose,
I, of course, accept that diagnosis.
It is,

however, stated that skin and blood teats still
show X*s basic

sex

to be

a

male and that the

changes have not yet reached the deepest level
of

sex

determination*

It

seems

to be accord-

singly that while X could be described as an
abnormal male, it voulu not be possible to
describe him
X

as

a

female."

Petitioner, who had registered a change of name to

a

,eaale form in the Books of Council of Jession, was also pert

>itted by the British Medical association to appear by this

bo

at

p.62,

120*

name

on

their register of qualified medical

Judicial sanation was, however, not

needed or sought for this

v-i§:-y

action*
In

practitioners*

discussing the case, Professor Smith has expressed the

possibility that if medical expert opinion of sufficient repute
supported a petitioner's claim that sex really had changed, the
Court of session

might by declarator recognise such a change of

61
sexual status*

At

present, it appears unlikely*

ouch a

change in sex might be supported by expert medical opinion, either
because sex had been

originally iilsappraiseu or because an

individual without clear-cut gender

Identity (hermaphroditic

gender identity) had made the relatively easier "shift" from
62
one sia© of the sexual Identity line to the other*
Hon© of
the

eight earlier mentioned criteria of sex are absolutely dis-

tpositive of the issue, and due to their predominantly physioilogical nature, it is difficult to imagine a "change" of sex
so

convincing ts to wain "unquestionable" medical support#

However, medical science may yet discover a single criterion,

uiipositive of "true" sexual identity*
asked at

his

(It might also be

point whether or not the law should uefine a

dispositive /
61

62

T.B.Smith, A J&&£&JsSmmUiAEL■ 'QQUao<?.
adinburgh? 2* Qreen & Jon ltd,, 1962, p*2p0,
Bee generally, Btoiler, on.cit., but especially p*^p6}
also, see the medical sources cited suora dealing with
hermaphroditism, which contain case history examples.

uu

dispositive criterion of sex?)
while the ocottish supreme

court in civil matters, the

Court of Session, might so declare such a change of sexual

status, to the satisfaction ana relief of a petitioning

transsexual, is it not also possible that the Scottish supreme
court
use

in criminal

matters, the High Court of Justiciary, could

its declaratory power to

define

new

crimes to hold the

performance of a ''conversion" surgery as a criminal action?
The fact that both these courts are composed of

the same

men

lessens

the thrust of this ouery.

sdecent

or

in such

desmasculinising surgery could well psrsuaue and pre¬

criminal

till, the arguably in-

aspects of the severe demembration involved

vailing standards of decency, the patient's consent and
,

sychosexual craving for the operation notwlfchs ariding.

Professor Smith see as to feel the performance of
surgery on

"conversion"

psychiatric indication alone

"aoula rare-./ be justified by our law - if the
organs were healthy and their removal would

only contribute to psychological adjustment."

63

However, it should be borne in mind that the physician,

operating under bena ride standards and credentials in
Scotland, is given a very wide discretion by the law, as
enforced /

63

T.B.daith, 1959 S.L.T.

IWews) 2b7.

122.

As Dr. Gordon has put it,

enforced.

'♦In practice, however, there is a very wide
umbrella which covers all surgical operations

performed by recognised uoctors in accordance
accepted medical procedures*..
I'he only exception in practice to the
protection afforded to surgical operations is
with

where the

operation itself is illegal and the
an operation which has so
been considered by the com son raw Is abortion."

only example of such
lar

Ana

Sngland, the legal position of the trans-

so, as in

isexual in Scotland vis-a-vis his right to change
status and of

tf oratanoe of

the
a

64

his sexual

physician vis-a-vis his liability for per-

"conversion" operation remains clouded and

unsettled.
c,

Denmark and Sweden

Britain aside,
been

how has the problem of transsexualism

legally treated ox* received in other countries of Europe?

Christine Jorgensea underwent his

-e&aark.

"conversion" surgery in

This was perhaps fortunate from a legal point of

view, as icnmark, along with do.way and Sweden, allow for
voluntary castration of patients whose sexuality makes them
danger to society or when it causes considerable mental ais65
iturbanee or social deterioration.
Holland and certain

a

ports of Switzerland have similar 3uch laws.
countries the

those

formally, in

operation is performed, while above-board,

only /
64

o.H.Goraon,

d5

Hamburger and Sturup,

jULjaftUftttSl* p.775.

too.oIt.

123.

only on resident citizens.
elsewhere to obtain

treatment.^

.otwit -.standing these
to the
a

vanish

this Is to prevent Influx from

provisions, application was mad©

Ministry of Justice for permission to perform

surgical castration in the ease of >fr, Jorgensen.

consideration

After

by the Medico-Legal Council, permission toqperate

67
was

A year subseq ently, upon the continuing

granted.

obsessive wish of the

patient for removal of his

-he operation was performed.

atso,

ale

.caber

But this was only

"after it haa been established that

legal
complications would follow the operation as
no

66

planned".

Some accomsanation is also made in Denmark and Sweden for
tranaveatites to dress in public as women without

;meat, out this is apparently only in "extremely
In

69

rare

cas.s". '

Sweden, "conversion" surgery is apparently carried out

in certain
the

Isgai harass-

cases

without Jit gal complication.

One doctor in

country reported that in carefully selected cases such

surgery was indicated,

70

performed.

referring to five such operations

Bisaiiarly in France there

are recent

reports of

two /

66
o7
bo

69
70

Benjamin, Thq Transsexual Phenomenon. p«12o.
aau 3turup, ao.clt.. u.39»k.
Ibid.
ihls was easier to ascertain in light of the
legislation re castration perative in r«nmark (i.e.
^anish sterilisation -.nd C stration »ct of i935)»

hamburger

Ifeld.. p.393.
Banjamln, It 4a. j. pot. +69.

acently

uk*
two cases of transsexualism

involving 3urgical treatment#

71

3, Germany

Germany has had soma

xperience with the transsexuals

In 19^3 a nan of 33 is reported to have undergone

problems#

"conversion" surgery

(castration

ana

peotouy) and six months

later to have been satisfied with his life as a
More

article

recently» uhe Hamburg journal poilzei carried an
the

on

sex

that
the

"tiechtsprobleme

cer

Intersexualifcat"#

It

he uecislon of a Berlin court which denied a change

discussed

of

72

woman.#'

scatus.

The court was of the

opinion, similar to

expressed by the Sheriff In ft, P.iUUgflftCi .SftPM>
basic

legal detriment of sex was the individuals natural,

physical condition at the time of his birth, not any subsequent
changes that may occur in that condition cue to behaviour
73
patterns, medication or operative procedures.
71+
A Berlin (K.G., Ka&mergericht) case
and a similar case
from the Gbarlandosgericht in

German Judicial authority on the

There

operations.

are no

75

Frankfurt'

form the aodern

legal aspects of sex alteration

decisions of the BGH or Constitut¬

ional /

71

72
73
7k

75

G.Goldrach, *weux Case ne Trans-Sexual!sme',
Armaies
.taftajg, p.6^(196 0.
Gee also, L»Spee,
,f3edico-I»egal Problems Posed by a Case of Testicular
Feuiiaisation in a Ghiiu" ,
4v.Av3<H«M,fi» ,P» 265(1963)»
Huslbe, rtEin Tranvestitj Der-Fall Hainrich B.%
31 91(19^9), Cited in Has burger and Sturup,

y.gfCl^*

>

P#393*

1967 (July- ugust) s«aaiBi> StiadaaaiaaUa
N#
J.W. 1963,
196 51 loSK
108h>.
N.J.W.
iijuUi. 1966, ko7.

-

(1IQ99)#

125,
Constitutional Court in point#
cases

cam©

76

Both of these lower court

to the conclusion that

alteration of

sex

by sur-

igical removal of the secondary sexual organs will not be
accepted by the court, either as a basis for altering a
passport (Berlin) or to avoid possible prosecution for homo-

»sexuality (Frankfurt)#
two oases on the

There is

absolute ruling in the

no

legal implications of "conversion" or sex

alteration surgery}

facts at issue#

the courts limited themselves to the

In the Frankfurt case, petitioner seeking

recognition of his artificial sex operation was a well-known
male

prostitute who wanted to rid himself of the danger of

criminal

prosecution by formal recognition of his status as

female#
The two

cases

are

criticised in

a

recent article authored

77
by a lawyer and a physician#
icluaion

The authors come to the con-

that, (1) transsexualism is

reversible

even

very rare,

by modern hormonal and other treatment, (3)

transsexuals tend toward self-demenbration and
the medical

should b© realised by

76
77

suicide, (W)

("conversion") operation is, in such circumstances,

often the only way to help the

lanc©

(2) it is not

individual, and (5) this fact

the law, rather than denying the iaport-

/

acknowledgement to 3#Schanze of Frankfurt for the necessary
research and information#
Mevinny-Stlekel and Hammers tela, "He dizialsch - juristischc
spekte der menschiiohen Transsexualitat", K.J #W» 1967, 663.
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importance of sex change operations in the lav of persona*
except ia cases of hermaphroditism, as these two earlier*
78
noted decisions apparently do*
In Hamburg* it has been recently noted*

79

the police

cepartment issues a special card to local transvestites,
based

then

on

a

physician's certificate*

the card does not give

permission to cross-dress as they do* but merely states

the bearer is Known to the

This is

department as

a

transvestite*

apparently enough to absolve them from any suspicion

of criminal intent due

"creasing" and* therefore,

to their

from arrest*
4-*

Switzerland

In

1963, the SgjflmigjgqtM

carried an article on
and

"change of

sex

by surgical operation

subsequent legal recognition of the feminine status of a

transvestlst"*

80
The case was

transvestism based

sphroditism"*
a

Mfcttfrlttiflhlia

severe

81

on

on®

of

"genuine 'constitutional*

psychic and psychosexual (pseudo) herma-

Dr« Benjamin would undoubtedly consider such

of "constitutional" transvestism to be trans¬

case

sexualism, because, of the deep mental conflict of the
individual /

78

ibid-i

79

Benjamin,

60

81

i96j

ibid.

f«@0hanse* loc.oit*

^

pheaq^anofl, p.l^O*

qpl 4fi9lQfil9U MO

127.
individual

described, who in this case resorted to self-

mutilation

(araputatio penis) due to the characteristic hatred

and

disgust engendered by his external genitalia*

Benjamin

dislikes the use of the teres "transvestite" to describe all

severely abnormal psychosexuala as it sorely nai.es the

these

complex emotional and behavioral disturbance involved after
only one of its symptoms
other

-

that of dressing in clothes of the

(normally female) sex.

82

The use of the term also

clouds the distinctions which exist

svestite

-

whose emotional cravings are

such unorthodox dressing habits
who

-

simple trans*

largely appeased by

the more emotionally disturbed

require psychologic guidance and probably endocrine therapy

and the

yet more deeply disturbed transsexual with his obsessive

desire for "conversion"

that

between the

he is a "woman in

surgery due to the
a

In this Swiss case|
the father of on© son.

man's

body"*®-*

repugnant belief

^

the subject was initially married and
subsequent to his so1f- autilation,

operative castration was carried out.

furthermore, after

hazing obtained a divorce, the patient succeeded in having his

genitals operatlvely assimilated to the female, presumably
meaning the creation of an artificial vagina by inlay grafting
and

plastic surgery#

As an ultimata

earlier /

82

83

Benjamin, 6 Am* .J* Psy* 219*
Benjamin, ibl'.J. fsy. *+59

esult, contrary to the

128.
earlier discussed Scottish and German cases, the patient was
ahis
a

to

court

have

his

newly-acquired female status sanctioned by

of law.

All these rather remarkable changes

apparently improved

patient's psychic and social condition over

the

a

tan year

period, which prompted a commentator to state that,
"there appears to be some

ethical justification

for such unconventional

acthods of 'treatment1,
and consequently for their use by a doctor",
ok

5# Canada
In Canada,

while there is no specific legal authority

dealing with "conversion" surgery as a therapeutic measure,
as

is true

the need

that

or

in most countries
purpose

(because the law has not foreseen

of such operations), it has been suggested

S}+5 of she Criminal Cooe of Canada should

situation#
"

§^5

govern the

roads as follows,

Weryone is protected from eriiainal responsibility
for

perforating a surgical operation upon any
person for the oenefit of that person if*
(a) the operation is performed with reasonable
and

skill, and
(b) it is reasonable to perform the operation,
having regard to the state of health of the person
at the time the operation is performed and to all
care

the circumstances of the
The

commentator further

case."

suggests that a distinction be

made

/

^

^63 axoernta criminologies. JgUjtOU*

55

Edwards, 10c. oi^.

85
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.aaba between those who

abnormality

-

suffer

deviates and transvestitas

sax

suffer also from anatomical

abnormality

transsexual will be

and --hose who

intersexes and

placed into iho lor *er category, or perhaps

"no-aan's-land" in-between.

a

-

-

Presumebiy, under this -ormulation, the

hermaphrodites.

fall into

'only ' from psychological sexual

Those in the former

category would be out3ide the scope of admissible surgical

i<+5»

help under

sexual organs
feels

whereas

repaired or changed to achieve what medicine

is their *

rightful"

medical science is
determines

what

.hose in the latter could have their

an

86
sex*

This, of course, presumes

capable of reaching a consensus on just
individual's "rightful" sex*

ih® author goes on to

state that "conversion" surgery is

generally regarded as illegal by the Canadian .asdica 1 profess87
:ion,
but feels that where the mental and psychological
pressure on the
verge

sex

deviate is so grsat as to put him on the

of aalf-mutiiation or suicide (as often is the case with

transsexuals), then 'conversion5
legal within

§*5

<-s carried out

ussuuing tin necessary
the

surgery

should b© treated as

"for the benefit

of the patient,

edioal-pay hiatric Mitlliwliw and

patient's written consent were obtained prior to surgery.
6 /

JiSioi*
XfeULsi*
I bia.

>

p»l*-p»

»

p«ilO.

88
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6« United States
In the United

Btatos, a paradoxical legal climate towards

transsexualism and attendant "conversion"* surgery prevails,

"for, in the strict sense of the word, there are
no

laws

concerning either transvestism or the

various medical aspects concerned with sex trans¬
formation.
But this fact in no way prevents
or nullifies the popular conception that every-

ithing connected with this subject is illegal in
this country, '
69
dfhiie fear oi prosecution ^ndcr the various mayhem
statutes

exists, there appear .0 have been no such actions

brought#
ie gar disss

ity of

of such popular i.@oi.iug concerning the ii Legal¬

"conversion* surgical techniques, a nun her of such

surgeries are, in fact, carried out and are increasing.
is

undoubtedly because

This

the flexibility and selective enforce-

Oi

OA

jment of many United States raws ue.ling with sexual
while this author has

been able

to

find

but one

91

juaioial authority
tration

-

raised by

dealing with one problem

-

natters.7
.

lerican

that of regis¬

transsexualism, there is indirect evidence
a;

of other concern both by

the courts

governmental administrative agencies
For
sane©

* and by various public,
93

with the subject.

example, Dr. Harry Benjamin, reporting on the perform-

/

89

Sherwin, "The legal Problem 1-

90

91

Bowman and ingle, op.clt. ■> p.308,
uonymous v, .minar. 270 -».x'.S#2d
in lull In appenuix I.

92
93

Benjamin, 18 if* J.Pay. +66—j-6?.
oowman and ?ngle, iQo.cit.

^!+3(i95^)»

Transvestism-', 8

.Psv.

319(1966), reproduced

131.

-

;

performance of Aarty-four !lconversion" operations, notes
that twelve of the
aivorced

ana

one

Two other

subjects had since been .;.&rrieu, some

granted

95

In one,

in Mexico and
name

the

petition.

was

granted.

9^

a

interesting cases involving trans-

"conversion" surgery

..an underwent

subsequently filed

and civil

his

legal chile auoptlon.

practitioners from the -est coast of the united

Jtates report on several

;saxuais.

a

status in

a

a

petition lor change of

California court, which denied

In another California case a similar petition
However, the facts were unusual in that

petitioner's birth certificate hau oeen maue out in the name
of

"Baby 3,,," and bore

no given name,

furthermore, the

county recorder -as willing to register the new name and
stated

sex,

In still
obtain

a

so resort was made unnecessary to

another case,

the Individual was apparently aula to

change in name, though no action was taxen by the

court with reference

ion.

the courts.

to

change of the person's sex registrat¬

Finally, the authors mention

an

inaiviaual granted a

United States passport in his female role and characterisation,
once

his

titles
A

physician hto written to the proper government author-

recommending such action,

96

/

9+

Benjamin, 16 Am. J. Pay. ppJ+66-7.

9^

Bowman & Sngle, IftStSU.

96

Ibid.

13^.
A rather

uaring judicial case is that of a Baltimore,

Maryland court in 196>,
to

have a

..ex

97

ihe judge issued a court order

change operation performed on a seventeen year

old transsexual boy and relieved the surgeon of

liability therefor.
squency by

criminal

This action followed repeated delin-

the boy (i.e. stealing wigs for personal use) and

application by his parents, the probation officer concerned
and a noted Johns
oper

Hopxins University psychologist for the

tion.
Respite these cases, from most of which a formal judicial

ruling was absent, the 1 precise application of certain broadly
drafted Uni.ed States
looms.

For

often appear

iaws to

these very

personal problems

instance, the transvestite»s uesire to wear and
publicly in women's attire i3 not expressly

pro¬

hibited oy local raw, yet it is not unreasonable to suggest
that any such be haviour

-

at least by sen, as women arc commonly

accepted attired In masculine clothing

could be declared
98
Illegal and punished under most "disorderly conduct",
-

"impersonating", "creating a puoxic nuisance"
the

or

'disturbing

peace" local statutes.
An

example of the type of law that

can

be, and is in fact,

used /

97

98

Reported by benjamin, ih.c franaaexual Phenomenon,
dheruin,

p.

116.

133.
used against transvastite

behaviour is New 'lorn Code of

Criminal Procedure

§888(7),

than 100 years ago

before any thought existed of applying

to transvestites and

it
a

a

statute that was passed more

99

transsexuals,"

The law prohibits

from appearing with his face

person

''painted, discolored

or covered or concealed
being otherwise disguised in a manner cal¬
culated to prevent his being iuentified.M

or

Its
as

original purpose

prevent farmers from masquerading

Inuians and attacking law officers who were

enforce
to

was to

an

unpopular rent law.

transvestites,

§887(7)

trying to

In its present application

has been attacked as an unconstit¬

utional deprivation of due process of law, but so far the
United States Supreme Court

has refused to review the matter.

Similar reasoning is present with respect to

"conversion"

No laws specifically prohibit this type of operat¬

surgery,

ion, done in good faith by a physician with his patient's
consent,

Nevertheless, it has been opined,
there

100

i3

hardly a uistrict attorney In the
country who would not inform a doctor that it
would be illegal for the doctor to perform such
an

operation,"

However, it should bs noted that there may well be conssiuerabie divergence between what a district attorney warns

against /
99

discussed in Benjamin, fhe Iranasexual Phenomenon,

100

£ite$

pp.137-138.
Srt^wiH

13*f.
ag

inst as illegal ana what he in fact would actually
»hiie little used "mayhem* statutes Bight

prosecute as such.
be

stretched to

others

apply, the case reports of or. Benjamin and

already mentioned would indicate such is not the pre¬

vailing practice in the United States to-day
threat of

prosecution is restrictive, it is clearly not pro¬

hibitive where the
exists.

surgeon feels

sufficient

of the "confer-ion" operation for fear of

criticism, while others

-

who aiay ba willing

permission from their hospital boaras.
patient's chief oostaoie is where to

to

to meuicai sources outsiae

-urope -

spend aoout

nospit&i

on

go

such a i,rip.

Ihe only

result, the

s a

for help.

He may

:ierica and undertake

beyono his means,

$3>000 in f©»s

cannot get

-

101

in recent years, to Casablanca

But this may well be
to

aedicel necessity

Nonetheless, it is probably true that most surgeons

woula not approve

resort

hiie the

•

102

a

trip

for treatment.

-

ihe patient can expect

ana threo to four weeks

in

10}

J

recent American judici;.l pronouncement on
i

registration matters incident to transsexualism

nk

does not

improve this rather bleak picture to advocates of more lenient

legal /
101
102

103

10^

Benjamin, 18 Am. J. Psv. v*k6b,
Xbiu.

Benjamin, The Transsexual Phenomenon,. p. 120.
v.
...einer. 270 N.f.O, 2u 319(1966), (see App.I).

anonymous
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legal treatment and greater recognition of transsexuals.

reported, petitioner sought a charge in status of
birth certificate.

Petitioner had

As

ex on his

apparently ben able to

undergo "conversion* surgery anu assume the name and role of
a

in

woman

fork
it

society without legal restriction.

The Hen

City Board of Health had referred the question of whether

should grant

'fork

105

such

a

change of sex registration to the Hew

The Academy report decided not

Academy of Medicine.

the lead of the ten states which had permitted

to follow

similar

It stated that "male-to-feaale

registration changes.

transsexuals are still

chromosomelly males while ostensibly

iu6

i©males",
of

sax.

apparently considering the chromosomal criterion

dispositive.

the wisest

course

107

The

to cater to

.

cade-ay questioned whether it was
the transsexual's needs by

granting him a female's ,egal status.
"it Is

It

3fcateu,x°8

usstionabi.© whether lews and records such

birth certificate should be changed and
thereby used as a a.ans to help psychologically
ill persons in their social adaptation.
...The desire of concealment of a change of sex
by the transsexual is out-weighed by tha public
interest for protection against fraud,
.••Sex can be changed where there is an error
of course, but not when there is a later attempt
as

th~

to change psychological orientation of the
patient ana including such surgery as goes with

it."

109

The /

i05
10©

107
108

109

JU»» at 321.
q,a»j at jai,
Bee Moore, 31 -lan.har Hews 10^(1959) and Moore, 97
*1 ,~Li -aW.t. t.i.y..y.Si fr.JU. •
92 ( 19© / ) •
Anonymot^s v. .olnar, supra, at 322,
Accord, a rctisloner Z$j7 B.i.T, 6l(3h.Jt.)
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Ihe hew York Board of Health

of Medicine's reported conclusions in denying

the Acaaeaay

petitioner's request.
as

accepted and Incorporated

The Court upheld the Board's action

Being within Its administrative discretion.
The case appears,

recent

most

from the author's research, to be the

legal authority in the United States dealing with

transsexualism.

Argentina

7.

Research further indicates

that the most recent

judicial

pronouncement, and apparently the only case dealing directly
with the

legality of a consented to "conversion" surgeiy,

from the

comes

Argentine.

An opinion by the

"Fiscal he

camera", affirmed by the "Poder Judicial de la liacion".

The

110

case,

a

state prosecution against one Or. Hicardo Ban

Martin, involved a charge of criminal assault brought against
the

doctor for

and

peotomy)

performing "corrective" surgery (i.e. castration

on a

male homosexual whom the court felt did not

manifest feminine characteristics.

ahat criteria the court

used

in

seem

they too relied on chromosomal sex, for the judgment

states

coming to this conclusion Is not stated, but It would

only that "no female chromatin bodies were found in

his cellular nuclei".
The /

ilG

HI

Reported in the rgentlne law Journal, La Lev ("Hevista
Juridica"), for Bept.21,1966 and commented upon exten¬
sively in English by 3*A,Strauss in 8*» S.A.L.T. 2l*f(1967)»
who also mentions the recent performance of several
"sex operations" in Bo.
frica.
a.A.L.J. .--1^,217.
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The Fiscal tie Caaara's

cental-psychological problems of the patient,

of the obvious
stated

opinion, without any consideration

strongly and flatly that,

"There is no scientific reason for the removal
of a healthy penis from a physically healthy
an.
Ho aesthetic reasons, not the satisifaction of an unhealthy sociological interest,
nor the uesire to placate the perverted sexual

craving of the victim can Justify such a removal.
experience of qualified medical staff, the
use of proper instruments and medical technique
curing the operation ao not suffice to licitly
condone the fact that it is a grievous bodily
injury, recognised as a crime by the Penal
code,,,"
(emphasis added) 112

The

It appe rs

from the translation of the case, however, that

problems as to the validity jf the patient's consent played a
pert In influencing the judgement against Dr* isan Martin,
addressing himself to the defence of consent, the Fiscal re¬

jected it, pointing up the fact that the patient had a

"perverted"

ind with a

.entai age of twelve years which

effectively prevented him from "rightfully4 disposing of his
body.

113

The question of whether a normal, intelligent

Individual could so
unanswered

"rightfurly" dispose of his body was left

by the lower court.

However, on a peal to the

"Potior Judicial de la rtatlon" the consent of the patient was
held to be
assault

112

113

no

defence to the

/

Xbitji,, p,2l8.

criminality of the surgical

138,
assault regardless of his unimpaired mental state.
surgery
court

could not be consented to lawfully#

Such

Che higher

stated|
'the consent of the victim is not

a

defence#

The act constitutes grievous bodily injury,
in view of the consequences, society cannot

and

accept the consent of the victim, whose interests
are protected by this court*
It cannot be sub¬
mitted that the physician, who accepted this
consent, was ignorant of the fact that the
consent of the victim was invalidated by the
mental incompetence of the victim whose periverted sexual craving distorted the real scope
and significance of the operation, even supposing
the best results,
Fabregas could not be somat¬
ically changed into a womanx
the differences
between body and tind could not be remedied by
these means,
Although it could be held that it
were psychologically possible to give real
relief to the craving of Fabregas, such a limited
and incomplete solution could not justify the
irremediable corporal harm caused, apart from the
moral and social implications,M
11**
C,

COLLUSIONS
True oases of transsexualism are

their less serious
but

still

exceedingly rare and

counterpart transvestism are more frequent

relatively rare.

Because of the infrequency of

ooth deviations ana their common

distast©fulness, there is a

tendency not to come to grips **ith their attendant legal probxleas#

This is unfair to those unfortunate enough to suffer

these abnormalities#
to /

11**

Ibid.

As medical science seeks for

an

answer

139.
to their

maladies, the lav should, it is submitted, look upon

present methods of treatment compassionately*
while supporters

of "conversion* surgical treatment for

transsexuals counsel that
is of no
success

psychiatric and hormonal treatment

help in severe cases, they cannot guarantee the
of

surgical treatment either#

«tkas commentators

suggest that a distinction should be drawn between the herma;phrodite or intersex who is in need of anatomical cure (a
payBiological change to match genetic sex) and the transveatite
and other such sex deviates who

presumably are anatomically

normal, but in need of psychological cure to bring their mental
harmony with their physique (a "cosmetic11 psysio115
{logical change to satisfy psyche)*
Under such a classifies

state into

;ation, the transsexual would be in the litter class*

The

proponents oi such a distinction suggest surgery as proper in the
first instance only to
organs for his

repair or change the individual*s sex

benefit and so

as to achieve his

"rightful"

116
sex*

The motivation for
stems

from

the

drawing such a distinction undoubtedly

belief that a

person*s anatomy

may be altered

surgically, where it includes contradictory sexual elements,
to
not

115
116

align it with "proper", genetic or chromosomal sex, but
/

T.fl,Smith, "Address", ftov*17,1967.
-dwards,
,p*125*

1*40 »
not where the

psychosexuai orientation of the individual

his anatomy

not

-

is the only element inconsistent with genetic

The assumption behind this distinction nay be that ail

sex*

persons are immutably

either male or female (though in weaker
and while this fact may be "clarified"

stronger degree

or

•

by surgery (intersexuaiism), it should not and cannot be
"rebutted" by surgery
tinction is

a

11.8

(transsexualism). *

valuable

one

should be permitted in oases

and while

While this dis¬

surgical treatment

of physiological lntersexualism

(hermaphroditism), such treatment, it is submitted, cannot be
inevitably condemned in cases of transsexualism.
The Hev fork Academy of Medicine in the weiner case

opined that the abnormal psychological wants of the trans*
jsexual should not b® aiaed by legal co-operation

in the

individual's attempts at social adaptation and recognition as
a

female.

does

nothing to alleviate or cure his abnormal feelings toward
This argument is a strong one against the legality

himself.
of

"conversion" surgery as well as against official recog¬

nition
of

This co-operation, while perhaps easing his torment,

-

via

"changed"

public records and vital statistics registration
sex.

The /

117

118

toiler, loc.clt.
pauly, jaaZsHTf P.178i Benjamin, 8 /a. J. Pay. 219, 228j
-orden A Marsh, loc.cit.

-

ih© New York Academy

of Medicine

uale-to-female transsexuals

that

males,

Whir© this may not be

are

ca.ae

still

to the conclusion

chroaosomslly

invariably true,

119

it will

normally be the case because of the transsexual's psychojlogical, not physiological, abnormality*
physical "conversion* surgery is

t the

sible yet incomplete therapy.
the

thrust of the

law should be

As a result,

lame time

an irrever¬

Purely, in these circumstances,
to encourage

the pursuit of

insights into cure of the transsexual's mental ana psyehoisexual
of

condition, not to encourage severe physical invasions
individual's bodily integrity,

the

fhis is not

to

say,

however, that ail '"conversion" sur-

should be outlawed, for in some, veiy few, but very

jgery

severe,

cases,

it may be the only measure to prevent self-

mutilation, demembration, suicide

or

permanent mental derange¬

In such cases, it would seem t :© law must take account

ment,

of the terrible pressures on

the patient and the humanitarian,

therapeutic .iOtlves of his surgeon,
/is with other

controversial operations which are or may

be unlawful unless carried out for

abortion

ana

sterilisation

-

conversion surgery

wise made subject to a similar
may

119

therapeutic purposes

could be like¬

exception, although lawmakers

/
too re,

-

97 Canad. Mqd. Asaoo. J*

d62(1967)|

iJLai*
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may

well feel compelled to give carefully li ilted scope to

the

"the.apeutic" justification for conversion surgery.
analogy to sterilisation here is particularly relevant,

The

the puoiic
s

policy considerations that will determine the per-

...isslbie scope

of "conversion* surgery are similar to those that

the legal Halts for sterilisation.

wiii set

both cases is concerned
an

The inquiry in

fundamentally with the extent to which

individual's consent wiii insulate the perforating surgeon

from criminal

that

is

liability for a surgical invasion of the body

repugnant or unjustified to

It nay

iany.

eventually be resolved that consent to such

operations will only negate their criminality when their
purpose is considered to be therapeutic.
to be

resolved wiii

be, what is therapeutic?

while "conversion'
sore

The question then

surgery for transsexuals

involves

severe, more repugnant bodily infringement, it

a

is also

sought to be justified on wiuer, rather atypical "therapeutic"
grounds.
the torment
as

a

The practice is often advocated not so
and

suffering of the transsexual as it is to serve

"therapeutic"

either physically

mentally.

iuch to ease

measure to prevent

(by self-mutilation

him from haralng himself
or

auto-castration)

or

The therapeutic effect then of the surgery i*

indirect, in deterring the patient from subsequently injuring
himself /

^3»
ihis is an extension o£ traditional

hioself,
»ions of

interpratat-

therapeutic motive and it re tains to be seen whether

puDlic policy wii.1 accept such an extension in this coatro¬
sy® ratal

If
a ,,d

is
has

context*

full, knowing consent has be^n given by the patient

aealcai

opinion feels "conversion1' surgery in some degree

irrefutably indicated, than, it is sub iittau, the public
interest in denying the acute transsexual the only

no

currently known to ledioal science for relief of his

.jeans

self-endangering condition by threatening the per-

severe,

sforming surgeon with criminal prosecution.
The criminal law of most

countries

to-aay appears flexible

enough to handle this problem without amendment.

However,

Jurists and medics shoula consider the peculiar difficulties
facing patient and physician in certain transsexual cases.
They should keep proper perspective.
anu

Obviously it is unwise

impossible for the surgeon to solve all psychological urges

and neeus by

physical operation,

It is unlawful for a physic¬

ian to aid a patient with an obsessive psychological urge to

die, or to cut off the ara of one who wants to stop aasturbating,
&t

the

same

tin®, however, if it is

intervention and
it would

seem

a

question between surgical

suicide, self-mutilation or permanent psychosis

that the weight of opinion must

the

former measure

may

/

-

fall in favour of

incomplete and stop-gap in approach as it

eventually, hopefully, the transsexual's toraent

may

bo*

can

bo attached and solved where

it

can

to

into harmony

cose

-

deep In his

hat tine, the law should strive as best

nut until

psyche#

it originates

with the current state of medical

knowledge, opinion and prescribed treatment in this delicate
This tasx is

area#

iade

;ore

difficult because transsexualism

doesn't raise merely ^edico-iegal problems,
over

a

wiue

It would
a

consensus

seem

on

There aoes,
among

of

area

ethics, religion ana
that medical

the proper

it casts its shadow

orality*

opinion has not yet reached

method of treating transsexual!sou

however, appear to be near unanimity of opinion

those writing on the subject that "conversion' surgery

should not

be considered as illegal when carried out

in those

relatively rare cases where It presents the only available
alternative at

the

moment

to

the

patient's likely self-autil-

jation, suicide or permanent mental derangement#
Once

it

is

acknowledged that "conversion" surgery

may

be

justified and legally defensible in cert in severe circumstances,
the

attendant problem of puuiic

recorus

registration must be considered#
element of public
of

puuiic records.

a

strong

They are a check against fraud and ;ais-

as well as a means

ification,

a

preserving /

Clearly th.-re is

re-

reliance on the accuracy and conclusiveness

irepresentation
A8

alteration and

of idantiiication and ver¬

result, society has a strong interest in

1^5 •
preserving the accuracy of such devices of registration as
certificates, carriage licences ana passports.

birth
cannot

afxord to sacrifice the integrity

related laws in order to placate

anu

It

of such documents

certain abnormal elements

facilitate their social aaaptation.

within society and

Arguably, it Is an anomalous solution to permit "converision" surgery in clearly inbicateu cases, yet refuse to allow

public records and official private documents to

amendment of

newly altered physical status of the trans-

accord with the

isexual,

s

authority in the field has commented,

one

thing seems certain,
Ahilc great conservatism
prevail in aavisirig, consenting to, and pariforming a conversion operation, all possible help
should be given to those who present a fait accompli
by having undergone the irrevocable step ox surgery.
It seems to me to be the duty not only of physicians,
but also of the community, to pave the way as much
as possible for such persons Cby legal sanctioning
and recording of the sax change carried out by
surgery} so that they can succeed in their new
pattern of life as members of the opposite sex,"
120

•One

should

Ihe

allowance of

of concomitant

"conversion"

these

most

records

desiraule

but the prohibition

public record alterations is not necessarily

anomalous if additions to,
on

surgery,

la

but not changes in, sexual status

permitted.

solution to this

»promise solution,

It is submitted that the
problem is in iact the com-

Namely, amendment of sexual status on

public /
120

Benjamin, %Jm...Transsexual Phenomenon. ppJM-1^5,

1**6«

public records coula be allowed by including the "new" sex
after "conversion* surgery,
sex

classification

the original

on

while still retaining the original

the documents.

Of course, cases *here

classification of sex had been made incorrectly,

as,

for example, in cases of 'true hermaphroditism*, would

not

be governed by

could be changed

this limitation, but rather sex registration

completely

the showing of appropriate

upon

evidence*
This

suggested compromise solution would insure the

public interest in accurate, non-fraudulent public records
and indices of

ered

identification

at the same time, the

overriding*

achieved could govern
the

such interest must be consid¬

as

legal rights

-

'new" sexual status

including marriage

-

while

**old", originally entered (and not proved to be incorrect

when

entered)

sex

designation would remain as a check against

misrepresentation ana fraud*
would be

By such a device, third parties

protected to some extent in their dealings with the

feminised, but not female, transsexual .male (and vice-versa).
In the l£St

analysis,

cases

.of transsexualism are too

few and too littit understood to

prompt the formulation of

Inhibiting, specific legal rules*

The law as written, imperfect

yet flexible, is elastic enough in most countries to treat the
transsexual
and /

problem wisely and adequately, if it is interpreted

i*+7.
and applied by men

of undorsfcanaing temperament, unshackled

by religious dogma ox* legal formalism in their approach to
what

are

In the

intensely personal problems which must be solved

nost

the general

compassionate manner possible, consistent with
good#

.

A.

ISTHQUJCTION AND BAC&GftOUND

"Although It 13 the duty of the physician or
surgeon to deep up with advancements, it is
also his duty to refrain from experiments,*
This
the

1

statement, perhaps as well as any other, expresses

seeming dilemma In which the current state of the law

dealing with medical experimentation places th® practitioner-

experi center.
Medical science relies
as

uo

all other

on

research and

experimentation,

sciences, to auvance its knowledge in man's

fight against sickness and disease.

Inevitably, such

experimentation must utilise human subjects if it Is to have

primary significance,
there must
must

For any new therapy, drug or treatment

always be the tirst patient or subject.

There

always be those who serve, in a sense, as the "Guinea
2

Pigs of Hippocrates",
The need for and the existence of human medical

experi¬

mentation is illustrated by the awesome fact that to-uay's

typioal /
1

2

From

aagan, l.J., ^asto.g and. .aUffl* Ittl,
!-os&y»
19,6 (3rd uuitioiu, p.3d, quoted by Ladimer, ''Human
Experimentation s Medicolegal spects*, 2p7 New England
4* ■fco* i8(19P7).
Taken from lansuown, "Guinea Pigs of Hippocrates and
th® Criminal Law", 77 ;;.A.L.J. 117(1960).
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typical physician relies on arugs ueveiopea since 1950 In

approximately ninety per cant oi his patient
Meuleai

prescriptions."^

experimentation has been practised since the early
a,

uays of Galen through the

centuries,

not infrequently on

unwilling prison subjects, yet it has yet to be clearly reicognised legally as a legitimate part of

>euieai practice.

In other

words, cases involving "planned anu directed aedicai

reearch

on

human

beings" have not been adequately, if actually
{**

at

5

all, examined and tested in the courts# -•
as

one

of

the most

prominent legal authorities in the

field has noted,

"Xhera has,..not yet crystallized a set of
specific guiuaiines, coj manly understood and
applicable, to insure that human research may
go forward on the highest scientific and
ethical planes with due legal protection for
Doth the subject and the investigator."
6
©fore

proceeding to the rather hazy legal picture regard¬

ing medical experimentation, some attempt should first be
maoe

to

define what this nebulous term encompasses.

iome

7

equate medical experimentation and medical research, consider¬

ing both to include ail attempts at inducing or altering
boulLy /
3

flagging, "oue Care by Physicians in Use oi Nev Drugs",
14- 0lev.-mar.P.m.

k
5
6

Beeeuer,
ibid.

Ladlmer, "ethical and Lege! 1 pects of Research
*67 (195*+)•
ibiu.. p#m62.

Beings", 3 J
7

506,505(1965).

'Experimentation in Man", 169 J.

4-61-2(1959).
on

Human

X50.

oodily

or

for the

mental functions by standard clinical procedures

general advance of health.

involving a wide range of practices;

jation as

from

accepteu

therapy in arias where

no

accepted mode of treatment;

ilue

on

patients not for immediate therapy, but for the

patient5

anu

subjects,
of medical
of its

use of arugs and

improvement of sufferers who may or may not include

eventual
the

iOdes of treatment;

deviation

is

there

the

8

Others ' sea experiment-

finally,

m iairly concise,

of nonpatlents as experimental
though incomplete, definition

experimentation has been offered by ens student

legal

He fails to include experimentation

spects.

carried out with

no

He states

patient.

use

intention of
9

helping the particular

that it encompasses,

'those situations where there is an application
of a new, insufficiently proved drug, Instru¬

ment or method of treatment,

the validity of

which has neither been accepted nor rejected
by the medical profession and the purpose of
which Is to help the patient and to advance

medical science."

Medical experimentation, it is submitted, must bo defined
both in

-.eras

to

or

cure

of means ana purpose.

heal

a

Its purpose can be either

particular patient, to fine a cure for

patients /
8

Freund, " ithlcal Problems in Human dxperisaentation"
low

9

He ton,
3.ui,

J.

ian.

Jam

-:cu.

687,6byu96>).

"baibility for Medical
ii>9j l62(l9i?2),

•«

department ation*, 4-0

*

273

151.

ereiy to advance the state of

patients similarly situated,

meuicai science's knowledge for

stifled patients or,

used to

to accomplish any combination of these

However, the purpose of any given medical

objectives*
treatment

application to future, uniden-

really becomes experimental only when the means

accomplish that purpose are ones not generally

accepted, though not generally rejected, by the medical
profession
utilised

its appropriate rector*

or

The experimental

means

be either unique or deviations! in light of

nay

accepted practice#
Aside from these

above

definitions of medical experi¬

mentation, ail of which type it as distinct ;rora the general

practice of medicine, th.re are thoss who feel the latter
involves experimentation too,

iind*iQ

It

is

differing only in degree, not

true, in one sense, that ail medicine is

experimental, by its very nature of dealing with the never
idoxiticii symptoms|
There
absent

are

from the

those who argue

of

10

11

that experimentation is never

physician's office, for

"practice" medicine
experimental

reactions and needs of individual patients.

on

patients who

subjects'",'1'3'

are

.e

does no mora than

in £act "voluntary

However, in the general practice

/

Shiaakin, "The Research worker's Point of View" (in a
Symposium entitled, The Problem of Experimentation on
Huraan Beings"), rl7 Jaien.ee 205(1953)»
Ivy, "The History and Hthics of the use of Human Subjects
in Medical Experiments", 108
cience I (19^),

152.
of medicine, the

patient's cure or comfort must be considered

In strict nodical experimentation, the

always paramount.

as

outcome of treatment

intended to, nor
to him.

may not

while

a

,

"patient" at all,

the

law

has not as

limits ior experimentation

general medical practice,

human beings

medical

using in p.rfect health himself,

yet set out the permissible
ii has basically done with

this has not seemingly impeded

in recent times.

experiments

or

clinical tests

For instance, the following

experimentation was undertaken in the United

during and after world
in

well not be

the experimenter's "subject"

the cax'rying out of wiae ranging
on

may

actually, result In any personal benefit

for that matte

*>na

be

applied to the subject

»»ar

II t

i'he

use

itates

of healthy prisoners

malaria, hepatitis, common cold and intestinal protozoa

testing;

the use of servicemen for physiological stress

testing, school shiLaren for poliomyelitis (Sslk-v coins)
and

influenza, "normal' mental patients for nutrition and even

whole communities for water
aental caries.
is

13

Just how

supply fluoridation to prevent
widespread medical experimentation

to-day is difficult to guage, other than recognising

its /

12

13

badiaer, 267 ajjtJ&ki>,» 21(1957)•
ladiner, 3
Wi +7^U9:?HO.

153.
its existence*
^roa a

legal point of view, medical treatment which fails

within the confines of

15

duch treatment must be consented to

problems,
or

the

impliedly

accepted, standard practice causes few

-

physician.

Under a broad definition, recognised nodical

classified as experimental due to the

peculiarity presented by any given patient's case.
is not thought of as such in the

undesirable

medical
ience,

or

unforscm results*

However,

public dind, barring some
The carrying out of standaru

practice is regulated by formulations of legal naglig-

which determine the duty of cere owed the petient In

circumstances when

It

"malpractice" is alleged.

16

is, however, that medical treatment which does not

fall within the
or

expressly

by the patient, though undertaken for his benefit by

treatment might be

it

-

aoo/e, rather

flexible category of ordinary

accepted practice with which we are predominantly concerned

here*.*It is thim type of devittloaal, unp.actised or unaccepted
treatment /

Ih

See bans down,

l£g*£jjL.t JfeJWJt MM

P1MW

^pl iuY.o. 2d 8lb(i9ohT discussea infrat Lear,
"Loweleed Hew .rnles for Sxperiments on People?*, 1966
satd* Heview (Feb.5th) 1961*
One example - In «ew £ork
Jity, after exposure of research being carried out without
ueing reported to the authorities, it was felt necessary
to issue a general Order in 19*9 to all City hospitals
requiring formal review and approval of research proposals

iios

.1 tal.

limitation of medical investigation to that specificsally designed to benefit the involved patient.
Ladiaer,
^7 flt
18 , 23(1957)•
Ladiaer, 3 J-Pub. Law 467, +69-WU95*).
fay of the standard texts in delict or tort may be conssuited for the standard of o&re expected of a physician
in the unuertaking of accepted or ordinary medical treat;acnt»
See especially, the note in 29 20I.L.a.985(1929),
and

15
16

/

151*.
treatment that the law has classed, rather imperfectly often,
as

experimentation*

B* THi LAW

i

UNSETTLED ABu UNSATISFACTQB3T

there is almost no statutory

Bone exists in England or Scotland and the

experimentation*
only

lav in the area 01 medical

merioan enactment which appears to explicitly recognise

experimentation if the
and Cosmetic Act*

17

'

'New Drug* section of the Food,

Drug

The mot prohibits introduction of a

drug into Interstate commerce prior to a full Investigation
into its
an

safety for use*

However, the legislation recognises

experimental exception to this

rohlbition in the case of

"drugs /
17

52 Stat# 1G*K>, 1052(1938), as amended 21 U*S.C* §355 (1952)
(8upp*195^>, in Laaimer, 3 J.Pub.Law *67, ^7^(195**) •
It
should, in passing, be noted that a 190G bill proposed for

the District of Columbia would explicitly have controlled
medical experimentation as no other
merlean statute does*
The bill, which failed passage, would have prohibited re*
tsearch on children, Incompetents and pregnant women and

any investigations not

Intended for the amelioration of
The bill contained all the
major safeguards that would eventually be written into
the 191"*# Nuremberg Code (discussed infra) 1
written
description of the proposal, review by an authoritative
boay, performance only by qualified doctors, voluntary
and fully competent consent by the individual concerned,
termination on request of the subject and reporting of
the results obtained.
Ladlaer, 257 #.*..%«,
18,
23(1957)*
the

patient's condition*

155*
"drags intended solely for investigational
use by experts qualified uy scientific trainting and experience to invjstigate the safety
of drugs '•
18
further
to obtain

1962 amendment to the

Act^

exhorts physicians

advance* informed consent of aii those to whom the

experimental drugs are prescribed) but permits the doctor to
decide within his own discretion whether and when it is in

"the best interests of such human Doings" to tell them their
use

of the drugs is

experimental, far less to ask these

patient-subjects their permission beforehand#
There
which

are

a

number of statutes aside from the above

regulate the medical profession, but they do not deal

expressly with experimentation and are largely concerned with
licensing#
Host United States statutes confine the

practice of

medicine to the four fundamentals of (I) diagnosis,

(2)

treatment, (3) operation and (k) prescription, for disease,

pain, injury and the like,
while

aesearch or experimentation,

perhaps inplicitly part and parcel of all the above

fundamentals, is nonetheless not expressly included in any
of the statutes.

The California

provision

is fairly

typical /
18
19
20

igilj.l Hagjjlns, ajuail.. p.515.
8503(1), in Lear, op.oit.■ p.63.

California Business and Professions Code
in

Ladiaer, 3 J.Pub.Law *67, ^9(195^).

§21.37 (1937)*

156.
typical and states,
"The

physician's and surgeon's certificate

authorises the holder to use drugs or what
are known as medical preparations in or upon
human doings and to sever or penetrate the
tissues of human usings and to use any and
all ataer methods in the treatment of diseases,

injuries, deformities, or other physical or
mental conditions.*

It
make

can

be

seen

reference to

that the provision does not expressly

experimentation, nor is it of sufficient

latitude to include medical experimentation that does not
have as its immediate purpose

treatment of the human being

involved, but rather which aims at the advancement of science,
the

development of medicine or the safeguarding of health

and that

may, at best, oily promise incidental or

indirect

oanefit to the subject.
"while what little statutory material that does exist does
not

provide for this ratcerly-mentionad type of experimental

situation, neither have the relatively few cases discussing

"experimentation" have confronted by such facts,
of the
a

cases

have

involved foolish

or

the bulk

careless deviations from

recognised or standard form of treatment, sometimes by quacks

and

charlatans, not qualified experimenters observing the

"proper precautions" of clinical research, such

as

full subject

consent, thoroughly professional (scientific) preparation,
execution

/

157#
execution and the
first

The

worlu

rike#

21

judicial pronouncement In the Coaaon law

involving liability ior an alleged medical experiment
22

appears

be

.o

involved

an

„

•

fVaafrMiflin#

action on the case against a surgeon

^ facts
and

an

apothecary for unskiilfuliy disuniting the callous of plaln:tiff's leg in an attempt to reset a prior br~ak#
novel

the

This

procedural carried out by a well-known physician of

times, was done without the patient's consent and,

according to expert nodical testimony, was contrary to

existing, satisfactory methods of mending broken legs by
compression and consequently was not indicated#
was

awarded carnages#
The Baker case came to

bala
and

Plaintiff

proposition that
is liable

There was

lor any

a

be cited as authority for

the

physician experiments at his peril

ill results flowing ^rou such treatment#"

experimentation in Baker, the defendants using a

"heavy /
21

ueaoher, ioc#cit. j niad, «Li dts of the JLght of a Person
to BXperlaentation on Himself," 117 felanoa
211(1953)#
2 ,iis# xl#B* 359> 95 2ng# Hep# U>Q(i7o7)}
Bee Devlin,
iaa&Uit ,9.1.
pp#97*99#
Bsecher, SUU£Xk*t P#*70#
to Consent

u2

23

158.
"heavy steel Uiiag that had teeth* vainly to extend (rathe?
than the
into

accepted practice to compress) the complainants lag

atraightaesa.

the Court mentioned that *(l)t seems as

if Mr. Baker wanted to try an experiment with this new instrui

sent"♦

She Court, however* was apparently satisfied to

ground liability simply in negligence, '♦ignorance and unskil-

jfulness'*, for defendant did,

'what no surgeon ought to have

do ne%
.^aker did not

medical research or

approach the defendant's actions as truly

experimentation, being carried out under

proper conditions to expand the knowledge of medical science.
The facts did not commend such

an

approach.

Esther, the

Court saw defendants* treatment as nothing more than an unskilled

departure from recognised, satisfactory practice concerning a

relatively simple medical problem*

15

1. The American Coses

Of

t&fltftg Yi gflfct* was followed by the leading American case
3H6
iamnt&C X», aiai&9*
SLaamsaSMi as Baker had some one

hundred years before, involved a physician's deviation in

treating plaintiff from an "established mod© of practice".
The /

2k
25
26

Wilt, K.B. at 362, 95 Eng. Hep. at 862.
Badiiaer, 3 J.Pub.law **67, *01(195*0.
60 Barb. **88 (il. Y. 1871), rev#d» on other grounds, ?0 N.Y.
696(1872).
2

w*

practice'*,

The San fork Court, attempting to establish

an

objective standard for this typo of case, stated that such
departures would constitute negligence unless it could be
shown

by practical tests to b® just as likely to work a
27

cure

as

iho Court want

prevailing treatment*

"(W)hen the

case Is one

as to

which

a

on to

state,

system of

treatment has been followed for a long time,
there should be no departure from it, unless
the surgeon who does it is prepared to take
the risk of establishing, by his success, the

propriety and safety of his experiment.
The

rule protects tho community against
experiments, while it admits the
adoption of new remedies ana mooes of treatment
only whan their benefits have been demonstrated,
or when, from the necessity of tho case, the
surgeon or physician must be left to the
exercise of his own skill and experience,"
28

reckless

the rule pronounced in Carpenter only covered those
situations where some

method of treatment,
cases

of

The rule was too narrow to cover those

experimentation where no approved medical practice

existed,
cases

departure was made from a recognised

Sven so,

Cayoentar did not provide much leeway for

where there was

an

accepted practice, but a new and

improved method presented itself, though still in experimental
form,

Carpenter appeared to largely squelch experimental

Incentive /

2?

IbMl 1 P6o^arto,

at 523,

160*
incentive in such cases, as
ham in their use,
A £30re
cases

was

said a

flatter what care and skill was exercised,

no

liberal approach to these types of experimental

propounded in jMajUWUU

physici

a

established must

theory",

liability would follow any

She Court

utilising a method contrary to one already

"justify his experiment by

some

reasonable

I'his test, instead of holding the experimenting

physician liable or not depending

the success of his

on

departure in treatment, rather shifted the burnen of proof
to him

by requiring him to show, in effect, that a qualified

physician exercising ordinary care and skill in the circumstances
would have acted

(experimented)

the Colorado Court came very

similarly,^0

In so holding,

close to what appears

to^the

\\

preferred modern outlook in this area,"*
of

«>

although the burden

proof has again changed h&n«s#
nonetheless, it appears likely that Carpenter continues

to

express

the majority opinion in the United States where

dep; rture from routine or accepted medical treatment is alleged,
this is because the normal test
treatment was

?s

to whether proper

employed is its conformity

or

medical

lack thereof with

the /

532» 39 P. 577(1695).

29

20 Colo,

30
31

Kenton, £&«£&•

9
»

scussed infra.

P?i»3*
1955

T

m

,

CiiWI* -U* 1955 S,C# 200, dis~

l6l»
the consensus of

32
area#

qualified physicians and surgeons in the

If the case presents a new

for which no routine

problem or condition,

therapy exists, the patient must largely

trust to the skill and
and can recover carnages

experience of the physician selected
only by showing ignorance or unofcil-

{fulness in treatment, not the failure of treatment per se#
Under Carpenter*

the

physician is simply held liable for the

results of his chosen treatment, v.hen it is a
a

departure from

practice long followed within the profession#

33

However, circumstances may condone a departure from recogsnised practice, even though its results are unsuccessful#

An

2k

example is the case of filler v.

Sober.J

Therein, the

physician used a leg treatment not generally accepted, but
which had been known on rare occasion to succeed.

:ment failed

ana

The treat-

defendant surgeon was held not liable, the

only alternative having been immediate amputation of the

patient's limb#
I"

iaaagX&EA JL% MMaiJJM,

action in negligence

a

California court upheld an

against a surgeon who, without advising his

patient, had "experimented" in the treatment of his asthma
condition by

injecting alcohol and then novocains into the

nasal /

32

39^1.^. 985, 988(1939)) Prosser, 1'orta (3d ad,,

3b'

10? C#

ipo h#w« 118(191^).
,#

17b, 290 p*8o <1930)#

2.62,
nasal

ganglion# rather than the normal, reverse

The error damaged the

patient's optic nerve# resulting in

,hile the court talked of experimentation, the

blindness#
went off

case

process,

on a

theory of negligent departure from accepted

practice# due to ignorance and/or lack of skill (malpractice)
on

the

physician's part#

It

early held that a p^sioian should not be held

was

criminally liable where he had embarked on human experimentiation in good faith to effect a cure
his medical credentials

36
dahala,
,

were

not

unsuccessfully#

satisfactory#

even

if

In state v.

conviction of criminal manslaughter against a

a

quack doctor, who had given his patient-victim a substance
without
was

even

reversed#

knowing its contents in an effort to attain cure#
The Court stated#

"The interests of society will be subserve* by
holding a physician civilly liaole in damages
for the consequences of his ignorance, without
imposing upon him criminal liability when he
acts with good motives and honest intentions#"

while the few
.ore

cases

in

point indicate it is unlikely that

than civli liability will be Imposed on a doctor who acts

with due
chosen

care

and good

motive#-'

the reasonableness of the

/

36

55 Iowa 628, 8 N#.<* *69(1661)#

37

gH

36

37

,^9# at *+71$

561 and
Ladimar, .3
Mo.

to the same effect are -flqq v,
,V«,
6 lass# 13**.
;^7, ^CifWT

163.
cboseri trsataaut la
■

tate

va

Lester*

ouvloualy relevant.

39

For inatanca, In

charge of second degree 'manslaughter was

a

upheld against the defendant physician for causing his patient's
death

toy A-ray ourns*

intintionad
of

The patient had consented to the well-

treatment, but her physician's unreasonable means

performing it was considered sufficiently careless to be
,

classed as

"culpable negligence" and

-'TV,:

a

public offence#

Many American courts reaaln inhospitable to medical

experimentation! as eviaenced by the sweeping statement in
¥)

ShiffiBg.vis.Wlqanr

that,

"A failure to

employ the methods followed or
approved by his school of practice evidences
either ignorance or experimentation on his
part*
The law tolerates neither#"
41

On the other

hand, there arc courts that have at least

recognised the need to grant experimentation some legal

protection if medical science is to progress#
instance, in g&E&l&X JU iiflqft,

*1*2

s,

for

whore a doctor was sued for

allegedly using Improper, harmful drugs in treatment, tha
remarked at

court
"

39
40
41
42

p«765,

recognise the fact that, if the general
practice of medicine and surgery is to progress,
there must be a certain
mount of experimentiation carried on, but such experiments must be
dona /
o

127 ninn, 282, 149 N«W. 297(1914),
(Mo#) 281 3.W. 682#

In, Bhesponsihii1ty of Physician for Use of Research
-rugs", 1pC J..A, i.A. 141(1955).
272 Mich,

2737261 SeW# 762(1935).

16**#
don# with the knowledge and consent of the
patient or those responsible for hia, and
suit not raijr too radically from the accepted
iothod of procedure#"
One of the most

recent.

American cases Involving,

though

Indirectly, the question of medical experimentation was fjvaan
**3
Y,« J,eaiSh 0M9&%&-.AW*W liQfsittJU
^he case directly in¬
volved only the narrow procedural issue of the Hospital

director's right to examine the private, hospital records
of

twenty-two patients#

an

experiment carried out on these patients without their

However, the inquiry arose out of

consent, for which both prominent physicians were censured#
The physicians injected live cancer cells into the patients

experiment to test their immunity and reactions#

in an

patients were not told
and

ware

normal

led to believe

The

he injections contained cancer ceils
the

injections were

a

part of their

therapy#

The

physicians claimed their action was justified, their

boing no increased medical rism to the patients of contracting
cancer

from the

association

injections#

Ihis was disputed#

ieview board found the

fraudulent and

two doctors

deceitful conduct and

of their licences#

*3

Medical

guilty of

recoa umued

suspension

jventualiy, the two physicians, one part¬

icularly well known and .egarded in
on

.

/

d5i N#f#s. ad &l6U96hO#

eanGer

research, ware put

165*
on

aminisfcatlva suspension

probation for a y~ar» but no

or

Judicial proceedings were undertaken*
Thar®

was

-epugnance

nondisclosure to the

felt regarding the physicians

patients at the Jewish Chronic disease

Hospital particularly because the experimentation was not
carried out with the
rather was

Intention of

aiding their maladies, but

solely for the good of science and the general

advance of cancer

research#^

Thus, the reported American cases touching on medical
experimentation do not seem to present either a clear or
consistent

picture*

One of the leading authorities has

commented,

"Reported cases have not yet considered modern
controlled medical research as sucht and have
not yet established limits within which human
research may be pursued*
Cases which have
involved conduct labelled 'experimentation'
have bean decided basically on issues of dis¬
closures or consent, negligence, lock of
qualification, improper activity (quack pro¬
cedures, leaicines or devices) or unlicensed
practice of medicine usually arising in cases
of departure from accepted diagnosis, therapy
or other practice*
These fact situations,
sometimes erroneously called experimentation,
hav;:

tended to confuse

or

have failed to

recognise the distinction between research and

practice*"

!+6

a/
M*
q-5
+6

Lear, oo.cit.

t

p*6*f.

Ibid., p*69*
Ladimer, 3 J.Pub.Lay h$7,510(195*0*

166*
2* The British Cases
Ihere

are

few British cases In

point in this area#

Death, of coarse, is always a risk in human experimentation
and

the
a

good motive or inadvertence will not inevitably protect
47

physician from criminal liability.

In Rex v. Barbae.

manslaughter conviction was upheld against another quack

physician who had prescribed cold water foot baths and a
three

day fast for the acutely ailing patient#

followed.

Expert ©edlcel testimony stated that such treat¬

ment had "accelerated"
an

undoubted heart

summed up
'

Death soon

death, which actually resulted from

condition#

The holding of the case was

in the following tarrasa

ny person, whether licensed or unlicensed,
deals with the life or health of another

who

person is bound to use competent skill and
sufficient attention}
if the p;tient dies
for the want of either, the person is guilty
of manslaughter. '
'+8
In

Scotland, a charge of culpable homicide could con-

iceivably be brought against

a

physician for a death caused

negligently during experimental treatment#
absence of malice or wickedness

-

However, in the

implying an element of sub¬

jectivity in the physician1s mental state

-

no

such prosecution

would /

47

2; Cox

59^(1916)}

Williams,

48

2j Cox

commented on but not commended in
(2d eu# 1961), p#108,

Criminal Law

p§8•

1671
would be

likely to be brought*

Perhaps the case most aware of the balance to be struck
between the advance of medical science and the
of treatment in individual cases is a

50

sence,

cottish decision,

The opinion by Lord President Clyde is one

Yt
the very

reliability

few pronouncements in Scottish law on medical neglig-

presumably *a tribute to the high standard in general
®J!L

oi

the medical

profession in

Hunter was

a

case

alleged negligent treatment.

The

intramuscular injections of penicillin

pursuer was receiving
in the

of

cotland".

hip for treatment of chest troubles.

On the twelfth

injection of the series, the hypodermic needle broke off inside
the

patient, between hip and pelvis.

The pursuer alleged

negligence both In selection of the type of needle used and
also In its actual use

by the defendant physician.

unsuccessful, it being held that the
had deviated from standard
s

stltute

on

mere

Suit was

fact that defendant

practice did not, of itself, con-

proof of negligence.

flmrttflT v,

only touched

experimentation in the context of using a new treatment in

order to cure the affliction of the

individual patient in

question /
it

^9
50

51

■

■«

,m>t» ■■

m.

.«■■■■—»

n iin

mw ■.>, .. »*<—.i.a

i—. hIMhIIMWIMi

'■

m

mm i mi

pp.361i 738, 775.
213, 1955 3.S.200.
Lord President Clyde, at 1955 S.G.205*
£amMjLXt
hurray. 3^.869(1910), deciding the test of negligence
Gordon, :0uj£El»4nql Law of laaU&Bib

1955

&*iu£.

for

a

man

in the

physician to be the ordinary one of a reasonable
circumstances, was the only prior reported
medical negligence case found.

16 b.

Nonetheless, the lucid reasoning of Lord President

question#

Clyde in the case is worth quoting at length for the light it
sheds
more

on

the whole

particularly

area

on

of medical

negligence in general, but

the standards under concern by which to

judge medical experimentation#
"In the realm of diagnosis and treatment there is
ample scope for genuine difference of opinion and
man

one

clearly is not negligent merely because

his conclusion differs from that of other profes ac¬
tional men, nor because he has displayed less
skill or knowledge than others would have shown#

diagnosis
js,

or

treatment

wither, fte has

on

the part of the dootor

prayed td ^

fflUWTC as
tii$ .SdUty jU.aqtittft

standard seems to be the

Qf .Quinary sfrUl
<?ayg»•• ?he
same in England###"

(Emphasis added).
The

following remarks, it is submitted, could easily be

applied by analogy beyond the limited factual situation of
the case to cover instances of pure or

generalised medical

expe rlmentation,

"It follows from what I have said that in regard
to allegations of fla&&Ufla 1EW .ttrtiqW pgpxfesslonal practice...such a deviation is not

necessarily evidence of negligence.
Indeed it
would be disastrous If WiL^re sgt for
f;)ant t;o progress jrf
Even a substantial deviation
from normal practice may be warranted by the

particular circumstances.

%g,

by

irom

a

doctor whore dovlaaon

normal

UafrUlttl
.actice

^ gaygkUaJlfta*
proved yftay nh.rQ
flM pormjaf pvuqy;v,q}
secondly it must be
proved tiMt tjhg
flftt
practice; ana thirdly (and this is of crucial
importance) it must be established that the course
ita /
First of all it must

be

169.
fcta Wtar
:aaa

ox

n,o
skia woulu have

orulnary

^Qfes.yiq^j,

taken

11' he

had

arqlf^ry qa£g.
There is clearly
heavy onus on the pursuer to establish these
three facts, ana without all throe his case will
fail.
If this is the test, then it matters
nothing how far or how little he deviates from
the ordinary practice.
For tfog,
d* %t&

a

requirements
Hunter*

is

just stated." >2

(Emphasis added)

significant, for those guidelines laid down

by the Lord President Clyde could by analogy coyer cases of

uisputed medical treatment involving experimentation both
where

a

is made

recognised practice exists ana a departure therefrom
and also where

In either

instance, the physician's conduct is only action-

sable if in fact
acted in the

no

doctor of

exerc.se

flexible and liberal
and

recognised practice does exist.

no

of
one

ordinary skill would have so

ordinary

care.

The test is

for ihysicians, hut

a

clear, coherent,

arguably adequate for dealing with all types of experi-

tmentation
the

cas

s, attributes notably lacking froa nearly all

American decisions canvassed#

There appears to be
V|

only

one

Scottish decision since

.Hanlffl which ^Ues on the case.

In McHaruv v.

iflMMfoaJteMsai«aaaaUaUl MstuiM Jteaagsaaafe»>3 the issue
of

a

physician's duty of

care to

in /

52
>3

1955 3.0. at 2QWQ6.
19fo
19.

his patient was again raised

i70.
in

light of allegations of negligence.

sated the

onus

of proving negligence was a heavy one for the

pursuer ana that mere error
woulo not,

Lor a C meron indict

of judg i®nt or even of diagnosis

by itself, be presumptive proof of negligence.

Lord Cameron's direction in the case is worth
as

with Lord President

quoting, for,

Clyde's reasoning in Hunter, it re¬

presents what, it is submitted, is an enlightened and
realistic Scottish judicial attitude
i>4

towards medical practice

general and one which could be brought to boar equally as

satisfactorily in cases of pure medic I experimentation where
therapeutic benefit to the particular patient nay not be the

object of the treatment imposed.
Cameron

In relevant part, Lord

0

stated,*

%,.I think it is well

hat the search for

further knowledge ana experience should not
be inhioitea by undue apprehension of charges
of negligence for the consequences to a patient
of treatment or ulagnosis where such may
divurge from the normal...Medicine is not an
exact science and the solutions of its problems

susceptible of mathematical calculation,
frontiers of medical knowledge are
always moving and advance jay often be achieved
only at the cost of what in retrospect appear
to be errors and divurgences from the correct
path as that Is ultimately mappod out."
are

not

while the

mmia£ /
J+

yj

Accord, 4,i:m
U95$) a.!..*:, 2k83 (wrong
uiagnosis (of cancer and consequent wrong treatment) not
necessarily the same as negligent or unskilful diagnosis).

i960 SJoXXIBjuuI 19*20.
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fointer has been followed in several English ca^es, aaong
thea

oaim Y« Eilttia^ag&Ual Mjm&smaatk

the defendant was absolved from

itiff resulting froa
found

.spa^n^a^6

*&ere

liability for injury to plain-

Sleotro-Oonvulsive Therapy,

The oourt

negligence in the application of a treatment support-

no

»ed by a responsible body

of medical opinion skilled in the

the existence of another school of thought on the proper

areai

mode of treatment
In

mora

a

required in the circumstances notwithstanding.

recent English case

involving deviation froa

accepted practice, ffajUftpfl y> PfVW 4RM *9919

lollege^,

the

judge held that a physician did not evidence

negligence merely because he had made a slight departure from
the textbook solution.

He was entitled to

sense, experience and judgment
icular

case

as

rely

on

his common

in the treatment of each part¬

well.

Perhaps the best-known recent English case in this area
concerning a physician's duty of car® is flat Y« i&al&la: M.
;jalth

58

which

alleged negligence in the administration of

spinal anaesthetic,
sumseb up

ord Justice Dennln

a

(as he than was)

the competing interests in characteristic succinctness
50

by stating, '

"Medical /

j6
57
58
59

(1957) 1 w.L.a. 582.
(I960) c.L.Y, 2l8if.
(195*0 2 Q.B, 66.
At p.oj?
see also, Adai on, 'The Medico-Legal ..-peats of
Accepted Practice and Hecognised Hazards in Medical Treat¬
ment", 2
2bh>( 1961),

172.
"Medical science has conferred great benefits
on mankind, but these benefits are attended

by considerable risks.
Every surgical
operation Is attended by risks,
.e cannot
take the benefits without taking the risks,
ivary advance in technique is also attended
by risks.
Doctors* like the rest of us*
have to lo~»rn by experience* and experience
often teaches in a hard way,"
3. datamation

Although these cases are helpful in understanding the
duty of care a physician must exercise, they are, like mast
of their American
to

counterparts, of limited value in helping

shed light on the legal attitude towards experimentation.

The

cases

from

nearly all involve alleged negligence arising

therapeuticslly-motivated treatment of a particular

patient|

they ao not involve planned clinical research and

experimentation carried out professionally with appropriate
60

safeguards to increase medical science's knowledge,
of the latter category, when they arise in
have

to be

to the

the court3, will

juaged by standards of cere and duty e$> propriate

experiisental situation, not those applied in cases

involving negligence in standard, accepted px4actice.
as
man

Ca3es

Hunter and other cases

in the circumstances"

However,

Indicate, the test of the "reasonable
coulu well be

experimental conduct as negligent

or

applied in evaluating

non-negligent.

The

important /
60

llv.ian is
a

possible exception, out the case involved only
procedural point of evidence.
a

173.
important thing for the courts to realise is that the
circumstances under which the
acts are distinct

and not

'♦reasonable experimenter*

subject to the same testa of

treatment and cure as are those circumstances in which the

practitioner" acts.

"reasonable general
what

is

The standard of

only be properly judged once this

reasonable can

distinction in circumstances is recognised*

c# codss mo

lilies

While there

few

are

cases

dealing with medical experi¬

mentation and fewer statutes, there have been a sizable
number of codes drafted
set out

the proper

by various bodies in an attempt to

framework and safeguards for the

structing of medical experimentation and research#
famous code is

grew out

The most

undoubtedly the Nuremberg Code of 19*+8, which

of the Allied

.

ar

Criminal trials

against the

experimental excesses of Hitler*s Haai physicians.
ten

con¬

The Code*s

points, which are set out in full in Appendix XI are headed

by the first provision requiring the subject's full, knowing
and

voluntary consent#
The 196** Code of

included in full in

ithics of the world Radical Association,

appendix III, is significant for the dis¬

tinction /

61

-tost

which

importantly,
are

included in

kftK* **♦*•*

p*62 ff#

,y,
,§!*> excerpts of
iionneily, Goldstein and dchvartz,
Press of Glencoe Inc., 1962,

17^.
distinction it outlines between

experimentation whose aim is

essentially therapeutic for the "patient* and that whose
isseatial object is

jpeutic value to the

purely scientific without direct there-

"subject"

In the former

involved.

situation, the Code stresses the physician's informed belief
that

ihe new measure will be of

the

risk of its

the

latter

use

ia justified by the

patient's need.

fully informed, knowing and

consent.
Professor Paul ireune of Harvard In

has also
Oi-

In

situation, the World lieu ice 1 association Coue

stresses the acquisition of a
free

therapeutic value and that

recent

a

article,

emphasised the distinction between clinical research

experimentation with

a

directly therapeutic aim for the

"patient" and that involving
directly from the treatment.

a

"subject" not likely to benefit
He states,

62

"The appropriate safeguards X would suggest may
well vary as we move fro® the aoctor-pationt
relation at one end to the normal or so-called
normal subject at the other,
In dealing with
the

patient, the doctor is guided by his dominant
therapeutic aim and responsibility,..She patient
is considered

as

an

enu

and not

a

means,'4

If the law is to deal satisfactorily
it will need to
and

recognise this distinction between therapeutic

non-therapeutic

purpose more

If /

62

with experimentation,

Frounu, op.clt*, p,689*

clearly than It has to date.

175.
If

no

coa no.

*ly accepted therapy exists and

a

patient is

severely ili» experimental treatment reasonably undertaken
in his behalf is

likely to be well regarded by the courts,

regardless of its success
said of

or

failure.

63

the same cannot be

experimentation undertaken on a healthy subject or

suffering from an ill irrelevant to the purpose of the

one

experiment and which is not for the person's benefit.
this

In

situation, the courts are not unlikely to hola the

experimenter absolutely liable for the outcome oi his expari,mental treatment.

(ji*

Many experiments, however, may be considered for the
"benefit"

o~

person who is not

a

This was the

speutic treatment.

those women who tested

-

sick or in need of theracase,

for instance, with

and continue to test

-

oral contra¬

ceptives.
Sven in

situations where

no

"benefit"

accrues

to the

experimental subject or is hoped to accrue, the law should make
it

possible for altruistic individuals to so volunteer.

root question

-

one

common

throughout this paper and one which

will be reiterated even in this chapter
of

bouily intrusion

or

The

risk thereof

-

-

is, to what degree

both physiological and

psychological /
6i

I4UW ,i%
cf.

..arpenter v.

lyaxa, at p.i6l (footnote 3*+) *
a lake, supra, at p,l>8 (footnote

26),

176.
psychological
of consent,

-

can the

consistent with puoilc policy and general

social notions of proper

of the human

individual expose himself by means

conduct regarding the inviolability

This issue, though

body?

a

difficult

one,

can

be

resolved in general t-rms and the

to

its resolution will be submitted in the concluding remarks

of this

chapter so far as the

a>

major elements necessary

ntaxt of experiment at ion is

concerned*
The

code

.merlean Medical association has

long had a simple
65
of ethics fox' human experimentation*
It demands the

adherence to
of the

three

subject;

basic

requirements*

the voluntary consent

the prior use of animal experimentation to

investigate the aangers of each experiment;
iance

of

the

and the perforta-

experiment under proper medical protections and

management•
Many other organisations have promulgated codas to govern
66
clinical research and experimentation,
but none have the
force
a

ana

effect of

law, although they might well be uaed as

s.uide by which to assess the propriety of a given experi-

:menter's

conduct, were it challenged in a court of law.

One of
to be

che most recent

observed in the

code

of rules governing conduct

performance of experimentation

on

patients

is /

65

13^ J *A..u A* 1090(19-^6)#

06

A number are

referred to by

+8 7-4-96 (19 51*)#

Ladlmer in 3 J.Pub.Law 4«7t

177.
is

prepared by a special committee of the narolinaka

one

67

Hospital in Stockholm#
fhs ethical and moral Halts of huaan
were

commented upon

experimentation

by Pope Pius kll in a 195-2 speech and

International Congress ol Histopathoiogy
68
of the Hervous system#
stressing the incoaplete right
the First

before

has

man

aispositlon of his own body and Life accord¬

the

over

ing to Catholic theology* the Pope said a patient*
'•has

right to involve his physical or psychic
integrity in medical experiments or research
when they entail serious destruction,
utiL tion,
no

wounds or

perils,"

His Holiness seated further that npw
the

not

of

greatest good and

humans

in other

anu

any

scientific knowledge was

ust be subordinated to the rights

"moral rule of absolute value"#

Science

words, mu,3t take its place in the order of /alues

somewhere

blow

Catholic

the top#

69

theologians concerned with medical

iorals uof

however* recognise that risxs to life may bo undertaken and
even

life taken

exist#

70

'indirectly" when "proportionate reasons"

uch reasoning admits the place of

experimentation

in/

67

mil „Qt-^S«.■.
lor

» 5une 17,1967,
29/5/67, p.i).

p.

108 (citing

od

Beeeher,

69

Ibia.

70

nelly, " ithieal and Religious Directives for Catholic
Hospitals'1,
flxuali*) p.31^.

178,
in the medical scheme of
Few of the
on

any

the

cooes

things.

of ethics

on

experimentation comment

type of subjects that shoula or shoula not be used in

given procedure.

In experiments not for the immediate

therapeutic value of the subject, ail would require a full,
knowing, freely given consent.

To avoid subtle forces of

coercion, some commentators suggest that no "volunteers"
shoula be

accepted from among medical students or laboratory
71
72
73
7**
personnel,
prisoners,
children,
or the institutionalised.
Unless the procedure
Some say

is intended to benefit the subject

the only exception to the rule of experimentation

being for the benefit of the subject should be when
of

unimpaired Judgment consents to the treatment.

been

75

an

aault
It has

suggested that a fully informed consent to experimentation

in any other
any

directly^

circumstances is nearly impossible to obtain "in

complete sense" because people are not usually willing to

risk their health or lives for a scientific
their immediate

benefit#

experiment not for

76

-t /

71
72

73

haeeher, gptff&tj., p.+67*
"ethics Governing the Service of Prisoners as Subjects
in Medical ixperiments", 136 J.A..i.A. 457(19^8),
1953 The Lancet 2,9935
leys "ethical Standards in
Clinical

7k
75
7b

Research", 1953 rhe banc <21 2, 10*+-+•
Kidd, op.git*. p.2125 Roxburgh, "experiments on Human
Subjects*, 3
..cit
132(1962).
leys, la&%£&•
Beecher, "Consent in Clinical Bxperimentationt
"yth
and Rea lity", 195 f/ntlff.-iiJ* 3+C1966).

179.
the

same

time, others believe the use of experimental

How are

subjects shoulu not be so restricted#
children's diseases,
in

we to

solve

they query, if children cannot be used

expo-ri mentation?

Medical opinion i3 cl arly divided

cone©ruing the use of noraal healthy children or children
suffering from some irrelevant disease
research*

There

are

t.ose

controls in medical
77
who advocate that,
as

"iio medical procedure involving the slightest
physical or mental pain cay be inflicted on
a child for experimental purposes unless
there is a reasonable chance, or at least a
hope, that the child may benefit thereby**
it the same time,

other practitioners advocate that,''0

"no procedure should be carried out involving
risk or discomfort without a reasonable chance
of uenefit to that child or .other children#"

(emphasis added)
Perhaps the latter observation is the more realistic
on©,

as even the Goue of

Ethics of tha World Medical Association

(1961*, Appendix III) recognises the need for non-therapeutic
clinical res.arch

involving minors

(§111, sub-§3a).

The

really difficult and unanswered question in this area, as

sight be expected, is to what

..egree

of non-therapeutic axperi-

smental risk of harm may the legal guardians of a child expose
79
him wheri the child cither dissents
or where he is incapable
of /

77
70
79

1953 The Lancet,# 2, 993 (letters).
Xplij «
In Britain, under the L'atioiiai Health Service .ct Hogs*,
16 is .wade the age of consent and presumably, though
there are no cases in point, a physician coulu not underitake non-emergency treat sent of t shiiu between 16 and
21 years old without the child's consent, even if his
parents or guardian hue consented to the treatment*
-e®
Forbes, "Legal Aspects of ->food transfusion and Therapy
in General", 196 + Meu#rci#^aw r, 26*
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of understanding the nature
his exposure

to

of a
a

to it?

of the risk and of consenting

It is submitted that the exposure

chila, at least one under sixteen, to anything lore than

very

slight risk of harm or injury resulting from an experi¬

ment not for his benefit cannot be Justified.

Ixpsriaent-

»ation, in these ciroumstanoes, must give way.
While

most

egreo

sentence should be

that no substantial reductions in

^ranted prisoners for submitting to exper¬

imentation, some see nothing reprehensible per se about
letting prisoners serve as volunteer experimental subjects.
Furthermore, some would suggest that such conduct shoula be
classed

as

good behaviour and commend itself to parole and

prison boards in reviewing

a

given prisoner's record.

Though the majority of comment would exclude large classes
of individuals as

jation
a

on

grounds of the danger of express or implied coercion,

recent article

In this

acceptable subjects for medical expariment-

is not

so

oriented, at least at first blush.

article, ail experiments

are

80

suggested as permissible,

given only the limitations of "informed consent" and that they
be

"carefully conceived and thought to be of potential benefit".

The

suggested procedure outlined to insure *informed consent"

is /

bO

Kaplan, "Experimentation*

*6 feb.
61

Ibid., p.ioa.

67(1967).

An

rtidilation of

a

New Myth",

181,
is, however, quite thorough, requiring it to be in writing,
notarised, countersigned by the experimenter and another
colleague not involved in the experiment and witnessed by
two other individuals

-

such as relatives, friends or a

court-appointea attorney for the subject
of the

subject.

-

all in the presence

82

The author adds several caveats to his initial broad

suggestion for the scope of permissible experimentation which
restrict it considerably.
bo

ffaaely, that the experiment must

potentially oireotly beneficial to the subject where the

possibility of death exists or the subject is less than sixold ana that a local administrative board with a

steen years

panel of medical experts and laymen would have to approve

mixea

g5
any

planned experiment*
One

other ethical

difficulty posed by much of medical

experimentation is its inevitable reliance
those

who

take

derivative
of the

sugar

an-,

ore

to

"control group"j

pills, for example, instead of

used as a measure to determine

experimental substance or treatment.

must consent

on a

a

the

penicillin
efiacts

These people

undergo the full rigors of the experimental

therapy /

Ibid,

83

..

p,

103.

Ibid.. pp ,10^-109 ('This suggestion that experimentation
on children 16 or older need not be directly therapeutic
to them is

perhaps a. sensible compromise between the two
prevailing schools of thought on this issue discussed
sunrat
it is consistent with the apparently recognised
age of consent to medic*! treatment in Britain and makes
it "likely" that non-therapeutic experimentation will
only be consented to by those capable of understanding
the nature of the personal risk it poses.)

182*
therapy and cannot he tola they will serve only as decoys,
Thisi of course, involves a subtle but patent series of
misrepresentations and may be ethically unpalatable to some.

However, it is submitted, such a practice is generally recog*
snised as inherent in many experiments involving more than one
individual and people, in offering themselves to act as sub¬

sists for (non-therapeutic) experimentation, must be presumed
to have unoerstooa and

accepted this fact,

W CGirChUSlCHS
Xt is somewhat
to govern

medical experimentation have been promulgated in

recent years
churchmen

strange that while so many private codes

ana

and opinions delivered by various practitioners,
laymen, that few of these pronouncements have

found their way

into recognised legal expressions of the courts

Xt appears that, at least in the Common

and

legislatures,

,uaw

world, no comprehensive statutory guidelines on clinical

research and

experimentation have been set down.

few if any Courts in the
to come to

English-speaking world have attempted

grips, in any definitive

with the limitations and criteria of
govern

Furthermore,

or

comprehensive sense,

permissibility that should

these matters.

The meaical practitioners in this area, as in others we
have
a

/

aiseussssd heretofore involving

surgical intervention of

183,
a

nature,^1*

controversial

must work In the shadow of the

criminal law and its unclcarly

homicide

jurisdictions.

defined assault and negligent

Clearly, the law would appear to

accept the recognised amount of therapcutic&lly-aiaed "expertsmentation" that goes on in so many physician-patient relat¬

ionships.
It

is

probaaLy also trus that the law will accept

consent

as

a

justification for minor injuries and temporary

impairments of health suffered In order to test sound
scientific

hypotheses in the interests of nodical science and

the advance of knowledge,
bounuaries of this

85

s the

current law stands, the

legal acceptance are ill defined.

That

they must necessarily be loosely defined is one thing?
they must remain ill or on-defined is quite another.

that
It is,

however, undoubtedly true that reckless experimentation not
aimed at the

acquisition of scientific knowledge will not

be

by the law, nor probably will non-therapeutic

tolerated

experimentation which entails the likelihood of serious harm
to

the health or

compellin

bodily integrity of the subject,

66

'

absent

public In crest, as in the training of astronauts.

Still /

8*+

85

in sterilisation and de-aasculinisation operations,
traus3, "Bodily Injury and the befence of Consent",
81 3,A,ii*J
179, 193(196**).
As

«

06

ibid.

l&k*
3ti-i» however, these are largely only predictions, not
statements of existing law dealing with experimentation.
Whether the law will
rules to govern
be
a

seen.

medical experimentation remains largely to

any acceptable solution must Inevitably involve

uellcate and flexible

be

eventually develop satisfactory

balancing policy.

struck somewhere between the not

values of advancing

fhe balance must

infrequently competing

mankind's lot by medical research and

experimentation on the

one

hand and insuring the security and

preservation of his body, health and personality
It still remains to establish the legal
mentation

as

a

on

the other.

boundaries of experi¬

valuable and recognised practice

so

that it

can

be

pursued prudently, but without fear, by those Qualified

and

so

that, in ca3es of criticism or complaint, it can be

presented honestly as a proper defence,
should

to

a

Experimentation*

not, as it has often bean in the past, be submitted

court as

evidencing In and of itself Improper medical

practice and the practitioner's liability for any untoward
result.

87

In other

cefineu and treated

words, experimentation should be legally
so

that the Issue becomes not

one

of

re-

isearch and experimentation as opposea to accepted medical

practice, out rather

one

of whether the experimentation was

justified /

i>7

tadiawr, 3 1.?^^ W7, >+73U9^).

185.
justified la the circumstances, carried cut with proper
skill and

care

and with due

regard for the interests of the

88

subject concerned#
A

reasonable

and much-needed

legal approach to experi¬

mentation could be worked out with tools that are already
available.

An enactsu

legislative program® could take

auvantage of sous of the well-regarded codes that have bean
in this area,

worked out

II)

or

The

basic

a

of the World Medical Association,

medical

196^ (Appendix III)#

concepts of these Codes could be incorporated into

broad and flexible

and

such as those of fttjieaburg {/ppendix

statutory framework to guide and govern

experimentation, ss could the oft-expressed thoughts

practices of leading practitioners and students in the

field.

mhile legislation could set out guiding
basic procedural guarantees,
iication

principles and

the substantive value and justif-

for any given experimentation couia bs

resolution in the

courts, if challenged#

left for

The judicial

approach to those cases of medical experimentation giving rise
to

alleged legal liability woulu be best Implemented by a

flexible and liberal standard such
ident

evidenced ay lord Pres¬

Clyde*s quoted criteria in limner

The /

&8

as

ibid.«

p.Mid,

v#

Banlev. sunra.

186 .

The
and

guiding principle to determine liability, due care

consent

issues

the value of the

aside, it is submitted, should be whether

experiment undertaken is at least comaensur-

;ate with the risk to the (complainant)

subject involved.

The

greater tha personal risk posed by an experiment, the greater
also must be the

therapeutic value of tha experiment to the

subject or to others ana the social benefits to be

This principle can be criticised

Interests to be advanced.
as

too

ained or

general and while firm or explicit legal rules are in¬

appropriate in tha field of medical experimentation, some
basic

guidelines by which to judge such conduct can, it is

submitted, oe laid down.

several elements must ba appointed

weights in the balancing process between acceptance of the
need for

experimentation to go on

encouragement anu protection

-

-

with at least some

and security of the individual

from undesirable and unnecessary harm,

First, the risk of harm to the individual must be
sidered.

con¬

ieconb, the degree of the harm risked should be

evaluated; here psychological as well as physical harai must
be

recognised.

concerned is

Thiro, the mantel capacity of the individual

relevant,

as It

effects his ability to consent*

Against these conaiderations must be weighed the physical
condition or the person and the benefit he
from /

stands to gain

18?.
from exposure to the

experimentation.

In

a

non-therapeutic

context, as air ady mentioned, there is no immediate potential
benefit
the

to the individual that

can

be readily used to neutralise

degree and risk of harm involved.

benefit

potentially to be gained is important, as is its

existence.
to benefit

wart

or

The extent of the

If
an

a

high degree of risk is involved in an attempt

individual by experimental removal of a mere

mole, then it is unlikely to be justifiable experi¬
The

mentation.

individual's vary

same

will, however, not be true if an

life is at stake, for she degree of benefit

possibly to be derived is much greater.
The basic assessment to

mentation

so

aade In

therapeutic experi¬

is, then, does the personal potential benefit and

its

degree justify the risx of personal harm that Is involved

and

its

In
the

degree?
non-therapeutic experimentation, the risks remain, but

benefit

to

be

evaluated becomes not the hoped-for benefit

to, or cure of, the individual,
medical science

•

to ascribe to the
the

risk to human

concomitant.
much

the /

The most

difficult problem is what weight

"advance of medical science"

as

an

offset to

personality and bodily integrity that is often

One thing

weight ;s 1-

but rather the "advance of

is clear, it should not be given as

given to conduct whose purpose is cure of

188.
the

particular patient.
The

use

of certain presumptions

might b© relied

on

dealing with ths legality of medical experimentation.

in
For

Instance, where any serious or permanent physical or psychoslogical harm was caused the subject, the experimental
conduct coula be

presumed unlawful, the individual's consent

notwithstanding.

It would then be up to the experimenter

to

justify the harm caused on the general principles of

balancing risk, harm and benefit
The

standards

uggested heretofore.

by which to judge and condone or condemn

experimentation will not be easy to define and every

case

will, by its very nature, present different weights to be
appointed" in the balance,
advances in science

ana

Standards will change with

medical knowledge and,

not to be

overlooked, with the prevailing moral, social and political
consensus

the

in any

given jurisdiction.

obligation of defining those standards by which to evaluate

experimentation is
on

For this latter reason,

the

on

che medical profession as much as it is

legal profession, for the former, thanks to the con-

jfidenee and respect it

enjoys in the public

unique aoility to Inform on and clarify the
in the

field of ali. .ical research and

law has yet

this /

to provide.

As

one

sye,

has the

safe-guards needed

experimentation, which the

authority wisely summed up

lb 9

this need

recently,

;,'Ahe law

on the whole subject of experimentation
will be worked out In close reliance on the
moral sensibilities of the community.
It
chereior© behooves the medical profession to
take the public into its confidence and to
educate public opinion rather than to risk the
shock and explosion of pent-up revulsion if the
lid is pressed down on information and then
blown up by some aelourasic case,,,"
89

89

Freund,

»

pp.691-i.
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ssm immMmm or mm
lUTWjOjQtQ&X A 'IUIGaL ASPECTS

A,

fhe transplantation of body parts or substances can be
carried out from animal to human
from one to another,

jation), from

one

unrelated human being (homotransplant-

human twin to another (isotransplantation),

from the patient himself

or

being (heterotransplantation)!

(autotransplantation)•^

While

iegenus hare discussed early efforts at human transplantations,
it took the

development of modern surgical procedures over the

past two centuries to make such efforts practical,

The first

transplants Involved skin grafts, bones, teeth and corneas

2

3
anc

In

by the time of World war I blood transfusion was widespread.

195**» history

Boston with the
a

was made at Peter Bent Brigham
successful

transplantation of

a

Hospital in
kidney fro®

healthy twin into the other twin who was gravely ill with

kidney failure,
become

Kidney transplants in the interim have

nearly "commonplace" and some eleven hundred have been

performed /
1
2

*asauth and dtewart, 'Medical and Legal
Organ Transplantation', lb MmsMUkMJi*
Ibid.

spects of Human

(3) M*2,^*3(1965).

Transplantation* Existing Legal Constraints".

3

Looisell,

k

London* Churchill, 1966, p,78.
.asmuth and Stewart, loc.cit.

Egress

Oiba Foundation Symposium),

19U

5

performed in the pest dozen years*

The success rate of such

kidney transplants, while varying considerably depending on
the

genetic relation of donor and donee (which will he die6

scussed infra).

has been such that it has prompted some to

state that

'Clinical renal transplantation can no longer
be regarded as an experimental form of treatjsent*1
7

Transplantation of the liver, technically probably the
most

difficult vital organ to remove and transfer to another,

has been undertaken*

Op until Professor toy Cain© of

Cambridge performed the operation on May 2, 1963,
:essor

3

only Prof-

T«.>*Starzl of Denver, Colorado, had successfully trans-

:planted /

5

6

"Prafatory Rote* by Special committee on the Uniform
Anatomical Gift Act, of the national Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (2d tentative draft*
January, 1966), P#2# (Hereafter cited, "Prefatoiy Hots'* j*
/or example, Barnes reports in 196$ IcqaflBUlftfcftttQtt 3,

812, that of 700 niuney transplants Involving parental
sibling donors, more than fifty per cent were surviving
one year#
If the donors are unrelated, renal
trauspj,auts are far less successful.
A thoroughgoing
discussion and documentation of related rtt«iast nonr«rated donor kidney transplants over a four year period
is, Hume, t. al.. ^Comparative ie suits of Cadaver and
Related Donor Renal Hoaografts in Man and Immunologic
Implications sf the outcome of ecund and Paired Irans!1 plantsrt, 16^ AmMflff VtMx&m 352 (1966).
"Haetaodialysis and Transplantation* (ed#), 1967 Ihe
-leanest 1, 37C#
Ihs iteJ, May 4», 1968, p*2*
or

«»ftor

7
6

192,

sixteen human liver

earliest eight

his

transplants since i960.

Only two of

patients survived for as long as three

weeks, but of his patients since last June, four of eight
10

The

survive, one after nine months*
are

improved results

attributable basically to improved methods of administer-

sing i.:i iunosuppressive drugs to prevent rejection of the

graft by the body and to newly developed means of storing
11
donated

kidneys for up to six hours.

And, of course, the press has recently been full of the
of the world's first heart transplant recipient, Mr.

news

Louis

w&abkansfcy, who lived eighteen days

Christiaan fi« Barnard, br. Philip
has now been

on

his transplanted

Siaiberg, aged fifty-eight,

living with the transplanted heart of Mr# Olive

Haupt, aged twenty four, since January 3, 1968.
as

The

13

He remains

yet the only survivor for any substantial period of time.
high rate of failure with the nearly twenty

Xb

heart trans¬

plants that have been performed doas not seem to have dampened
medical /

9

Scotsman. May

b9 1968, p.1*

193.
medical opinion in favour of

continuing the practice*

Twenty

transplant teams assembled at fifteen medical centres in.
America

plan to do some 100 heart transplants within the

next year*

15

'

Defenders of the practice indicate that

although the survival record is poor, it is no worse than
16
that of

early, non-twin kidney transplants*

There has also been recent discussion of the

advisability

17
of lung

transplants,

especially as incidental to a heart

transplantation, even before Dr« Barnard1s heart transplant

operation was carried out*
been carried out

in

A one lung transplant has Just

Edinburgh, but It appears the implanted

lung never functioned*
The

18

19

major medic©I limitation upon the increase of succcss20

;fttl transplants Is the problem of

compatibility

ae ns

''incompatibility'1*

In¬

that the humsn body regards tissue trans¬

planted from another individual as a "foreign'1 substance and

consequently, as in bodily infections by bacteria or viruses,
it

reacts by

producing lymphocytes or antibodies that react to

and /

if
16
17
18
J-9
20

fortrngU*

Ibid.

>*y

6, *968, p,5.

3lumenstook, "Transplantation of the Lung", 1967 Trans5» 917? 2£uLJiiaaa» W 5, 1968, p.i*
dov.26, 1967, p*l*
The Scotsman. May 17, 196B, p*l (The 14 year old boy
recipient died two weeks later)? £l$$t June 7, 1968,p*54*
n easily reaaable discussion is provided by Dr* W*A*R*
Thomson in a lengthy letter to The Times. Dcc.p, 1967,
p. 9*

21
and

This rejection

process

iaatuaological opposition usually takes place soon after

or
a

reject the foreign invader.

transplantation enu the greater the genetic difference

between uonor and

recipient of the tissue involved, the mors
22

rapid and vigorous this rejection reaction will be.

As a

result, transplants frou a twin (isotransplantntion) or froa
the patient

himself (autotransplannation) will normally not

Involve any

risk of rejection due to incompatibility#

of blood relatives will substantially

use

of

a

successful

donors.

23

kidney transplant

improve the chances

the use of non-related

The use of non-related donors is becoming more

feasible because of two

suppressive
in

over

The

or

developments*

the use of Immuno¬

anti-rejection reaction drugs and the improvement

/

21
22

Ibid.
«asmuth and

23

See sources cited in 6.
Hume,
the following relevant figures at p.3pi»
89 non-twin r.nai homotranapiants over the

Stewart, op.cit,., p*M+2.

past four years involved the following
*sm£&
Related donor
Cadaver oonor
ti n-rolated uonor

1P+
25

JSM

rflYte

15

39
15

10

ja

U

3&

ik

i9>.

in methods of

cross-matching or typing the tissue of donor

2k

and

patient, ~

as has long been

done in blood typing#

How-

both techniques, while successfully used to soften the

sever,

rejection of transplanted tissue, are as yet a long way from

Both were, for instance, used with the world's

perfection#
first heart

transplant patient, Mr# washkanaky, and despite
H'i

protestations to the contrary by his surgeon, y it appears
that an

irreparable rejection process started soon after the
26

transplant#

While the heart transplant cases have unuoubt-

tedly increased medical knowledge regaruing both the use of

suppressant drugs and of tissue typing to minimise incompat¬
ibility and consequent rejection, it is still not yet thought
possible accurately and consistently to match tissues from
27
uiffarent individuals prior to transplantation#
^r#

Blflberg, the as yet only long tora surviving heart

transplant recipient, had some rejection trouble shortly after
his

operation in January, but the imauno-suppressive drugs,

though used more sparingly with him, appear to have the problem
under

control,"

and perhaps solved#

Britain's /

2^

iilpMmij Dec# 10,1967, p#2$ The limes. Dec,**, 1967,

25
26
27

1967 Brit. Med#J. if, 757*
T.fre 9'bseyypy, March 10, i960, p#i#
Dempster, Melrose and Bent&il, "Scientific, Technical,
and ethical Considerations in Serbian Transplantation",
Brit,
1968 led. J. 1, 177, 178.

■18

1'ha Observer.

March

10, 1968, p.l.

196.
«■>.

Britain's first heart transplant, performed May 3,
et

1968,

^ondoa*s national Heart Hospital, was aiaed oy recant

knowledge gained ahoat tissue typing ana about the la .unology
29

ana

rejection reactions of a transplanted organ.

and

recipient were typed ana matched as to blood type, protein

content

and cheaical

;plant went forward.

Ahe donor

composition of tissue before the trans30

Also, the British teas should be

benefited by new research Into the use of aati-lyaphocytic
serum

the

(ALS), which attempts to avoid rejection by preventing

body's defenders agaiaot foreign invasions

cells

-

from

-

white blood

attacking the muscle cells of the heart

ALS and ALG

(mti-lymphocytic globulin)

are blood fractions

produced in horses by exposing then to human white blood cells.
Both substances have been used with striking success in recent

kidney transplants at the University of Colorado
may

32

eventually pave the breakthrough in animal to man trans-

£plants.
The /

29
30
31
32
33

and A,L,S.

l,bf jOfrmytl*
>» i968, p,3.
Ml*? XMMayJ, 1968,
Juu&&bG£&£» May 9» J.96S, p,3,

p.5.

.%y#ld rrifem,, lay 8, 1968, p,5.
May 9, 19oo, p.lo.
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fh® 1

miunological reaction problem aside, another serious

saeuieai limitation

the incre.se of

on

successful organ trans-

iplants Is the insufficient supply of avail ble organs*
While

naturally replaceable tissue such as blood or

some

s&ln may bo taken

from a living donor, as v.ell as one of two

paired organs such as the kidneys, without a substantial
detriment to his health,
the vital organs
as

well

source

liver, heart and lungs*

corneas, blooa

as

is

-

the same is obviously not true of

a

oead

vessels and bone, the only practical

donor, a cadaver#

difficulties of time*,

for these organs,

However, this poses serious

While "non-critical" tissues such as

skin (within twelve hours after death)

and corneas (within six

to twelve or even

eighteen hours after death) cay be leisurely

removed after the

donor1s death, "critical" tissue such as

the kidney,

the liver and the heart must, ct present, be

recaoved within about

;ation*
be a

thirty minutes of the arrest of circul-

However, the problem of organ storage may largely

technical

one

of simulating body

kidney or other tissue*

circulation in

a

cadaver

l)r* Foikert 0* Belzer of the Univer-

ssity of Julifornia has developed a machine which, by feeding

plasma fortified with boay chemicals and penicillin into a
cadaver

kiuney,

may be

able to maintain its healthy existence

outside /

3!+

"Prefatory note", op*cit», p.3*

198.
outside the deceased aonor and anaoie its use la
up

to fchrai uays after removal,

35

Svea at present? kidneys

o

storeu at 5 C may be kept viable for up to
is true of the

same

and

transplants

six hours.

liver, when stored at between

6°

36

and

The

12°C

supplied with blood by a miniature heart-lung type machine.
The precious time

factor in the utili at ion of cadaver

tissues for

transplantation is not the only difficulty to be

overcome.

It is, however, at least one that can be over¬

Other, perhaps less soluble problems In

by medicine.

loads

the use of cadaver donors for

law

transplants are creased by the

dealing with the status, treatment and disposal of dead

individuals.

There are many who feel that these and other

legal problems are the greatest present impediment or roaablock to progress
or

not

of tha
B.

this is

in human organ transplantat ion.

true

cannot

be

38

Whether

appreciated without an analysis

legal difficulties in this area, which now follows.

TH 5 COMMON L.AW Alio THi UGiS Qd TtUAT HNT OF u2
dranted that

cadaver uonors are

J

B0KI4S

likely to be the only

large source of tissue ior homotranspiaats, the law regulating
their /

35

36
37
38

Xlrni March 22, 1968, p.*+7»
Touch, Ourran & Moors, "The Use of Cadaver Tissues in
Transplantation1, 271 W. Sntg. J. Med. 691(196*+)•
May 5» 1968, p.3,

"Prefatory Note", loo.cit.f

1967 The Lancet 1, 370.

199.
their use must be ascertained.

«e

start from the pro*

can

iposition that, barring the enactment of relevant statutory
guidelines, the com ion law limits the individual's power to
give valid directions regarding the disposal of his body or
parts thereof after his death.

selected

material does exist in this area, and
discussed
are

subsequently.

39

What statutory

it is growing, will be

Here, for the moment, however, we

concerned with the operation of the common law in this
Onoe that is ascertained, we can more

area,

clearly super*

iimpose those legislative enaotmeats that are relevant and

thereby more clearly gauge their application and scope.
That the individual bed only a
common

law to

stems from the

limiteu power under English

prescribe disposition of his caaaver probably
fact

that originally In

the ecclesiastical courts exercised

England the Church and

jurisdiction over matters

ifO

involving dead bodies.

Lord Coke recognised such juris*

tdiction and stated such matters generally not to be within
U.1

the

cognisance of the common law courts*

seventeenth

when, in the

century, the common law began to take jurisdiction

of /

39
kQ

aasmuth and Stewart, QD.clt., p.¥+7,
Vestal, Taber ana Shoemaker, "Medico-Legal
Tissue

(19^;*
*fl

Ibid.

spects of
Homotransplantation", 18 P.Detroit L.J. 2?1, 273

201.

of

religious offences, it was accepted that no property
k?

rights existed in a uead bouy, the corpse was raa nuillus.
uhiie

no

property right existed in the traditional sense, the

court3 nonetheless

recognised a right of possession for

purposes of burial in the surviving spouse, the children or
the next of din (in that oruer).
V'hosver took

charge of the dead body after death was

not considered the owner,

but merely held it

those with an inter-st in the
of

the

public.

this trust

that

a

a trust

' for

bouy, sublet to the protection

The very early American decisions adopted

concept, out they subsequently developed the theory

quasi-property right in ^eaa bodies vested in the nearest

relatives because of their duty to bury their own dead#

1+5

'

This

quasi-property right included the right to custody of the body
for proper

burial, the right to have the body remain andis-

iturbed where properly buried ana the right to bring an action
for damages

if any outrage, indecency or injury were caused

the /

h2

4-3
w

Louiseli,
p.87.
Vestal, Taber ik Shoemaker, op.cit., p.275.
-9s%W yti
(1867) 3 Q#B# 67J77#
Wasmuth & Stewart, gsuslfc., p#Vp2, citing ricrcg v, owan
10 u# 1.227, 1+
6o? (1672) at p. if 53
to the following effect, "That there is no property right
in a dead body, using the word in the ordinary" sense, may
well be admitted.
let, the burial of the dead is a subject
which interests the feelings of mankind to a much greater
degree than aany matters of actual property.
There is a
duty imposed by the universal feelings of mankind to be
discharged by someone towards the dead$
a duty, and we
may also say a right, to protect from violation*,
and a
duty on the parts of others to abstain from violation!
it may therefore be considered as a sort of quasi-property."

201*

the

body of the deceased*
.vhile

a

dead

so

k6

recognise any property rights in
k7

Soots law did not

body after it was committed to the grave,

it is not

clear what rights regained in the relations before inter¬

nment of the deceased,

for daring thnt time an indictment

could be raised for abstraction of the corpse*
some

theoretical

There is

difficulty in concluding that a corpse is

property before burial, but not after interment,

Nonetheless,

modern

authority in Scots iaw appears to support the contention

that

corpse

and

a

that an

could be owned by those entitled to it for burial
*+9
improper taking of the corpse is theft*

Generally, the person with the legal right to possession
of the cadaver is entitled to receive it in the
as

whan death occurred*

50

same

condition

i.hile the public interest may

justify mutilation by autopsy, the person entitled to post¬
mortem
aay

sue

possession of the oouy

be it spouse or next of kin

i'ho action is not, however, to recover damages

harming the corpse, but rather as solatium for the injured

feelings/
**6

b7
^

50

-

for damages for unlawful mutilation of or injury to

the corpse*
for

-

Ibyd.
Alison, Qylilhgj.AWJlf,MqJ>» Voi*i*, Edinburgh;
Blaekwo >d, i8„,2, p.4-61. '
Xkifi*
wewar v» H.M.Adv*. 19^5 d*C*5j
Gordon,
ft if Sftotlanq, pp.f30-4-31*
Vestall, aber & Shoemaker, oo.clt.« p.277.

202.

feelings of the relations.

51

In other words, the basic

surviving spouse, children or next of kin

interests in the

of the deceased are emotional interests connectad with the

dignity „f the disposition of the body.
The legal right to bury

-

52

corpse as a practical matter

vests iu the nearest relative of the -ecedent who is in a

position to be able and is wiping to perform that oaty.

53

If need oe, this duty of burial may be imposed upon the
executor or administrator of

If the party

the

deceased's estate.

entrusted with the auty to bury the dead

body either attempts to sell it or make any other disposal
of it whibh offends public

feelings or endangers public

health, he may well be subject to criminal prosecution for
commission of

a

common

uaw

crime as well as

a

civil wrong.

"Any disposal of a dead body which is contrary to common

decency/
51

Wasauth & Stewart, ftfisflii*i
(fctrftcm Y.t ,<?*»?!> ^
Minn. 30?i 50 N. .*« 238(1891), in overruling a demurrer
to a complaint for damages due to unlawful mutilation
of the

complainant's deceased husband, concluded,

"That mental suffering and Injury to the feelings would
be

>2
53

5b
5j

ordinarily, the natural and proximate result of
knowledge that the remains of a deceased husband had
been mutilated, is too plain to admit of argument.*
The wife's asntai suffering and nervous shock were the
only damages alleged)$
Accord, Pollock v. Workman.
9,900) 2 F.35h.
"Prefatory note", op.clt.. p.**»
as math and Stewart, Qg.gfa., p.We
"Prefatory Note", Qp.fot*, p.5.
"Indecent Tre tment of a ;orpse as a /.oaiaon «aw Orirns",

*t80(195o).

203.
A

decency Is an offense at coa<on law.""
In the Scottish case of dewsr v. H. i.

received

a

severe

Justice-General (ftoraand)

'callous indifference to

58

charge of "shameless, shocking and irreligious'

further

mishandling of the corpses assigned to Dewar for

cremation was

preferred by the police, but the Crown did not

proceed on it is the ease.
Thomson

xhe «ord

of the living.*''

the feelings

conduct for

the pannel

he id such action to be "Inhuman

disrespect for the dead- as well as

a

57

sentence for the theft of ooffi.* lids of

deceased entrusted to hia for cremation.

those

to

dv.

v.

State

cSo

59

held it

an

offence

for an undertaker

attempt to sell the bouy of a pauper entrusted to his care

for burial.

boarder's dead
it up

his

In Baker

v.

atate.

6 JL

the defendant exposed a

body to public view for several

ays,

propping

and concealing the fact of death, in order to collect

monthly welfare check.

Without statute, she was convicted

of /

56

Perkins, QxitiMk km* Brookiyns Foundation Press, 1957t

?d3657 Cd59(i93^)^ Yi Bra<^Y' 13 Me* 3 7* 3yi» 9 A*
jQ

j9

oG

61

19**5 J Is. 5.
Ig. , at p. 10.
This bizarre charge apparently was urawn from Hums, who
cites it in relation to an Edin
Edinburgh man hanged for
throwing the unei.au bouy of his dead wife out of a third
story window onto the High street,
105 Tenn. l77, M*** 213(1900).
B15 Ark. 851, d23 >,.<• ad. 609(194-9) ♦

20^»

t

of a ooasaon law crime for
i'he

rights of the relatives to immediate possession

the corpse
at

indecently tr-atlng a corpse.

in the same conuition as when death occurred must,

times, give way to the public interest*

necessary to

a

It may be

detain and examine the ooay because of its

evidentiary value in litigation*
is

t

life insurance

62

One obvious instance

policy or workers compensation award

dependent for resolution on cause of death and surrounding
circumstances*
will contain

Hot

infrequently, rife insurance policies
63
autopsy clauses*
Another such instance is

when death occurs under

suspicious circumstances and an

autopsy or post-mortem examination is ordered by the public
ledicol examiner
or

to make

be the

with
an

no

case

some

or

coroner to

ascertain the

cause

contribution to medical science*

where death occurs

of death

Such may

suddenly, violently, unexpectedly,

physician in attendance, or while the patient is under

anaesthetic*

In Scotland, such deaths are referred to

the Procurator Fiscal for

inquiry and the performance of

a

post-mortem dissection of the corpse is within his discretion*
The Coroner

England
62

63
6*+

65

or

medical exariner has similar Jurisdiction in

65 /

Vestal, Tabor dt Shoemaker, op.cit*, p,279,
"Prefatory «oie% op.cit,, p.7»
ee generally Sinister,
aftcl
Jdioburghi Livingstone, 1966 (12th ea,T, pp*19-22,
IbisU, pp. 15-19*

6;+
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En^Iana and America,

If, however,

an

autopsy is unauthorised, the next of

their right to possession of the
67
body for burial is norsaaliy a right to the boay intact.

xin may

sue for

damages.

flhe theory is that an unauthorised autopsy
interferes with this custodial right because
the dissection of the booy prevents burial
in

a

proper

The person

manner.M

68

with the burial right of the corpse may grant

peraission for an autopsy as well as sue for an unauthorised
dissection.

69

It is also true thet generally the deceased

consent by written authorisation during his lifetime or
70
by will, to the performance of an autopsy.
However, in

.aay

the absence of
is not

enacting statutes, this power in the decedent

without question and some states would allow the incon-

isistent wishes of close relatives to

prevail,

71

.lassachusetts

law, for example, does riot apparently give binding effect to
the decedent's directive for consignment of his corpse
science for anatomic dissection or
but

to

post-mortem examination,

rather allows the next of kin to deny such &

uisposition,

72

nonetheless, a recent case in the Co monweaih» may well have
altered /

66
6*7
f
68

69
70
71
72

Chayet, "Consent for mutopsy", 27*+
5na.J ,Med» 268(1966),
fass.Gen.laws Ch. ib, 367

dee, for example,
TM A

JL.UAM

•

I^bid.. pp.268-269.
iiuth and 3tswart, op.cit.. p.q-59j
Chayet, loc.cit.
Ibid.i
Vestal, feber & -hoemaker, o .cit., p.281.
Couch, Curran and Moors, oo.cit., p.o93.
I|biu.

<206.
In O'Oea v. Mitchell. 213

altered this Massachusetts law.
M.S. 2d

&70(1966), the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts

ulsaissed

an

action brought against an undertaker by the

decedent's next of kin for
the

corpse ana

alleged

Addressing itself to the

Laproper burial.

fact that the undertaker had

.is conduct in handling

apparently followed the deced¬

ent's ante-sortem instructions in so acting, the Court stated,

plaintiff's stanuiag Cto bring the action}

"The

they are 'next of
decedent, and therefore have the
right to possession of the decedent's body.
That right rests however in the next of kin
only when there is no surviving spouse or no
contrary provision by the decedent concerning
the disposition of his remains...The absence
of*..contrary directions by the decedent must
be alleged by the next of <cln in order to
establish their standing to sue,"
73
rests on the statement that

.in1

to the

Whether consent
the

useecent

or

of the corpse,

scope of

for

autpsy has been given ante-mortem by

post-mortem by those with the right to burial
Che dissection must be carried out within the

the consent given and,

sore

importantly for purposes

of

transplantation, does not Include the removal and retention

of

organs,'

in

point,

Oi+

There
Hughes v,

are

several Scottish and American eases

rtobertson^

involved a damage action for

unlawful /

73
7*
75

Ghayet, "Further Motes on Consent for Autopsy1, 27
1019, 1020(1966),
Ghayet, 271
268, 269(1966); wasauth and
Stewart, oa-cifc., p.^59s
"Pre fatory Mote", oiusit. ,p.7«
1913 3.0.394-*

W.
unlawful post-iortoa examination of the

widow's deceased

husbaau, which autopsy included removal of several vital
organs

earlier Scottish case,

an

,yt

jjMM&ki?6

the court

stressed that the unauthorised r-teation of organs
dead

In

from the corpse before it was returned to her.

from the

body examined is another ana more serious wrong than

the unlawful

In

post-mortem itself.

MiU ,,Y» Yff ^Yftiaya

liable for

77
■

*

,

vfl *»

defendants were he la

violating the stipulation of the decedent^ sur¬

viving spouse that the autopsy should not be performed in a

public place and should not involve mutilation of the body,
I'he defendant'

s

had

re .roved

decedent's heart

evidence to defeat an insurance claim.
a

for

use

as

78
In Korber

v.

Patak.

physician was held ii ble for removing the corpse's stomach

and

refusing to return it whan he had only been authorised to
7Q
80
"examine* the body,'7
Again, in Hassard v. behaneT
an

action was brought against the coroner who,

during the course

of an authorised

autopsy, had removed the corpse's heart anu
8l
spleen without satisfactory explanation.
Once

76
77
78
80

81

/

(1901) 3 F. 918.
15* Tann, ^95»
Q*W# 1097(19^9),
128 Wise. *53, 102 S.W. 40.

3? 11^19^1).

Vestal, Taber A ohoemaker, oo.cit.. p.288,

d08.
Once the

exercises

body has been burled, the state still

protective function over It against unauthorised

a

The improper unearthing of a deau body was

removal.

early

recognised as an offence "highly indecent and contra bonoa
aores"

and as

cognisable In the original courts*

that the exhumation was for scientific purposes
did not change

go

The fact

(dissection)
83

its characterisation as a criminal offence*

However, later Scottish practice and commentary indicates if
the

body was unearthed for personal, medical study, rather

than for

profit or perverted ends, uhe punishment would be

much milder*
In

The removal of

a

body from the grave was not

Scotland, considered as theft, but as a separate common law

offence of
supra,

grfafft vlPifltt

concluded at

the court in MM,

p*ll,

"In our law, the crime of disinterring human
regains after interment is not punishable as
theft, but as the crime of violation of

sepulchres*rt
The

essence

the corpse

of the Scottish

crime, applicable only ones

has been buried or otherwise removed from the pro-

jlection /
8*

8H-

¥>,*flirna» 2 t*r* 73^, 100 aauu39*<i788).

Alison, 00.clt., p.^63, discussing the case of John
Campbell, the medical student fro a Aberdeen, who was
only imprisoned for fourteen days and ordered to pay
Infirmary*
lison, ftp.cit., p*^l| Hume, 1, 85*

£100 to the Aberdeen

82

209.

protection of the law of theft, is disturbance of the dead
boay without permission of the relatives, executor or
authority otherwise in charge of the corpse and interested
86
in its undisturbed

fhe English

repose,

position, somewhat artificially, apparently

considered the offence as theft when the
taken from the grave

It appears

law and

,,CGts
dead

body's clothes
87

were

along with the cadaver#

that Roman-butch law is quite similar to the

Anglo-icriotta

coa on

law in matters involving

bodies, post-aortaais and related legal rights and duties.

In Roman

law, the rights of custody, control and uisposal of

the

corpse was in the hands of the heirs, who were to dispose
88
of it in accordance with ideas of decency and .eiiglon.
this

Was

executor

also

the

position in

toaaa-Duteh law, the heirs or

being required to carry out the terms of the deced-

:ant's will regarding burial as f&ithfuxly as possible

-

probably a greater burden than the Snglish law w mid have

imposed,^
in

svoived
to

the

it qs likely that the unauthorised conduct in-

ijuxhes. suora. would render the perpetrator liable

relative

possessing the burial rights in an actio

However /

86

Gordon, op,ext., p.936 (citing >outag (1882) 5 Gouper 6'J
a» ItMv *,.!.* .q.q^tfr U89£) 3;Adam 50).

and

o?
88

89

Httac, do .aentari^s, 1,, pp#o>-oo#
price, ''legal Rights and Duties in Regard to Dead Bodies,
Post-mortems and Dissections', 68
+03, ^0;(19>:l5.
laid,.
rbiu..

pp,kQj-U>6.
p.407*

dlG.

However, this is not to say that the aoaan-Dutoh common
law would hold any
actionable
is

more

cutting into a uead body as prima fac^e

ia the absence of enabling s,atu.se.

91

The position

flexiblet so that,

'Any operation an a uead body which is generally
accepted by custom is legal.
This includes
not 0,-iy the activities of unuert kers and
ambalmers, but also the mug accepted customary
practices of th nodical profession in regard
to postmortem examinations and dissections of
any kinu aaae for bona fide medical or scientific
purposes, provided that sue attention is paid
to the testamentary wishes of the deceased, or
failing these, to the wishes of the next-of-kin
executor

or

(if tuere is

iioaaan-outch law would

The

tissue to be removed during

"px-ovided that it is

no

next-of-kin).

92.

apparently allow for cadaver

statutory autopsies,

a one

bona fide and decently

for medical or scientific purposes in accordance
with long established custom in the medical

profession,"
This is

93

probably the common law position also, If "medical

purposes" is not interpreted to include the
removed

tissue for purposes

This

of such

of transplantation.

brings us to the question of whether and under what

circumstances tissues may be
In

use

transplants.

removed from dead bodies for U3e

Mora than a dozen years ago, several American

writers /

91
n ■*>

Gordon, burner & Price, Had.Jurisaruqanca. Sdinburghj
Livingstone.
1953# p*^39«
M

93

Price, a.u*S,U»> p.^3.

t

•-

211.

writers iri the field stated

carefully,

''It would seem to bo fair to conclude that a
person at the present time in the United
•States

probaoly has the right to control

the disposition of his body after death so
long as no public policy is contravened,
and it seems to follow that an individual,
In his lifetime can give permission for the

taking of tissue from his body after death."
it

is true that the

absence of

9J+

Anglo-American common law, in the

statutory provision, requires permission for the

removal of organs from the corpse to

person who possesses the right to
mortem consent

from such

a

be obtained from the

burial.

relative will

95

while a post¬

suffice, absent

explicit direction for a contrary disposition by the deceased
curing his lifetime, it is often difficult to obtain in time
to utilise

rapidly deteriorating tissues.

If the ueceased himself during his
a

gift or direct

iori^in

proper

lifetime has executed

form of his organs for trns-

tplant purposes, it will be normally upheld as a matter of
common

law, just as his ante-mortem right to direct

on

autopsy

for /

9*
9j

98

Vestal, 1' ber and Shoemaker, ou.cltf.. p.287.
asmuth and Stewart, ou.cit. . op.^63-6*+.
Technically, a aonor can only "give' or make a "gift"
of his cauaver or its organs if he owns it in a "property"
sense._ It is not clear whether an individual "owns" his
body after death, or even during his life.
As a result,
it may well be that a parson can only make a direction of
how he wishes his cadaver to be used, but cannot make a
gift of what he technically does not and cannot own, of
what

is

res

extra coaarolp.

It is submitted that

a

person,

by virtu© of a limited or quasi-property right in his body,
1.1 ay make a gift of it for post-mortem use, as long as such
use 13 not contrary to public policy or good morals, thus
the us© of tha terms 'gift" and "donate" in this paper.

2X2*

for any

97

reasonable purpose will ae* f

However, If his next*

of-kin repuaiate an attempted ante-mortem
toe earlier common law

98
their

wishes*

saaas

to have

gift by the decedent,

doctrines discussed .say well support

while the Massachusetts case of O'uea. supra.

prevalence of such a position there,

altered the

about a aoasn American states still follow the early English
law and would

uphold the repudiation*

99

In these states,

obviously, the authorities would not be safe acting on deced*
seat's ulrections alone in removing an organ for

sation*

transplant*

However, these states are in a minority gradually

growing snailer due to legislative changes, which will be
hereafter discussed*

C« LiQlSLATIOa i>S..LXHO'WITH USE OF 2HG BOM* Alio IXS VARIOUS
&8IS FOR HEMIC,L

OR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES.

1, Britain
.he criminal law

with the unlawful

in

England and Cootiand early dealt

taking and use of a cadaver as we have

However, it took the abominable, wholesale murders

seen*

of the notorious

nurke and

Hare, which came before the Scottish

courts /

97

98

vestal, faber and >hoeaaker, oo.clt., p.283}
Raamtsma,
'-"Legal ispects of Organ Grafting'1, 13 w.ifed.J. IhX, 1!*2
(1966).
"Prefatory Hots'*, oo.oit., p„9j
this is the position in
the British Anatomy Act of 1832, to ba discussed shortly*
§8 allows the ueoaasad's surviving spouse or next of kin
to override the deceased's ante-mortem directive that
his body be anatomically examined and to have the body
of the deceased interred without such a post*raort©ia

99

examination*
Ibid.8
Couch, Eurran and Moors, loc.clt.

213 ♦
courts in

1828, to prompt legislation dealing

ortem treatment of huaiaa
of

bodies,

consequence

public indignation at Burke and T!are#s unsavoury traffick-

remains to this cay,

101
was passed and

102

The ;ct provides for the deceased

airect, ante-mortem, that his body undergo anatomical

examination after his death,
on

ith post-

as a direct

sing in corpses, the Anatomy Act of 1832

to

..

of

so as to facilitate

anatomy in the medical schools.

in the transplantation

the carrying

The Act is of importance

field for the light it sheds

on

the

"party having lawful possession of a d-au body', which

words,

have been borrowed ana

incorporated into the Human Tissue Act,

i9sl» us "person lawfully in possession o. the body"

Id 3
•

words

presumably have a similar meaning under both Acts and

cases

interpreting their use in the Anatosjy lot

may

The

be helpful

in clarifying their presently uncertain meaning in the Human
lO^fr
105
Tissue Act«"
In hex v. feist (I858)
the master of a
workhouse

the party

was

held, for purposes of the Anatomy Act, to be

'having lawful possession" of those dying in the

institution.

From this case, Lord Ailbrandon has reasoned

that /

100

Lord Kilbrandon, "The Human Body and the Law", a paper
presentuu to the University of Aberdeen Law Society,

101
102

2 and i will#

-

103
1GS*
105

u„26, 1968, pp„J—;+,

i#c#75»
xCilbrandon, loc.cit,
9 and 10 mix. 2, o#j?t,9l#
.viibrandon, op.crt.« p,*»
bears and 3. 990,

aiL,

Management of the hospital where an

that the Board of

"person lawfully in possession
106
body" unuer the Human Tissue Act, I9bl»
If such is

inaividual dies is likewise the

y

of

the

then a mora expeditious use for transplant purposos

the case,

could be made of tissue from persons
their organs

under

Sun

of the

not expressly donating

ct, than could be made if

the authorisation of the spouse or next of kin were held

they being considered the

necessary,

'parson lawfully in

possession" oi' the decadent under 3l(2) of the Act.
if

the

hospital where

a

patient oies is considered to be the

"parson lawfully in possession of the body" under
the Human Tissue

dven

IlU)

of

Act, 1961, there is still a substantial

Impediment to expeditious removal of tissue for transplant

The hospital would still be required to make "such

purposes.

reasonable enquiry as may be
reason

to

to

such tissue

relative
be

be-lave"

that the

objects thereto.

so as to have

lifetime or If

Ibicu

any

surviving

Suoh "reasonable enquiry" may well

inconsistent with removal of viable tissue for

Lord /

"no

deceased had expressed an objection

removal during his

ation in uany instances.

id6

practicable"

transplant¬

dip.
Lord lilbrandoa' s

ay

interpretation is not concurred in

the English Hedioal Defence Union, which has recently

been advised

by leading counsel .hat, save in the ''exceptional

case", the hospital where a patient dies is not the "person
lawfully in possession' of the cadaver for

urposes of the

107

Human

ist>u.e i*Gt#

nether, it is the executor

family of the usoeas^d who

ust authorise removal and who

may veto the accessed's ante-mortem conation under
the Act.

Lord Liiorandon's suggstsd approach

I careful ulstinctlon needs

one.

almost certainly the
common

raw

corpse

-

ct

-

and

is

to be

drawn here

osr.jscion of the corpse

-

jn possession of the deceased's

almost certainly the institution whore he expires.
is concerned with the

latter, tangible possession,

clearly has, though it may well be other¬

bouna to transfer that
The Human Tissue

even

to the

surviving spouse or next of xin under

the person

which the hospital
wise

of

Act, 1961, is probacy, it is sub alt ted, the

between the person with right to

The

ll(2)

108

Hunan Tissue
correct

close

or

Act of

possession to the relatives.

1961 has been criticised because

presuming the person lawfully in possession of the body

ascertained, the Act lereiy authorises, but

uoes not

require

him /
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out the deceased's uonative direction,

ill. to carry

*5

Furthermore, under sl(2) the surviving spouse or next of kin
bar a donation with wnioh the person lawfully in possess-

nay

:Ion of the

b„y

reason

.f

sought by the hospital authorities con-

ye

lag fatal to the

a tiae
110

So such time-consuming

proposed transplant,

a

If they are not

ven

ct is such that their consent

of the

^

whioh wilt often involve

joernau,
success

.ishes to eoaply.

,he wordii

opposouj
utust

body

procedure is necessary if the aecedent had expressly provided
aate^ortea for

use

It has been
the Human

of

§l(r)

his cadaver under

suggested that

of the ao%#

nuoh of the problem posed by

ct would be cleared up by allowing the

.issue

hospital whore a patient dies to direct removal of tissues
needed for asdiccx
Is

believe the

to

reason

(transplantation)

object to such a use.i"""
the

basis of

air Gerald

a

Tissue

109
110

,11

on

or

unless there

his next of

kin would

In fact such a suggestion now forms

"Renal

Transplantation" introduced by

Nabarro, h.P,, into the Coupons

(Appenuix IV),

■MH-i. .■.■■mi,

bill

...eceased

purposes,

n

March 13, 1968

The Riil excludes application of the Human

/
■

^i—n ——W u m»m
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Lo*isell| OD.clt.. p#88,
Kiibranuon, o j.clt., ppo-6»
i-ulu.
j
brace, "Open discussion on Surgical -thics,
with special def..rence to the Problems Arising .'roa
f.ansplant at ion'1, 7 internet'1 Fed, of Surgical
% m*a,
w?, P. 17.
-
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Act, 1961 and applies only to kidney transplantation#

Tissue

section of the bill, (2), states,

The key

"It

shall be

lawful to remove from the

body of

human person, duly certified as aeaa, any
kidney or kidneys required for medical purposes
unless there is reason to believe that the
deceased during his lifetime had instructed
a

otherwise#11
This

new

criticises

bill on

ieveJued

kiuney transplants avoids most of the

against the Human Tissue Jot#

It is

interesting to note that the habarro Bill basically resurrects

presumption of consent embodied in Britain's first statute

the

doeling with organ transplantation, the Corneal Grafting
1952.
of

112

the

Under this Act the "party in lawful possession*

dead

bouy could authorise the transplant simply in the

absence of any
or

next of kin

been

has
as

reason to

believe the deceased, surviving spouse

objected#""^

While the Corneal Grafting Act

repealed oy the Human Tissue Act,

1961, this presumption

already noced, has not been carried over#

The burden of

"reasonable enquiry" imposed oy the human Tissue
as

a

kin#

ct,

let requires,

practical matter, the consent of the deceased's next of
whether the legislative presumption of consent contained in

the above proposed

applied to other,

legislation on kidney homografts will be
iore or less, developed and accepted organ

transplantation /
112

i«i and 16 Geo.6 and 1

113

{bid.# 82.

Slis.2, e#28.

218*
transplantation procedures regains to be seen#

The limited

application of the renal transplantation Bill is perhaps a
recognition that at some point the interests of medical and
scientific progress mast be
ana

balanced against social, moral

theological repugnance at the growing extant of "tasper¬

sing" with and "interchanging* booily parts,
after

all, the art of the possible.
The fiaoarro Bill requires the donor to be

ied

politics is,

as

'"duly certif¬

dead", a deceptively simple and straightforward con-

icspt as we will see whan we consider the unsettled, evolving
and

problematic definition of "death" to-oay,
2. France
The

recent

news

operation in Paris

ol

llif

Europe's first heart transplant

has focused attention on French medical
While France has not heretofore

developments in this field,
hao

legislation providing for the use of cadaver organs in

transplants, since as far bacis as 19^7 doctors in a restricted
list of

hospitals have been authorised by a Public Health

uirective to
without

use

organs

obtained from autopsies performed

prior donation by the deceased or consent by his

relatives for transplants#
relevant

115

*

The directive stat

s in

part,

"By /
llhlip

The Times.

£pril 30,1966, p#i#

.apocts of Organ drafting'', 13 W.-iau.J,
Harvey, ^gjOgaLP,;;
(1967) 30
991,o92,
ReviHard,
u-Jiii*
££2££e££, pp. 95-90.
J
dcemtsma, "Legal

i*+l, 1+2(1966)5

<*19.

"By the terras of the decree, the chiefs of
services oi hospitals are per dttau to start
an eaergency procedure without delay after
registration of u-uth, to tax© organs from the
bodies of the deceased patients, for scientific
and therapeutic purposes, if the hospital
administration has bean entered on a list
aaintsined oy my department."
116
Sxciudea from the scop©
under the
are

of tuis directive, although still

jurisdiction of the coroner or leoicai examiner,

the victims of

at worit, as

crimes, suicides and accidents occurring

well as Moslems for religious reasons.

117

3* United States
There
use

are

a

of th© huaan

wide range

of American statutes dealing with

bouy ana its parts for various medical and

scientific reasons.
Some

forty states now have statutes dealing with the use

of unclaimed dead bodies

by medicine anu science for purposes
I 1

of teaching anatomy ana physiology and for
has been s&ia that
should

have

u

whole

II

research.

It

iae&liy, each pair of meuicai students
caaaver

to

stuuy and dissect, but the

119

supply is not adequate,
fh« uncertainty as to whom is capable

of authorising

an

autopsy has been clarified by i©gisration in a number of states.
For /

116

aoemtsma, ioe.cit. (citing French source as 'Ministers
la dents- publique et ue la Population;
direction de
1'Hygiene rublicue et des Hopitaux, Circulair® no.17,
d'j Janvier 1953")*
be

U7

I.biu,

ilB

As, for example, "Unclaimed <^ad Human Bodies Act",

119

^ign.atatyn. SI*, u23(I)-(7) (1958 P.A,82, as asnmdad
"Prefatory Bote", oa.clt.. p,7.

22Q.
s
i

instance, 9onn» Gen, utat. Ann. S19-1+3 allows an autopsy

or

to

be

performed on written permission being ^ranted by

any

of

following over eighteen years of age*

the

"Father,

iother, husbanu, wile, child, guardian,
by

next of kin, friend, or any parson charged
law with responsibility for burial*'
120
Gince

l9J0 mora than half the states have enacted legis¬

lation ueaiing with ante-mortea gifts by the uocedent of his

These statutes differ eonsiuerably as

body and its parts.
to content

and

covex'agej

surviving spouse
121

disposition. °*
of

120
121

ox*

-one of the® no not grant the

next of kin a veto over the uooadentfs

dome are ^uise Halted in their enumeration

/
dhayet, 27** iUiteiuUM- 48> 269(1966).
(19o2) 17 §2J31»9* which spates in

As La.Rev.Stats

S2J91 that,

"Svery inhab.itant of this state of the age
of 21 years or oldsr, of souno alnd, may,
by an instrument in writing and constitui;ing a conation, arrange or provide for
the disposition to be made of his body or
acy pert or organ thereof, after death}
provided that the uisposition mentioned
is maue for the purpose of advancing medical
science, or for the rcplac-30ient or rehabil¬
itation of diseased or injured parts or
organs of the bowies of living persons.
Any body or part or organ thereof...suty be
used in accordance with the terms of the
uonation immediately upon the death of the

donor ana without order of court or auth¬
orisation by next of kin, or any other

person...J

221.

of

permissible donees and purposes for donation of the organs,
The minimum age of the donor, commonly

others are not•

twenty-one, and the method 01 execution v ry,
the

123

lany of

statutory schemes fail to provide for revocation of the

gift and even more fail to take account of the conflict of
12**
laws

This whole

problems posed by a transient donor.

statutory situation has been recently characterised as one
of " inadequacy, diversity, and
One

of

the best of the

confusion".

125

existing pieces of legislation

dealing with ante-mortem gifts is that of California, which

specifies the persons with a right of control over the uis-

jposal of a dead body where the aecedent weft no contrary
instructions.
control is

126

The order of assumption of this right of

specified;

spouse, children, parents, persons

in next degree of xindred in the oruer fixed

entitled to

succeed

and safety Code

to the

§7100,

estate.

127

'

ay

waw as

California Health

in most relevant part, provides that,

"A aecedent,

prior to his death, may direct the
preparation for, type or place of interment of
his remains, either by oral or written instruct¬
ions.
If such instructions are in a will or
other written instrument, ha may direct that
the whole or any part of his remains be given
to

a teaching institution, university, college,
legally /

12.;

"Prsiatory iiote% op.cit..

^3

ibid.

4.2*

ibid.

125

fblu., p.13.
<her, "Funeral Pre arrangement", 15 Stan. b.E.

12o

**29-30(1963).
JU7

JUUil.

p.

12,

+15,

222.

legally licensee hospital, or to the State
the
bank,
aye oank or other therapeutic service operated
by any agency approved by the Director of
Public Health under rules and regulations
.staoriehed by the director.
Ihe person or
persons otherwise entitled to control the
Disposition of the regains under the provis¬
ions of this section shall faithfully carry
out the directions of the decedent subject
only to the provisions of this chapter with
respect to the duties of the coroner."

director of i ubiie Health, or to or for
use of any nonprofit blood bank, artery

The section has been criticiseu because

it

imposes

no

liability for failure to comply with the decedent's antemortem wishes

of course,
in tho

l JS

"

And,

it does not provide for conation of the cadaver

absence of the Decedent's express consent.

The
tissue

regarding disposition of his body.

aost

for

recent

statute

facilitating the use of cadaver

transplantation appears to be Ohio Rev. Code

I2i0d.0i.06 (Hay, 1967)«

^'he Act allows anyone of sound

aina o-er twenty-one years

old to give ail or part of hia

booy for research, educational or transplantation purposes,
"effective up-n his death*,
relatives to the contrary.

regardless of the wishes of his
Specified donees include physic-

:lans, hospitals, schools and non-profit human parts banks.
Iho

uonee

card which

any

is notified of the
can

revoked up

gift.
Because

128

be

Ibid..

/

p.if28.

gift under the Act by a written

to death in the same manner as

223.
Because of the often

piecemeal and inadequate approach

legislation representee by the above-mentioned

to

statutes

dealing with donation of cadaver tissues, the

National Conference of Commissioners
a

'meriean

on

uniform state laws,

prestigious advisory body, has been wording on a uniform

draft law entitled The Uniform anatomical Gift Act"

after "Uniform Act"

(here¬

The most recent, second tentative

*

draft of the

Act, along with full comment in explanation, is

contained in

Appendix V.

several fundamental
has

aone

The Uniform Act seeks to cover

points that rio legislation heretofore

satisfactorily

129

and thereby facilitate proper

legal treatment In America of organ/tissue transplantation
from cadavers.
to cover ares
to

whom}

and what

and the

The

The principal points of concern the Act seeks

by whom a gift of human tissues may be made}

how the gift may be executed, delivered and revoked}
effect the

gift should have

on

the rights of relatives

liability of the performing physicians.
proposed Uniform

130

ct, by 92, allows removal to be

authorised by persons in a stated order of priority where the
decedent has executed

no

ante-mortem

consent, unless the spec-

iified individual "has knowledge that contrary
beun /

129

"Prefatory Note", oo.cit..

130

Ibid.. pp.lii-16.

p«l6,

directions have

22*t,
given by the decedent91

been

Uniform Act avoid# the
cadaver

(§2(b)).

By so providing, the

''person lawfally in possession'' of the

interpretation problems of the Human Tissue Act, 1961*

The Uniform Act also appreciates
death available for the

the very Halted time after

removal of critical tissues like the

kianey, liver ano heart by setting out a specified list of
survivors

preferred order so as to facilitate expeditious

execution of

permission for removal and transplantation

(12(b)).
Any individual competent to execute a will is permitted
by the Uniform

ot to donate all or any part of his body,

ante-mortem, to any accredited physician, hospital, school,
body parts bank, or even individual for medical education,

research, scientific advancement, individual therapy or trans¬

plantation

^l2(a),

ij).

The Uniform Act &i»ows execution of the

gift by will or

by any writing signed in the presence of and by two witnesses
and

duly delivered to the donee, if one is specified

Means

for revocation of the
The Uniform Act

gift are enumerated (SJ),

Insures the aonee or other person author¬

ised to utilities the gift

(performing physician) who acts

in good faith against civil Liability

§7(a)
not /

(fc>.

(87(b)).

of the Uniform Act contains two wise provisions

apparently specified in any other legislation enacted to

not

First9 time of de-th is left to be determined by the

date.

donor's attending physician alone.

Second, the donor's

physician in attendance at the terminal illness is not; to
be

member of the team of surgeons

a

donor's part or

parts to another indiviauai.

Laos® latter provisions,
donor

which transplants the

and donee's

assuring for distinction between

physicians, recognises the almost inevitable

conflict of Interest that must arise in most,
essence" transplantations where

"time is of the

the transplant surgeon is also

attending the uonor and anxious to remove a critical organ at
the

earliest moment after "death"

jation.

to avoid tissue deterlor-

This provision wisely prevents a physician from

being placed in the compromising position that Or. Barnard
in South

frica has

accepted for himself, despite criticism.

Furthermore, by allowing

131

'death" to be determined

"by the physician in attendance upon the donor's
terminal illness or certifying his death',
legal attempt to define what

the Unifora Act a/©ids a formal

many

feel is basically a medical concept anu one presently

undergoing
It is

a

rapid

evolution.^2

expected that this Uniform Act wi 11 be available

for /

'I

131

T^tflog* 1-^h.l. I96G,
132

I

J an. 20-21,1968, p.lj

xhs.

p.y,

.ae discussion, infra, of problems raised in the trans¬
plantation firid due to the unsettled definition of

"death".

226#
for

legislative adoption in basically its present for® later

this year#

£» TH3 USPIHITION OF OSJTH
oeath is intimately tied up with transplant

surgery.

The aoblain transplant in France was facilitated by a
new

definition of death decreed upon by the

Government on

April 2'+, i96b, which enabled the surgeons to
donor's
a

remove

the

t, once electro-encephnlograph record*© showed

complete absence of brain activity and reaction, while still

maintaining the young donor's heart by artificial ventilation#
The

Government

aecree

followed upon a decision

113

by the French

Acauesiy of Medicine to recommend a private member's bill which
defined "clinical death" in relation to the
of human

organs
as

organs.^

transplantation

The Act apparently allows removal of

fro® cadavers (those who have undergone "cerebral death'*

snown

by a flat electro-encephalograph) which are srtific135

ilaliy raaintained}

btiogicai death of the brain is sub-

sstituted for cessation of respiration and circulation#

irticie 1 of the trench
is

the

relevaxit

116

Bill, as presented to the legislature,

section and

states,

"Clinical /

133
134135
x3o

mu±fl&&« April 30,1968. p.l.
bee Le Monde. Dee#2I, 19^7» p. 12#
iievihard,

iMgsj^-feu.

jcussion of

prq, p*95#
prii 30, 1968, p.ij
see aore detailed dlsthis subject in general, intra.

227.
"Clinical death is considered to have taken
place when a person is affected by lesions

incompatible with continued life, though
maintained in

a

s

at© of

vegetable existence

by various devices, and when en electro¬
encephalogram has shown, for a period of
at least ten minutes, lack of function in
the higher nervous centres, that is to say
when tha electro-encephclographic tracing
is a straight line,"
137
This recent

French law concerning a

ition of death for purposes

satisfactory defin¬

of transplantation is the only

attempt among recent legislative enactaents involving human
transplants to come to grips with t.nis problematic issue*
The

recent

statutes, including the British Human Tissue Act,

1961, The Ontario Human Tissue Act, 1962-63, and the banish
ct, 1967» aerely refer to "death" without attempting to offer
any

definition,
Whether much of existent legislation has wisely avoided

any

attempt to define death for transplantation purposes, as

the

new

that

French Act

many

has, is uncertain.

It is, however, certain

of the legal ana ethic 1 questions now surrounding

transplant procedures, not to mention the medical problems
for the

moment, hinge on the fact that no clear cut definition

exists as to time of death.
In the

light of advancing scientific knowledge concerning

simulation of

life, trauitional definitions of death

longer /
137

kiiurandon,

o.clt.,».7.

are no

228,

kQrMQ^lS U^s^ated ,ifo<R9al ,MoUq"»CEt

longer accurate

twenty-fourth edition, defines death as, * Jhe apparent exttac¬
it ion of

life, as manifested toy the absence of heartbeat and

respiration.

,i^£5

Glaister defines death

as

"complete and

persistant cassation of respiration and circulation".

U9

However, these standards definitions uo not take adequate account
of modern use of
coronary

analeptic and tensive drugs, hypothermia,

perfusion, pacing and massage, anu artificial res¬

piration by puiaoflater, which can allow the oouy metabolism
to function for hours,

uays ano
i

beyond traditional limits.

in some cases even months

iii"j

oaath, in the current context of transplant surgery, is
suggested by most as occurring at one of two times

-

either

patient reaches the "hopeless" stage or when the
l*fl
apparatus being used to maintain him is discontinued,

when

the

while

some

of brain
and

one

define the

'hopeless'1 situation in terns of lack

function, a more traditional and universal determinant
related to

brain death is the heart's inability to

maintain a spontaneous

beat.

In accordance with this

jgarbing the so-calieu

basic

dichotomy of opinion re-

'moment" of ueath, the Canadian Medical

Association /

138
139
IhO

Wasauth ana Stewart, op.clt«, p»**6**,
dialster, aiUffiU* * P.109.
.ee Keith Simpson, "Moment of oeath", 3

"bbotteraoo 2-2,

23(1967),
lh4

.'lliott, "when is the Moment of Death", (196**) ** fed,
Sau
77.
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Association recently appointed a select
life and death,

distinguishing as to "biological* and "saeoh*

sanical" life and death*

that

committee to define

m-2

The ma^or

uifficulty in defining the time of death is

"death is

a

believes",

I**3

process

As

one

and not a moment in time as the law

observer has noted,

"Biologically we die in bits and pieces.
Not all parts of the body lose their
vital properties equally and synchronously,
i,e«, not all parts of the body are equally
♦dead' at the

Indeed it Is this
simple thauatoiogical fact that makes organ
same

time*

Ikb

transplantation possible at all,"
It Is quite correct that
occur on

a

number of

planes,

individual la termed "somatic"

death is

a

process and may

the immediate death of the
death and this is the most

difficult point in the process to pinpoint, but must be deter*
jminea as
the

soon

as

possible after occurence so as to facilitate

removal of organs for

little

or

no

Professor Keith Simpson

cellular deterioration.

summarises the

loss of

transplantation which have suffered

signs of somatic death as inSensitivity and

electroencephalograph rhythms, cessation of respir-

satlon and of circulation.

1+5

He

tempers these remarks by

stating,
"There /

1J+2

1^-3

PfL'g&atf* iay 10,1968, p,6.
Mailer,
i*

!*++>

V*5

Medicine and the Delimitation of Death",

1^+0(1967).

.

,

,

#

,

v

'Organ Grafting in Man", l1* J.For*Med. *1(1967}.
i.Pllhdlples afid rypotice_ofJiedAi.tli>.L%. (1965
12th ed.J, p,70.

Shapiro,

230*
'There is at Hi life

long as a circulation of
oxygenated blood Is being -naintalned to LIVS
vital centres - i*e* brain*•*whether it (the
vital centre) is alive or uead con only be tested
by withdrawal of artificial sustenance;
a subject
who cannot 'pick up* spontaneously and survive
upon the withdrawn! of artificial maintenance e«n
be certified u-ad

-

so

but not before this test is

imposed."
oaatic ueath is followed

uy

cellular or molecular death*

which involves death of the body tissues*

The brain is the

first tissue to die and undergoes irrecoverable damage
is

if it

deprived of an oxygenated blood flow for five minutes*

Sua

*

kidneys can function for up to one hour after souatic

dentil* the striped nuacie for hours end such tissue as the
hair

aau

nails for

days*

Because of its extreme

normal oxygenated

sensitivity to the absence of a

blood flow and its general Inability to

regenerate its tissue* the brain's "death" is rapid and irrovjeraibie*

The completely anoxic brain will generate no valid

electro-oncephalograpoic impulses*
believe that
flat

once

lk-9

There

such a condition has been

are those

who

determined* the

electro-encephulographic rhythms may be roiled upon to

uotcmina whan

which in turn

loss of

implies

oraia function has
an

become

Irreparable*

irreversible absence of life*

150

This /

l1^
1V7

£fe|b»

lw

ibid.. p*71*
The Moment of

Ih9
150

Hamlin*
iaM.

oeath" (ed,), Ik- w*;f«d*J* 133(1967).
"niie or death by tsiid", 19b d112(196^)*

'1U
This

apparently was the criterion of death used by the French

physicians in their recent heart transplant#
encephaiographic tests
reaction from the
the

on

151

the heart donor had recorded

of this procedure as a

hour's flat

one

a

to have

been

no

brain for several hours before removal of

artificially maintained heart was undertaken,

least

Electro-

152

Advocates

criterion for death have recommended at
(no reaction) electro-aneaphalograph

recorded, as well as no spontaneous respiration

during the same period,

153

liot ail physicians, however,

place faith in a flat eiectro-encephalograph recording as the

dispositive criterion for death,
Ihe

the criterion for somatic death

as
a

difficulty with accepting irreversible brain damage

person may

Under this

("cerebral death") is that

"die 4 before his heart and lungs

approach, the "vegetable" with irrecoverable brain

damage is "dead", though he continues to
level

cea3e operation**

"exist* at

a very

low

by carrying on the basic metabolic functions of breathing,

circulation, swallowing and excretion.

155

Even if severe brain

haemorrhage has rendered the patient apneic (unable to breathe),
he may

be maintained, often for a considerable period of time,

by /
151
153
15**

155

ij&jyLaili *pi'il 30,1966, p,l,
Hamlin,

oo-cit.. p.lx%
J,Giliijiguam surgical Neurology, Edinburgh U,) in
symposiua, "khen is life?4, sponsored by the Edinburgh
Medical Group, oct.il, 196?•
bouisell, pa.cifi., p,92.
~r.

a

232#
by the artificial ventilation of an automatic respirator#
It

is not easy to

156

call such a patient dead, for so long as

the a rtificial

maintenance is continued "life" continues in

his tissues.

There will inevitably co;ae a time when "life'1

in terms of

respiration and circulation cannot be maintained,

for ail methods of artificial

maintenance sooner or later

fail and cellular death leading

to putrefactive

change occurs.

Ho*ever, in traditional terns at least, while artificial
maintenance continues to

simulate

life, "death"

can come

only

after the decision is made to shut off the mechanical support
and the

patient is unable to sustain his vital functions of
157
circulation auu respiration independently.
The

death will follow limed lately upon

fact that

sation of artificial

circulation is

no

tent to be "dead".
nay

ue

to m«i at si

means

means

158

fully dependent

for
A

n

terrain*-

respiration and/or

determining the patient

so

tispend-

poliomyelitis victim, for instance,

on an

iron lung to sustain respiration,

yet he is very much alive and liitely has no brain damage
whatsoever.
Some

159

conclude

that

'brain death' is an important factor

in /

156

158

>fiS;ttuth and Stewart, ou.cit. ,p.1+6;>#
Simpson, qd.elt.. p.70, quoted in 12?.
asmuth and Stewart, ioc.cit.

159

.Ibid#

157

*

p.'s66.

233*
in the determination of
have

ue

th, ana that it can ha said to

occurred when all chances of the

consciousness have been eliminated*

patient recovering
Death is seen primarily

by the state of unconsciousness, yet the ion^-terra coaa cases
not resolved*

are

Xbo unreported case of fteglaa v. Potter perhaps points up
better than any other

the difficulties that

resent inade¬

quate definitions of death can pose for the would-be trans160

tplant surgeon#

to

In Potter, it seems, a man was admitted

hospital with a severe head Injury he had sustained In

fight with the named defendant#
fourteen hours and

was

placed

a

He stopped breathing after

on an

artificial respirator for

twenty-four hours, at the end of which

a

kidney was removed

for

transplantation*

Itter this nephrectomy the respirator

was

shut off ana

was

there

no

spontaneous respiration or

circulation*
Under traditional definitions of
Potter was
to

a

not

death, the victim in

dead until his breathing anu

circulation

came

persistant ana complete halt when the respirator was

finally turned off nearly two oays alter his admission to
hospital.
so SSI

160

161

oodruff would

/

The

times.

July <?6,i963l

^ho case is noted extensively in
(1964-) '4- ded.dci. & Law j9',
-iiott,
loc.clt.f Louise 11, agtdU* » pp.9^-93 (citing froa (196331
t-ii.* i9>«
dee 119, 120 definitions*
*tfh«n

161

Professor Simpson and Professor

uo

we

die?'

i62
seem

Jet it this ware the case, was not the

to agree#

physician who removed the victim's ttidney guilty of a crime
(malicious wounding) and a civil wrong (battery), for the
re iov.

1 took place

his consent ana
woula

see a

that

and allowing the

while the victim was still 'alive'*, without
not for his benefit#

was

the physician,

163

Furthermore, it

in shutting off the respirator

patient-victim to die, serves to break the

chain of causation between the original wrongful act

(the

assault

in

occur;

the physician constitutes a aovus actus interveniens

ana

the death that

finally is allowed to

which releases the

original wrongdoer from legal liability

lor homocide#

It would seem ihat the judge considered such

to be

the case in Potter,

trial

^y the Coroner

for the defendant

after

a

was

committed for

jury's finding of manslaughter,

yet was convicted only of common assault by the court#

16 '>

y

finally 1 using this same line of reasoning, it can be
argued that by shutting off the artificial respirator the

physician is the immediate cause of the patient's death and
guilty oi homicide, that technically it is not manslaughter
but murder.

166

*hiie the physician has in a legal sense

caused /

162

dee 125

163

Hiott

16*
16 J
166

1

definition
ioc.olt.

Ibia*

liuui*
ibio#

>

P«?b#

anu

1>7*

235#
caused
has

aeatn, the conduct is presumably not unlawful for ha

only terminated the artificial prolongation of life not

independently viable in accordance with accepted medical
167
ethics and

practice*

A recant

similar
the

transplant case in Houston, Texas, raised

problems to those raised by Potter,

heart of

a

homicide victim after

burgeons used

obtaining th© county

medical examiner'a permission and after declaring the manor
dead when his heart

functioning, even with mechanical

The medical examiner certified de th somewhat

support*
earlier

ceased

on

lack of

brain function as measured

.leotricaliy*

168

Aside from .fore-mentioned causation problems in the homicide

prosecution, other difficulties arise:

can an

autopsy, re-

sgulred in homicide cases, be considered complete without a

heart?j

incomplete autopsy affect the murder prosecution

can an

and defence

at

trial?}

and, asiae from possibly causing death,

the

transplant team be prosecuted for interfering with a
169
planned autopsy by removal of the victim's vital organs?
c-.-n

Most of th©

problems discussed above should and could be

avoided, it is submitted, by excluding suspected homicide
victims

as

transplant donors#

A /

167
166

-69

1* .A,Hunt, ''Defining D ath", p*2 (a short
submitted to the
*
for publication,

Ifi2-aag52l&SJ&ae§»

ay

ij,

lay 9,196o, p«l#

j^ftaJua&aiUa £laaa»

w ij,

1968, pp,l,8;

1966, p.i.

.anuscrlpt

196$), p*2#
Zhe Times,
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A

subtle

lore

difficulty Involved in not considering

having occurred so long as a patient's respiration

death as

circulation are

ana

artificially maintained is the high

degree of discretion It vests in the attending physician to
ueteraina when ueath shall in fact

switch the

By flipping a

occur.

iterally choose the time of the

physician can

patient's usath ana uight be strongly pressured to uo It at
time most

a

propitious to an interested party

heir who mast

inherit

survive another

to a

such as an

given time in order to

property* obtain insurance and estate auty benefits and
L 70

the

or

-

Or what of the ^ver-arutious heir who plunges a

like.

dagger into his benefactor or who switches off the machine
himself

Is the

with

a

to assure

malefactor

cox'pse?

that

the

man

noes

not

come

"back to life".

guilty of murder or only of interfering

171

The result depends, of course,

on

when

death occurred.
Under the

discussed that

more

recently suggested definitions of death

rely on irreversible brain damage as the

criterion, many of the above problems are avoided.
physician cannot be tempted to prolong
in order to benefit

some

accused of homicide

be

individual.

for

a

The

life artificially

hor

can

the

physician

deciding to "shut off the switch'

in /
■■■

I

.

l
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Simpson, 3 Aboottempo 22, 26(1967).
Williams, The Sanctity of life ana the Criminal Law.p.lk*

237.
In

a

hopeless, "vegetable" case.

There Is no danger of the

physician's acts breaking the causation chain of criminal
liability connecting the wrongful act and the d ath, as
appeared to happen in Potter,
is the

heir who shuts off the

t the same time, however,
switch

or

stabs the

patient

being artificially maintained to be held innocent of homicide
because

of

prior irreversible brain ueam^e?

Many of the disquieting facts raised by Potter and the
Houston (Nicks-dtuckwish)

transplant cases may well be resolved

by a damages suit recently filea against a Virginia transplant
surgeon

by relatives of the heart donor.

172

Allegedly, no

permission was given by the donor or his family to use his
heart for transplant purposes and it

is unsettled when "death"

occurred,
A

case

involving facts very similar to Potter arose

several years ago

at the iarolinske. Institute in Stockholm,

173

Surgeons removed and transplanted a kidney from a eying woman,
who was
on

comatose

artificial

means

circulation.
to

the removal

days

/

from

The
as

at

a

cerebra.
the

haemorrhage, but not dependent

time for either

woman aonor,

respiration or

whose husband had consented

hau the victim's wife in Potter,

aied two

days later in a respirator.

The surgeons defended their

(as in fotter) on the theory that irreparable uamage

actions

had occurred to the brain am* central nervous

system, the

woman*s chances were considered one hundred per
ana

that conventional definitions of death were

in the circumstances.

cent hopeless

unsatisfactory

The case has been criticised from

legal ana moral grounus, but apparently no legal liability
ensued*

174

"As

can

be

seen,

the time of death, which formerly

depended aainly on factors WITHIN the patient may
how depend increasingly on factors QUI SHE the
the availability of facilities, the
resuscitate, the choice of alternative
death concepts and the decision to discontinue
treatment."
175
patients

decision

to

iany, probably the majority, of the commentators seem to
feel that
be

the definition of death is

a

medical

determined by the attending physician.

one

176
as a

only, to

result,

medical definitions continue to be offered and the Committee
of Ethics of the World Medical Association is

the

problem.

177

struggling with

Professor 0.8.Barnard is quoted as defining

death as,

♦one /

171*
175

ibla., pp.467-468.
Blbrck. 'On the definitions of death 4, 14 W.Med.J. 137,

1J9(19O7)«

176

as auto and otewart, loo.oIt.?
Hilbrandon, in the
symposium '' .hen is life?" already cited!
Voigt- "The
Criteria 01 be at a (particularly in Halation to Trans{plantation burgery)", 14 •..ieu.j.. 143, i+4(i9b7)i
Uniform act (AppTSO, p.29?
"The H,ment of death" (ad.),

14

177

1+Z3E33*

133(1967).

133(1967).

2J9*

reflexive action for a period of
is disconnected
two, no spontan¬
eous respiratory movement, and, three,
no evidence of heart activity, as shown by

"onev

no

time indicating the brain
from trie body functionsj

electrical measurements*"

Voigt^

178

has suggested that

'death has occurred when every SPONTANEOUS
VITAb function has ceased permanent1y*s
Under such

a

comprehensive d finition, brain uaaage oi an

irrecoverauie nature would not alone

be sufficient to

con¬

feel*"®0

that

stitute death*

Professor Woodruff of Edinburgh seems to
no

change in traditional definitions of death is needed due
medical science's ability to keep people

to recent advances in

"aliveHe stresses,

rather, the neea for a new code of

conduct to govern the use of such new
sources

by the profession.

attanning physician

medico-scientific

re¬

The prominent surgeon feels the

tust determine death by the standard crit¬

eria after he has made the decision to "shut off" the machine*
If he is satisfied as
the deceased to a

to death at that time,

then he may refer

transplant team*

Other eoauentators have concluded that

the definition of

death /

178
4.79
180

Hawthorne, lao^pnsp^q^d flea,St (1968),
Hunt,
» P>±»

quoted from

p#1^3,
Voigt«

uy
:■

OC.Cltn

J.F.A. Woodruff,
Address to the

"Xb© ithics of Organ Transplantation"?
Edinburgh Medical droup, May 7, i960*

th la not

d©
a

social

purely

question,

a

medical question,

161

but has become

lso that auat be consiuered and resolved

by the appropriate legislative ana juaicial authorities on
182
a

public policy basis*

It would seen that social or

public policy considerations favouring transplantation surgery
were

at

ueath

least

partly responsible for the new uofinition of

recently decreed upon the French Qovarnnent, which paved

the way
is not

for the Gyppaa-dobiain transplant, Europe's first#

It

unlikely that similar policy considerations sight prompt

legislation on the French model when more convincing
rgi
medical signs of irreversible brain uaaage become dnown#
J
other

Certainly such an approach has less legal problems to resolve
than
means

a

uefinition that finds death only after
of resuscitation

unsuccessful.

The

a

ana

all ai'tificial

prolongation of "life ♦ have proved

tter type of

definition would have to

protect the physician who -thicaliy shuts off the machine
without encouraging unethical
same

method;

causation
as

determinations of aeath by the

it would likewise have to resolve problems of

relating to the original wrongdoer involved, if any,

in Potter.

18U-

M /
181

Bidrok, asu&i£«»

182

hunt, oo.clt.. 0.3#
was math and Stewart, loc.clt.
Hunt, ^q,cf„c„U»

183
I8»f

i-968 ijrit.jted.J. 2, 37^ (Lord

2kU
8.

THS PROBLEM OF THE "COHSSNTHO" LIVING oONQR

the recently enacted vanish "Act Jbout Removal of Human
Tissue"

(June 9# 1967) Is one of the few statutes to deal with

the use of

living as well as cadaver donors for organ trans¬

Il

plantation.
to

of the Act requires only a written consent

Justify the removal of tissue from a living donor "to tr at

illness

or

bouiiy harm in another person".

donor in normal

cases

to be

of

patient".

acceptable removals.

requires the

twenty-one years old.

allows such removal only if it can be
obvious risk to the

§2

However,

accomplished 'without

This caveat limits the scope

It also raised two fundamental

questions concerning the giving and gaining of consent by and
from

transplant donors:

"capacity* for a

proper

namely, what is the necessary
consent and, what is the permissible

"extent* of consent in this area?
We have

had

recourse

in a medical context
and the

so-called

to consider the

thorny area of consent

before, while dealing with sterilisation

"conversion1 operation, and we

need to consider it once

shall have

again when discussing voluntary

euthanasia.
ueveral

generalisations

can

be fairly safely ventured in

regard to consent for meuical purposes.
consented /

If the treatment

ZbZ1
consented to has
purpose, no

a

recognised and accepted "therapeutic'

liability will ensue per se for the physician's

invasion of the person

It is

in an attempt to achieve that

end.3"^

probably also true that consent makes lawful minor non-

therapeutic (cosmetic) operations on the individual, such as
straightening of the teeth, removal of skin blemishes, perforation of the ea.s and tattooing*

JLB6

However consent

187

will not

maiming or the infliction of

justify homicide,

serious harm,

particularly where aspects of indecency, brut*

tality or the evasion of public duties ere involved.

Important distinction must be drawn between consent

An

for tissue removal that will

not, and that which will, or

might» be harmful to the living uonor*

The removal of

naturally replaceable or repairable tissue
transfusions and skin grafts

-

or

serious damage

-

such as blood

does not create much, if any,

problem where proper consent is obtained#
saanent

188

ISO

7

where no per-

will result to the donor from the

removal /

l8p

See re levant discussion, particularly on the uncertain
scope of "therapeutic", in Chap* of Voluntary sterilis¬

ation, footnotes
186

186

stAtj,t{, 3W19W.

a,-Mcfv. Yft
i9+7 f«£.l, 19**7 £*£*!• jJL
Peppjp y, Hgfrqrtqt,2U aicfa« 187. 178 N.W.690(1920).
See />ex v oonovan (193*0 2Ii*B#W (sexual indecency)!
Co.Litt#

189

Gordon, Qj&kdM

Strauss, "Bodily Injury and the Defence of Consent",

81

187

Wa^j

127a(160if), (begging)|

generally,

Hughes, "Two views on Consent in the Criminal Law',(1963)
26 ifod«L«2« 233*
Forbes, "legal Aspects of Blood Transfusion and of Therapy
in General", (196*0 b Ijgp.Spj^ftw 26,

2»f3#
removal of tissue and where h© and the donee are competent
adults who

knowingly and intelligently consent to the trans¬

plant, after a full explanation, no serious legal problem
190
is

The important consideration here is

likely to arise.

not

the

'extent* of the consent,

but rather the

'capacity® for

The law is concerned only that the consent be given

consent*

freely and knowiadgeably and for that reason will be Interested
in the age,

mental condition and capacity of the donor and the

circinstances in which he consented*

191

Cognisant of this basic distinction, the south African
Union post^torteca *»ct

192

r

treats the removal of "tissue replac-

jeabie by natural processes of repair" from living aonors

differently than the removal of
The former class of tissue may
may

'naturally irreplaceable tissue".

be freely removed, the latter

be removed for transplantation purposes only where the

vonor

consents

in

writing and two other physicians certify in

writing that the removal will not
any

way",

'prejudice that person in

The letter limitation has left the legality of

removing on© of two healthy kidneys from a wi ling living donor
in /

190

bouisell, op.cit., p.bo, citing Justice Cardozo's remark
in

.SgfajLWjMtlJUtltMq-pUaj, 211 K.I.125, 10$ K.S*

92(1914'), that "ivery human being of adult

years and
has a right to determine what shall be done
with his own ooay
sound mind

191
192

Ibid.

dor-on, Turner & Price, Hou,Jurisprudence. pp,251-2$2.

2¥fr#
in considerable doubt and elimination of the "in any way
strict

limitation has been rscon tended recently as a moans

of facilitating the use of
The legal

living kidney donors#

effect of consent by a living donor to the

removal of tissue not naturally

kidney transplant, as mentioned above, focuses

whole question of what one

a

medical

willing Individual

improvement or health of another

close, loved one

-

can
•

donate for

particularly

has yet to be fully considered by the

The uncertainty revolves around the traditional legal

law#

attitude of hostility
the

but oeyond that, the

uncertainty most immediately#

this

the

replaceable oy his body

At present, the use of e healthy living

remains uncertain#
donor for a

193

towards surgery not carried out for

benefit of the patient, thougn with his consent#
Few

19**

legal problems have arisen from the use of live

kidney donors, though the removals cannot be without some harm
at
his

least

potentially in weakening the donor's reserve should

remaining healthy kidney fail

chances of

-

to the donor#

The high

satisfactory existence on one Kidney probably explain

why legal liability has not sought to bo imposed for removal of
ana

193

191*

*

/

dhapiro, op^lfe#,
Harvey, (!9b7Y 10

p#**1*#

iod.L.R, 591, 593.

3*5*
of one of the
one

paired organs.

195

And even If the loss of

kidney does Involve a slightly increased risk to the donor,

most have felt it is

cl.srly outweighed oy the need of the

prospective recipient*
At the

time

same

196
.s

the law will not allow consent to

Justify homicide, it is consistent that it not allow the removal
from living honors of unpaired

lungs and heart*

vital organs such ©s the liver,

>t least for the present, the law is not

willing to Justify a donor's death t>y the severity of the

prospective recipient's need*

197

Some suggest this is not

necessarily the proper order of priorities, particularly where
the

donor is nearing

death*

Professor Smith, for example,

finds it difficult to accept the

allows
but
a

a

to give his life to save another from drowning,

person

does not

allow

a

person to save another who is dying from

defective vital organ*
Between

legal state of affairs that

these two

198

extremes

then

-

on

the

one

hand that

a

living oonor may consent to the removal of tissue that will
involve little
and

on

or

no

risk to his health,

the other hand that

a

such as skin or blood

living donor may not give up his

life /

195

196
19?
198

Shapiro, loc.cit.
baube, BMP1A«£.EQflX9

>

P*195#

T.B.Smith, "Law and the Human Badyi the Helevance of
Consent", address to the Hoyal College of Surgsons,
Edinburgh, $ov,17,1967f
Woodruff, loc.clt.. would
probably agree, st least if the donation were of one
of two healthy kidneys, but here death does not result
and is not

a

serious

risk*

2l*6*
life in the form of a vital, unpaired organ for another's
benefit
Host
on

exists a difficult aao unsettled

-

legal terrain*

hope they will not have to chart it and pin their hopes

Improving transplantation techniques

preservation ana storage

•

-

particularly tissue

t -at will max# cadaver aonars a

satisfactory| sufficient, ana exclusive source of tissue*
,eversl recant cases from Massachusetts have

served to

point out that situations nay arise where both the "capacity1
to

consent

The

anu

cases

the

'extent1' of the consent

are

at issue*

involved the question of whether the consent

given by the parents/guardian of twin children was sufficient
to

protect the hospital and involved staff from legal liability

(assault and battery) for the performance of surgery beneficial
to

one

twin (the

All three
one

cases

recipient), but not to the other (donor)*
involved

kidney transplants of one organ from

healthy twin to the other*

In all the cases the children

consented as well as their parents or

Before
the

199

guardians*

proceeding with the kidney removal and transplants,

hospital in each case sought a declaratory judgment from the

Massachusetts court as to the lawfulness of the procedure*

The

opinions /
199

The cases are reported anu discussed in Curran, "A
Problem of Consent;
kidney Transplantation in Minors'*,
3W M.I. U.L.a. 891(1959).

2b7
opinions handed down are very similar#
civil

criminal liability would be incurred by the hospital

or

where the
where

operation was necessary to save the sick twin and

the

healthy twin consented to and knew all the con-

medical and
be

Basing their opinion on expert

of the operation#

isequences

to

The courts held no

psychiatric testimony, the courts held the operation

also, In effect, for the

'benefit1 of the donor twin, for

if the transplant were .not allowed and the ailing
a

result

jance"#

twin died as

healthy twin would suffer "grave emotional disturb-

the

The donor twins in each

These Massachusetts

cases

case were

in their teens#

have drawn considerable content.

They sppsar to be the only Judicial pronouncements of the
kind#

Lord Kilbrandon, the well-known

referred to the

cases

as

cottish Jurist, has

■% courageous piece of sophisticated

PQ O

reasoningProfessor laube of Oxford, contrariwise, feels
that children

implies the

on

no

a

ccount

should be transplant donors and

assachusetts cases were

"cheating by maintaining

###

that the child would

suffer a trauaa if he were not allowed to give
his twin a kidney or whatever It might be".
201

Professor Frsund of Harvard would agree with Laube that
minora are,

in fact, incapable of consenting to removal and

transplantation /
200

201

iCilbrandon, "The Human body and the Law", p. 12#
^aube,
«.££.&«, p.iyB#

transplantation, but only in those situations where the
P02

operation woulu not oe of "benefit" to then, ""

Each

a

sugestion unfortunately docs not resolve the problem raised

The question of what in fact

by the Massachusetts cases.
constitutes

a

An older

'benefit' to the donor must
aerican case,

Bonner

stlii be ascertained#

Moran.

v#

126 F.2d 121

(D#d.Clr#19H)> is instructive for the light it sheds
issue

we

have been considering

child to consent to
own

a

naaely, the ability of

Aside from

Massachusetts cases, it appears to be the only

other Judicial pronouncement

ilan in Conner took
without

a

The defendant physie-

in point#

akin graft

from

getting his parent's consent#

a

fifteen year old boy
The graft was to aid

boy's cousin and he apparently consented#

court, in remanding the case for
the

parents* consent

(2)

a

a new

was necessary

The Circuit

trial, held that, (1)

before operating

surgical operation is a technical bat

cry and

only by the patient's consent, express or Implied;
a

a

tissue removal not strictly for his

benefit, but for transplantation to another#

the unreported

the

<*

the

on

child is close to maturity the surgeon may be

on a

child;

excusable

(3) whore

Justified in

operating on the basis of his consent alone (citing Michigan
cases

but

202

that allowed such

a

procedure when the child was seventeen,

/

Freund, "Ethical Problems in Human Experimentation",
273 ii. -m.J.Xed. 687, 691(1965).

2^9.
bat not whan. he was

and (U-) because the present

only nine)j

operation was not lor the benefit of the child (though It

tissue), It was a necessity to

Involved naturally replaceable
obtain the consent of the

significant In th t it did not conclude

the case Is
because the

parents before proceeding#

operation was not for the benefit of the patient

that a valid consent

to

proceed e uid not be given the physlc-

It should be borne In

ilan#

graft

-

mind, however, that a skin

notwithstanding the unusual

developed In Conner

-

co

plications that

normally Involves only a temporary and

minor discomfort to the donor, no

permanent or severe disable-

:asnt•
While there is
Juaerlcan

seen
or

to be the lower

twelve year

have full

appears to

3a3

2Qk

they are less then ten years old unless

parents' consent has first been obtained.

is not easy

and

uncertainty about the practice,

physicians are said to refuse to operate on children

for their benefit if

their

some

limit|

a

203

"knowing" consent by

This would
an

eleven

old, even to the most si atple surgical procedure,

to presume#

Most would agree that a minor should

capacity to consent at eighteen and, in fact, sixteen
be the age accepted as a practical matter in Scotland

ingland#'^

/

durraH,"*aaJufti|l. »1>^93.

iorbes, lQC,qU»f

Harvey, lQ<?,qt#

.

2!?0»

And

England.

matter of law, minors (boys at fourteen,

as a

girls at twelve) may consent to ledieal treatment for their
ueaefit in Scotland.

own

205

Professor Daub®, while advocating that "children should
on no

account

be

donors", suggests taat sue age of oouseat

for transplants be
seventeen or

lowered to the general age of conscription,

eighteen ye.rs old.

206

It should be remembered that the age when one is allowed
to consent

to

beneficial medical treatment Is quite a different

thing from Professor baube's suggested age for a child to be
allowed to consent to
Other

are

as

a

transplant

uonor.

potential transplant donors than children are con-

tsldered to poeo
them

serve

problems of "capacity11 to consent.

.mong

prisoners, soldiers, the feeble-minded or insane,

wards, medical students and relatives of the prospective recipient.
Perhaps relatives pose the aoat subtle difficulties.

Their

sometimes

dubiously free and full capacity to consent is not

caused by

elements of external coercion or lack of understanding.

It

is caused rather

by their affinity to the needy recipient,

by internal coercion if you will.

It has been suggested that

psychological as veil as physical testing should be utilised
to

20?
206

/

lilbrandon, oo.cit., p. 10,
baube, op.eit.. pp.19^-199#

251.
to

screen

potential donors, particularly relatives who may

volunteer to donate under familial pressures,
207
ambivalent or hostile to the operation.

but are actually

Finally, capacity to consent can be corrupted by the
offering of payment in return for "donation" of an organ for

While indemnification for organ donors is

transplantation.

few thiak it wise by purchasing a

perhaps desirable,
209

to encourage an unsavoury traffic in

patient*s consent

body parts, as in the oays of Burke and Hare.
there

are

the

and

those who

see

no

Nonetheless,

real difference between the voluntary

paid donor, so long as both are well aware of the risk
210

involved.

The two may

be similar, but the complications

arising from their use may be quite different.
F.

SOMK *40HAL AHJ 3THXGAL ASPBCTS OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION
The whole

area

of organ transplantation is beset by moral

and ethical questions and concerns

•

many

in what has

-

not yet answered and

abated.
has

already been discussed

of which are implicit

The recent rush of heart transplants in early May

prompted many to assert that the most difficult problems

to /

207
208
209
210

Osier, 'In Two Minds About the Same Kiuney", The Times.
April 28, 1968, p.10.
Daube, i9d>9,U*
Harvey
Nleiubowicz

(Warsaw), in 7 lflternat.,.i„^ad, of gftSllgai

SftUlN&a(May, 1967).

252*
to

be

resolved

211

no

not technical or even legal

consensus

The British medical

exists.

of ethical opinion

profession is widely split

on

propriety of performing heart transplants at the present

time*
of

ethical ones,

At the moment

ones.

the

are

a

The majority of the profession probably ere in favour
iull in heart transplants until available data is reviewed,

future actions planned and the

large assessed*

212

reaction of the community at

Attempts to reach

a consensus

have only

just begun, as evidenced by the Minister of Health's recent
conference chaired

whole

by air Hector McLennan dealing with the

subject of transplants*
Aside

from the Catholic Church's

influence In the

field of medical

ventured to suggest

any

ethical

or

traditionally strong

ethics, few others have
moral guidelines.

The

Church of Scotland has

recently expressed its approval of traas213
:plants carried out for man's health ana happiness,
but the

Catholic position is

considerably more explicit.

In tradit-

jional Catholic terms, the basic moral problem of transplantation
is the question whether one

individual may allow hi iself to be

mutilated, not lor his own good, but for the benefit of another*
Such action is inconsistent with the temporal and
control
the /

a

person is seen as

incotaplete

possessing over his own body.

In

21 +

253*
the words of

Pop© Pius XI,

"Christian doctrine establishes, and the light
of human reason makes it most clear, that
private individuals have no power over the
members of thw.tr bodies than that which puritains to their natural endsj
and that they
are not free to destroy or mutilate their
members, or in any way render themselves
unfit for their natural functions, except
when no other provision can be made for the

good of the whole body,*
These
donors

215

remarks, It will be observed, apply only to living

and would not appear

to restrict those situations where

naturally replaceable tissue is taken from a living donor.
It will also be observed that the law, as it
finds itself in basic
Catholic

presently exists,

conformity with this, at least traditional,

viewpoint.

However, it should be noted that under a more liberal
Catholic

viewpoint the use of living donors may be norally

justified for "proportionate" reasons, if ths benefit to the
recipient is in just proportion to the haria done the donor, if
there

is no

proximate danger the operation will result in the

donor's death, and if the
induced.

217

donor's sterility will not be

It could be likewise argued that this more

liberal Catholic

viewpoint on the licitness of transplant

donations /

215
216
217

216

ibid.. p,195 (the Pope was referring here specifically
to state-sponsored,
C«a the discussion,

eugenic sterilisation),
^uora. in section S.
iveily, Q'j.clt.. pp, 193-19+•

25**.
donations is closer to the

than the

traditional view#

more

In any crse,

Church to

the generally hostile attitude of the Catholic

living donors does not prevail when the use of

cadaver donors

certified

as

is at Issue#

group

The organs

of

a

daaa may t>e used for purposes of

without moral restraint#
a

lew, as applied, in this area

For as

human body

transplantation

Pope Pius XII, addressing

of physicians in 1959» is said to have stated,

"The cadaver is no longer in tb© true sense of
the word, a subject of right #.• the cadaver's
organs no longer possess the characteristics
of goods, because they are of no use to &U and
are not to fulfil any objectives#*
218
This Catholic distinction between the use of
cadaver
decisive

living and

donors, while perhaps a valuable on®, leaves open the

determination, discussed agora, of when death in fact

transforms

a

living donor into a cadaver donor#

Defining

beat.;, then, clearly poses ethical as well as legal problems.
while

from fch©

would allow

some

living,

219

eor

the

use

of vital organs donated

and while such organs may in fact be

actually being removed from patients in the "twilight zone"
between life and
utilisation of

death,220

caoaver

the consensus appears to favour the

donors only#

Some suggest that

no

legislation should or could properly attempt to define "death"f
the /

218
219

Gortesini,
ee 179#

220

im, aa&s&aa>

1

thjcs In Me flical t-ro&ress. p. 17?*

prii 26, 19665

atfltoa v, iaiiax, m*

255*
the French government

apparently thought otherwise.

The French, by providing a legal definition of death,
have

put the protection and the prestige of the law behind

transplant surgeons removing organs while artificial maintencontinues the respiration and circulation of the donor*

,ance

Without such legal

protection in Britain, Mr. doss, the chief

Britain*s first heart transplant, h; d to admit that

surgeon in

the donor was

clinically deau, hut legally alive by

icria when his heart was taken*
is not

221

a

situation

satisfactory from an ethical, far less a legal, stand¬
while the physician's discretion in determining

point.

death must be trusted to in the final
and

Surely such

crit-

some

Instance, public education

legislation clarifying the criteria for determining death

might well prove necessary if transplants are to proceed with

appropriate public approbation (see conclusion, infra).
side from determining and defining the moment of death
for

transplant purposes, the basic ethical Issue is just how

great an invasion of the Individual can be justified,
ooaala uongmore,

heart

Mr*

consultant physiologist in Briteia*s first

transplant, has stated the ethical case for transplants

in his

new

book

gg&S&sgllt MUUUBL

the following terms*

"We /

221

Th? ua%\y
May 6, 1968, p.15;
for a more dis¬
turbing example from Brazil, see Time. June 7* 1968,

P*53*

256»
'»»e

can either preserve the ancient laws that
guarantee the inviolability of the dead and
the present rights of the next of kin or we

rewrite those laws in favour of the

can

living,"

222

dimply, the question Is, just how far are people willing
in the conation of their bodies for the benefit of

to go

others?

Already the testes of one man are reported to

have been

transplanted and engrafted upon another,What

organ or

ihe brain?

body part will be next?

because of the

complexity of getting "ail the wires

technical

again".

connected up

22L>

But, as we know, science is remark-

jabiy unheeding of "technical" difficulties.
do

interests of human

the

At some point,

individuality, personality and bodily

perhaps Mr, Long lore's above-quoted

Integrity intervene?
remarks from dpare-Part
jessor

Uniikely,

Surgery are

uavid rf, Louisell of the

tempered by those of Prof-

University of California, who

acknowledges,
*#,♦ the conon law's concern about the rights
of the surviving spouse and next of kin,
Maybe that is really only a consideration of
sentiment,
CBut} the right the decedent had
to control the disposition of his body stay be
much more basic and integral to the human

personality,"

225

ihe /

222

223
22>
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{Ha I|agi, *ay *, 1966, p.fe,
MR9£t...o.tJLhs

,

Xag^ffiatlaa, I960 Cnnd.1105, p.9,
1967, p.9.
1ft ,;^d, flregfigfts,, p.161,

H§>

.
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The

newly Introduced measure facilitating kidney

transplantation in Britain by presuming a patient's willingness
to donate in the absence of reason to

believe otherwise reccg-

tnises the decedent1s right to control disposal of his body*

However, it puts the burden on the individual to overcome
a

presumption favouring donation*

sidered good public

policy, then the placing of this burden on
"donations by default" so-to-speak can

the person to encourage

perhaps be defended*

If transplants are con¬

However, certain safeguards should

Insure that the donor'a refusal to serve as an organ donor

will be effective*
individual

so

This could be done by requiring the

opposed to carry a card, to have his body marked
A

■

-

in

certain small way, or

a

to register his dissent with a
•..

central

authority to whom the hospital authorities at the

time of his death could refer
The success of such
the

involved

mess

..sp'

a

expeditiously*

scheme

requires public support for

transplantation procedures and

a

general willing-

to donate one's cadaver to accomplish such aims*

census

In this area presupposes

of, the public*

Con¬

discussion among, and education

Btep3 are being taken in this direction*

/side from the

new

legislation penuing, the establishment

of /

2£§

The riabarro Bill (App*IV) may be extended to cover heart
and kiuaeys, but probably not until such operations achieve
the acceptance ana success rate that kidney transplants
now enjoy*
ZikUJLa^Si Hay 6, 1968, p.k.
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of permanent

comaisalons to meat the new raoral, social and

ethical problems

raised toy advances in aeoicai science,

aiscuss

cocao

uheia and

of action,

to

soma

common

code of conduct or plan

has bean called for In Britain,

^

and in the

States,4^

United

On a

specific ana practical plane, the heart trans¬

aoro

plants already performed raise several ethical proole is.
The

first

arise whan
and

the

conflict of interest that must inevitably

is the
a

single doctor is physician for both the donor

recipient of

n organ,

«hil© Dr, Barnard in South

Africa, for one, has acted fro® such
he

has

bean criticised

Another

squarely for

a

conflicting position,

it,"^

practical ethica 1 problem is the danger that

publicity and the desire to promote medical reputations will
b-coiae

overriding motivants for further, less tested or sound

Claims receatxy seen about "Europe's first

transplants.
heart

transplant' could become ean^orously symptomatic

of national and professional rivalry

Oath.^^

more

than of the ideals of

the

Hippocratic

can

play an important service in the coverage of modern trans-

While modern means of communication

tplants /

2*7
220

229

230

U&id.J

KWi

ay

i968, p,8,

dan.u-m-, 1960, p.+,
jan.20-21. 1968, p.+, (by
the Buselan Health Minister Boris Patrovsky)}
The
.ibaemXj March 10, 1968, 0.27.
i,'he Times. May <*, 196b, p.Bj The bsc rver. Any 5,1968,
P.3.
tatasaailL

<*59.

transplants

the education of the public* at the same time

ana

the surgeon should guard

against claims of publicity

seeking

this point was wisely headed by Professor Roy Calne and his
associates in Britain's first liver

transplant and by the

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary in Britain's first lung transplant,
both carried out

confidentially and without fanfare#

The

anonymity of the donor shoulu surely be maintained in all

transplants, as has proved wise procedure in cases of blood
donation and transfusion and semen donation and artificial

insemination#'"^
An ethical

problem raised by the Blaiberg heart trans¬

plant In South Africa, as well as the «est transplant in
Britain, concerns transporting a donor in critical condition
to insure his

cut3 across

of

proximity to the recipient upon death#

both the ethical

allowing the

recipient#

not

problems of defining death and

physician to care for ooth donor and

In Br# Blaiberg's transplant, Br# Barnard was

criticised for
across

same

This

transporting a critically injured Clyde Haupt

town to await his death#

233

In Mr#

west's

case

it is

perfectly clear whether the eventual donor, Mr# Patrick

Ryan, was 'alive" with a spontaneously beating heart when he
was

231
2J2

^33

/

"-surgery and I how Bis", Kowawaek# Jan#15, iyoo, p#*i
(referring to the Blaiberg Transplant in jq# Africa)#
lord Brock, "A Pica for Anonymity in Heart transplants"

jfaa limit Feb.i, 1968, p.9#
JC«K.qWUona]» EWreM

J an#20-21, 1968, p.l#
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ing's College Hospital to the National

transported from

was

Heart

Hospitalj

However, it does appear

reports differ.

thet in both oases the

p-tient-donor had suffered irreparable

injury to the brain (massive cerebral haemorrhage) and was
considered

a

"hopeless* case.

fir. .iyan ha a recorded no brain

activity (a fiat electro-encephalograph) for six hours before
Ho had been allegedly certified dead by

transferred.

he was

four independent teams,

admit he

was

not

yet his transplant surgeon had to

uead by all legal

French model *ould have

the

criteria.

Legislation on

moved all uoubts

r

as

to the donor's

death.
The fact

thst Mr,

West may

suite at the national Heart
raised

Hospital for

235

*poned

in the

face of insufficient

-

some

forever perhaps

-

resources

for

because of Mr. West's unusually

occupation of the suite?

who is to benefit from the

insufficient number of donated organs
The musician?

atheist?

The

scientist?

The priest?

The

available?
boy?

The drunkard?

The old man?

The

By what criteria will the recipient

/

23^
235

number of weeks

what other "regular" heart operations had to be post-

extended

be

a

the question of priority

yet another ethical problem*

in medical treatment

ail.

remain in the main operating

a*.
UMAt Hay *+, 196B, n.I, The Observer. .lav 5.1968,
pp.1 ana 3, and The oallv Telegraph, my 6. 1968, p.lb.
Bee generally, da wardener, "Some Sthtcai and Economic

Problems associated with Intermit cent
»

p.118.

p• 10*+,

Haemodialyses",
and discussion following,

261,
be

Who will

chosen?

neglected by the physicians overly-

be

occupied with the "glamour" of bigger and better transplants?
£he physician must choose
resources

not have

of

a

his recipient and allocate his
Th. physician should

solely medical indication,

on

to choose between

patients

on any

but the principles

If society is unwilling to pay the

humanitarian healer.

price necessary to provide .;axi iu;a nodical resources, then the
physician can only pick and choose as best he can in an effort
to

oring the most relief and comfort and to do the

lost nodical good,

>ociety can 3pend for hot school lunches, a battleship or a new

transplant unit, as it wishes}
the

physician cannot save everyone, but can only select patients

for treatment
be

can

G.

if it decides on the former,

on

the basis of where

236

done

»

So mora

can

he

feels the

"most good

be asked of him,

CONCLUSION ANo a iCOIi.: tfbaTlOBS

"Surgery is now too iaport&nt to bo left in the
of the

hanus
11

surgeons,"

Science has made

us

237

Gods before we ore

worthy of being sen",

even

238

Perhaps these quotations, os well as any other, sum up
the issues and concerns
of human organ tr
conquer many

posed for resolution by the advent

nsplantatlon.

Science has enabled

man

to

of the technical problems barring the interchange

of /

236
237

Schralner, :th.ioa in Mad,Progress, pp.127, 130,
bouid, "Surgical Morals",
,B cates ign, larch 1, 1968,
jp a

238

1

j.Kostand, "Pensees d'un Biologiste* (1939)t quoted by
Hamburger,
ifl
yoartsff, p. 13**.
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of

bodily parts for the benefit of the living*

human

ethical and
ana

^oral

The

problems remain largely to be identified

clarified, far leas solved.
it is probably true that further solution of the technical
successful

antecedents to
tovaras

transplantation will go a long way

resolving the ethical issues.

For instance, improved

techniques of treating, storing and preserving tissue could

eventually obviate the need for live donors, as well as lessen¬
ing the rush imaediately after death to obtain the tissues
undamaged.
central

as means of

nervous

determining "death" of the brain

ana

system become more effective, dependable and

understood, more individuals should be encouraged to donate
vital tissue, even though their boay may yet be amenable to

transitory maintenance of respiration and circulation artific¬
ially.

M experience makes tissue typing more dependable ana,

combined with

increasingly effective use of immunosuppressive

drugs, greatly reduces problems of rejection and Incompatibility,
the

lowered risks of organ

transplantation will undoubtedly

enhance its success rate and thereby
the

speed its acceptance by

public, as is occurring now with uidney transplants, and

occurred

long ago with blood transfusions.

furthermore, It is submitted that most of the remaining
ethical /
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ethical objections to org. n

by careful legislation.
the

transplantation can be eliminated

assuming that it is consistent with

public interest and general welfare to preserve life and

promote healthy most would sanction the encouragement of organ

Such encouragement should9 however, have

transplantation.
Its bounds.

(1)

First of ally the us©

limited and

would
of his

even

avoided wherever

of living donors should be
possible if the donation

permanently deprive the donor of a part or

a

function

physiology, or, if temporary, it would be of sub¬

stantial detriment to his functioning integrity as a human

being and

personality.2-^

should be allowed to consent

Only adults, of full capacity,
to "donate" tissue in such cir-

icuastances and then oniy when the benefit to be derived by
the

recipient clearly outweighs the detriment agreed to be

suffered /

239

Lord Kilbranaon has suggested sitailar legislation along
these

lines}

his rough draft,

"Any person of full age and capacity may
consent, in writing, to any medical or
surgical treatment which Is to be carried
out in a designated hospital , proviued
that the risks attendant thereon are not
excessive and notwithstanding that the
treatment is not being carried out for
the benefit of the person himself."

i'gflfim** pp.213-214.)

264,
suffered
organ,
as

by the donor (this would make the giving of a vital

resulting in the uoner's death, unlawful)#

well

incompetents would be ineligible to serve as such

as

This type ot legislation would, nonetheless, liberalise

donors#

law which at

the

Children

present does not allow anyone to consent to a

surgical operation (tissue removal) not for his benefit, but
rather to his detriment

for the

ionally, it would not prevent

benefit of another,
a broad or

Addit¬

liberal uss of the

concept of "benefit" being necessary for a child or individual
of somewhat less than full

(2)

capacity to consent,

The Massachusetts declaratory judgment cases in

point and Professor Daubs to the contrary notwithstanding, the
donor should be

considered

as

a

totality of physical, spiritual

and

psychiatric components, and if tha conation will "benefit'

him

on

ana

lawful#

any

of these grounds it should be upheld as ethical

However, as a safeguard, it is submitted that no tissue

donation, other than one of naturally replaceable tissue (e,g#,

skin, blood), shouid be acceptable from a minor unless the
fact of its

"benefit" to

concurred in by a

hia, under the above formulation, is

second physician not a member of the trens-

;plant team ijaaediatoly concerned,

The gift of one kidney

to /

240

chreiner,

jaJjs&EEggiaafl*

pp.

130-131.
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to a

twin or immediate family member

death may

to prevent the latter'8

wail be the only acceptable exception#

while many woulu disagree, It is submitted that a

(3)

legal redefinition of death la necessary if transplants are
to be carried out with

public confidence and approbation#

In

transplantation,
'the moment of death Cof the donor} is the
starting pistol for a race to save life#"
as

2k i.

such, the public requires more reassurance as to when death

to be

merely saying "it's up to the doctor", if they are

than

occurs

expected to volunteer their 'd-ad® bodies for sparb-part
The definition of death in these circumstances

surgery,
becomes

a

social question of

medical concern#

public policy as well as a solely

The conscience of the people

-

theologian, the physicians and the politicians in
society will have

a

great influence

-

on

any

which the

given

must be ascertained,

weighed and reflected in any legislative definition of death#
If the recent French act decreeing

clinioal death to be

irreversible brain carnage as measured by electrical measurement
is

to

be the

not carry

test, it must be realised that ordinary doctors do

the necessary eieetro-encepfaalographs in their little

black bags#

This /

25-*l

Simpson, 3

_bbutt^apu 22, 25(196?)#
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This raised the

point of whether a definition of clinical

death cjuIu be formulated
cadaver tissue for

largely for purposes of removing

transplantation, but that other, traditional

criteria of death be retained for patients not needed or

Two definitions for death might not

desired as organ aonors.
be

as

unreasonable

a

solution

as

It may first appear.

If

patients were cesired as tissue uunors, a legislative daflntition of death in terms of certain
conditions might

nore

be formulated, as with the French law which

flat electro-encephalograph reading for ten minutes

presumes a
or

minimal, ascertainable

indicates brain and oiinical death.

compliance with such a definition

w

The means of

ula be available presua-

aably, as the prospective donors would be under hospital
institutional
the

duch

facilities during

a

legislative definition of death could outline the

proof necessary to confirm death and allow for trans-

it would give the public some certainty that their

splants,
organs,

neoossary

illness to confirm death.

last

minimum

supervision with the

or

if coasted, wouiu not be over-hastily removed by the

ambitious transplant team.
conations

are

the moment of

to occur,

if wiuespreab public organ

the present uncertainties surrounding

death must be resolved to

some

extent

by legi¬

slation.

The

concerns

doctor and

his

patient, out they relate to the general wllling-

sness

/

are

no

longer merely those of the

267*
willingness of the public to endorse and co-operate with organ

transplantation, understanding its demands, or alternatively,
to at

least

partially reject it because of fears that physicians,

with full discretion as to when death is to be
be

pronounced, might

subject more to the appeals of prestige, publicity and

piaylog-Hod than to the immediate needs of the patient.
short, it is submitted, the public is
leave the determination of death up to
medical
that

longer willing to

the discretion of the

The potentially conflicting demands

profession alone.

the

no

In

transplant at ion. of vital organs have impose a on the

physician are responsible#
In the longrun many
be resolved by

of these conflicts will undoubtedly

improved methods of organ procurement and

storage and by safeguards insuring independence of the patient's

attending physician and the eventual transplant surgeon.
For the

present, however, an authoritative clarification of

aeath must come
both

legal

(lb)

from

beyond the medical profession alone

ana ethical

In all other cases,

(lo,&)

judgment recommends it.

death could be left undefined beyond

requiring the physician in attendance to have
"satisfied himself by personal examination of
the
AS

body that life is extinct,"

/

Human Tissue

-

Act, 1961,

1?+,

2^2

26B|
As

far

prospective transplant donors are concerned at

as

least, irreversible brain
the most

be

carnage

would appear at present to

satisfactory criterion of clinical death.

additional neurological research and more

However,

dependable means of

monitoring irreparable brain carnage is needed, as well as
education of the

public in the effectiveness of thene methods.

It

not

must be

saown

just that the brain has been irreparably

damaged, but also that the extent of this damage is absolutely
inconsistent with continued
the individual.
fact

show

If

maintenance

of independent life in

lectro-encdphalograph testing

can

this, than it is a valuable definitional tool in

ascertaining clinical ueath, but the medical profession
to

be

the
a

in

divided

on

its

.©liability,

21*3

appears

in such circumstances,

public caiinot be expected to accept its incorporation in

legislative definition of death.
The moans of determining death must

be sufficiently

certain, latniaally to the extent of being supported by an
overwhelming majority of expert medical opinion, before the
law

should attempt

to play a role.

Whether those

means now

exist, as the French Government appears to thin&, is largely
though not tdally for the medical profession to agree on and

present to the public.

Until that time, present uncertainties

surrounding /

2^3

Giiiingham, Aggjfcg&iu
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surrounding death will serve to discourage vital organ donors and
will expose

transplant surgeons to continued claims of over¬

stepping the :aark or acting too hastily.
In the
be

final

analysis,

a

definition of death will have to

reassuring to the public, yet flexible enough not to hamstring

physicians sealing with the inevitable variables posed by
scientific advances and human uniqueness.

The following

roughly drawn statute is submitted as a starting point t
'Human tissue to be used after death for authorised
scientific or medical purposes may be removed from
an individual only after two physicians other than
those who will remove or use the tissue certify
that the individual's vital functions have ceasea

spontaneous operation and cannot, in their opinion,
be restored by any means so as to support the
Individual

(V)
proper

in a

viable

state, '

An acceptable definition of death stiii requires

Implementation.

To this end, the surgeon desiring a

prospective donor's tissues should play no role in deteriln:ation of his death.
sistent with the

iposes, should
sendent

of the

That death has in fact occurred, con¬

prevailing definition for transplant pur-

be certified by two physicians who are indeptransplanting teams.

In no case should the

transplanting surgeon or his staff be in charge of, or influen¬
tial in treating the
unreasonaoie

to allow

iian to notify

potential donor.
the

prospective donor's attending physlc-

the transplanting team that his patient is a

lively and suitable donor.
with /

It is not, however,

The second physician who concurs

270#
with the
of the

physician in attendance on certification of death

prospective donor shoula not be in conaunication at

any time with members of the transplanting team#

The re-

squire sent of two concurring aeuical opinions is not an
unreasonable one when the deceased is

contemplated as an

In other controversial situations, such as

donor#

illness, abortion and cremation,

a

organ

lentul

similar requirement is

imposed#
Is

added

an

establishment of

precaution, some have suggested
a

national tissue bank to serve

third party between the

jceived from donors

expressed

-

-

as

to

a

an

insulated

surgeons#

based on information re-

Immunological data and donations

and from potential recipients

needed, when and the like#
as

as

donor's and the recipient's

bank could allocate organs

Such a

the

-

as to organs

inch an institution could serve

clearing house for donated organs, but it presumes sub-

istantiel public support if it is to operate successfully#

(5)

Once a satisfactory definition of be th and its

certification
the

of cadaver donors

us®

It has

procedure for transplant purposes is iorauiatsd,
can

go

been suggested that the public interest in obtaining

cadaver

tissues for

subordination

living recipients should be capable of

only by the wish of the decedent himself expressed

before /

21"

forward more acceptably#

1968 Brit,

-lad.J. 2, 363.
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to this end the law

before death*

presume consent to donate organs

his demise,

the burden of registering

to donate his tissues after oe-th
he vy one

a

a

written refusal

flight not be an unduly

to Impose on the individual, particularly in to-day's

increasingly computerised world.
be

in all cases where the

objected formally by registration before

deceased had not

2k-5

coulu, it is argued,

fha refusal to donate could

simple form publicised and provided by the state to be

signed, verified and notarised, if desired, by the individual
and returned to a central records

registration office*

Only

hospitals authorised to perform transplants could be granted
Immediate access to these records upon the
the

to
a

hospital in a terminal state*

refusal card

on

the person,

parson's admission

The carrying of such

as recommended by

Uniform Act, or the wearing of a pennant or

the American

identification

i
*.2!+6 /,
bracelet

2i+$

Lord Eilbrandon, the Scottish jurist and chairman of
Scottish Law Coamission, has, once again, provided
us with the rough statutory frameworks
"In any designated hospital it shall be
the

lawful to

from a dead person any
organ required for meuicai or scientific
purposes unless the hospital authorities
:avs reason to believe that the deceased
in his lifetime had forbidaen this to be

2qo

reaove

doue, provided that such removal 3hail
not disfigure the dead body,*
Cjjth&qs, Aft .led^ragress, p. 15$ .
as is aon© by the 200,000 victims of diabetes, haemophilia,
penicillin allergy and other such conditions who belong to
the i^edic Alert Foundation in Califomla,
Time, April 6,

i960, pp.50-51.

2 72.

bracelet authorising tissue

upon death, are sore

reaoMal

uncertain ana iess desirable ways

of accomplishing the same

They ooula, however, be made supplemental to a central

and#

registration scheme*
Such

a

legislative presumption of consent would cut off

the ulscussed

rights in the relatives at common law to acquire

the dead body

intact for burial*

If desired, the tx»ansplant-

sing surgeons could be disallowed from using any bodily parts
247
that would 'disfigure'" the cadaver prior to burial.
While
such

proviso

a

light be an invitation to 'pointless litigation'

248

by bereavea relatives, it would wisely place some value on the
emotional
be

more

feelings of loved ones and next of kin and probably

readily accepted by the public.

However, the enactment of such a legislative presumption
of consent

(to donate aaefs organs at death) can only bs just¬

ified if it is clearly supported by a consensus among the lay

public at large.
to

It has the effect of requiring the individual

"contract out' of his presumed donor status if he

wish

to

so

serve,

«%hiie the burden

on

the

does not

individual may be

light, it is nonetheless a restriction on his freedom of
action that
any

perhaps shouio not exist if there appear to be

/

24?

bee quote at

248

^aube, Ethics in ilea. Progress, p,iy2,
Would the removal
of an aye, for example, be considered to "disfigure" the
corpse?

222#

m.

substantial ethical objections to it*

any

It is submitted that such is, in fact,
it

Quid be

aore

desirable

to

rely

restrictive nature merely allowing

on

the case, and that

legislation of a acre

inuiviaua^s absolute

freedom to provide by .Instrument for uonation
after do
.medical

th.«NtfKssia»MaSMevss»

if

for the

expressly to donate their organs*

The time-honoured
a

It Would then be

profession ana others to encourage public spirited

citizens

from

of their organs

respect shown the dead, partly stemming

healthy feeling for the sanctity oi life, the general,

limited, right of the individual over his own body ana the

currently controversial nature of transplantation surgery all
suggest a not over-hasty legislative fSsoiution" in this area.
If the public is to
do

through express donations, it is submitted.

not

preempt private initiative oy

least not
of

support transplant surgery, It should do

just yet.

an

The law should

enacted presumption

-

at

The pros and cons, the values and limitations

spare-part surgery rust be aired, uiseusse-u snu a consensus

reached, but time is not of the essence*

many practical,

everyday medical problems remain to be overcome,
For the

present then, It is submitted, the task is to

ascertain what type of

legislation the pubiic is willing to

support before proceeding further along the statutory road in
this

area,

(6) /

27^
(6)

It would not be unwise to provide that organ donors

remain anonymous and
and

good taste.

that publicity be consistent with prudence

These, however, are more matters for profess¬

ional good sense ana regulations than for legislation.

(7)

Finally, it is recommended that a permanent committee

of prominent physicians, lawyers, theologians and laymen be set
up

to -tauy ways of cccoa coating the advances of medical science

with traditional

of man.

conceptions of ethics, morality

A proper o

ana

the dignity

lance must bo maintained between the advance

science and the attendant risks to huaan beings.

of medical

General and

thoroughgoing discussion and thought is needed to

insure medicine retains responsible and consistent with the
idea that

pawns.

patients are huaan beings, not human guinea pigs or
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■®n.u>Msu
Euthanasia

"happy death*#

of two words meaning
euthanasia

has

from the Greek,

co.ees

come

to be associated with the concept

to whom death is thought to

suntary

-

In modern practice,
of

the painless release from life of those

"mercy-killing"!

Euthanasia

It being a contraction

can

be

be a merciful remedy#

applied as a voluntary or as an invol-

without the consent of the subject

However, in recent times

2

-

measure#

proponents have advocated only its

voluntary use, and then only by qualified medical practitioners
to relieve the

from

an

severe

pain and distress of a patient suffering

illness thought to be Incurable and

terminal.^

Certainly there are other instances that one couiu profitably
discuss under the
an

topic of euthanasia, such as the shooting of

injured companion at arms, disabled in the face of a savage,

advancing /
1
2

3

yaatfb„qftM
P#262,
in Germany is, of course, a glaring example
and inevitably it ranks in erguraents against
the practice of voluntary euthanasia#
For a uiscussion
of the practice of euthanasia under Hitler, responsible
for the death of some 275,000 individuals, see either Lay,
'!4azi war Crimes of a Medical hature", 139 i.A. 5.A. 131
(191*9), or Alexander, "Medical Science under dictatorship %
filM MM*
39(19^9) •
Sea discussion of proposed legislation by Euthanasia
societies of England and America in Williams, The sanctity
flit,.2rfU« anj Ja
MM1 P.277.
3t#John-itevas,

The Hazl period
to the contrary

276#
advancing enemy,

However# this paper is a aedico-iegal

analysis and as sach discussion will be limited to situations
involving doctor and patient, where the mercy-motivated

killing is requested,
Sven in this limited sense,

rages with

the debate over euthanasia

little respite and aueh ink is spilled by members

of the three

medicine,

disciplines most intimately concerned*

theology and law.
At
the

the core,

at least in its theological implications,

problem seems to be whether nan can rightly exercise

control

over

the time and

of his death,

manner

whether there

exists, in fact, a *right to die * in the individual as well as
the

much more assured status of a right to

immediate medical and

live,

the more

legal problems raised oy voluntary auth-

janasia are probably secondary to and dependent

upon

the answer

given by the forces that be in a society to the core, moral-

theological question concerning

suffering patient's unilateral

a

"right to die".
To

the trauitionai Catholic

theologian, euthanasia is conk

idesaned by

two basic principles.

First, anu foremost, that

only God has the right to take innocent lifej

that any direct

killing of the Innocent without tha authority of God is wrong
and

/

k

Gerald

Kelly, 3,J.,

P.165#

277*
and

against the natural lav*

streused

that the

so

The "innocence" of the life is

principle of its inviolability can be

upheld at the same time as a limited right to take life is
granted those involved in matters such as self-defence,

punishment of crime and war#
concerned gives his consent

cnaracterisation in the eyas
still homicide
Both commit

The fact that the individual
to the hilling does not change its

of the Catholic Church.

by the physician ana suicide

5

It is

by the patient*

morally evil actions and, at the same time, crimes

against society since the euthanasia is contrary to the state's

obligation to preserve human life*

6

The second traditional Catholic

principle condemning

euthanasia is th t in light of ilea© iptlon,
has a

human suffering

particular value to Christians, making those who suffer

(as through

a

last painful il~ness in this context) with the

right disposition as wail as those who car© for them, especially
7

dear to

God*

One Catholic

physician, discussing this point

recently, has stated that,
"this /

5

6

7

Catholic theology is, of course, most strongly opposed to
suicide*
ot* Thomas Aquinos called suicide "the most
fatal of sins, because it cannot be repented of"*
Sae
i ietcher, ,,.0
P.179.
J,Iiasf©tt, 3*j•, "Freedom ana Order Bjfore God,
A
Catholic via*', 31 ..1
a. 1170, 1166(1956).
Solly, loc.clt.
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"this acceptance

of suffering is an integral

part of the Christian life, ana without it
we cannot hope to attain salvation11 •
8
while this is the traditional Catholic
aore

viewpoint, the

liberal, post-vaticon II theologians probably do not

attaoh such an objective significance to the
of suffering, per se,

redemptive value

but rather see the matter aore flexibly

being one determined "by the verdict of a personal decision
9
of conscience".
as

Nonetheless, even the current liberal wing of the Gatholic

Church, exemplified by the Bishops of the Netherlands, continues
to see euthanasia of the

control over God-given

sick

life.

the new Butch Catechism is

as

contrary to

aan's limited

The following quotation from

instructive,

"•••it is also one of the rights of man t, be fr e,
if he wills,
of doctors.

to refuse to put hi isslf in the hands
Likewise, there is no absolute need
to prolong indefinitely a life which has been disspaired of, by me^ns of medicines and machines,
especially if the life in question is purely
vegetal, without signs of human reaction.
In the
lattor case above ail, extraordinary means may be
omitted ana the ntural process allowed to take
its course*"
On the

wilfully

-

other

hand, it is wrong to put an end to life

to xiil t .oss who are incurably ill physic lly or

mentally /
8
9

farshaii, fealcine and orals, p«124>
i'ha Bishops of the Nttharianus, 4 giew atcchlsm (Catholic
raith for .Adults).
uondon; auras & Gat^s Ltd., 1967,
,

P.^23.
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mentally (by euthanasia, for instance) or to commit suicide.
Our life has been

given us Dy Sod and we cannot end it as vie

The reason given for ending life is always that it

will*

this can never be

waningless and valueless.

has become

accepted by the Christian faith, which b.lieves in every life,
froa the first moment of conception*
10
life*
Issue is taken with the

bortion is a sin against

application of both of these

principles of traditional Catholic theology to euthanasia
11

Joseph Fletcher,

by the Episcopalian morel theologian,

rlctcher Injects the concept of quality of existence into

dev.
his

argument for voluntary euthanasia, stating that the mere

fact of
man

being alive and breathing is not so important to the

of "moral integrity and spiritual purpose" as are the
12

terms or

quality of that living*

does not

raise the issue of life and

kind of death

peaceful or agonised

death, but rather the
-

which

a person

is to

To Iletcher, the question is, "dhali we meet death

meet*
in

-

He believes euthanasia

personal integrity or in personal disintegration?"

feels that God has given man the power over

ij

He

life to some

extent /

10

Iold*| see 71 for a nearly identical Protestant view¬
point by the Kt» dev. a.C.Mortime*.

11

Fletcher| Jo,-a la and Medic -ua.

12

Ibid..

p.iSTl

1-3

Ibiu.

p.20b.

,

p.

172.

280.

extent
is

>

px-ovided hi

a

with the tools and knowledge for pro-

long! ng life, ana, for bringing the cause of eying to a

aaroiful end when the indlvluual has px*epared
death and

himself for

requested it of his physician.

Catholic

thinking is probably not far away from this

position, in praotlce, for it allows the patient's consoiousm.ss

to be taken from hia and his life shortened (or his

death hastened)

by the use of powerful drugs to relieve pain,

"temporal and spi ritual affairs" and

he has settled his

ones

seeks

such relief from his suffering.

15

this practice is

undoubtedly somewhat Inconsistent with aarlier-aentioned
theories of

suffering and aedemption, but is countenanced

under the well-known Catholic

the

"double effect' doctrine.

lo

object of the drugs is to relieve pain, a desirable oujective

in /

I**

As Fletcher puts it, at p.l91»
'To prolong life uselessly,
while the personal qualities of freedom, knowledge, selfpossession anu control, and responsibility a e sacrificed
is to attack the moral status of a person.
It actually
denies morality in order to submit to fatality."

15

Marshall,

lb

"disk to life and

P*125?

morally justifiable
is

Koily, lftaafllll*

the indirect taking of life are
for proportionate reasons.
(life

even

taken

\ndirectly when death is the unavoidable accomipaai&ent or result of a procedure which is immediately

directed to the attainment of some other

purpose...)"
ifrfatol dh*4
fQ*L£«$hQUS ftffflfflfrht
in Kelly, ^qjqp-Mpyal, Jjrpblq, p»W*

281,
The fact that death is an Indirect

la the circumstances,
effect is
of

undesirable| but not blame-worthy.

This doctrine

'double-effecf't while often criticised, is supported in

this context by the
for to him it

likes of Professor David Daub® of Oxford,

emphasises* the motive he feuIs should b© ros-

sponsible for the physician*s action.
scum,

17

The doctrine would

however, to be of limited value, for virtually all

actions have more than

one

consequence or effect and one may

merely piek the desirable result as the "direct" effect,

Any

action, it is submitted, must be judged on the balance of its
good or baa consequences, not on the rather casuistic reasoning
of

'double effect",
Another Protestant theologian,

Princeton

Theological

weakness in Reverend

argues a

professor Paul Ramsey of

eminary, has pointed out
Fletcher's approach,

18

a fundamental

while Fletcher

strong and perhaps complete moral case for voluntary

euthanasia from the
from that of the

patient'spolnt of view, he does not do so

physician.

Reverend Fletcher poses the

quandary In which the not-always consistent demands of the

Hippocratic /
17

baube, "banctity of Life", 60 Proc, R.Soc.rled. U35(1967),
wherein the author expresses his favour for the "double
effect ' rule in the following words, "j* doctor who si sply
asks himself whether it is batter to kilt the patient or
not to kill him is more easily led to overstep Cthe limits

18

beyond which he may not go) than one who asks himself,
whether, in the particular situation, it is his uuty to
relievo the pain even though it will kill the patient•"
"Freed©® and Responsibility in Medical ana o«x ithicsi
A Protestant Flew", 31 IaXjJLUuS* 1189(1956).

282,

Hlppocratic Oath place the physician, by requiring him to
relieve
and

pain and suffering, yet at the same time prolong

protect life.

The Reverend does not, however, provide

the moral solution to this quandary
That the

in Professor & ml«y*s view.

19

suggestion of voluntary euthanasia raises a very

disturbing aoral question for the physician above ail is unjuo

It is he who the would-be reformers rely

-btediy true.

upon

to carry out the

The most

com

*coup de grace" on their willing patients.

toniy voiced fear is that putting such responsibility

in the hands of the

physician would effectively destroy the

relationship of trust and confidence that needs to exist between
doctor and patient, particularly when a serious illness is
involved.

patient knows that his physician can bring

a

the patient1s consent, then he may begin to wonder

death upon

aooufc
if

If

the

doctor

might not presume consent in the face of the

patients agonies, even if he wanted to live on,
ag

Speaking

in from the Protestant viewpoint, the Right Reverend B,C,
20

Mortimer, Lord Bishop o
as

have Professor

kaaissr
AS

19
20
21
22

Baube^

Exeter., has emphasised
and more

this point,

particularly professor

22
among

others, from the secular viewpoint,

/

Ibid*
" iorai Issues in Medicine",

I960 Brit.Med.J. 2, 128,
ivauba, on.oit. « p,1236,
"Joas lion-Religious Views Against Proposed •Mercy-Killing1
Legislation«*2 llnn.L.a. 969(1958),
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As

to how

the

physicians themselves view voluntary

euthanasiaf it is difficult to get an accurate picture, and
controversy exists, out it would seen that the majority of
the

profession, with notable exceptions, are not openly In

favour of

taxing the practice legally and morally acceptable.

23

peclficaiiy, of course, aedical opinion of every shading
.aay
one

do found in the literature concerning euthanasia.
2**
proponent of voluntary euthanasia has put It,

As

"Today

our society has no laws by which the use
of the instruments of advanced medicine, which

were

designed to prolon., human life, may be
so that it serve only to improve the

limited

condition of human life as it increases the
life span, end not the useless prolongation
human suffering which it is causing in an

of

increasing number of instances.'1

Conversely, as one opponent of voluntary euthanasia has
put

itf^
"I could never deliberately choose the time of
another's oying,
The preservation of human
life is not only the primary out the aiiancoiapassing general law unaerlying the eoae
of the physician,., bo not ask life's guardian
to bo also its executor.*
mu

yet another, recently addressing a group of the

caring /
23

Contrast Williams, Ike janet.Ity^f,,Qr j.a,fray,
p,29o ana Fletcher, op.cit,, at p.lo7, with anissr,
,
at
p,98:t-e5i ortimer, op.cit.. at p.129, ana
„

at

A

V* mot re batae Lawyer *+60(1959)

24-

25

®t

p.^62,

Laviaon, 'Voluntary .Mercy Deaths* iocio-uagal Aspects
of :ut anasia", 19ui J. or Med. 57,58#
Frohman, "Vexing Problems in orensic Medicines
A
Physician's View*, 31 »,f,U.UB. 1215, 1221(1956),
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caring professions, has stated
"Patients should never ask for euthanasia,
It is your failure if they a©,1*

Perhaps a young
considerations most

msrican doctor has summed up th® competing
perceptively by stating the crux of the

matter is,

"Medical science's ability to maintain a physio*

tlogically active bouy with a neuxj© logically
inactive component • a "vegetable1 results,
hen one sees an elderly (?65) 'vegetable" one's first decision must involve the irrever¬

sibility of the situation}
if you can say
the situation can not be
repaired then I believe you still have the
obligation to utilize ail current modes of
therapy in an attempt to mollify or to main¬
tain the status quo.
Once one has attempted
a therapeutic trial for what one considers to be
with authority that

a

reasonable amount of time then I believe your

primary obligation now rests with the family of
the patient»
to assess their ability to afford
a lengthy hospi,ai stay or to afford curses in
the home, and to assess their ability to unuer;go continual emotional grief.
I definitely
believe that so far as possible a person should
bo allowed to die without protracted misery,
without tubes snu catheters protruding from aii
orifices and without his fa ally watching him
become a mere skeleton lacking personality, will
or ability to recognize others."
27
While /

26

or.

27

lOpher's Hospice, London), address to Edinburgh Med.
Group, Tain and the Care of the Lying", Feb.27,1968,
Personal correspondence to the author, March 17,1968.

Cicely Saunders, G.B.E., itea,director,

t« Christ-

-285.
While the medical

basically s^iit

profession) as are others, remains

the issue of voluntary euthanasia, much

on

of the controversy

is resolvea in practice by the use of

luca practice, as mentioned,

analgesic, pain-Killing drugs#
is

generally accepted by theologians ana the law in the

Western

the

orld

on

oasicaily "doable effect" theory*

a

©fleet of the

drugs Is to

e

se

that

pain and suffering, ana any

hastening of death (often inevitable in the a-ministration of

morphia oue to grauual immunity being devaiopeu by the patient,
necessitating more frequent and more powerful doses, eventually
'2 p

reaching the fatal level of respiratory depression"" ) is solely
an

Incidental and unavoidable
while modern

result#

analgesic drugs

oo blunt the

argument for

voluntary euthanasia, they do not neutralise it#
terminal

illness, inducing

»sive

seuatiori and analgesics#

or

ana

to

fail to prevent
rong hours

While in the
to meet

cancers, is not fully reepon-

Iheir application nay cause

restisssn-as, nausea, vomiting, uyspaoea,

of conscious awareness of oncoming death#

29

majority of cases medicine ta-o&y allows people

death without

true of all

some

Certain

patient

much

s#~*U

physical discomfort, this is not

dtill, some

argue

that pain need

not /

28

29
30

dee generally, for the effects of morphine as a respiratory
depressant, drodwani (ecu), -oaal tedlcine. >t. Louis,
C#V#,iosby Co# | 19^, pp.34-330#
Hinton, "The Physical ariu Mental distress of the Dying",
58 4uart. J..led. l,l6-2w(i9o3)» Williams. " ercy-Killing
JLagis# - a Rejoinuer", <+3 tiand.d. 1(1958)#
Hinton, iftalsjAl*

286*
not accompany

dying and will not when proper opiate aaain-

;istration is

only part of a *; hole'' treatment of the patiantj

physical, psychological and philosophical in nature and
extent*
<a

to these few oases of unavoidable

of vuluntax*y
allow t ose

euthanasia argue the law

pain the proponents

hould be changed to

suffering to eno their existence without needlessly

experiencing a slow uisintegration of physical and mental
integrity preceding death.
of

The opponents of the legalising

voxunt&ry outcanasta argue from one of two basic legal

viewpoints;

that the law is sufficiently elastic as aaminis-

iterea, if not as written, to allow for equitable treatment in

appropriate circumstances of physicians and others who carry
voluntary euthanasia on those near to them who request it

out
as

a

"merciful release", or,

th t the benefit to those few of

legalising voluntary euthanasia would bo far outweighed by the
undeslrea social consequences of

putting the law in the position

of affirmatively sanctioning and therefore sponsoring such

killings, of enlarging the scope of justifiable homicide and
narrowing the broad sanctity accorded human life*

32

But /

31
32

3axnder% ioc.clt.
galven, "A Special Corner of Civil Liberties", 31 u.f.b.L.R.

123^(1956)1

Ramsey, op.elt.. p.1201.

2b7*
But
in the

before discussion

law

or

lack

can

be made ox

the

for reform

aesa

thereof, the lav as presently written and

administered dealing with euthanasia should be discussed.
B.

THE LCQAL POSITION

I, Scotland
There

saaia.

33

are

There is

under Soots

it

reported Scottish cases dealing with authan-

no

no

doubt that euthanasia is homicide

3k

law, aria technically uuruer, although in practice

might well only orlng a charge oy the Lord Advocate of
35

culpa die homicide"^ and woulu not iixely be pun i shea with the
"full

pains of the

The fact that

law".^
the physician

of motives in carrying out a

might act from the highest

•mercy-killing"

on a

willing

patient would not change the characterisation of the offence
as

murder,

at least in theory, for the required mens raa or

mental element of the crime
be

present nonetheless.

-

the intention to

jcill

-

would

To quote from liuae on this point

light be instructive,
"It /

33

Gordon,

3*+

Gordon defines homicide as the 'destruction of a selfexistent human life" and states that it can be committed
"by any act or culpable omission resulting In death1.
Ibid.,

35

.OUJifei, j^w.,.^. ^qqfrj^a, p.712.

pp.67^-675.

Ibid.. p.7i2 (reporting this as Lord Cooper's view, but
Lord Keith's view to the
not to charge euthanasia

36

effect that
as murder);

JsawmtmLt p.ibb,
T.B,Smith, "Law, Professional
1959 S.L.T. (Hews) 2^5,^1+6.

there

is no reason

T*B*imith,

hort

thics and the Human Body',
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"It is not material to the notion of guilt,
that the offender have himself boen fully
conscious of the wickedness of what he did#
Though he were persuaded that it was innocent,
or

even

arltorious, yet still this cannot

him iron the judgment of the laws
which
raust bo determined by the nature of the act,
and its evil coasaquonees te the publlu..,"
37
save

The
the

alleged evil consequence of the act in this case is

taking of a human life, no natter how willing and weakened.

Furthermore, the fact that the patient had requested the
killing as a msrclfui release would not serve to exculpate the

obliging physician

or

frisnd.

For as the High Court of

Justiciary in Scotland hos clearly

stated,38

"...If life is taken oauor circumstances which
would otherwise infer guilt of murder, the
crime does not cease to be murder merely
because the victim consented to be
or

even

murdered,
urged the assailant to strike the

fatal blow."

Against this seemingly strict legal censure of voluntary
euthanasia must
from criminal

be

superimposed the high degree of Immunity

prosecution enjoyed by the recognised medical

profession In dcotiand.
ated

is
a

against

a

Ho prosecution has aver bean instig¬

practitioner for auiraer by euthanasia and it

unlikely that any would be bx^ought if the physician brings

patient's

process

of oylng to a hastened

administration /

37
3«

Hume,
-h. 1, p.2p.
4yVQ,q,fflte, v, m&SlJ&£& W7 d.C.I.

enu

through the

289
administration of drags

ostensibly, et least, for the aLlev-

siation of pain, providing sach a practice was

accepted professional standards and as the result of

with
an

otherwise non-criain 1 state of mind.
That

the law

flexible in its
se

consistent

as

thus constituted can be elastic and

application without condoning euthanasia per

illustrated by the

is

39

unreported esse of drydan

lexanaer

kn

In that

Brown*

esse, a husband who pleaded guilty to

killing his mentally ill wife who feared her return to a
mental hospital was charged with culpable
:encod

to

only fifteen months.

homicide and sent-

The charge was based on

diminished

responsibility due to the husband's concern

his wife's

long illness and to the strain of caring for her.
avoided characterisation of the

The Court

but

the

circumstances were
the

..ere

woulu
own

not

life,

be

42

case

obviously parallel,

as

over

euthanasia,

j+I

patient tc feumi .ister euthanasia himself, it
horalclde, for it is not homicide to take one's

but it would be suicide.

attempted suicide was once a crime in

While suicide and

Gotland (during

Mackenzie's time), neither is recognised as such

to-uay.+3

Since /

39
40

41
42

43

(News) 245, at 246.
Edinburgh High Court, Dec,1961, discussed in Gordon,
gto, qy.ialfiM uw.of 3qpU"hM? P.712.
dee T.B#Saiith, 19.-9 S.d.T.
Ibid.

"bio,, p,674.
T.B,

aith,

,hor1 Comniantorv«

Suicide". 19'So S.L.T.

p,l83j

1M-1, 143.

"Legal Aspects of

290.
Since there is no

principle crime of suiciae in ucotland,

presumably there would be no art and part guilt for the

other's suicide.

individual facilitating the

Finally, the physician or relative must be careful to
fulfil his respective duty

to a dying patient, lest be find

himself liable for- homicide by his failure to exercise a

duty imposed by law due t© the special relationship involved,
LLt

law is unclear

While the
how far it

as

to whm such a

duty arises and

exterxus, it is clear th t homicide can be committed
&|i:j

by a "culpable omission" J as well as an affirmative act.
Che

of

of

case

..

mina

v.

Inst an

,

submitted to also be the law

k7

Scotland,

is illustrative.

it found the uefenuani niece

guilty of killing her aunt (manslaughter), with whom she
lived, for failing to provide the beb-riuuen iauy with nourish¬
ment, knowing full well that no one else would provide it in
her

place.
In

a

medical

context, it is worth distinguishing here

between aasas where

the

physician has undertaken

a

positive

responsibility /
eo

generally, Graham Hughes, "Criminal Omissions r, 67
590, 621-626(19f6)i kirchheimer, "Criminal
!, 55 "a nr. I,, is. 615(19^2),

laic h.H.
Omissions

*5
+6
%7

ee note 3'+ suoru.
(1693) 1 w.BT^5O7
Gordon, 'Cuiciue Facts'", 1956 d.h.y. 209.

29U

responsibility to the patient*
In the former

1*8

situation* the physician

generally volitional duty to act
of

the

skill

and those where he has not.

-

»

haying assumed a

must carry out treatment

patient to the extent roasonad.y necessary and with due
ana

care.

Clarly, the practitioner cannot assume a

duty towards the patient* then aoanuon it short of completion*
thereby leaving "the patient o; en on the (operating) table".
If he aoes*

!*n

he may well be liable for homicide.

ssfhile it

is true that the patient cannot absolve his

physician of liability for homicide by requesting him to stop
treatment vital ta life after it has

been undertaken,

the

situation may be quite different where tho treatment has not

in the latter case, the physician

yet commenced.

obliged to act if the patient requests treatment
unable to request It

50

may bo
or Is

due to chronic or acute incapacity,

51

it

the

to

refuse medical treatment necessary to life before it is

same

time* the capable patient may well have the right

commenced, particularly where it woula involve so-called
"extrac
"extraordinary"
procedures.

52

furthermore* probably it is

true /

if9
50
51
52

T.B.Smith* Short )oa;aentary. p.673.
Goraon,
rQfl, P.75.
ci.

Goraon,

v.,,

a.

P.7'/^.
loulasll. J^__i£sd,t£.£Sd: PP.82-83.
r

n

7

<292,
true

in

practice, though unsettled, tnat the physician is

exempted fro® niS normal, affirmative duty of using reasonable
care

aiiigenae to preserve his patient's life onee that

and

life has become

an

unwanted

buraen to the

preservation only by extraordinary means,

patient, capable of
53

2* England

Legislation to legalise voluntary euthanasia has been
sponsored in -Snglanu by the
bill
in

Euthanasia iociaty.

first usbatsd In the House of Lorus In

was

1950, both tiie3 without acceptance#

Commission

Capital

on

that voluntary
of the

Punishment''5
56

euthanasia'

category of murder#

5^

The

ociety1s

1956 and again
*

In 19o3j the royal

concluded 'reluctantly '

coulu not feasibly be taxon out
The Commission felt it would be

"impossible to define a category (of mercy-kiiiing) which
could not be
from criminal
of the

seriously abused", let alone completely i launised
sanctions#"

low of murder in

If

a

ngland#

physician gives his patient a fatal drug dosa with

intention of

the

Thus, euthanasia remains as part

killing him thereby, and the patient in fact

wies, the physician is guilty of murder#
or

55

/

-ec

P•

5**
55
56

5V

Neit #r the consent

-i,liams, Th^a^tXXX~&LmXL&CrjmlnM M§w,
•

The 1950 debates praSiat thi pro ana con. arguments parties
jularly well, yarliaraantarv uebatesi Lords. 1950, Vol.169.
1955 Ciad# 8932.
uianviiie wiriiaas points out that the Hoyal Commission
dealt only wit
a proposal to legalise aeray-klilings by
anyone, not restricted to physicians, The Sanctity of

L^iie ana tjy Criminal aw, pp.295-296#
namlsar,
p.9eo.
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request of the patient, tha extremity of his suifering,

or

liM lai&SCMt of his natural ueath serves at a defence,

nor

although apparently no English ct.se has argued the concurrence
these three

of
has
a

factors as

hen suggested

"boid

anu

constituting

Kg

good defence,^

a

It

that if such a defence were in fact pleaded,

humane" judge, foi .owing in the footsteps of

sight direct a jury that the facts justified

Macnaghten,

voluntary euthanasia Deing undertaken by the physician under
/a

the

doctrine of necessity.
If instead of

doctor

giving th. patient the fatal dose the

aerely makes it available for the patient to use, he

supplied the means for self-murder (suicide) by the patient,
61
While it is no longer a crime to commit suicide in ingland,
has

the

physician would be guilty as an aiuer and abetter and liable

for up

to fourteen years Imprisonment,

62

if, however, the physician must give his patient
dose

which is the minimum necessary

is also a fatal dose

in th© short

drug

to deaden severe pain, but

or

monger run,

iiaoiiity,^

without fear of criminal

a

he nay uo so

In the trial of i)r,i'»daiis

In /

>8
59
60
61
62

63

»i Ilia as, £frj> haflgUtyj?*
fthb t^ .QtWqal
,<ourne U939) 1 K•£,ob7 (1936), (I938) 3 All

nex v.

Williams,

duicidajj.

.oc.cit,

ci 1961 (Snglaad), il (9 & 10 Elizabeth 2, c,6o),

§2(1).
Williams, op.clt,.
laid,«

P-28*.
.,d,6l5,

p,28p (Williams suggests the real justif¬

ication for such an attitude ay the law Is necessity, and
that it is dishonest to avoid the conclusion that a physician
who gives a fatal drug dose in such circumstances intends
the resultant oeath, for he can forese, this result with
certainty - a state of mind said to ba synonoious with

interning the result,
in Crime,

Jerusalem

dec -liiia-as, The nentcl

1955;,

agues Press,
*

.lament

29*.
In 1957 for murder, wherein the defence
the jury were

relied on this theory,

instructed in the following terms*

64

"If the first purpose of medicine, the restoration
of health, can no longer he achieved there is
still much for a doctor to do, and he is entitled
to do all that is proper and necessary to relieve
pain and suffering, even if the measures he takes
may Incidentally shorten huaan life*'1
far

as

as

'*mercy-killing" by inaction

or

omission is eon-

#oerned, there is little or no direct authority on how far the

physician's duty of care to his patient requires hi a to
preserving the letter's life.

stated** ^

go

in

One English commentator has

that,

"Although most persons are not liable for omissions
a doctor is so liable vis-a-vis his patient, unless
he can justify the failure to give treatment on
the grounds thet such was useless,*
Or,

Glanville Williams has claimed that the physician is

"probably exempted from that duty if life has become a burden
to
nor

the

patient".

66

specifies what he means by the rather vague term "burden".
On the other

law

He gives no authority for the statement,

In

England,

hand, jtefijfla V«

remains good

Also, there is the rather uncertain but

int.resting dictum concerning criminal omission from the Judge's
jury instruction on the law regarding abortion for therapeutic
reasons

64

6|
66

/

p,2S9 (Per Mr, J,Devlin, as he then was),
Sliiott, (1964) *
% hm 77, 78,
.iiiiaas,
aaaau&K s£ kUft-aafl Sfaftjaialaal M*W, P.291.
Ibid,,
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in Bourne.

reasons

suora.

to the following

•'•..On the other hand there

are

offeet,

people who, from

what are sai^ to be religious reasons, object
to the operation being performed under any ctricaastances#
fhis is not the law either#
On
the c>ntrary, a person who holds such an opinion,

ought riot to be an obstetrical surgeon, for if a
case

arose

where

the

life of the

woman

could be

saved

by performing the operation and the uoctor
refused to perform it because of his religious
opinions and the woman died, he would be in
grave
a

on

peril of b~ing brought before this Court
charge of manslaughter by negligence."
67

furthermore, Professor iiamisar of Minnesota, in what is perhaps
exhaustive indictment

most

the

from the

secular

against voluntary euthanasia

viewpointtakes issue with br# Williams*

statement that the

physician is not liable for mercy killing

by omission to act further once a patient*s life has become
a

'burden" to

him, such as by failing to replace a depleted
69

oxygon

bottle or the like# '

i a ilsar suggests the law

recognises a distinction in this regard already mentioned and
not

one

between
of

suggested by Professor Williams.

life-preserving medical care and mere artificial

keeping

have

a

patient technically

ceased spontaneous operation

respirator for instance)#

67

means

live once his vital processes
(by the

use

of a h-art-lung

This distinction raised by Professor

garnisar /

6b
69

Namely, the distinction

6ee 67 Yale L.J. 590, 630(1958)
Kamiaar,
Ibjq.« ps9-2.
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perhaps the crux to the entire issue of euthanasia,

xmia&r is
in

practical medical tortus, to-day.

Unfortunately, advances

in medical science have blurred this aistinction

70

obsolete traditional definitions of death
wide

of uncertainty as to where life

area

ities beeom
imminent

no

than

more

a

anu
-

by asking
leaving a

preserving activ¬

palliative means of prolonging

Many of the scientific devices by which

aeath,

people are itept "alive" to-day must be classed as 'extra¬

ordinary" means*

haeraoaialysis units, "iron-lung" respirators,

haart circui tion pumps,
The

line between

life is not

an

intravenous feeding and the like.

ordinary and extraoraim ry therapy to preserve

objective

or

straight one.

discerned in individual cases,

It can only be

based on the presented clrcua-

*stances, which will always be somewhat dissimilar.
ooth Protestant and Cat olic
and

both require the

all cases.

theology accept this distinction

application of "ordinary"

The iiight

However,

means

only in

Reverend I.e..tor-timer, lord Bishop of

Exeter, has made one of the very few attempts to come to grips
more

specifically with this distinction.

71

He has stated/

"It is, in general, the Christian view that
while there is a moral ooii^ation to maintain
life by all ordinary means, there is no

obligation to use extra-ordinary means.
Ordinary /
70

relevant discussion in Chapter on "Transplantation"
mora thoroughgoing consideration of these oeveioptmeats.
Mortimer, oo.clt.. p.129.
>ee

for

71

a

*97
Qruinary means are such actions as jo not
grave hardship to the patient and which
offer a reasonable hope of succors.
Cxtraordinary aeans are means which involve a very
great expense, inconvenience, or hardship and

csu.se

time otter no reasonable
expectation either of success or of benefit#
To subject very old people to the acute
discomfort of a serious operation or of feeding
by intravenous urip would so® a to be morally
wrong#
3uch extra-oruinary means of preserving
life should only be used where there is a reasontable hope of recovery from the disease ana where
some benefit or happiness is conferred upon the
which at the

same

gatient
existence#
other than
*
the mere prolongation of his
are

Catholic theologians, while as ndemning euthanasia in
all

forms, consider only the failure to supply the "ordinary'1

means

of medical treatment in order to preserve

equivalent to

euthanasia#''2

This up-to-now largely theological

distinction between ordinary and
ment would appear

life es being

extraordinary medical treat¬

to offer a reasonable and flexible frame-

iwork within which the

left to deciae

physician's

compassion and experience

the type an^ extent

of treatment

couia

be

to be

applied in cases where patients haa requested euthanasia#

The

on

law, however, has yet to clarify the scope of the physician's

discretion within this area#

Perhaps, wisely, in light of the

rapidity with which scientific .-mowledge is developing artificial
means

of preserving

"life"

or

postponing "death"#

In /

7*

->«« A„Jowj2atocaism, jmcgjsjJ:, $ quoted at footnote 10,
p.279, also Kelly, op,cit«. p#3io#
Bote also the
comments, from a aedical viewpoint, quoted in footnote
>7, p.281*.
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In the true

life-proserving situation, Professor

Kamisar

suggests, the special physician-patient relationship places
a

'legal duty ta act"

on

the doctor, particularly where the

patient is helpless and dependent upon the physician for
73

maintaining and preserving his life. ^
As with the

unreported Scots case of Brown * there are

several English cases showing the
law In

practice.

In the well-known ^rownhill case, the

defendant parent was sentenced to
of m=srcy,

flexibility of the criminal

doath. with a reco.a lenaatlon

for .assing his imbecilic thirty-one year olu son.

Yet only three months later, in response to the public outcry,
7 u.
he was pardoned.'
However, in an earlier case, hex v.
75
oimpson.
a soldier was convicted of murder for killing his

severely ill child.
instructed that the
of

The trial judge was held to have properly
jury were not entitled to return a verdict

manslaughter regaruless of the uefendant's merciful motives.
Among the most articulate of those who feel the criminal

law Is not

sufficiently flexible as it stands in relation to

euthanasia is Professor Glanvilie Williams.
that
the

the

situation is In need of

He has suggested

clarification, arguing from

viewpoint that voluntary euthanasia should b© la ionised

from /

7J
7b
75

ibia.% p.98j.
Ibiu.. pp.1020-1021.
11 Cria.App.H, 2i8, Bb

1893 (1965).
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from the criminal lav when
recoaraenus

he enactment of

performed by a physician.

Williams

leglsi&tion to provide that no

guilty of any criminal offence for intention-

doctor 3haii be

ialiy accelerating the ueath of a patient unless it can be

proved.
f,th t the act was not done in good faith with
the consent of the patient and for the
urpose
of s ving him from severe pain in an illness
believed to be of an incurable anu fatal

76

character,*

Unuer such a formulation as envisaged

would be

for the

by or* wllliams it

physician to prove his patient was seriously

111, for the prosecution to prove the physician had acted
from

an

other than humanitarian

motive, which the law would

allow him in the circumstances.
In

tvliliaas

arguing his case for enactment of the above pr sumption»
suggests that it uoes no more than recognise what Is

already wiae-spread practice aiong physicians, that it does
not

open the way to murder at

will for the skilled physician

already can kill without leaving
thet

it

avoids the

a

trace if he so desires,

cumbersome, formal requirements so distaste¬

ful to many that were a feature of the old "iuthanasia
bills and that

It

leaves this

Individual consciences of the
may

76

/
Williams,

Society

intensely personal matter to the

patient and his physician

-

who

300,
may or may not choose

to oblige the former's death request

-

by requiring consent on the part of the patient and good
77
faith on the part of the doctor,
Williams is satisfied
under this

of

a

formulation, to leave "Tightness or wrongness"

particular euthanasia to the "discretion and conscience
individual medical

of the

78

practitioner",'

who take issue with Professor
wide

trust

submits

79

to tho doctors.
that

such

a

.imams'

Professor

trust is

There are those

granting of such a

Kaaisar, for one,

unwarranted, subject to too

great a risk of abuse and mistake and therefore does not
justify a change in the present posture of the criminal law.
In namlsar's woras,
'If the range of skill and judgment among
licensed physicians approaches the wider
gap between the very best and the very
worst aerators of the bar » and I have no
reason to think it does not - then the

minimally competent physician is hardly
the man to be given the r©3ponsibi Ity for
enaing another's life," 80
There has

as

yet been no official move to implement

Williams1 suggested reform in
81

support

of the proposal, and the law in regard to voluntary

euthanasia remains as
or

stated, considering the practice as murder

/

77

Mm PP.3?>30**,

79

Aaaisar, op.elt., p.97b.
iwiq,, p,99o,

7b
80

61

ingland, despite his continued

Ibid., p.iG**,

u,»ilila.as, h-3

178(1966).

1(1958)}

G.Willia »s, 36
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or

suicide, or a combination thereof and punishable accordingly#
3# United States
In the United States tho

legal status of euthanasia Is

basically the .a.,;e as in Scotland and, more particularly,
The doctor cannot perform voluntary euthanasia In

England#
the
In

absence of

light of its common law prohibition as murder#

"malice
any

82

The

aforethought* requirement of murder doss not require

evil motive, anger, hatred or revenge to be in the mind

of the
the

enabling legislation, none of which exists,

actor, but only an intent, plain and staple, to take

life of another#
the characterisation of an offence as murder is in

way

changed by tho consent or request of the victim#

factors
istitute

are

irrelevant in homicide easasf

Such

they uo not con-

"defences, adequate excuses or provocations"#

It appears that the only

no

gu

merican prosecution Involving an

alleged aercy-killing of a patient by his physician was brought
in

19$Q.

sulted in
ac

The case, from New Hampshire,
an

tate v. dander, re¬

acquittal of Or# Sander, the jury apparently

opting his defence that the air he had Injected Into the

victim's /

82

83
Bk

Perkins,
p.69.
Levisohn. 1961 J.rorTled. j7$ o*#
^artiq V■<?9f"Va# 1U09, 1018-1019, 37 • S,
2d tJ, t7(i9w , in ailviag, 'Euthanasia*
/ »tudy in
^

Comparative Criminal law", 103 U«?a..,.l{. 3^0 , 380(195^)#
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victim's veins

was

not the

causa

Either that} or the jury felt
the cancer-stricken

where

Gander to

his

enu

of what he hau

death,^

compelled in the clrcuns tances,

patient had repeatedly begged nr.

misery, to acquit the physician, regardless

actually done,

«,hile danuer is the only
a

of his patient's

'mercy-killing'' case involving

practicing physician as the defendant, there have been

number of other euthanasia cases in the United States
relatives of the
Pal^ht.

a

respective vietias.

In the 1950

involving

case

of

aaughtar who shot her father, severely ill with

cancer, was

acquitted}

of a reduced

in Greenfield, a father

was

acquitted

charge of manslaughter after having gassed his

imbecile son for whoa he had provided seventeen years
devoted care}
convicted of
was

a

released

by the court}

gtS.,

in

of

the defendant was

gassing his blind, imbecile, bod-ridden son, but
on

a

fivo to tan years

suspended sentence Imposed

in aoxon. an attorney electrocuted his six months

old

mongoloid son ana was convicted of first degree murder,

but

had his sentence commuted to life and then

on

87

parole} '

was

released

in liraunasdorf. the accused, who was proved to

have /
4

8p

Ihe record kept by or, Sander showed several injections
been given the patient.
ea Kaaisar,
£&*£!&•» P. 993.
165 F,2d 153 (2d cir 1<>7).
^oxon was, however, disbarred.
of air lad in feet

86

87

30.3.
have shot her

spastic-crippled daughter anu then to have

attempted suicide, was found not guilty of murder by reason
R8

of

temporary insanity}

and finally, in Hohy. the defendant

given a mere three-six months sentence for Killing his

was

cancerous

Is

is

brother, at the latter1s
eviuent, none of these

request,1^
'mercy-kllllngs* resulted

in normal punishment for the actors,
were

although a good number

The cases do show, as Brown*

convicted.

Scotland and Brownhlll.

in

suora.

supra.

ngiand, that the criminal

law

as

written and the criminal law is administered in

can

be

two

quite different things.

these cases is

practice

The leniency shown in all

persuasive evidence that the present law of

..oaicide In these countries is
a

in

sufficiently flexible to allow

Judge and jury convinced of a slayer's merciful and human¬

itarian motives to tr_&t him
such results may

accordingly.

Hypocritical as

be to many, few would find them unfair or

ili-auvlsea, even among those aost opposed to any affirmative
Qm

legalisation of euthanasia."7
category find such verdicts

lost of those in the latter
aost desirable, for thay roach a

Just result in the particular case, but leave the thrust of
the criminal law
of

on

the sl.e of

preserving all life, regardless

/

88

ill the above

C9
90

Ifeia.* p.972,

e..se>3 are

discussed In teiiSar, on.olt..

pp.1021-1021,
Uee ^alveru
cit,*

p,27o.

op.cit.. pp .123^-1237 j

t,John-atevas, pp.

30*.
"quality" to the Individual concerned or to society.

of its

Aside

from these cases,

there are reports of one fairly

ric&n ce.se in which its obvious euthsnasia character

recent

<u

is most

clearly (an- honestly) recognised by the court.
92

Y>

cose,

sulfocatea his

involved a defendant who had

wife, a hopelessly crippled

put her out of her misery at her request.
the defendant was

found

was

The

<

rthritic who had

severely for many years before her devoted husband

suffered

and

91

unusual move,

In arraignment

permitted to plead to a manslaughter charge

guilty

on

his own admission.

However, in an

after hearing testimony from the defendant's

childrn and his pastor regarding the devotion h© had shown
his wife and after

receiving

a

letter from the ueceaent's

doctor

explaining the wife's life of excruciating pain and

mental

despair, the court allowed the defendant to withdraw

v"\'

his

''

'

'1

plea aau found him not guilty on the ground that

"would not

be

a

jury

inclined" to convict in the circumstances.

Seeing no reason for recidivism, the judge allowed the

defendant,
*

*.*to go home... and live out the rest of (his)
life in

as

much peace as

(his) heart to have."

(he)

can find it in

93

*f /

91
92

Kamiear, oo.clt.. p.1030 ff?
damsay, op.clt.. o#12Ql
Jriia.uo.90-3036, Cook Co.Ct.,111., uec.30jl9>o.* The

case

93

io notid

In

V* ttotrs bsi;

Lawyer *+60(19-19). and

by Williams, in 38 U-Coio.L.
178(1966),
3+ AQtra ,me MWf ^(1909).

Germany

•+,

Contrary to Jcotlana, England aaa the "United States*
where

".aercy-kiiiiag" Is not

law, there

special category of the criminal

a

other countries where it is in fact accorded

a.e

special status* either because of the actor's motive* the
request by the victim* or oath,
at

of these

some

the

u

'homicide upon

punishnent of

jurisdictions.
Penal Lode in

m&a

will now look briefly

§216

makes

provision for

tha request of the person allied'1,

91*

ihe

who kills another at his express and earnest

one

request is limited to two years and if extenuating circumstances
are

of

present* the punishment can be reaucea to an imprisonment
not

ress

classed as

than six months.

However* the offence is still

homicide, though the guilt is thought to be mild.

While the mercy"killing is not expressly mentioned in
the
as

St*GfB# as a factor in guilt mitigation, it is considered
an

'extenuating circumstance" within the definition of

§216(2),

when that section is otherwise applicable,

Earlier

O <r.

German statutes*

y interestingly enough, did specifically

mention the euthanasia

or

mercy-killing -motive

as a

mitigating

factor, and Binding and Hochsr in their well-known die Fralgabe

flag gltais&feaaft
maroy

9*
9>

96

<1920)96

advocated the

/
Gehonke-UchrSac-r, ,t.G.3. ..inventor (13th ed,1967)«
( uch as the Prussian Landrecht of 179*» ana the penal
codes ox due rt tern berg of IB39 and of i'huringia of l8>0)
Sliving, 103 b-,Pa.L,.i, 330(19:*).
"The Elimination of Life Not Garth Living11,

306.
meray-killing of those no longer of any objective usefulness
to

the

community to avoid the drawn out agony of inevitable

heath.

Because the

extremes

by the Nazi regime,

praotiv© of euthanasia was carried to
97

thai*© is perhaps inordinate

give even voluntary euthanasia

reluctance in Germany to-aay to
any express

statutory recognition, though such a move might

weil be considered favourable otherwise and is more

closdy

approximated by other continental penal codes.
Nonetheless, it is prooably true that physicians in Germany
need not
to

fear criminal sanctions under

present law for failing

artificially prolong an expiring, painful life, as by
qg

camphor injections or the like.7

However, the position as

regards the administration of increasing doses of opiates to
ease

pain, which incidentally hastens death, is far from clear.

Thar© is

respectable authority that states such action by a

physician is just and no homicide is involved.
appear

to-day.

In a case

where the wife's

her husband who had hung

to

97
9o
99
100

Still, there

to be no cases directly in point and the position remains

uncertain

held to be

was

99

inaction

himself/(after

an

-

falling to cut down

armjantXuntil dead)

punishable manslaughter in breach of her duty

/

lontioned in footnote 2.
saving,
, p.399.
Slmson, "Buthanasie ais nechtaproblem", N.J.W. 196*+,
1193 and other sources cited by Gchonka- ehrouer (1967)
p«971«
f-chdiike-ochroder (1967 cd.) 19211, 212,
See sources

-

307#
to

act, the

was

not

Bundesgerichtshof^*'

incurably ill*

crime charged

-

The Court pointed out that where the

is one of non-feasance rather than active

conduct by the accused,
taction

emphasised that the victim

his motive

-

is of increased importance*

limits of inaction by a

the reason for his in102

-hile the legal

physician are yet to be defined in

Germany, this case is one suggestion that the courts aav be

willing to accept the mercy-motive in mitigation in cases of
alleged euthanasia due to omission to act by the attending

physician*
5* Norway and Sweden
In Norway,
for

mercy-motivated or requested killing of hopelessly ili
IQif.

persons.
in

the Penal Cooe contains a special provision

a

The section (§235), dating from 1902, but amended

1961, exempts the mercy-killer from the normal homicide

provisions if the victim consented jyj if the victim was hopejiessiy

lil,i0^

in /

101

The highest German Court in civil arid criminal matters*
2

102

103
10h>

105

B*G#H*3t,lpO (Feb*12, 1952)*

Bilving, op.clt.* pp*359-360*
Ibid«
St*John-Stevas, oq.qit;. T p.26*+*
American Series of Foreign Penal Codas, Ho*3}
The
Norwegian Penal Code, I9ol, which states,
'If somebody is killed or seriously injured
in body or health with his own consent or
if anybody Kills a hopelessly 3iek person
out of mercy, or is an accessory thereto,
the punishment may be reduced below the
minimum provided, ana to a milder form of
punishment*"
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In

Sweden* some time ago* a hospital physician was accused
1

of having

She

contributed to the he «th of

an

elderly

woman

patient#

suffering from a cerebrovascular lesion with loss of

was

Xhe physician, with the consent of the patient's

consciousness#

relatives, ordered her glucose drip Infusion to be discontinued,
to "let

her to die

peacefully %

continuance of such
a

medical

nor

a

^he court involved felt the

drip treatment woulu have fulfilled "neither

humane

purpose" and acquitted the accused

doctor#
J*

commentator on this case

in

point suggests,

"It was

apparent from the verdict that the court
the woaan dying and beyond reasonable
hope of recovery, anu that in such a situation,
no particular efforts to prolong life were
necessary and a discontinuation of previous
tre taent, which haa been without palpable
effect on the disease process as such, was
allowed#"
107
considered

i'he

same

author suggests

thet such cases of "passive

euthanasia1, where artificial life-supporting therapy is
withdrawn from the patient considered to be "dying and beyond

hope" are permitted in Sweden to-day.
6, Switzerland#
xha

Swiss Federal Penal Code (19^2) uoes not have specific

provisions /
106

Blorck, "On the Definitions of reath", 1+ w.tted«J» 137,
138(19O7)•

107

Ibid#
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provisions concerning euthanasia and does not specifioclly
mention the

mercy-motlvo or the condition of health of the

victim in its homicide
another upon

provisions.

However, if one kills

the letter's berious and urgent request's

1111*

provides a lesser degree of punishment (three days to three

years) thun for other types of homicide,

108

Additionally,

if the juuge finds the defendant acted from
motives" he may

"honour-able

only have to fine him or submit him to minimum

(l6m), 65)#i0^
Unuer li!5 of the S,F,P,C«»

detention

another to commit

suicide from

a person who

instigates

'self-seeking" motives is

punishable by up to five year3 imprisonment, but presumably
a

physician who mamas the means availaole for his suffering

patient to commit suicide would not
of this
as

the

provision.

110

come

within the prohibition

However, the position is not apparently

clear in this regard as Or,

111

WilJLams seans to think,'

for

physician eoulu at least bs arguaoiy found guilty of negligent

homicide under
human

Sll7 (

Me who negligently causes the death of a

being is punishable.,,')

112

While /

108
109

pestaiozzi-Hanggcler, "Euthanasia Under the Swiss Pe.al
Cods* 15 iSamLuml* 39.i)19>(19ol)t

uo

ibid..

111

-siiiiams,
Ti,f?
.C-^alnai Ms
p.271, where he mentions slip and concludes, "hence a
physician who provides poison for a patient suffering
from f tai ilimss is free from responsibility (Arts,
111-15)".
psslaloiszi-.ieaggeler, loc.cit.

112

c-es

P,397,

310.
While Swiss Federal Penal Code
of

cases

ill**

would

seem

voluntary euthanasia, the question of Involuntary

euthanasia

by the physician's inaction or omission to

as

-

provide certain care without consulting the patient
so

to cover

clear.

-

is not

One recent dwiss coaaentator suggests there is no

general answer to this problem, but that the -actor's

con¬

tractual duty to his patient in3lades at least the use of
all

"ordinary"

means to save the

patient's

llfe.^^

author

suggests the paucity of Swiss material

not

much a

so

occur
ever

result of the

it is

as

of the

to reach the

fact

on

"he

same

euthanasia is

fact that the practice does not
that

such cases are very

unlikely

court

7. Other Countries

Contrary to three of the continental jurisdictions mentioned
thus

far, France provides no mitigation in its penal laws for

honicid^arried out at the request of another.

In this

respect? it approximates the British and American systems.
Consent
time

is held i.. relevant in homicide

suicide
This

and

assistance in

situ tion results

n

s

ieide

3?

are

not crimes in France.

the somewhat anomalous distinc¬

tion /

113
Ilk
115

Ibiu.
Ibid.,

p.398.

Hughes, (1963)

yet at the same

cas

.tod.l,.h. ^33? Zko-^U

115

J
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distinction that patting

poison next to

hod to facilitate his suicide is not
hi

a

the poison

stinction is

a

one

at

best

on

dying person's
1.1.6

a

at his wish is aurder.
weak

a

crime,

but feeding

Clearly, the ais*

which to ground criminal

117

liability for aurder

anu has

fhe Italian Penal

been so criticised#

Code,ii^

the Netherlands Penal

12G
the

Spanish Penal Code,
122

Japanese Penal Code" *
the

the Pol.ish Penal Code

Coae,^1^

i2l

"

and the

ail allow litigation in penalty if

killing were carried out «t the request of the vietla.
khile /

116

117

lib

119
120
121
122

of. People v Roberts. 2il Mich# 187, 178 N.W.690(1920)
and other cases cited by
t#J hn-^tevas, oo.clt.. p.21*1*,
for the contrary American viewpoint#

Hughes,
i.rt.579.
Arts. 293-29^#
Art.-+09#

Art.227(1932).
Art#269.
fh# recent Japanese code, which combines
homicide upon request and assisting suicide, reads
as follows,
'(1) A person who &ills another upon his
request or with his consent shall be
uy imprisonment for not less
year nor more than tea years.
(intentional homicide normally carries
a penalty of five years to life!
(2) I ho same shall apply to a person who
through encouragement or assistance brings
about the suicide of another.

punished
than

one

(Proa American
Japan, 1961).

>ories of

.

oroign Penal -odes,

3 U.
While Professor williams appears to
has made the closest

approach of any country to legalising

voluntary euthanasia in fatal

illnesses,*^

might easily ha aaue about oruguan law.
Penal Coue of

of the

to forego

think that Switzerland

the same claim

124.

Unuer Article 37

Uruguay (1933)» the jttages are authorised

punisaaent completely of a defendant whose previous

life has been honoaraole where he commits a homicide motivated

by compassion anu inauced by repeated requests of the victim.
the provision

has oaen interpreted as conferring a power of

judicial pardon In cases meeting the stated requirements,

12^

J

C. COHCLUolNG aSHARKS
while Roman daw,

danon haw and the cos

on

law of England

and

aerica all have condemned euthanasia in any form and

make

no

guilt -litigating provisions for either the mercy-

motive oi the actor or the request of the
Civilian systems generally do find
the presence
it

least

asked by a
seems

victim,x"

mitigation of guilt due to

of ono or both of these factors,
in the limited sphere

where the physician is

suffering, terminal patient, the latter approach

desirable.

fehile not

taking such cases out of the

homieiae /

1<3
12**
125
1^6

the

gLlllaras, £hs sanctity of -lie., p.297.
Hughes, assail.* p.d^l.
living, on.cit.. p.369 (footnote 80).
ibio.. p.300.

ii3#
homicide category, it at

least recognises the difference in

culpability between such an actor and a cold-blooded killer
or

killing only for 'self-interest'*, to borrow the words

one

of the Swiss Federal Penal Code*

Perhaps this Latter a preach offers a reasonable alter¬
native
tho

middle ground to what many see as either continuing

or

present approach, end trusting to the flexibility of the

law as

auainistered, or changing the law arid affirmatively

sponsoring such mercy-killings,
In any
increases

event, it would seem that as medical science

longevity without preventing deterioration and

people are able to "physically" exist for longer and longer
life-spans, the act of dying may bacome more drawn-out, and
inevitably in some Instances, agonised,
While Christians everywhere

champion man's right to live,

can

they overlook his attendant right to die?

has

properly prepared the patient to meet death, what should

If Christianity

prevent hid from requesting this fate when he is spiritually
ready to "pass on"?

128

In the final analysis the
outhanasie programme
at

least

be

enormous

responsibility of

is placed on the physician.

allowed, If he

so

Should he

chooses, to end his patient's

suffering /
127

128

any

ikaiveu, op.cit,. p.l^;
aamsey , QUxSlk*, i^Ol*
Joseph xleteher, loc.elt.t
J.C*Blackie, Aaoress to
Edinburgh iiedioal Group ("whan is liieii ue-ath and
the prolongation of life"), Oct,31, 1967),

31>*.
suffering, when requested to do so and when he feels he can
no

longer serve his patient by

sions*?
role

io

as

Can the physician do this without tarnishing his

heaier

These

'Improving his living condit¬

ana

protector of life?

questions concerning euthanasia deserve answers*

Whether they

will be forthcoming is another question, for

euthanasia deals with death and,
"death la the great taboo subject in our civil¬
isation - sore so even than sex... nd, until
death comes, we choose to tujow as little as
possible about it.
This attitude ... is perihaps the main reason for the general lack of
support given to the cause of euthanasia," 130

Perhaps what is needed in to-day's ever
is a new attitude towards death.
man

must not turn his

back

death

on

more

It has been
as

an

crowded world

suggested that

Inevitable, wholly

unpleasant occurrence for which no mental preparation is required,
but

must

appreciate death for the favourable and essential

part it plays in human econotay and the preservation of society
and prepare
On

a

to meet it.

more

1^1

practical piano, voluntary euthanasi

will ba

legalised only if it is felt that the advantages it offers
in terms of the avoidance of

suffering prior to death in some

cases

/

129

..iifcranaon (same symposium as blac^ia, at 118 >

*

dot.31,

196?«

130
131

Williams,

3b (bSgtatfrtiii.

17*U#§).

Slater, "The re r of Death", 1952
obp-bBb.

-

citish ried.J. 1,

3X5.
oases| allowing people the
their loved ones are

agonised llmess

-

right to meet death before they and

shattered by

the deterioration of a last,

outweigh the abuses to which it alight be

subject ana the negative results it might have
the value of human
do

tor ana

-

in lowering

life, weakening the trusting relation of

patient, increasing the possibility of overbearing,

fatal mistakes and abuse by the physician, and encouraging

unwise, shortsighted or irrational requests to die by the

patient.
Ihe

problem exists, the questions await answering in most

legal systems.

That sooiety chould place itself in favour of

preserving aau promoting human life is presumed}
shoulu

this outy as an

take

presumption.

that it

absolute is quite a different

fhe right to life has its limits,

The philos-

.opher, norace Kalian, has crystallised this fact as veil as
anyone

anu

few who have seen a loved one suffer through the

agonised, personal disintegration of a painful ana fatal
illness woulu

disagree with his observation that,

"Human existence is consciousness...when

pain and
suffering invade it, to become incurably cominjant, the consciousness contracts, the good
reverses into evil until it ends itself reflexly
in a faint, or is ended purposely by means of
anodynes and anaesthetics which have the effect
of replacing a suffering human person with an
unconscious organisation of animal reflexes.
The human person ceases when awareness goes out
and /

316#
and unawarcness eoaes in, and awareness goes
oat when it becomes Intolerable to itself#

Death is

only the lasting, as sleep, anaestthesia ana narcosis are the intermittent
extinctions of consciousness,"
152

This

statement at the

same

tlraa

points up the strength

of the argument of many who contend any

'real" consent

can

be

given by the patient, and therefore any voluntary euthanasia,
is
has

be

Granted, the argument

impossible in the cireamstances.

merit, but it is not incontrovertible.

Consent could

obtained, or more properly, requests made of the uoctor

before the

final, most agonised phases of the illness were

reached, and then only to be acted upon when the illness aid
in fact

become so progressive#

/side from the law's basic
of consent
to any

oy the

reverence

for

life, this problem

patient is perhaps the biggest stumbling block

fundamental change in the law#

Consent during

a

last

agonlseu illness is not tru^y free, voluntary consent by any
reasonable interpretation#
before the ocuet of
can

never

uo

more

act when ho feels

the

a

iX the same time, con -ant given

last illness, while

than trust

to

the

free ana voluntary,

physician's discretion to

that point of suffering has been reached

patient would not have wanted to endure#

which

This, of course,

puts a good deal more faith in the physician's discretion than
many

ij2

/
i-.ali.en, ".An dthic of reeaoaa;
A Philosopher's View",
31 *..'i.d.D.a# ~16:>, 1166(1936),
.

3X7.
many are

willing to

burden indeed that

do,*""^
it

not to sent ion the very heavy

places on the doctor*s shoulders*

l

concurring doctor or even two*s opinion that the patient was

terminally ill in their minusy in sever© pain, ana had expressly
earnestly requested a final peaceful release could be

and

required as a safety measure and might lighten the burden
carried by

this woula be a wise

the obliging physician.

safeguard and could easily be required in verified) written
form*
..e

trust

physicians to oring us through the often accident

illness scarred passage

and

of iife9 many times trusting our

very

survival to their good judgment*

this

trust when

we

Why then, deny them

have reached the other side of

through life and need a hand to make our exit
ana

as

our

journey

short, painless

dignified as possible, and with the least consternation

caused our

loved ones?

Even those who oppose voluntary euthanasia as an lrrevarant
interference with Ood*s control

over

each mortal*s

life and

death allow the administration of anaesthetics and narcotics

in
a

ever-increasing doses that

may

eventually bring about death in

deepening haze of consciousness and finally coma*

>urely,

the /

133

bee quote

oy

namisar, ioc.eit.. at footnote 80, page 300.
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individual should be able to meet his Maker in what

the

Reverenu

Joseph Fletcher has called '•personal integrity" and

conscious,
an

illness

^sponsible choice, before the terminal stages of
or

of narcosis allegedly remove the

free choice and require hi a to meet death in

individual's

'personal ais-

integration*.
Still, it is submitted, ana without great conviction,
that

the

final

to this

problem is to be provided not

'heavy handed" entrance of the criminal law Into the

by the

terminal

patient ward, but by increased

of the

care

answer

the

anuing of

the

patient's condition of dying

pain that may, but need not necessarily,
our

life

on

same

time

th t

it

135
accompany

earth.

If this becomes the case,
at

with the

eying ana an increased emphasis on training,

treatment and insights into the
and the

concern

it must bo clearly realised

is not

the

province of medicine to

attempt the useless prolongation of eying, but rather to
realise when ell hope
it
ana

is

obvious

is gone and to give up the struggle whan

that death must

should bo allowed to

run

now

come

as

its course as

a

"natural phenomenon"

peacefully

as

it can

possibly /

13*+
135
lio

ietcher, op,sU»> p.208,
-aunders, j^c^U*

G.B.Gierta, "Sthical problems in ledicai Procedures in
,weaen", it,hies ..la^eqjs^ EyQSCSfg. ondonj J. & A.
Churchill Ltd., 19o&, pTlW (CIBA).
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possioly be mads to.

As G-non Douglas fthysaes of Lonaon has

recently said, doctors aeeo not arm themselves to combat
death un^er ail
their

circumstances, but should realise through

understanding of a;tare's proce 3es of human regeneration

that sometimes "letting nature know best whan a

life has been

deprived of almost everything except the mere fact of continii7

iUlng to exist" is the best e urse to follow. •*'
If it

to be

comes

accepted th«t

a

patient Is, in fact,

dead, though certain processes continue or
or

simulated by

than

no

>ay be stimulated

artificial, "extraordinary" medic 1 treatment,

changes in the prevailing laws of homicide would need

to be acwe.

If the patient ware considered already

dead",

than the

turning off of a respirator, the disconnecting of a

catheter

or

the

withholding of

considered homicide.

an

injection c uld not be

Th~re would be no actus reus*

Perhaps then, at least part of the answer to the question
of

legalising euthanasia is not to be found in the criminal law

of homicide and its amendment,

but rather In newly-adopted and

applied definitions of death*It is not difficult to
consider
and

not

a

patient whose heart ana lungs cease operation dead

to hold

a

physician liable for complying with the

patient's /
i37

136

The Times. Nov,6, 1967, p.l.
The reader is again referred to evolving medical concepts
concerning death discussed supra in the chapter on

'Transplantation"}

The Times. Hay 10, 1968, p,3.

3^0#

patient's prior request not to resuscitate*

Under traditional

definition, the patient is dead, though resuscitation might
alloy the organs

to function with artificial assistance for

several hours

even

irreversible

or

If the brain had suffered

days.

damage, then a uecision by the doctor not to

prolong the patient's "existence" any longer with medicine
or

machine could be likewise justified.
In

It Is

fact, however, these cases are not the difficult ones.

in situations where alsease

or

infirmity makes life

slowly more agonising for the patient without causing his
vital processes

of heart, lungs and brain to cess® that even

revolutionary changes in the definition of clinical death will
have

no

foreseeable effect.

Euthanasia, commonly s-ught in

just such case.3, will still be homicide in the eyes of the law.
Only legislation, in effect allowing an Individual to decide
when his death should
out

the

come

patient's wish,

can

and

absolving another for carrying

clearly protect the obliging physician

in these cases.

In the

lost

analysis, it is submitted, absent specific

changes in the criminal law codes, we must trust to this protfossional ethics of

our

physicians to guide them in choosing

how far the circumstances of any
to /

given 0!-se require adherence

321.
to the words of Arthur Hugh

doughs

not killf but needs1s not strive
Officiously to keep alive." 139

"Thou shalt

*e

aust realise that all life coaies to an end and ais-

jtlnguish that while life must be preserved in all cases,
there

is

process

no

use

or

morality in drawing out the inevitable

of dying ay extraordinary

life if no

The point at which

longer being preserved, out death is being prolonged,

will be a tenuous ana

task for the

difficult

one

to

pinpoint, but it is

a

humanity of the physician, not for the formality

of the law.

139

:ae <ns.

Louise!!, oo.cit.. p.93

322.
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ANONYMOUS
>>

.

Cite

.

as

v.

- f

.

WEINER

270 N Y.S.2d 319

50 Mise.2d 380

k

Bureau

ANONYMOUS, Petitioner,

v. Louis WEINER, as the Director of the
of Records and Statistics of the Department of Health of the City

of New York, Respondent.

Supreme Court, Special Term, New York County, Part I.
May 18, 1966.

Article 78

proceeding in nature of mandamus for order directing
City Department of Health to change sex
designation on petitioner's birth certificate. The Supreme Court, Special
Term, Joseph A. Sarafite, J., held that in context of record before it,
judicial intervention in an Article 78 proceeding in the nature of manda¬
mus for order directing to require the change in sex designation on birth
certificate of petitioner, a transsexual who had undergone "convcrsive"
surgery and had assumed the name and role of a female in society, from
"male" to "female" following Department's refusal to do so on applica¬
tion of petitioner would constitute a usurpation of function of executive
the official of the New York

branch of government.

Application denied and petition dismissed
1. Health ©=34

Primary jurisdiction
formulaic and implement New York City's
policy with regard to records of birth, fetal deaths and deaths is vested
in the Hoard of Health and the provisions of the New York City Health
Code relating to amendment of birth certificates have the force and effect
of statutory law. New York Cilv Charter,
558, 567.
2. Mandamus ©=172

Issue in Article 78

proceeding in nature of mandamus for order
designation on petitioner's birth certificate was
whether official had acted in an arbitrarv, capricious or otherwise illegal
manner in deciding thai petitioner had not established that the evidence

directing change of

submitted ■-how
1 '.ring
( itv

the

true

and filing ccrti1
of

a

..

new

CPLR § 7801

ei

acts

and that

error

was

made

at

time

oi

>rc-

in accordance with provisions of New York
denying the application for amendment and is¬
cirtiftcale.
New York < "itv Charter, §§ 558, 567;

Health Code

suance

sex

id

v ;»•
,

v

.

3. Health ©=>31

Court

c<

a! 1

n,

.

substitute its views for those of administrative

body which was e! arged by law with the authority and responsibility of
maintaining records of births and deaths and which refused to amend
petitioner's birth certificate

to

change the

sex

designation thereof.

4. Health ©=>34
*

In its role

as

4ur & Memtmj

ultimate arbiter of
acti«n in ttt'iNyiM

legalitv of New York City Deam &

Tt»

sex

'*

'
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<

.
_

.

-

designation on petitioner's birth certificate, court could not weigh wisdom
Department's acts.

of

5. Constitutional Law €=>73

In context of record before it,

judicial intervention.to require New
City Department of Health to change the sex designation on birth
certificate of petitioner, a transsexual who had undergone "conversive"
surgery and had assumed the name and role of a female in our society,
from "male" to "female" following a refusal to do so on application of
petitioner would constitute a usurpation of function of executive branch
of government. CPLR § 7801 et seq.; New York City Charter, §§ 558,
York

567.
6. Health <3=34

Fact that

prior to the study of problem and a resolution by the New
City Department of Health determining that it would deny right
amend sex designation in birth certificates of transsexuals amendments

York
to

had been made to birth certificates of three transsexuals did not militate

against
7.

a

denial of

an

amendment following the study and resolution.

Estoppel <3=62(1)
No estoppel

is countenanced by courts against public officialforming their legal duty.

per¬

J. Lee Rankin, Corp. Counsel, for respondent.
Morris Schmaulbach, New York City, for petitioner.

JOSEPH A. SARAFITE, Justice:
Petitioner instituted this Article 78 CPLR

proceeding, in the nature of
sex desig¬
nated on petitioner's birth certificate from "male" to "female" and,
consonant therewith to change the given name thereon to one assumed by
petitioner subsequent to birth and to issue and substitute a new certificate.
The petitioner is a transsexual.
(See: Benjamin, Clinical Aspects

mandamus, for

an

order directing respondent to change the

of Transsexualism in the Male and Female, Vol.

XVIII, No. 3, American
Journal of Psychotherapy, 458—169 [July, 1964]; Benjamin, Nature and
Management of Transsexualism: With a Report on Thirty-one Operated
Cases, Western Journal of Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynecology, 72:105—
111 [March-April 1964].)
"The

syndrome of transsexualism" involves "a truly untrodden, con¬
largely unexplored field of medicine." (Benjamin, Clin¬
ical Aspects of Transsexualism in the Male and Female, supra, at 458.)
With appropriate hesitation because of the paucity of knowledge in this
area of science, transsexualism has been described
by a leading authority,
Dr. Harry Benjamin, as "a striking disturbance of gender role and gender
orientation * * * a disorder of the harmony and uniformity of the
troversial and

psychosexual personality * *

*

J«t
[a] split between the psychological

morphological

*

*

Cite

and the

sex

as

*

270 N.Y.S.2d 319 '

- -

(Nature and Management of

Transsexualism, supra, at 106.)

petitioner has undergone "conversive" surgery and has assumed
and role of a female in our society as a means of correcting
the disharmony to which Dr. Benjamin refers. To consummate so far
as possible this change in gender, an application for the issuance of a
new birth certificate was submitted to the Director of the Bureau of
Records and Statistics of the Department of Health of the City of New
York. The request was held in abeyance pending the consideration and
determination by the Boar l of Health of the general subject of change
of birth certificates of transsexuals. An earlier similar application had
caused respondent's predecessor to seek the guidance of the Board of
This

the

name

Plealth.
When confronted with this need for

formulation of

policy and pos¬
implementation by regulation, the Board of Health, in recognition
of the serious consequences attendant upon a decision in the affirmative
or in the negative, initiated an exhaustive inquiry into the subject and
called upon the New York Academy of Medicine to study the problem
and to submit its recommendations to the Board. This recognition of
the need for full exploration of the problem \
ed reflects the Board's
awareness of its obligation to society to ensure the accuracy of public
records.
It also indicates its deep concern for the individual, the trans¬
sexual, who has been described by Dr. Harry Benjamin as "among the
most miserable people I have ever met."
(Benjamin, Nature and Man¬
agement of Transsexualism, supra, at 106.) Most significant, it repre¬
sents adherence to the highest standards of the administrative process.
a

sible

The New York

Academy of Medicine is also to be commended for
assuming this delegated responsibility and for the manner in which it
fulfilled its undertaking. In its report "Change of Sex on Birth Certifi¬
cates for

Transsexuals", the Committee

on

Public Plealth of the New

York Academy of Medicine, states:
"Because of the

complexity of the subject which cuts across
biology and medicine and projects into the domain of law, the Com¬
mittee called on a group of specialists in several fields to study the
problem.
This group included gynecologists, endocrinologists,
cytogenetics, psychiatrists and a lawyer."
After detailed

analysis of the many facets and ramifications of the
the birth certificate of a transsexual, including cogni¬
zance of the fact that at present ten states have permitted such change
(Alabama, California, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, North

change of

sex on

270 N.Y.S.2d—21
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Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Tennessee), the Committee con¬
cluded that:
"1.

male-to-female transsexuals

are

still chromosomallv males

while

ostensibly females;
it is questionable whether laws and records such as the birth
certificate should be changed and thereby used as a means to help
psychologically ill persons in their social adaptation. "The Committee is therefore opposed to a change of sex on birth
"2.

certificates in transsexualism."
"

*

*

*

The desire of concealment of

transsexual is

change of sex by the
outweighed by the public interest for protection
a

against fraud."
On October 13,

tion

1965, the Board of Health passed the following resolu¬

:

"RESOLVED, that in view of all the evidence considered includ¬

ing the report of the Committee
Academy of Medicine, it is the
the Health Code

not

birth certificates in
At the

be

cases

Public Health of the New York
sense of the Board of Health that
amended to provide for a change of sex on
on

of transsexuals."

meeting, the Board, by unanimous vote, decided to "go
generally favoring the recommendations of the Committee
on Public Health of the Academy of Medicine, and, in effect, stating
that an individual born one .-ex cannot be changed for the reasons pro¬
posed by the request which was made to us. Sex can be changed where
there is an error, of course, but not when there is a later attempt to change
psychological orientation of the patient and including such surgery as
goes with it [sic]."
In accordance with the resolution and statement of policy by the Board
of Health, respondent denied petitioner's application for amendment
same

on

record

or

issuance of

[1]

as

The

a new

birth certificate.

proper scope

of the judicial role (other than

power

granted

pursuant to Civil Rights Law, section 61 et seq.) in reviewing the denial
of

petitioner's application is greatly restricted. Primary jurisdiction to
implement the City's policy with regard to the records of
"birth, fetal deaths and deaths" is vested in the Board of Health. (New
formulate and
York

City Charter, section 567.)
prerequisite standards for amendment of a birth certificate are
prescribed by the provisions of the New York City Health Code. These
provisions—which have the force and effect of statutory law—represent
and reflect the plenary jurisdiction of the Board of Health in this area.
(See City Charter, sec. 558; Matter of Baker's Mutual Insurance Co. of
New York [Dept. of Health], 301 N.Y. 21, 27, 92 N.E.2d 49, 52.)
Article 207 of the Health Code provides, in pertinent part, for amend¬
ment of a birth certificate only if "the Commissioner or his designee is
The

J26,
ANONYMOUS
Cite
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v.

WEINER
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satisfied that the evidence submitted shows the true facts and that an er¬
ror was made at the time of preparing and filing of the certificate, or that
the name of a person named in a birth certificate has been changed pur¬

order." (Section 207.01 [c].) The normal method of
amendment is the drawing of a single line through the information sub¬
ject to amendment and the insertion of the correct information above it
(Section 207.03 [a]). An exception to this method is provided in section
207.05 [c] which empowers the "Commissioner or other personnel of
the Department designated by him" to file a new birth certificate if he
"finds it desirable by reason of the nature and extent of the amend¬
suant to court

ments."

These two sections

for the relief

are

the exclusive bases in the Health Code

presently requested.

Thus, the critical issue before the Court is whether the respond¬
in an arbitrary, capricious or otherwise illegal manner in decid¬
ing that the petitioner did not establish "that the evidence submitted
shows the true facts and that an error was made at the time of preparing
and filing of the certificate" and, accordingly, in denying the application
[2]

ent acted

for amendment and issuance of

a new

certificate.

The test of arbitrariness does not permit the Court to sub¬
dy charged by law
with the authority and responsibility of maintaining the records of births
and deaths. In its role as ubimatc arbiter of the legality of administra¬
tive action the judiciary may not arrogate to itself the power of a superBoard of Health to weigh the wisdom of respondent's acts. (Paraphras¬
ing Day-Brite Lighting, Inc. v. State of Missouri, 342 U.S. 421, 423,
72 S.Ct. 405,96 L.Ed. 469.)
Indeed, the nature of the problem posed initially to the Board of
Health and now to the Court requires a specialized training and skill for
which the Board is uniquely equipped. Judicial deference to the decision
of those members of the Board of Health who are physicians or other¬
wise uniquely qualified appears mandatory in the singular circumstances

[3,4]

stitute its views for those of the administrative b.

here involved.

[5]

The determination of respondent

was

predicated

upon

the deci¬

sion of the Board of Health that the Health ('ode "not be amended

to

provide for a change of sex on birth certificates in cases of transsexuals."
Implicit in this resolution is the Board's interpretation of the Health

Code,

to the effect that as presently constituted, no authorization exists
for the amendment requested by petitioner. As the Supreme Court of
the United States declared recently under analogous circumstances (Udall
v.

Tallman, 380 U.S. 1, 16, 85 S.Ct. 792, 801, 13 L.Ed.2d 616):
"When faced with

a problem of statutory construction
* * *
[the] Court shows great deference to the interpretation given the
statute by the officers or agency charged with its administration.
'To sustain the * *
*
[Board's] application of this statutory

327.
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["an error
certificate"],

term

was

the

we

reasonable

made at the time of preparing and filing of
need not find that its construction is the only

one or even

that it is the result

we

would have reached

had the

question arisen in the first instance in judicial proceedings.'
[citing cases] * * * When the construction of an administrative
regulation rather than a statute is in issue, deference is even more
clearly in order." [Matter in brackets supplied.]
Within the context of the present record, the court concludes that ju¬
dicial intervention would constitute an usurpation of the function of the
executive branch of government.

[6, 7] In support of the petition it is argued that prior to the afore¬
study and resolution by the Board of Health, amendments were made
to the birth certificates of three transsexuals by respondent's predecessor.
This fact does not militate against denial of the present application.
(See Matter of Harwood v. Cornelius, 21 A.D.2d 961, 962, 251 N.Y.S.
2d 604, 605; Federal Crop Insurance'Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380,
68 S.Ct. 1, 92 L.Ed. 10.)
"There is no estoppel countenanced by the
courts against public officials performing their legal duty."
(Matter
of Harwood v. Cornelius, 21 A.D.2d 961, 962, 251 N.Y.S.2d 604. 606.)
said

Accordingly, the present application is denied and the petition dis¬
missed.
The present

proceeding has not been instituted nor has it been con¬
by the court as an application for a change in name in compliance
Civil Rights Law, section 61.

sidered
with

128.
Alllf.BIZ II.

THE KUHEMBERG CODE

K

PERMISSIBLE I EDICAL EXPERIMENTS.

"The great

weight of the evidence before

©ffect that certain

us

1c to the

types of medical experiments on human

beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds,
conform to the ethics of the medical profession
The

generally.

protagonists of the practice of human experimentation

justify their views on the basis that such experiments
yield results for the good of society that are unprocurable
by other methods or means of study. All agree, however,
that certain basic
to
1.

principles must be observed in order

satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts?
The voluntary

consent of the human subject is

absolutely essential. This means that the person involved
should have legal capacity to give consent}
situated

should bo so

to be able to exercise free power

as

without the intervention of any

of choice

element of force, fraud,

deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of
restraint or
and

coercion;

and el ould have sufficient knowledge

comprehension of the elements of the subject matter

involved

as

to enable him to make

an

understanding and

enlightened decision. This latter element requires that
before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the

experimental subject there should be made known to him the

nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment
and means

by which it is to be conducted

and hasarde

reasonably to be expected;

his health or person

the method

all inconveniences
and the effects upon

which may possibly came from his

participation in the experiment.

x

Taken from ftl-ics

in medical progress.

London?

Churchill.
pp.

216

-

1966

218

J29.
The

duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality

of the consent resto upon each individual who initiates,

directs, or engages in the experiment.
and

responsibility which

with

impunity.

2.

The

3.

be delegated to another

experiment should be ouch aa to yield fruitful

results for the
or moans

nay not

It iu a personal duty

good of society, unprocurable by other methods

of study,

and not random and unnecessary in nature

The experiment should be so designed and based on the

results of animal

natural

experimentation and a knowledge of the

history of the disease or other problem under study

that the

anticipated results justify the performance of the

experiment.
4.

The experiment should be go conducted as to avoid all

unnecessary, physical and mental suffering and injury.
5»
a

Ho experiment should be conducted where there is an
rutiori reason to believe that death

will occurj

or

disabling injury

except perhaps in those experiments where the

experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6.

The

degree of risk to be talc en should never exceed

that determined
to be solved

7.

by the humanitarian importance of the problem

by experiment.

Proper preparations should be made and adequate

facilities

provided to protect the experimental subject

against even remote possibilities of injury, disability or
death.

8.

The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically

qualified persona. The highest degree of skill and car®
should be required through all stages of the experiment of
those who conduct or engage in the

9.

experiment.

During the course of the experiment the human subject

should be at

liberty to bring the experiment to an end if he

has reached the

of the

physical or mental state where continuation

experiment seems to him to be impossible.

330.
10.

During the course of the experiment the scientist in

charge must he prepared to terminate the experiment at any
stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise
of the

good faith, superior skill, said careful judgment

required of him that a continuation of the experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability or death to the
experimental subject."

331.
AP~tHIDIX III.
KUKAK sxprrojBNTATioR
CODE OF ETHICS

OF THE WOHLD MEDICAL ASSOC 1/ TIOIT

DECLARATION OF

HELSINKI, 1964.

It is the mission of the doctor to

of the

35

safeguard the health

people. His knowledge and conscience arc dedicated to

the fulfilment of this mission.

The Declaration of Geneva of the World Medical Association
hinds the doctor with the words "the health of my patient
will he my

first consideration" 5

Medical Ethics which declares that
could weaken

may

and the International Cod© of
"Any act or advice which

physical or mental resistance of a human being

be used only in his interest."
Because it is essential that the results of

laboratory

experiments he applied to human "beings to further scientific

knowledge and to help suffering humanity, the World Medical
Association has

prepared the following recommendation© as

a

guide to each doctor in clinical research. It must be stressed
that the standards

as

all over the world.
civil and ethical

drafted

are

only a guide to physicians

Doctors; are not relieved from criminal

„

reeponsibilities under the laws of their own

countries.
In the field of clinical research a fundamental

distinction must be

recognised between clinical research

in which the aim Is

essentially therapeutic for a patient, and

clinical research the essential object of which is
scientific and without

purely

therapeutic value to the person

subjected to the research.

•x

Taken from Bthico in Medical Progress,

London:

Churchill, 1966
pp.

219

-

221.
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I.

BASIC PRINCIPLES.

1,

Clinical roconrcJi must conform to the moral and scientific

principles that justify research, and should be based

on

laboratory and animal experiments or other scientifically
established facts.
2.

Clinical research should be conducted

only by scientifically

qualified persons and under the supervision of
medical

a

qualified

man.

3»

Clinical research cannot legitimately be carried out unless

the

importance of the objective is in proportion to the inherent

rick to the

4.

subject.

Every clinical research project should be preceded by

careful assessment of inherent risks in comparison to foreseeable
benefits to the subject or to others.

5.

Special caution should be exorcised by the doctor in

performing clinical research in which the personality of the
subject is liable to be altered by drugs or experimental
procedure.
II.
1.

to

CLINICAL RESEARCH COMBINED WITH PROFESSIONAL CARE.
In the treatment of the sick person
use

a now

the doctor must be free

therapeutic measure if in his judgment it offers

hope of saving life, re-establishing health or alleviating
suffering.
If at all

possible, consistent with patient psychology,

the doctor should obtain the
after the

patient's freely given consent

patient has been given a full explanation. In case of

legal incapacity consent should also be procured from the legal

guardian; in case of physical incapacity the permission of the
legal guardian replaces that of the patient.
2,

The doctor can combine clinical research with

care,

professional

the objective being the acquisition of new medical know¬

ledge, only to the extent that clinical research is justified
by its therapeutic value for the patient,

JjJ.
Ill,
1,

HOB-THERAPEUTIC CIIHICAI RESEARCH.
In tli© purely scientific application of clinical

research carried out

on a

doctor to remain the

protector of the life and health of

that person on

2.

Hie

human being it is the duty of the

whom clinical research is being carried out.

nature, the purpose, and the risk of clinical

research must be

explainod to the subject by the doctor.

3a. Clinical research

on a

human being cannot be undertaken

without Ms free consent after he haa been
if he is

fully informed

-

legally incompetent the consent of the legal

guardian should bo procured.
3b. The subject of clinical research should be in such a

mental, physical, and legal state as to be able to exercise
fully his power of choice,
3c. Consent should as a rule be obtained in writing. However,
the

responsibility for clinical research always remains with

the research worker;
after consent is

4a.
to

never

falls on the subject, even

obtained.

The investigator must ronpect the right of each individual

safeguard his personal integrity, especially if the subject

is in

a

dependent relationship to the investigator,

4b. At any time
the

it

during the course of clinical research

subject or his guardian should be free to withdraw

perniooion for research to be continued. The investigator
or

the

in hie

investigating team should discontinue the research if
or

their judgment it may,

the individual.

if continued, be harmful to

APP^ulA XV.

Renal

Transplantation

A

BILL
t o

Permit removal from the body of a human person, duly a. d. 1968
certified as dead, of any kidney or kidneys required for
medical purposes, unless there is reason to believe
that the deceased during his lifetime had instructed
otherwise.

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Lords

Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:—
5

1. Nothing in the Human Tissue Act 1961 shall apply to renal Exclusion
transplantation.
of 1961 c- 5"
2. it shall be lawful to

remove

from the

body of

person, duly certified as dead, any kidney or kidneys
for medical purposes unless there is reason to believe

10

human Renai
required transplantathat the tion.

a

deceased during his lifetime had instructed otherwise.
3. For the purposes of
be signed by two

must

surgeon

section 2 of this Act, a death certificate Death
medical practitioners other than the certiticate.
conducting the renal transplantation.

4. This Act may

15

be cited

as

the Renal Transplantation Act short title.

1968.

[Bill 101]

A

44/2

JJ5.

ATM-'tt Y«
Second

*

Tentative Draft

UNIFORM ANATOMICAL

An

GIFT ACT

authorizing the gift of all

act

body after death for specified
1

SECTION 1-

2

(a)

part of a donor's

or

purposes.

[Definitions.]

"Person

individual,

means

3

governmental subdivision

4

trust,

partnership

or

or

agency,

association,

corporation,

government or

business trust,
or

any

estate,

other legal entity.

Comment

This

subsection

is

taken

verbatim

from

the

National

Conference Uniform Statutory

2(b)(4).

Section

1965,

Uniform Act

or

its

Construction Act approved in
In any state that has adopted the

equivalent,

Subsection 1

(a)

will be

unnecessary.

(b)

5

6

bones,

7

and

"Body

or

part of body"

includes

blood and other body fluids

"part"

organs,

tissues,

in the. body of the donor,

includes "parts".

Comment

Section

3

the Uniform Statutory

Construction Act
"The singular includes the plural, and the plural
includes the singular."
In any state that has adopted the
Uniform Act or its equivalent, the concluding clause of
Subsection 1 (b) will be unnecessary.

provides

of

8

(c)

"Licensed hospital"

includes

any

hospital licensed

9

or

10

state,

and it also includes any hospital operated by the

11

United

States

12

licensed under

approved by appropriate authorities under the laws of

13

(d)

government although not required to be
laws.

state

"Licensed physician or surgeon" means

14

or

15

"Licensed Technician"

16

as

such under

17

(e)

18

licensed

19

laws

20

of

"State"

22

Commonwealth

3

4

5

may

any

or

assistant

licensed

state.

storage facility" means a facility

of

2.

any

state,

territory

the District of Columbia

Puerto

possession of

or

or

the

Rico.

[Persons Who

May Execute

an

Anatomical Gift.

Any individual who is competent to execute

give all

purposes

means

States,

SECTION

or

any

part of his body for

any

one

or

a

]

will

more

of the

specified in this Act, the gift to take effect after

death.

6

7

United

(a)

of

medical

state.

any

the

2

laws

a

state.

any

approved by appropriate authorities under the

or

21

1

the

means

"Licensed bank

(f)

physician

a

licensed to practice under the laws of

surgeon

any

(b)
been

Unless he has knowledge that contrary directions have

given by the decedent,

the following persons,

in the order

337.

8

of

9

body for

10

Act:

priority stated,

give all

may

of the

one or more

any

any part

or

purposes

of

a

decedent's

specified in this

11

(1)

the spouse if

12

(2)

an

13

(3)

either parent,

14

(4)

an

15

(5)

the guardian of the person of the

(6)

17

adult brother

under

or

19

body.
is

at

other

any

18

there

survives.

the

or

time

person

or

If

21

immediately available at the time of death,

22

by either parent;

if

23

it may

any

24

or

his

25

of

relatives

26

not

27

make

28

death

29

The

be

surviving

be made by

the

or

gift

and

spouse

an

authorized

adult child is not

adult brother

or

the gift

may

be made

sister; but if the donee

respect to making the gift,

it shall

The persons authorized by this subsection to
execute

the document of gift either after

immediately before death during

decedent

agency

death,

parent is not immediately available,

a

with

named

may

of his

that there is controversy among the classes

agent knows

accepted.

sister,

obligation to dispose of the

20

no

If not,

adult child,

decedent

16

one

may be

a

minor

or

a

a

terminal illness.

still-born infant.

;j8t

Comment

Existing statutes differ in their respective standards
establishing competence to execute an anatomical gift.
Competence to execute a will is used as the standard
in seven states, namely, Arizona, Illinois, Indiana,
Nebraska, North Carolina and Oregon and the District of
Columbia.
Twenty one years and sound mind is the stated
standard

in

the

statutes

of

fourteen

states.

In

New

York

"a person
the gift,

who is eighteen years of age or older" may make
and in California, Colorado, Florida, Nebraska
and Pennsylvania "any person" may do so.
There is merit in enlarging the class of possible
donors as much as possible, but in its present draft the
Uniform Act accepts the majority rule.
Only a few statutes spell out the right of survivors
to make the gift.
Such provisions are found in California,
the District of Columbia, Iowa, Kentucky, New Mexico and
Washington.
Taking into account the very limited time
following death for the removal of such critical tissues
as
the kidney, the liver and the heart, it seems desirable
to eliminate all possible questions by stating the rights
of and the priorities among the survivors; also, to cover
the matter of differences of view among the survivors;
and
to authorize the survivors to execute the necessary documents
even prior
to death.
In view of the further fact that
minors are excluded from subsection (a), it is especially
desirable
be

to

included

cover

for

3.

[Persons Who

Which Anatomical
The

following

human bodies

(1)

any

of

status

survivors

so

minors may

donors.

as

SECTION

the

or

Gifts

persons

parts

May Become Donees,
May be

are

education,

thereof for the

therapy

or

research,

Purposes

.

eligible to receive gifts of

licensed hospital,

medical

Made.]

and

purposes

surgeon

or

stated:

physician,

advancement of medical

transplantation to individuals;

for

science,

339.

(2)

8

any

medical school, college

9

in medical education

10

or

or

(3)

any person

operating

12

facility for blood, arteries,

13

use

14

to

16

research

medical science purposes;
;

15

university engaged

research for educational,

)

11

or

in medical education,

a

■

■

licensed hank

eyes,

research,

or

or

-

- ■

storage

other human parts,

therapy

or

for

transplantation

individuals;

(4)

any

specified donee,

for therapy

or

transplantation

needed by him.

Comment

Existing statutes reveal great diversity of provisions
concerning possible donees and the purposes for which ana¬
tomical gifts may be made.
As to donees the list includes licensed hospitals,
storage banks, teaching institutions, universities, colleges,
medical schools, state anatomy boards, and institutions
approved by the state department of health.
Some of the
statutes are detailed and comprehensive.
Others are limited,
brief and general.
A few, including those of Alabama, Arkan¬
sas,
Colorado, the District of Columbia, Iowa and Louisiana
do not seek in any way, to name or limit the donees.
They
are confined
to stating the purposes for which donations
are permissible.
The Uniform Act attempts to achieve a
maximum of clarity and precision by carefully naming the
permissible donees.
Several of the statutes that include
storage banks, namely those of California, Nebraska,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, prescribe that they shall be
non-profit organizations.
On the other hand, most of the
states that specifically mention such banks seemingly are not
concerned over the profit motive and no mention is made of it.

This

is

Indiana,

the

in Arizona,

case

Kentucky,

Massachusetts,

The Uniform Act

Wisconsin.

the District of Columbia,
New York,

New Jersey,

follows

latter

the

Florida,

course

in

Texas,
this

regard.
to

purposes, again we find diversity among the statutes.
of purposes includes teaching, research, advancement
of medical science, therapy, transplantation, rehabilitation,
As

The

list

and

scientific

and

some

of

are

Colorado,

uses.

brief

and

the District of Columbia,

limitation whatsoever
the
the

Again some of the statutes are detailed,
general.
A few statutes, such as those
and Illinois,

contain

no

merely naming the donees and leaving
to their discretion.
In general it seems desirable to be selective in naming
donees and then inclusive in naming the purposes in broad
-

selection of purposes

terms.

SECTION 4.

1

(a)

2

[Manner of Executing Anatomical Gifts.]

A gift of all or part of the body for purposes of

3

this Act

4

effective immediately

5

for probate.

6

invalid for testamentary

7

it has been acted

8

effective.

(b)

9

Act may

10

11

.

may

be made by will,
upon

in which

death of the testator without waiting

If the will is not probated,

upon

A gift of all

in good faith,

if it is declared
to the extent that

is nevertheless valid and

part of the body for purposes of this

also be made by document other than

ment must be

or

the gift,

purposes,

or

the gift becomes

case

signed by the donor,

in the

a

will.

presence

of two

in turn sign the document in his

12

witnesses who shall

13

If the donor cannot sign in person,

the document

14

for him at his direction and in his

presence,

The docu-

may

presence.

be signed

and in the

of two witnesses who shall in turn sign the document

15

presence

16

in his presence.

17

donor's

18

The document may consist of

19

on

20

becomes

Delivery of the document of gift during the

lifetime

is

not

necessary

the donor's person or

effective

(c)

21

a

to make the gift valid.

properly executed card carried

in his immediate effects.

immediately

upon

the death of the donor.

The gift may be made either to

a

named donee

or

22

without

23

be

24

physician at

25

donee

26

death,

27

or

28

iate

effects,

29

may,

in reliance

30

the

31

agent possesses and may exercise all of the rights and is

32

entitled

naming of

donee.

a

If the latter,

the gift may

accepted by and utilized under the direction of the attending
or

is

who

following death.

not

is evidenced by

writing carried
the

on

(d)

all

the card

upon

of

as

or

of

35

appropriate procedures.

36

donee

37

or

38

the

surgeon,

other person

authorize

purpose.

any

named

a

properly executed card
person

in his immed¬

following death

or

writing,

or

accept and utilize

the agent of the donee.

immunities

the

J

or

the donor's

The donor may designate

gift the

a

attending physician at

gift in his discretion

to

If the gift is made to

reasonably available at the time and place of

if the gift

and

other

33
O A

the

The gift

physician,

or

of

the

donee

in his will

under

or

technician to

In the absence of

a

The

this Act.

other document
carry out

designation,

the

the

authorized to accept the gift may employ

licensed

surgeon,

physician,

or

technician for

3^*

(e)

If the gift is made by a person designated

Section 2(b)

of this Act,

signed by the
are

not

it shall be executed by

a

in

document

authorized by that section and witnesses

person

required.
Comment

A

majority of the existing statutes authorize the making
gift by a document signed by the donor and with two
witnesses who also sign.
Massachusetts requires three witness
of the

Arkansas,

California,

Colorado,

Florida,

Maine,

Nebraska,

Pennsylvania and Washington require a written instrument but
not require witnesses; Connecticut and Minnesota require
"execution as a will"; Arizona and Tennessee require a writter
and acknowledged instrument; Alabama "and Iowa require "executi
as
a
deed".
The Uniform Act follows the majority practice.
Many states also provide as an alternative mode that the
gift may be made by will, and in such event that the gift becc
effective immediately on death without awaiting probate.
Sucl
alternative modes of making the gift are found in California,
do

Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Ind:
Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Tennessee.
The

Uniform Act

contains

such

provisions.
provision in subsection (b) to the effect that the
document of gift may be in the form of a card carried by the i
is unique and important.
We are a peripatetic people, and gi
will be facilitated by carrying on our persons the evidence o
our donative
intentions.
This provision is supplemented by t'
provision in subsection (c) to the effect that if the donee i
named but is not reasonably available, the gift may neverthel
if the card is found on the decedent's person, be carried out
and for the benefit of persons on the ground at the time.
Th
The

Statutes

of

the

District of Columbia,

and

Texas

provide that if

the

donor

dies,

Massachusetts,

New Mexi

donee is named the hospital wher
the attending physician shall be
deemed the donee and may make use of the gift.
The Uniform i
carries this idea one step further in the direction of more
adequate utilization of gifts.
or,

if

no

none,

3+3-

few

have

states

provided that no remuneration shall
paid or received for gifts of bodies or parts thereof.
Such provisions are found in Georgia (for eyes only), .Maine
(for eyes only), Massachusetts and New York.
No such
provision has been included in the Uniform Act.
A

be

SECTION

a

named

true

the will

donee,

copy

[Delivery

5.

thereof,

may

Donee.]

to

other document,

or

is made to

If the gift
or

an

attested

be delivered to him to expedite the

appropriate procedures immediately after death, but such
delivery is not

necessary

to validity of the gift.

request of any interested party on or
death,
the

after the donor's

the person in possession must produce,

will

or

other

document

of

Upon

for examination

gift.

Comment

of

the

statutes

make

rather

formal provisions

for
filing of documents of gift.
Thus in Alabama and Arkansas
the gift must be "filed for record in the office of the
judge of probate."
In Connecticut the document must be filed
Some

either before
state

be

death

or

within

Department of Health.

filed

district

for

record
of

"in

the

the parish

60

hours

after

death with

the

In Louisiana the instrument must
office

of

the clerk of

the

wherein the person making the
gift resides."
In Tennessee it is provided that the instru¬
ment "shall be delivered by the donor to the donee."
On
the other hand, in the great majority of the states, no
provision is made for filing, recording or delivery to the
donee.
The gift is by implication effective without such
formality.
Section 5 of the Uniform Act follows the majority
practice, but includes permissive provisions to expedite
post-mortem procedures.
court

(a)

2
3

[Revocation of the Gift.]

SECTION 6.

1

named

If the document of gift has been delivered to

donee,

it may be revoked either

(1)

4

5

or

6

the

7

(2)

by the execution and delivery to the donee
his

agent of a revocation in writing signed by

donor,

by

or

oral

statement of revocation witnessed

persons,

addressed and communicated to the

an

8

by two

9

donee

10

(3)

11

addressed

12

communicated

13

(4)

14

carried

15

revoking the gift.
(b)

16

the

17

to

18

lation

19

20

(c)
in

the

his

or

by

by

a

a
on

agent,

or

statement during a terminal illness
to

the

to

card

attending physician,
the

or

donee,

writing,

his person

or

or

his

and

agent,

or

signed by the donee and

in his immediate effects,

If the written document of gift has not been delivered

donee,
or

a

the gift may be revoked by destruction,

mutilation of

the

document.

If the gift is made by

manner

cancel¬

a

will,

provided for revocation

or

it

may

be revoked

amendment of wills.

Comment

about

half of

the

states

provision is made for
However, in the interest of carrying out the
ultimate desires of the donor, there is good reason for
facilitating revocation.
Accordingly, about half of the
states make affirmative provisions concerning the matter.
Usually it is provided that revocation may be accomplished by
executing a "like instrument" filed in the manner provided
for the instrument of gift and delivered to the donor.
The
Uniform Act makes careful and complete provision for revocatioi
under various contingencies.
In

one

no

revocation.

[Effect of Gift

1

SECTION

2

(a)

3

accepts,

4

his

agent

5

and

funeral

6

after

7

included

8

undue

9

by the physician in attendance

10

illness

11

of

12

individual.

may,

in

if he deems it desirable,

services.
of
the

the

team

to

15

reliance

The

donor

donee

and

of

or

his

time

of

death

upon

surgeons

The donee,

agent may,

shall be

immediately

cause

any par

without

determined

the donor's terminal

and he shall not be

a

which transplants the part to

agent of a donee,

or

member

another

other person authori

accept and utilize the gift who acts in good
upon,

or

authorize embalming

gift to be removed from the body,
The

If the don

the donee

prior to embalming,

certifying his death,

or

14

Rights of Donee.]

and if the gift is of the entire body,

mutilation.

the

on

The donee may accept or reject the gift.

death

(b)

13

7.

and in accord with the terms of

faith,
a

in

gift under th

16

Act,

17

as

18

revocation of

19

in

any

or

herein

provided,
the

or

upon

a

document carried by the donor

and who is without actual notice of

gift,

shall not be held liable for damages

civil suit brought against him for his act.

any

20

similar Act,

(c)

The provisions of this Act are subject to the laws

21

of

22

autopsies.

this

prescribing

state

powers

and duties with respect to

Comment

Section

7

contains

several

important provisions.
First,
provision that the time of death shall be
determined by the donor's physician in attendance and that he
shall not be a part of the transplant team.
These provisions
are not
found in any of the existing statutes; yet, they are
essential.
The time of death is not subject to clear cut
definition.
Modern methods of heart pacing, cardiac massage,
artificial blood circulation and artificial respiration can
continue bodily metabolism and the simulation of life far
beyond former limits.
The question is when have irreversible
changes taken place that completely preclude anything like
normal brain activity and self-sustaining bodily functions.
The answer depends upon many variables which cannot be spelled
out in a statute.
Reliance must be placed upon the professional
skill and judgment of the physician in attendance.
Because
time is of the essence, the transplant team wishes to remove
the critical organs at the earliest possible moment and
before deterioration takes place.
Hence, there is an inevitable
conflict of interest, and accordingly, provision should be
made to exclude the physician in charge of the patient from the
transplant team.
None of the existing statutes cover this point
but the provision of the Uniform Act seems essential to public
acceptance of the procedure.
there

is

the

3^7 •

exculpation clauses of subsection (b) are just and
necessary, and they are in accord with the corresponding provi¬
sions expressly set forth in the statutes of Arizona,
Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan,
Nebraska, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin and Washington.
The

other

the

states

it

be

presumed that freedom from
liability would be inferred from the validity of the gift.
The statutes of Michigan and Tennessee require that the donee
exercise reasonable care to avoid undue mutilation of the body.
The final provision, subsection (c) is essential to
preclude the spouse or other survivor from authorizing a
removal of a part that might frustrate the performance of the
medical examiner's function in case of death under suspicious
In

can

circumstances.

construed

2

be

3

uniform

the

law

9.

SECTION

are

10.

(1)

4

(2)

5

(3)

2

effectuate

as

to

of

those

states

its

general

which

enact

[short Title.] This

This Act shall

purpose

to make

it.

Act may be

cited

as

the

Gift Act.

[Repeal. 3

The

following acts and parts of acts

repealed:

3

1

[Uniformity of Interpretation.]

Uniform Anatomical

1

2

so

SECTION

1
2

8.

SECTION

1

SECTION

effect

11.

[Time of Taking Effect. ]

This Act shall

take

